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About this guide

About this guide
About the resources
The Fast ForWord components provide a solid base for students to learn about and practice the English
language. However, students who are not familiar with English idioms, cultural references, and vocabulary may
have a few extra hurdles when learning the English language. With this in mind, Scientific Learning has
developed a set of English Learner offline resources to supplement the Fast ForWord components.

What resources are provided?
The offline resources include individual, leveled lessons for the Fast ForWord components that provide
targeted instruction for English Learners. The lessons are based on the SIOP® Model, with added
differentiation for the Fast ForWord exercises. Many of the lessons provide writing tasks, including work with
graphic organizers (for example, diagrams, tables, concept webs).

Which of the components have resources?
Most of the Fast ForWord component exercises have resources, while the few exercises that focus on sounds
or nonsense words do not. Those exercises can be supported through classroom instruction in early
literacy/pre-literacy skills, which is not exclusive to English Learners. Some of the longer and more complex
exercises have multiple lessons.
Reading Readiness does not have resources, as it teaches early literacy skills such as phoneme/grapheme
identification and onset-rime. If your student is having challenges with the exercises in Reading Readiness,
you can try using typical early literacy classroom instructional practices.

Tip: You can use the Fast ForWord English learner resources with the Foundations and Elements
components.

Which students will benefit from the resources?
The offline resources were written with English Learners in mind but are certainly not limited to those students.
Feel free use them with any Fast ForWord student that might benefit from a little extra practice. For example:


Students who are new to our product



Students receiving intervention alerts in the reports



Students classified as pre-emergent, emergent, beginning, developing, expanding, or bridging in English
language



Students being considered or progress-monitored for special educations services



Students receiving services for special education, speech language pathology, or occupational therapy
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Which staff members can use the resources?
The offline resources were designed for these instructors, but any qualified instructor can use the offline
resources with their Fast ForWord students. For example:


General education classroom teachers



ELS teachers or ELL coordinators



Special educators



Speech language pathologists



Occupational therapists



School social workers or psychologists

When should I use the resources?
The offline resources are appropriate for any of these environments:


Readers Workshop



Writers Workshop



Guided Reading



ESL pullouts



ELD/English Language Development blocks



Intervention blocks



Special education classes



Occupational therapy sessions



School psychologist/social worker sessions (with IEP or parent and administrator approval)

How to use the resources
The lessons can be incorporated into your instruction in a variety of ways. While each lesson is written for a 10to-30-minute mini-lesson or class session, you can adapt the lessons as needed to meet your student or
scheduling needs.
Each lesson includes the following components:




Standards. Lists the “Can Do Descriptors” for the lesson, taken directly from the WIDA standards
framework.
Targeted English Language Proficiency. Lists the WIDA language proficiency levels targeted in the
lesson: Entering, Emerging, Developing, Expanding, Bridging, and/or Reaching.



Objectives. Provides the goals of the lesson, specifically language and content objectives.



Key Vocabulary. Identifies important vocabulary words.



Materials. Lists the items needed for the lesson.



Motivation. Provides a context for the lesson.



Presentation. Includes the actual lesson content to be presented to your students.



Practice/Application. Outlines group or individual activities designed to reinforce the presentation content.
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Review/Assessment. Includes prompts for getting your students started on the product.
ELD Differentiation (Fast ForWord only). Provides scaffolds at the language proficiency levels of the
lesson. The differentiation is not part of the SIOP model but is included to help you adapt the lessons as
needed. For example, if you feel that a student may not be adequately challenged by a lesson, you can use
the differentiation to help you craft a modified lesson plan for that student.
Extension. Provides extra activities to further challenge students.

Throughout the lesson you’ll see specific instructions for you (in plain text) and for your students (in bold text, to
be read aloud to your students). The student instruction scripts are written in a casual tone to reflect a
classroom environment. Here’s an example:
Learning new words is something good readers do to help understand stories. Why is it important to
understand what we read? Give students time to think and respond.
You may also notice some text in parentheses at the top of a section. The authors of SIOP include these
familiar research-based terms to help you identify those sections.

Best practices for the classroom
Research shows the efficacy of providing native language support across the four language domains (reading,
writing, listening, speaking), and we recommend using it where applicable and available.
In addition, the following supports can help boost student success, both with our product and in your classroom
instruction. Feel free to incorporate and adapt these strategies as you see fit.


Create word walls/cognate walls in your classroom



Incorporate visuals and/or realia (real life objects) into your lessons



Provide explicit vocabulary instruction



Try some Total Physical Response (TPR) activities



Preview essential learnings and key vocabulary from the product





Expand your use of language scaffolding based on the techniques provided in the lessons or from other
resources
Celebrate student success by incorporating classroom motivation systems for using the product
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More resources
MySciLEARN provides several methods for getting help.

MySciLEARN Resources
MySciLEARN Resources provides access to all training information, including teacher materials, video
tutorials, and staff training (The Academy). Access it from http://help.scilearn.com/toolbox/teacherresources.htm.

Support
If you need further assistance or have more questions, contact Carnegie Learning Customer Support.

Customer Support
Web & Chat

http://help.scilearn.com/toolbox/support.htm

Email

support@scilearn.com

Phone

1-888-358-0212 (US & Canada)
1-520-917-1200 (International)

Hours

Monday - Friday 6 AM - 5 PM PT
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Fast ForWord Foundations I
This chapter includes the offline lessons for the Foundations I component.

What's in this chapter
Foundations I - Introduction

10

Foundations I - Robo-Dog (1)

13

Foundations I - Robo-Dog (2)

24

Foundations I - Ele-Bot (1)

33

Foundations I - Ele-Bot (2)

42

Foundations I - Space Commander

51
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Lesson Topic: Foundations I

LESSON TOPIC: Foundations I

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use context clues and illustrations to determine meaning of words/phrases.
Use L1 to support L2.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral directions.
Complete content-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.
Categorize content-based examples from oral directions.

Speaking:

Describe pictures, events, objects, or people using phrases or short sentences.
Discuss stories, issues, and concepts.
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to listen to and comprehend basic directions in Fast ForWord Foundations I using
teacher support, key words, and modeling.
CONTENT – Students will be able to have some understanding of the commands and terminology used in each of
the programs through teacher modeling and exploring on their own.

KEY VOCABULARY
Space Commander
Ele-Bot
Sky Gym

keyboard
mouse
buttons

Hoop Nut

computer screen

Whalien Match
Moon Ranch
Robo-Dog

log in
website

© 2022 Carnegie Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Lesson Topic: Foundations I

MATE RIALS
•

Flash cards or printouts of the names of the Foundations I exercises (with characters if possible)

•

Flash cards or word wall with key words listed with visual examples

•

Computer for teacher and computers for each student with working headphones and an internet connection

•

Printed and enlarged initial screens for each of the exercises, preferably in color (print your screen while viewing
the exercise demos, check the Fast ForWord user manuals or help, or project the initial screen from your
computer)

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
The Fast ForWord Foundations I program can be used with students who are at various stages of English language
learning. This introductory activity can be adapted to fit any of the Foundations I exercises, but it is critical to do it
BEFORE students start the exercises on the computer, especially if they have little or no English knowledge.

Today we will explore a new program called Fast ForWord Foundations I. This
program will help us with reading, speaking, listening, and writing in English.
The skills we’ll learn in this program will help us become strong readers in English. Why
should we get better at reading in English?
Give students wait time to respond (10-25 seconds), or Think-Pair-Share their responses for more in-depth responses.

Follow along with me and then we will explore together. When we finish you will have some
time to explore on your own.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Look at the screen here. What do you see?
Give students wait time to respond (10-25 seconds).

What do you think I do here?
Have students Think-Pair-Share responses.

Let’s take a look.
Model the activity for students, describing aloud what’s happening on the screen.

© 2022 Carnegie Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduce or review some key vocabulary about computers here where appropriate. Now is a good time to introduce
classroom and individual goal setting for each activity. If you want to build additional buy-in, have students come up
with a class story about each character and why they are doing what they are doing. See if you can set a goal around
each exercise for the class.
Show only one or two exercises for each mini-lesson.
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Introduce the lesson and model the activity in students’ native language where possible. If
that’s not doable, as in the case of a group of students that speak several different languages, use key words in your
descriptions written on the board. Point or direct students to repeat those words as you do the action in the product.
Give students time to process your words and actions by moving slowly and speaking intentionally (without
overenunciating). Anticipate areas where students might get confused in the lesson and provide key vocabulary to
explain any potentially confusing parts of the exercise.
Developing, Expanding: Before modeling, have students guess what the student does with each exercise. Ask some
guiding questions about what students should do for each exercise and what each exercise teaches to get students
thinking before modeling the exercise. Encourage students to get creative with their guesses.
Spend less time modeling, having students participate along with you as soon as you see them understanding the
exercise. Build in some time at the end of the lesson to allow students to talk about the challenges and fun they had
with the exercise.
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Now let’s practice some together. Using your login information, log in on the computer in
front of you. You will need headphones soon, but not yet. When you finish logging in, touch
your nose to let me know you are ready to continue (or some other command that works
for you).
Have students do the first part of the exercise with you. Answer any questions they have and clarify any potentially
confusing steps.
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Have students continue working on the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1. If students quickly get the hang of an exercise and there is time, introduce another.

© 2022 Carnegie Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
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LESSON TOPIC: Robo-Dog (Lesson 1)

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use L1 to support L2 (e.g., cognates).
Use bilingual dictionaries and glossaries/Use English dictionaries and glossaries.

Writing:

Draw content-related pictures.
Fill in graphic organizers, charts, and tables.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral commands/instructions.
Use learning strategies described orally.

Speaking:

Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).
Explain and compare content-based concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to listen to, say, read, and write new words in English using a Frayer Model.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use new vocabulary in a Frayer Model to comprehend the words in the RoboDog exercise in Fast ForWord Foundations I

KEY VOCABULARY
Robo-Dog word list (page 7)

MATERIALS
•

Flash cards or printouts of the Robo-Dog words (select 15-25 for this lesson)

•

Whiteboard and markers

•

Spanish/English dictionaries

•

Frayer Model graphic organizer (page 6)

•

Whiteboard or clearly visible surface for writing

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program

© 2022 Carnegie Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.,
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Lesson Topic: Robo Dog (Lesson 1)

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Emergent bilinguals need exposure to the Robo-Dog vocabulary before using Robo-Dog.

Before playing Robo-Dog today, we need to practice some new words in English. You will see
these words in Robo-Dog. Let’s say Robo-Dog.
Everyone practices saying Robo-Dog

Learning these words will not only help you in Robo-Dog, but will build your
vocabulary in English. You will be able to use these words in speaking, listening,
reading, and writing.
That way your English development continues to grow. We need to grow our English so that
we can become proficient readers.
Why do you think we should be proficient readers? What does being a reader help us do?
Give students wait time to respond (10-25 seconds). Have students Think-Pair-Share responses for more thought out
answers.

Now it’s time to learn some new words. This sheet will help us learn them. This sheet is
called a Frayer Model [pronounced FRAY-er]. Let’s say that together.
Write “Frayer Model” on the board/somewhere clearly visible. Show students a blank Frayer Model graphic organizer.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
We will walk through the different parts of the Frayer Model and then we will do one
together. To start, we write our new word in the middle box. Today’s first new word is
“bee.”
Model writing “bee” in the center box.

What is a bee?
Give students a minute to come up with some words to describe a bee. Show a picture of a bee. If “bee” is too easy,
select a word from the higher tiered Robo-Dog word list.

We will write that definition here. Let’s say ‘definition’ together.
Point to the word “definition” on the page in the first box.

A definition is what a word means. We learn it by reading in a dictionary (hold up
dictionary) or coming up with a definition. Can someone tell us what a bee is?

© 2022 Carnegie Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.,
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Give students some time to describe “bee.” Have students Think-Pair-Share their ideas to get thoughts and words
flowing. If they do not have the words, feel free to introduce your own words or a short definition. Give students an
opportunity to clearly hear you and understand.

So here, we write ‘A bug with six legs and yellow and black stripes. It stings. It makes honey.’
Write whatever definition students create.
For younger students, you can simply give a short definition and have them write it. Model writing the definition. For
older students, model using the dictionary by looking up the word and reading the definition aloud. For more of a
challenge, have students practice paraphrasing the definition to write in the first box.

Now we come to the second box. In the second box we need a picture.
Point to the label at the top of the box that says “Picture.”

Let’s draw a bee. What does a bee look like?
Have students use words to describe a bee and then take 2-3 minutes to draw. Model drawing the bee with students.
For older students or students who are proficient writers, you can simply have students write a sentence in English
using the word “bee.” The label on the second box can read “Sentence” rather than “Picture” (or both).

Now, in the third box it asks us for an example.
Point to the word “example” on the page.

We need an example of a bee. What is an example of a kind of bee?
If students can’t think of a kind of bee, offer bumble bee or honey bee, maybe even a famous character who is a bee,
etc.

Let’s draw that example here.
Model drawing the example the students come up with. Again for older students or for students who like a challenge,
have them write the words (for example, “honey bee”) rather than draw the picture.

A non-example is something that a bee is not. What is not a bee? This can be anything
that is not a bee.
Have students come up with something that is not a bee—you and me, other insects, etc.

Let’s draw that here.
Model drawing the non-example, again taking just a few minutes.

© 2022 Carnegie Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.,
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PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Now that we all know what to do, it’s your turn to practice learning new words with this
Frayer Model. Using this word list, pick two more words to learn today. Complete a Frayer
Model for both of those words. You can use your brain, a partner, the dictionary, or me (the
teacher) to help you come up with a definition for each word.
Hold off on using the dictionary for younger learners. For more independent or older students, have them use the
dictionary.

We have 10 minutes for 2 more Frayer Models (add or subtract the number of Frayer
Models students can complete in the given time frame as needed).
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: If the words in the Robo-Dog word list are difficult for students to identify, have students pick
their own words from somewhere in the classroom. This gives students an opportunity to practice the concept of a
Frayer Model without the pressure of working with unfamiliar words. Once students are familiar with the process of a
Frayer Model, have them move on to unknown words from the word list.
Developing, Expanding: To challenge students, have them complete Frayer Models on words that are not nouns.
Allow students to choose their word(s) and get them approved by the teacher before beginning working. Have
students construct sentences with their new words on the back of their Frayer Models.
Make this task more challenging by using more difficult prompts on the Frayer Model, in place of those that come
easily to students. For example, in place of a picture or a sentence with the word, have students write a story of 3-5
sentences related to the word, such as a fairy tale or an origin story myth of how it came to be. Other examples:
What does this word make you think of?, What is a synonym/antonym of this word? What is this word in a different
language?
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Now let’s take a couple of minutes to talk about the new words we learned. What can
you tell us about your new words?
Have students share what new words they learned (about 3-5 minutes).

Now that we have learned all these new words, it’s time to practice them in Fast ForWord.
Today you will practice Robo-Dog. Let’s log in and begin working in Robo-Dog.
Have students work on the Fast ForWrd program until their time is up.

© 2022 Carnegie Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.,
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E XTE NSION
1. For older students, select the Robo-Dog word list or a group of words that fit the instructional need of your
students. For more challenging words the content specific vocabulary is a good challenge, for beginning
language learners or younger students, select a different group of words.
2. If students easily pass through the Frayer Model with the word list you start with, begin the next session with
higher-tiered words.
3. If students want more, have them complete more than 1 or 2 Frayer Models.
4. Alternatively, have them practice writing sentences with the new words, practice saying those sentences with a
partner, and pair with a partner to come up with a story about one or more of the words and write it out.
5. Have students use a dictionary to come up with sentences for the words they choose. Have them write a story
incorporating their new words.

© 2022 Carnegie Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.,
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Supplementa l Material : Frayer Mode l graphic organizer

© 2022 Carnegie Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.,
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Supplementa l Material : Word list

© 2022 Carnegie Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Supplementa l Material : Word list

© 2022 Carnegie Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Supplementa l Material : Word list

© 2022 Carnegie Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Supplementa l Material : Word list

© 2022 Carnegie Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Lesson Topic: Robo Dog (Lesson 1)

Supplementa l Material : Word list

© 2022 Carnegie Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
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LESSON TOPIC: Robo-Dog (Lesson 2)

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Listening:

Complete content-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.
Apply learning strategies to new situations.
Follow multi-step oral directions.

Speaking:

Communicate in social situations.
Repeat words, short phrases, memorized chunks.
Describe pictures, events, objects, or people using phrases or short sentences.
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Emerging, Developing, Expanding

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to listen to, say, read, and write new words in English using a game called “Is it
true?!”
CONTENT – Students will be able to use sentences about pictures to comprehend the words in the
Robo-Dog exercise in Fast ForWord Foundations I.

KEY VOCABULARY
Robo-Dog word list (page 5)

MATERIALS
•

Flash cards or printouts of the Robo-Dog pictures (select 20-30 for this lesson)

•

Other images from other sources

•

Whiteboard or other writing surface clearly visible to students

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program

© 2022 Carnegie Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
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MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Emergent bilinguals need exposure to the Robo-Dog vocabulary before using Robo-Dog.

Before playing Robo-Dog today, we are going to play a little game. This game will help you
understand the directions in Robo-Dog. Let’s say ‘Robo-Dog.’
Everyone practices saying Robo-Dog.

Learning these directions will not only help you in Robo-Dog but will build your
vocabulary in English. You will be able to use these words in speaking, listening, reading,
and writing. That way your English development continues to grow.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
The game we’ll play today is called ‘Is It True!?’ Let’s say that together: Is It True.
Now, true means real. False means not true, or not correct. What does ‘true’ mean?
Give students wait time to respond (10-25 seconds).

What does ‘false’ mean?
Give students wait time to respond (10-25 seconds).

For example, if I say, ‘the sky is blue,’ is that true or false?
Give students wait time to respond.

Now, what if I say, ‘the sky is green?’ Is that true or false?
Give students wait time to respond. Explain the concept of true and false in students’ native language if needed.

What are some other things that are true? What are some things that are false?
Give students time to form statements of things that are true and false (use frames below if needed).

The

is

.

Pandas are
I like
I don’t like
Two plus two is

.
.
.
.

© 2022 Carnegie Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Show students a picture from the Robo-Dog word list and make a few simple statements about the picture or
object. Model the student role of deciding whether your statement was true or false. Use native language support
as needed. Write key words from your question on a whiteboard or similar surface for students to see as you ask the
question to give students added support in understanding your question. Alternatively, articulate the question in
English, in students’ native language, and again in English for a different kind of scaffold.
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Play the student role along with students and gradually have students take over the student role. For added
challenge, have students articulate why the statement is true or false. As students get comfortable with the activity
and if it is appropriate, break off students into pairs and have them make statements with their own set of cards to
play Is It True!? with a partner.
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: It’s OK if students’ English production is minimal. Allow students time to formulate ideas and
provide sentence stems for the game, building off of the sentence frames from earlier or creating your own as you go
along. For example:

I see

.

There is

.

There are

.

One thing I can see is

.

This picture has

.

Two things in this picture are
. It looks
like

.
is one thing I can find.
is something I can see.

What is happening in this picture is

.

What is not happening here is

.

It doesn’t look like

.

© 2022 Carnegie Learning, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Developing, Expanding: Have students play the game using different pictures, and challenge students to increase
the difficulty in their statements. Model varied sentence structures to add complexity students can draw on in
creating their statements. For example:

Although,

, it’s actually

.

Even though I think

, this is really

This image reflects

.

Included in this image is
It may seem that
As far as

.

.
, but instead

.

goes,

.

Wherever there is

there is also

.

is the case as long as
As you can see,
Despite the fact that
When I first saw this, I thought

.

.
, there

.
, but actually

.

If students quickly work through pictures, have them choose one to write about using that image as the
story starter.
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Now let’s take a few minutes to talk about the new words we learned. Can you tell us about
your new words?
Have students share what new words they learned (about 3-5 minutes).

Now that we have learned all these new words, it’s time to practice them in Fast ForWord.
Today you will practice Robo-Dog. Let’s log in and begin working in Robo-Dog.
Have students work on the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1. Have students draw pictures of vocabulary words without showing the picture, forming a
Pictionary element to the game.
2. Have students write out some questions for each card for their neighbor and have neighbors switch papers and
answer the questions in writing or speaking about pictures they share.
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Supplemental Material : Word list
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Supplemental Material : Word list
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Supplemental Material : Word list
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Supplemental Material : Word list
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Supplemental Material : Word list
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LESSON TOPIC: Ele-Bot (Lesson 1)

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Answer questions about explicit information in texts.
Find details that support main ideas.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral directions.
Complete content-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.

Speaking:

Answer simple content-based questions.
Discuss stories, issues, and concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Emerging, Developing, Expanding

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to articulate details about a picture(s) in speaking and writing.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use sentences about pictures to comprehend the commands in the Ele-Bot
exercise on Fast ForWord Foundations I.

KEY VOCABULARY
Ele-Bot sentence structures and vocabulary (page 6)

MATERIALS
•

Printouts of 5-10 pictures of humans and/or animals doing things; the pictures should range from having one
main event happening to having several things going on in the picture

•

Whiteboard or other writing surface clearly visible to students with an oversized “What does it mean?” graphic
organizer layout for the teacher to model

•

“What does it mean?” graphic organizer and pencils for each student (page 5)

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program
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MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Emergent bilinguals need exposure to the sentence structures and cognitive demand of Ele-Bot before working in
Ele-Bot.

Before playing Ele-Bot today, we are going to play a little game. This game will help you
understand the directions in Ele-Bot. Let’s say ‘Ele-Bot.’
Everyone practices saying Ele-Bot.

Ele-Bot helps us with our memory and with learning how to say things in English. It
helps teach us listening skills so that we become good listeners in the classroom and in
life. Why is this important?
Give students wait time to respond (10-25 seconds). Have students share out their thoughts using teacher support as
needed.

We’re going to write about some pictures we see today. This will help us to understand the
questions we get asked in Ele-Bot.
Show students one of the printed pictures.

What do you see?
Give students wait time to articulate what they see using complete sentences, restating their words as needed to
help students form complete sentences.

What are some other things that are true?
Give students time to form statements. Encourage students to get creative. Ask increasingly challenging questions to
give students a thinking task if listening in English is a strength for them.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Show students a new picture and make a few simple statements about the picture. Model the student role of
writing out responses on the enlarged graphic organizer, thinking aloud. Use native language support as needed.
Alternatively, articulate the response in English, then in students’ native language, then again in English. Either way,
model getting inventive with your observations and responses on your graphic organizer.
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PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Play the student role along with students and gradually have students take over the student role for the picture
they have. Encourage students to get creative with their sentences. You may give each student their own picture
once students are familiar with this task, but to start use the same picture for each student’s graphic organizer and
complete the activity together until students get comfortable.
To support students, have students share their sentences aloud with a partner first, then write them. As students
get comfortable with the activity and if it is appropriate, break off students into pairs and have them work on a new
picture with a partner or alone.
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Have students look at a picture and draw it on the space in their graphic organizer before talking
about the image. Point out some key parts of the picture and the names of those parts in English and have students
practice saying those words in English. Students may interpret them into their native language in speaking where
appropriate.
Pair students up for this activity and have them describe and talk about the picture in their native language first.
Then, have them form sentences together and write the sentences as a team. Grammar and spelling are less
important with this activity, rather, the key is getting students using words in English in speaking and writing.
Provide 2-3 sentence frames verbally and written on the board in English with each picture and/or with each
question on the graphic organizer.
Developing, Expanding: Give students key words they must incorporate into their sentences. Have students pair up
with a partner for support for the few questions on the graphic organizer, then gradually move to working on their
own if needed.
Have students use their native language to talk about the picture first, then interpret into English and finally writing.
For more of a challenge, have students use sentence frames for question responses on the graphic organizer that are
more complex than sentences the students would typically form independently.
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Now let’s take a few minutes to talk about our pictures.
Have students share what their pictures have and the statements they wrote about them.

Now that we can notice little things about pictures, it’s time to practice these skills in
Fast ForWord. Today you will practice Ele-Bot. Let’s log in and begin working in EleBot.
Have students work in the program until their time is up.
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E XTE NSION
1. Have students draw pictures for other students to answer questions about.
2. Have students write 3 ways the picture could be interpreted differently on the back of their graphic organizers.
Alternatively, ask students to write about different aspects of the picture to push other critical thinking skills. For
example: “If you were in the picture, what would you be doing and where would you be? Why?”; “If you could add
or take away any thing in this picture, what would it be and why?”; etc.
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Supplemental Material : “What doe s it mean?” graphic organizer
Name:

Place the ill ust rat ion inside this box

1. Who are the characters inside this illustration?
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. What are the characters doing?
a.
b.
c.
d.
3. Where is this illustration happening?
a.
b.
c.
d.
4. Why is this illustration happening?
a.
b.
c.
d.
5. Write three sentences using the characters in the illustration and explain how their actions can be
interpreted in three different ways.
a.
b.
c.
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Supplemental Material: Sentence Structures and Vocabulary
apple
baby
bag
balloon
bath
bear
big
blow
blue
boat
book
box
breakfast
broken
build
bunny
car
carrot
carry
cat
chair
chase
chicken
clown
cry
cup

dark
deer
dinner
dirty
dog
dress
drink
duck
eat
elephant
face
fill
fish
frown
girl
groceries
hairy
happy
hat
her
him
hold
house
in
juice
jump
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kick
kite
lead
little
look
mad
make
messy
mouse
off
on
open
paint
pick
picture
pour
present
pull
push
red
ride
rock
run
sew
sheep
shirt

shoe
sit
skinny
smile
sock
spot
stand
suitcase
swim
table
take
tie
tree
trip
tub
under
wagon
walk
wash
watch
with
woman
yellow

Supplemental Material: Sentence Structures and Vocabulary
Structure

Example

Object Pronouns: Him & Her
Description Words
Action Words
Predicative Adjectives
Comparative with More
Comparative with -er
Quantifier: None
Quantifier: Some
Singular Nouns
Plural Nouns
Singular Nouns with Quantifier: A
Plural Nouns with Quantifier: Some
Singular Auxiliary Verb: Is
Plural Auxiliary Verb: Are
Singular Verbs
Plural Verbs
Possession: Has
Possession: Apostrophe-s
Wh- Object Questions
Who vs. What
Simple Negation
Third Person Subject Pronouns
Active Voice
Passive Voice
Passive Voice with Negation
Present Tense
Past Tense
Future Tense
Preposition: For

Point to him.
Which is heavy?
Which is eat?
The tub is full.
Which one is more prickly?
Which one is bigger?
Look at these bowls with goldfish. Which one has none?
Look at these boxes with carrots. Which box has some?
Choose the picture of the dog.
Choose the picture of the dogs.
Choose the picture of a dog.
Choose the picture of some dogs.
The sheep is eating.
The sheep are eating.
The sheep eats.
The sheep eat.
The cat has stripes.
Which is the baby’s bird?
What is the dog chasing?
Who is by the door?
The box is not open.
She is walking.
The cat is following the dog.
The dog is being followed by the cat.
The cat is not being followed by the dog.
The boy is opening the box.
The boy opened the box.
The boy will open the box.
The box is being carried for the doctor.

Preposition: With
Complex Negation
Object Relative Clauses
Object Relatives with Relativized Objects
Subject Relative Clauses
Reduced Subject Relative Clauses

The box is being carried with the doctor.
The dog that is not running is big.
The cat is chasing the dog that is big.
The cat is following the dog that the mouse is leading.
The dog that is black is following the cat.
The teacher smiling is helping the girl.

Sentences with Subject Relative Clauses and
Noun-Verb-Noun Endings

The dog that is following the cat is black.

Sentences with Reduced Subject Relative Clauses
and Noun-Verb-Noun Endings

The girl helping the teacher is smiling.

Relative Pronouns with Double Function
Sentences with Double Embedding
Cleft Sentences

The cat that the dog is following is black.
The dog that is following the cat that is black is white.
It’s the dog that the cat chases.
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LESSON TOPIC: Ele-Bot (Lesson 2)

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use L1 to support L2 (e.g., cognates).
Use pre-taught vocabulary (e.g., word banks) to complete simple sentences.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral commands/instructions.

Speaking:

Connect ideas in discourse using transitions (e.g., “but”, “then”).
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).
Explain and compare content-based concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to form complete sentences in English.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use sentences about pictures to comprehend the commands in the Ele-Bot
exercise in Fast ForWord Foundations I.

KEY VOCABULARY
Ele-Bot sentence structures and vocabulary (page 6)

MATERIALS
•

A block or ball for passing with students

•

Printouts of 10-15 pictures that warrant conversations (for example, people, cities, landscapes, dramatic scenes,
etc.)

•

Whiteboard or other writing surface clearly visible to students

•

Printouts of “What does it mean” graphic organizer for students (page 5)

•

Student logins for Fast ForWord Foundations I
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Lesson Topic: Ele-Bot (Lesson 2)

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Emergent bilinguals need exposure to the sentence structures before working in Ele-Bot.

Before playing Ele-Bot today, we are going to play a game. This game will help you
understand the directions in Ele-Bot. Can you say Ele-Bot?
Everyone practices saying Ele-Bot. Following I-do, We-do, You-do format as needed.

This game will help us make sentences in English. Why should we practice making
sentences? Why is it important we know the building blocks of sentences?
Give students wait time to respond as needed (10-25 seconds). Give verbal sentence frames as needed. For example:

We should know how to make sentences because
It’s important we can build sentences in order to
It helps us to

.
.

.

PRE SE NTATION
(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)

Sentences in any language have two things: a subject and a predicate. How many things do
sentences have?
Give students wait time to respond as needed (10-25 seconds).

Let’s practice saying ‘subject.’ Subject. Subject. Let’s practice saying ‘predicate.’
Predicate. Predicate. A subject is the focus of the sentence. The predicate is what the
subject thinks, does, or is.
Write these on the board. For example: “I play.” Write “I play” on the board.

‘I play’ is a complete sentence because it has a subject: ‘I’, and a
predicate: ‘play. ’ Who is the subject?
Give students wait time to respond as needed (10-25 seconds).

What do I do?
Give students wait time to respond as needed (10-25 seconds).

So, what is the subject?
Give students wait time to respond as needed (10-25 seconds).

What is the predicate?
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Give students wait time to respond as needed (10-25 seconds).

I’m going to say a few more things and you give me a thumbs up (show) if it is a sentence
or thumbs down (show) if it is not a sentence. What do you do for a sentence?
Give students wait time after each sentence and model answering the first few until students catch on.

I play.

He.

You play.

The dog.

We play.

The mom.

I.
You.

The family.

We.

The cat is tired.

Let’s eat.

The dog ran.

Let’s eat pizza.

The girl is running.

You like soccer.

The girl.

He likes movies.

Running.

She likes going to school.

Wish.

He likes playing

Clean.

outside.

We wish we had no homework

They.

We.
Play.

Have students show you thumbs up and thumbs down.
Continue with your own sentences for as long as students take to grasp the general idea. As soon as students have
the general idea, move on to the next portion of the lesson.
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Now that we know what sentences need to have, let’s build some sentences. To help us talk,
let’s look at some pictures and build sentences about them. Whoever has the ball adds to
the sentence and we’ll go around and build sentences together.
To play, someone says a word and passes the ball/block. Then the next person says a word
to add to the sentence, then that person passes the block/ball and the next person adds a
word to the sentence. Then we see how many times we can pass the block/ball.
Model starting a sentence about a picture and passing the block/ball around and having each student add on to the
sentence. Model as long as needed for students to catch on (a sentence or two for 2-4 pictures).
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ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Give students the opportunity to say or point to the subject and predicate as appropriate;
don’t aim for perfect pronunciation of those words, rather use that portion of the lesson as practice saying words in
English. However, students are not required to practice saying the words at all. The essential learning is that students
get the concept that sentences have two parts. Spend extra time on the thumbs up/thumbs down activity for
choosing if a sentence is complete or not.
One way to support this activity is to write the word or words on the board as you say them. Put punctuation at the
end of complete and incomplete sentences so students must use what they know about complete sentences to
determine if they are correct or not.
Alternatively, explain this concept and do the activity in students’ native language first, if possible.
First discuss the picture in students’ native language, then have students participate in building sentences in English.
Go back to the concept of complete sentence and model complete sentences as needed. Spend additional time
modeling the student role of each activity as needed.
Emerging, Developing: Write the sentences on the board as they are completed for each picture. Have students read
the sentence while the teacher points to each word. Have students repeat after the teacher as needed. Occasionally
start sentences with words that require more complex grammatical structures to be correct.
Use your judgement modeling activities. Continue with the next task when you notice students grasping the concept.
Expanding, Bridging: Have students see if they can come up with more than one sentence for each picture. Start
sentences requiring more complex sentence structures to be grammatically correct. Reiterate that sentences need a
subject and predicate as needed.
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Have students explain what a subject and predicate are. Allow students to articulate it in their native language or
with verbal sentence frames where appropriate. For assessment through another medium, have students say or
write a complete sentence about the last book they read or fun thing they did.

Now that we can build sentences, it’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today
you will practice Ele-Bot. Let’s log in and begin working in Ele-Bot.
Have students work in the program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1.

Have students draw pictures for other students to answer questions about.

2.

For added challenge have students form paragraphs about pictures, with each student making one sentence.

3.

Alternatively, say a part of speech as the sentence builds and have students say a word that matches that part
of speech.
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Supplementa l Material : “What doe s it mean?” graphic organizer
Name:

Place th e il lust rat io n insid e thi s box

1. Who are the characters inside this illustration?
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. What are the characters doing?
a.
b.
c.
d.
3. Where is this illustration happening?
a.
b.
c.
d.
4. Why is this illustration happening?
a.
b.
c.
d.
5. Write three sentences using the characters in the illustration and explain how their actions can be
interpreted in three different ways.
a.
b.
c.
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Supplemental Material: Sentence Structures and Vocabulary
apple
baby
bag
balloon
bath
bear
big
blow
blue
boat
book
box
breakfast
broken
build
bunny
car
carrot
carry
cat
chair
chase
chicken
clown
cry
cup

dark
deer
dinner
dirty
dog
dress
drink
duck
eat
elephant
face
fill
fish
frown
girl
groceries
hairy
happy
hat
her
him
hold
house
in
juice
jump
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kick
kite
lead
little
look
mad
make
messy
mouse
off
on
open
paint
pick
picture
pour
present
pull
push
red
ride
rock
run
sew
sheep
shirt

shoe
sit
skinny
smile
sock
spot
stand
suitcase
swim
table
take
tie
tree
trip
tub
under
wagon
walk
wash
watch
with
woman
yellow

Supplemental Material: Sentence Structures and Vocabulary
Structure

Example

Object Pronouns: Him & Her
Description Words
Action Words
Predicative Adjectives
Comparative with More
Comparative with -er
Quantifier: None
Quantifier: Some
Singular Nouns
Plural Nouns
Singular Nouns with Quantifier: A
Plural Nouns with Quantifier: Some
Singular Auxiliary Verb: Is
Plural Auxiliary Verb: Are
Singular Verbs
Plural Verbs
Possession: Has
Possession: Apostrophe-s
Wh- Object Questions
Who vs. What
Simple Negation
Third Person Subject Pronouns
Active Voice
Passive Voice
Passive Voice with Negation
Present Tense
Past Tense
Future Tense
Preposition: For

Point to him.
Which is heavy?
Which is eat?
The tub is full.
Which one is more prickly?
Which one is bigger?
Look at these bowls with goldfish. Which one has none?
Look at these boxes with carrots. Which box has some?
Choose the picture of the dog.
Choose the picture of the dogs.
Choose the picture of a dog.
Choose the picture of some dogs.
The sheep is eating.
The sheep are eating.
The sheep eats.
The sheep eat.
The cat has stripes.
Which is the baby’s bird?
What is the dog chasing?
Who is by the door?
The box is not open.
She is walking.
The cat is following the dog.
The dog is being followed by the cat.
The cat is not being followed by the dog.
The boy is opening the box.
The boy opened the box.
The boy will open the box.
The box is being carried for the doctor.

Preposition: With
Complex Negation
Object Relative Clauses
Object Relatives with Relativized Objects
Subject Relative Clauses
Reduced Subject Relative Clauses

The box is being carried with the doctor.
The dog that is not running is big.
The cat is chasing the dog that is big.
The cat is following the dog that the mouse is leading.
The dog that is black is following the cat.
The teacher smiling is helping the girl.

Sentences with Subject Relative Clauses and
Noun-Verb-Noun Endings

The dog that is following the cat is black.

Sentences with Reduced Subject Relative Clauses
and Noun-Verb-Noun Endings

The girl helping the teacher is smiling.

Relative Pronouns with Double Function
Sentences with Double Embedding
Cleft Sentences

The cat that the dog is following is black.
The dog that is following the cat that is black is white.
It’s the dog that the cat chases.
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Lesson Topic: Space Commander

LESSON TOPIC: Space C omm ander

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Listening:

Complete content-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.
Apply learning strategies to new situations.
Follow multi-step oral directions.

Speaking:

Communicate in social situations.
Repeat words, short phrases, memorized chunks.
Describe pictures, events, objects, or people using phrases or short sentences.
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to listen to, comprehend, and say basic directions with common prepositions in
English using vocabulary words and flash cards.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use what they know about following directions to succeed in the Space
Commander exercise within Fast ForWord Foundations I.

KEY VOCABULARY
on
between
beside
away from
touch
big
little
(and any additional key words from commands chosen at teacher’s discretion)
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MATE RIALS
•

Everyday objects like books to represent small and big squares and balls to represent small and big circles. If you
have no objects, you can use paper cutouts, attached, or cut out circles and squares in 2 sizes—small and big—
on paper and color them blue, green, red, yellow, and leave some white

•

Flash cards with the key vocabulary written or those words written on the board in large print

•

Space Commander directional prompts (page 5)

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Today, we will learn how to use words in English to describe where things are. This will
help you with an activity in Fast ForWord. In school, we have to move things around all
the time, like books and chairs. We use words to help us know where to put things.
Today we will practice moving around using English words to help us know what to do.
Why do you think it’s important to know how to hear and say different things for moving
things around? Why should we be able to understand when we need to do something?
Give students wait time to respond (10-25 seconds).
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Right now, let’s practice moving around. When we move, we will use words in English to
help us explain what we are doing. Before we get started, let’s review some key words. As
we read these words, think about what you know about the word. Maybe you have heard
it before. Think about what the word means.
Go through the list of words either on the board or the flash cards saying each word once alone, saying it with
students, and then having students say the word, in I-do, We-do, You-do format. Model this behavior as needed until
students grasp the idea for the remainder of the vocabulary words.

Now that we know what these words sound like, let’s listen carefully to the following
directions. Student 1, please stand up.
Student stands (if student doesn’t stand, model by calling your own name and standing up). You may use “good job”
or “great work” or some other response after students complete each direction correctly.

Student 2, move to the front of the room.
Again, if Student 2 doesn’t understand, model the behavior.
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Student 3, stand BESIDE Student 2.
Show flash card that reads “beside”. Have everyone practice saying “beside” by repeating after the teacher. Stand
beside Student 2 to model for Student 3. Place the “beside” flash card on the board.

Student 4, stand BETWEEN Student 2 and Student 3.
Show flash card that says “between.” Place the “between” flash card on the board next to “beside.” Have students
practice saying “between.” Model here as well. Continue modeling each behavior as needed.

Student 5, TOUCH this desk.
Show the flash card for “touch.” Have everyone practice saying “touch.”
Repeat this for “away from,” “on,” “big,” “little,” and the other key words on the board/flash cards
(“Student X, touch the BIG book”).
Once you have gone through all the flash cards once (or words on the board once), set them on the blackboard or
somewhere visible to have students refer to them throughout the lesson. Repeat these words with new commands
or using different students until your students understand the words and directions.
Have some fun with this activity and allow students to give directions if they so choose. Then have students say
them to a partner. The partner follows the directions and after a few turns, students switch roles so both get an
opportunity to say directions.
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Now that you have had some practice with some new words, we will practice them with
some objects we use every day. This is like the activity you will do on Fast ForWord.
Just like with one another, we will practice moving objects using directions. I’ll start and
then we’ll do it together.
‘Touch the big red circle.’
Model touching the big red circle.
Have students repeat the direction after you, saying it and doing the action. Feel free to model again as needed and
give verbal praise or some other reward as appropriate as students complete the actions correctly.

Ok great, let’s try another one.
‘Touch the big blue square.’
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Now have students repeat the direction and complete the action with you saying the prompt only.

‘Touch the small white
circle.’ ‘Touch the small
red square.’
‘Move the big blue circle away from the big green square.’
Continue with your own commands until students feel comfortable saying it and complete the action.
If students feel comfortable and there is time, have them give basic directions to a partner just as you did here.
Remind students to check the words on the board to know what words to use in their directions. They may also use
the additional commands.
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Alongside explicit modeling, give students think time to process each command before acting
out, which can range from a few seconds to about 30 seconds. If students do not act or speak by then, rephrase the
command using different words, define the key word with examples, or model or point to the action as you say the
command.
Developing, Expanding: Encourage students to get creative with their commands and prepositions. Add to the
list of key words by adding them to the list on the board or written on an index card to add to the flash card deck
as students work. Words to add: “except for,” “along with,” “instead of,” “before,” “after,” “cover,” “in addition to,”
“through,” “in place of,” and so on.
For even more of a challenge, add increasingly complex prepositions/transitional phrases.
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Now that we have practiced saying directions and moving things around, it is your turn
to practice your English in Fast ForWord. When you get to Space Commander today,
remember what we practiced.
Have students work on the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1. Have students practice writing by making up a few commands and writing them out.
2. Have students practice forming compound and complex sentences using the key words.
3. Have students imagine what they would do if they were President of the United States. What would their first
commands be? Have students write responses to that prompt, thinking about the definition of commands and
what they would like to see as president. Encourage students to get creative (Free pizza every Wednesday! New
toys for every child every month!).
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Supplementa l Material : Directional prompts

Touch the green circle.

Touch the yellow circle.

Touch the little yellow circle.

Touch the yellow square.
Touch the blue square.
Touch the white circle.
Touch the red circle.
Touch the blue circle.

Touch the red square.
Touch the white square.
Touch the little green circle.
Touch the big red circle.
Touch the big white circle.

Touch the big green circle.
Touch the big green square.
Touch the little white circle.
Touch the little blue square.
Touch the big red square.

Touch the green square.

Touch the big red square.

Touch the white circle and the blue square.

Put the green square between the red circle and the blue circle.

Touch the blue square and the red circle.
Touch the red square and the green square.
Touch the green square and the blue square.

Cover the green circle with the blue square.
Cover—with the green circle—the blue square.
Touch the green circle and the blue square.

Touch the yellow circle and the red circle.
Touch the blue square and the yellow square.
Touch the red square and the yellow circle.
Touch the white square and the red circle.

Touch the green circle and the blue square.
Put the white square away from the yellow square.

Touch the green circle and the green square.
Touch the blue square and the yellow circle.
Touch the little green circle and the big yellow square.
Touch the little red square and the little yellow circle.
Touch the big green square and the big blue circle.
Touch the big red square and the big blue square.
Touch the little red square and the little green circle.
Touch the little white circle and the little blue circle.
Touch the big red square and the big white square.
Touch the big green circle and the big red circle.
Touch the little blue square and the little white circle.
Touch the little yellow square and the big blue square.
Put the blue circle on the red square.

Touch the squares, except the yellow one.
Put the white square beside the red circle.
Put the blue circle between the yellow square and the white
square.
Except for the blue one, touch the circles.
Touch the red circle—No!—the green square.
Instead of the yellow square, touch the white circle.
Along with the yellow circle, touch the green circle.
First, touch the yellow square, then, touch the blue circle.
After touching the yellow square, touch the blue circle.
Put the red circle beside the yellow square.
First, touch the blue square, then touch the white circle.
Before touching the white circle, touch the blue square.
Put the yellow square on the red square.
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Fast ForWord Foundations II
This chapter includes the offline lessons for the Foundations II component.

What's in this chapter
Foundations II - Paint Match

57

Foundations II - Polar Planet

61
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66
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71

Foundations II - Cosmic Reader (2)

94

Foundations II - Cosmic Reader (3)

116
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Lesson Topic: Paint Match

LESSON TOPIC: Paint Match

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Listening:

Complete content-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.
Apply learning strategies to new situations.
Follow multi-step oral directions.

Speaking:

Communicate in social situations.
Repeat words, short phrases, memorized chunks.
Describe pictures, events, objects, or people using phrases or short sentences.
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to hear small differences in sounds in English through a listening game.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use what they know of word pronunciation and sound-letter relationships to
succeed in the Paint Match exercise in Fast ForWord Foundations II.

KEY VOCABULARY
Paint Match word list (page 4)

MATERIALS
•

Paint Match word list (page 4)

•

Index cards with one word written on it each from the Paint Match word list

•

Index cards with a picture or short definition of each word from the Paint Match word list on each

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program
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Lesson Topic: Paint Match

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Emergent bilinguals need exposure to letter-sound activities before interacting with Paint Match.

Before playing Paint Match today, we are going to play a little game. This game
will help you understand the words in Paint Match. Can you say Paint Match?
Everyone practices saying Cosmic Reader.

Paint Match is a game that helps us learn how to say and spell new words in English.
Practicing on Paint Match will help you with listening and hearing words in English. Before
we get started, why do you think it’s important that we can hear words in English? What
does hearing different words help us to do?
Give students wait time to respond (10-25 seconds).
Explain how Paint Match works. Model if appropriate and available; use the Exercise Demos within MySciLEARN.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
I’m going to say a few words and your job is to clap when you hear the target word. The
target word is a word I’m going to tell you. I’ll give you an example:
The target word is ‘colors.’ When you hear the word ‘colors,’ clap.
Or, tap your head, or your nose, whatever you’d like students to do.

Hot dog, clean, class, outside, colors, working, fun, game, toy, rotten, colors, listening,
walk, ride, plants, indoor, TV, colors, chair, house, silly, pepper, ball, bounce, glue,
colors.
At each colors, clap to model the student behavior (or whatever signal you want students to do).

Now let’s try it together again. The target word is ‘fellow.’
Say a group of random words similar to above and drop in “fellow” every now and then. Do this again with a different
word as students get acquainted with the activity.
Only spend as much time modeling and explaining the game as needed for students to fully understand the rules. As
soon as you notice students grasping the game, begin playing.
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Lesson Topic: Paint Match

P R A C TI C E/A P P LI C A TI O N
(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Repeat this activity with words from the Paint Match word list, working up to words that sound very similar to the
target word. This hones students’ listening skills for individual letter sound differences in words.
ELD Different iat i on
Entering, Emerging: Explain and model the game and/or the first portion of the lesson in students’ naive language
where possible. Additionally, begin the game with single-syllable high frequency words spoken at a very slow pace.
Spend some extra time in this format modeling the student behavior. As you see students grasping the game rules
and participation, you may gradually increase the difficulty of the game in one or more of the following ways:
1.

Pacing: slow down/speed up the length of time between words.

2.

Word difficulty: single-syllable high frequency words, to two-syllable, Tier 1 and Tier 2 vocabulary, eventually
moving up to Tier 3 multi-syllable vocabulary

3.

Language: change the language of a word to have students identify English or students’ first language.

Developing, Expanding: Pair off students with a partner and have them keep score, or have students decide how
they want to play using the three modes of difficulty above. Explain the concept of syllables if students are not
already familiar and practice clapping out syllables. Encourage students to get creative with the words and sound
associations they build. Allow students to use the paint match word list or the word list from another Fast ForWord
exercise (from the Reading series) for more of a challenge.

REVIEW/ASSESSMENT
(Review Objectives with vocabulary, assess learning)
Now that we know all these new words, it’s time to practice them in Paint Match in Fast
ForWord.
Have students work on the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.

EX T EN S I O N
1. Pair students off and give each student a set of words from the class word wall or subject-specific vocabulary to
play the game. One student listens for the target word while the other student lists words. Then students switch
roles.
2. Have students practice writing and saying the target word before beginning the activity.
3. After each target word is mastered, have students write a sentence using the word or defining the word before
moving on to the next.
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Lesson Topic: Paint Match

Supplementa l Material : Word list

big
bit
dig

beat
meat
neat

chair
stair
dare

pat
pet
pit

dip
kick
kid
kit

seat
feat
heat
peat

care
mare
rare
share

pup
pop
pip
pep

pick
pig
pit
tick
tip

pleat
cleat
wheat
cheat
block

blare
dear
gear
near
fear

luck
lock
lick
lack
puck

buck
bud
but
cup
cut

dock
hock
jock
lock
mock

tear
rear
hear
sear
clear

peck
pack
pick
tack
tick

duck
dug
pub
pup
tub

sock
tock
rock
clock
shock

shear
spear
big
beg
bug

tuck
tock

tuck
tug
back
bag

bake
cake
make
sake

bag
bet
bit
bat

bat
cab
cap
cat
gap

fake
take
lake
rake
wake

but
bed
bid
bad
bud

pack
pat
tack
tag
tap

brake
shake
pair
fair
hair

peg
pig
pug
pog
pot
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Lesson Topic: Polar Planet

LESSON TOPIC: Polar Planet

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use context clues and illustrations to determine meaning of words/phrases.
Sort/group pre-taught words/phrases.
Use pre-taught vocabulary (e.g., word banks) to complete simple sentences.
Use L1 to support L2.

Listening:

Classify/sort content-related visuals per oral descriptions.
Categorize content-based examples from oral directions.

Speaking:

Describe situations from modeled sentences.
Describe pictures, events, objects, or people using phrases or short sentences.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Emerging, Developing, Expanding

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to sort words according to their semantically related pair using puzzle pieces in
reading and listening.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use new words they learn to successfully complete Polar Planet in Fast ForWord
Foundations II.

KEY VOCABULARY
Polar Planet word list (page 4)

MATERIALS
Puzzle pieces (to make: write a word from the Polar Planet word list on one half of an index card and a semantically
related word on the other half (synonym or similar) and cut an odd line through the center of the card like a puzzle
piece; repeat for all words, changing the cut each time so that students can match them together like puzzle pieces)
Student logins for the Fast ForWord program
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Lesson Topic: Polar Planet

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
We will learn some new words today. These words will help you be successful in an
exercise called Polar Planet. Not only that, these words will help you form sentences
and ideas in English. Your listening skills and speaking skills will grow after playing
Polar Planet. Now, why do you think it’s important to grow our listening and speaking
skills?
Give students wait time to respond (10-25 seconds).

To help us learn the new words, we are going to do some puzzles. Let’s talk about what a
puzzle is before we begin. What is a puzzle?
Have students Think-Pair-Share their responses. Give students the sentence frames below in writing and speaking if
needed.

A puzzle is
A puzzle has

.
.

PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Today we are going to learn some new words using puzzles. We can see here that there
are many words. They all have a match. The word that it matches is a word that means
the same or a similar thing.
I’ll show you what we need to do, and then we’ll do it together.
Model thinking aloud to fit to words together from the pile of puzzle pieces.

Now let’s do one together.
Find the match to another puzzle piece with students’ help, clarifying where needed and articulating why words
match or don’t match. Do this until students fully understand what to do and gradually allow students to take on the
task themselves. Have students work in pairs if appropriate.
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Give pairs or individual students their own piles of words to solve or have students work through a big pile together.
Once students have matched all the puzzle pieces, have them talk about what the words mean. Give definitions and
examples where appropriate and have students practice saying the words.
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ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Beginning: Have students do this task first in their first language or with high frequency single and doublesyllable words in English (for example: am, are, I, me, he, she, we, us, they, them…). Spend a bit more time modeling
if need be, and allow students plenty of opportunity to make incorrect matches. Openly discuss the meanings of
the words together before introducing a harder deck of words. Have students guess the meaning of words in pairs in
speaking as they find word pairs.
Another way to scaffold this game for emergent bilinguals is to play this game with L1 and L2 translations. Write the
same word in two languages and remove the puzzle piece cut (instead just cutting in a straight line) for more of a
challenge. Have students match the words in English and their L1. Discuss the linguistic similarities with cognates
or common endings or conjugations as students work. Encourage students to find patterns in the words across
languages.
Developing, Expanding: With students working in pairs, have students discuss the meanings of each word pair they
match and record their guesses as to the definitions together on a sheet of paper. At the end of the lesson, have
students review one another’s definitions or share out a few in the whole group and talk about the correct definitions
and examples. As students master those words, introduce decks of increasingly difficult words. For competitive
students or students needing incentives to engage, award students with prizes at the end of the lesson, giving points
for correct definitions or overall number of correct pairs.
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Now that we can say some new words in English, it’s time to practice these skills in Fast
ForWord. Today you will practice Polar Planet. Let’s log in and begin working on Polar
Planet.
Have students work on the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
EXTE NSIO N
1. Have students say or act out definitions of the words as they review them.
2. Have students come up with their own word pairs and create their own puzzle cards, saying the words and
talking about what they mean using complete sentences.
3. Rather than writing synonyms, experiment with rhyming pairs, antonyms, etc. for students with different learning
needs.
4. Have students write out short definitions or examples of the words on the back of the cards they pick out from
the set of words they put together to create their own set of flash cards.
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Lesson Topic: Polar Planet

Supplementa l Material : Word list
back
bad
bash

dub
duck
dug

mad
map
mash

sash
sat
sick

bat
bed
beg
best
bet

dust
fad
fit
gab
gap

mat
mod
mop
mug
must

sod
sock
tab
tack
tad

bib
bid
big
bin
bog

gash
get
got
gush
gust

nest
net
not
nut
pack

tag
tan
tap
test
tick

buck
bug
bust
but

hat
hip
hog
hop

pad
pat
peck
peg

tip
tock
tom
top

cab
cap
cash
cat
cod

hot
hush
hut
jab
jet

pen
pest
pet
pick
pig

tot
tub
tuck
tug
west

cop
cot
cub
cud
cup

jig
jock
jug
ked
keg

pit
pod
pop
posh
pot

wick
wig

cut
dab
dad
dan
dash

ken
kept
kick
kit
lab

puck
putt
rack
rash
rest

dig
dip
doc
dock

lack
lash
lit
log

rig
rip
rub
rug

dog
dot

luck
lush

rush
sad
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Lesson Topic: Polar Planet

Supplementa l Material : Word list
big
bad
bat

jig
mad
sat

dig
fad
pat

pig
pad
cat

puck
pest
tip

luck
rest
hip

buck
best
dip

duck
nest
rip

bug
but
bog
bash
best

rug
nut
log
gash
rest

dug
putt
dog
dash
pest

tug
cut
hog
cash
west

tad
tap
top
tug
tick

fad
map
mop
jug
wick

bad
gap
pop
dug
pick

sad
cap
cop
bug
kick

dig
dab
dub
dug

rig
jab
rub
mug

big
gab
tub
bug

pig
cab
cub
jug

tuck
test
kit
cab

luck
rest
fit
lab

duck
best
pit
gab

buck
pest
lit
tab

dot
dash
dock
gab
gap

not
rash
sock
lab
map

got
bash
tock
cab
tap

pot
mash
jock
jab
cap

cat
cod
cot
cut
bib

mat
sod
pot
nut
bin

bat
mod
dot
but
bid

pat
pod
got
hut
big

got
gash
gush
gust
pig

hot
lash
lush
must
wig

dot
cash
hush
bust
big

pot
sash
rush
dust
rig

dab
cab
cub
bed
ked

dash
cash
cud
best
kept

dad
cap
cup
bet
keg

dan
cat
cut
beg
ken

pat
pet
pop
pack
pick

hat
net
hop
rack
sick

bat
get
top
back
tick

sat
jet
cop
lack
kick

dog
tap
top
pet
pot

dock
tack
tock
peck
posh

doc
tag
tot
peg
pop

dot
tan
tom
pen
pod
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Lesson Topic: Tomb Trek

LESSON TOPIC: Tomb Trek

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use context clues and illustrations to determine meaning of words/phrases.
Sort/group pre-taught words/phrases.
Use pre-taught vocabulary (e.g., word banks) to complete simple sentences.
Use L1 to support L2.

Listening:

Classify/sort content-related visuals per oral descriptions.
Categorize cont ent-based examples from oral directions.

Speaking:

Describe situations from modeled sentences.
Describe pictures, events, objects, or people using phrases or short sentences.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to pronounce and define new words in English using a matching game and
teacher support.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use what they know of word pronunciation and sound-letter relationships to
succeed in the Tomb Trek exercise in Fast ForWord Foundations II.

KEY VOCABULARY
Tomb Trek word list (page 5)

MATERIALS
•

Index cards with one word written on it each from the Tomb Trek word list

•

Index cards with a picture or short definition or picture of each word from the Tomb Trek word list.

•

Whiteboard or other writing surface clearly visible

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program
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Lesson Topic: Tomb Trek

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Emergent bilinguals need exposure to letter-sound activities before interacting with them in Tomb Trek.

Before playing Tomb Trek today, we are going to play a little game. This game
will help you understand the words in Tomb Trek. Can you say Tomb Trek?
Everyone practices saying Tomb Trek.

Tomb Trek teaches us new words in English. Knowing these words helps our spelling
and listening skills. Why do you think we should have strong spelling and listening
skills?
Give students wait time to respond (10-25 seconds), or have them Think-Pair-Share their responses.
Lay out all the Tomb Trek flash cards for students to see. Read them aloud. Have students say the word with you,
then have them say it aloud alone. Practice several times to give students an opportunity to get pronunciation
relatively correct.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Place 5-10 word cards upright on one side of the table with their matches facedown on the other side.

Today we are going to match the word with its definition or its picture. All of the words here:
Point to Tomb Trek words pile

have their own picture or definition from this pile:
Point to other pile.
Model lifting a picture/definition card and finding its match in the corresponding pile. Remove the two cards by
placing them off to the side. Think aloud, reading the definition or explaining the picture. Practice saying the word
just like students would do.
Model as many times as needed for students to comprehend the nature of the task. Then, have students do the next
couple of cards along with you.
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PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Have students continue working through the rest of the deck together with the teacher and then give each pair of
students their own set.
Ensure that as soon as students find the correct match, they say the word and articulate the definition or describe
thepicture to the group/their partner. Do this until students have completed all the words in the word lists.
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Introduce the lesson and activity in students’ native language where possible. Introduce the
game with words and definitions in students’ native language to get them comfortable with the nature of the game
where possible. Alternatively, introduce the game with several high frequency words in English that students
probably already are familiar with. This gives students the opportunity to learn the nature of the game without the
pressure of having to pronounce and discuss unknown words. For words with picture definitions, have students
describe what the object is and what it is used for in place of a definition. Further, rather than have students read the
definition, have them describe what the word means using their own langauge or give an example of the word.
Have students work with high frequency words and single-syllable vocabulary until they feel comfortable defining
more complex words and their language production in speaking is at an appropriate level.
Introduce the following sentence frames to help students talk about unknown words as needed:

I think this word means
. This
means

.

An example of this is

.

One example I can think of for this word is
This word is a
This word means

.

.
.

If students are shy about pronouncing words, walk through the word list before beginning the game and say the
word aloud, then with students, then have students say it for each word. When they get to the definition in the game,
they already know how to say the word.
Rather than writing a short definition or picture, write the word in students’ native language and have students
match words in two languages.
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RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Now that we know all these new words, it’s time to practice them in Fast ForWord. Today
you will practice Tomb Trek. Let’s log in and begin working on Tomb Trek.
Have students work on the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1. Have students use the word in a sentence with every turn.
2. Rather than pictures or short definitions, write synonyms or antonyms or rhyming words on the corresponding
deck.
3. Add more words to the deck as students learn new words.
4. Have students translate the definition/picture into their native language in speaking or writing.
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Supplementa l Material : Word list
bit
bag
bud

hit
nag
mud

kit
gag
cud

pit
tag
dud

got
gift
gush

rot
lift
mush

hot
sift
hush

cot
rift
rush

bog
bid
buck
back

jog
lid
luck
sack

hog
kid
tuck
tack

cog
did
duck
pack

kid
keg
cop
cub

lid
leg
hop
hub

bid
beg
mop
rub

did
peg
top
tub

best
pip
pad
peg
pot

rest
sip
sad
leg
rot

west
hip
dad
keg
lot

pest
dip
bad
beg
dot

kick
cap
cash
cast
tub

sick
nap
rash
fast
tuck

pick
map
mash
last
tuft

tick
gap
dash
past
tug

pug
pick
past
dip
dad

hug
sick
last
sip
had

dug
kick
mast
lip
pad

bug
tick
cast
tip
fad

cob
lab
cap
tip
pup

cot
last
can
Tim
pun

cod
lack
cat
tin
pug

cop
lap
cab
tick
puck

dog
dud
did
duck
dash

log
mud
hid
luck
mash

fog
cud
rid
puck
rash

bog
bud
bid
buck
cash

bud
did
pad
bad
lot

bun
dish
path
bath
log

buck
dip
pan
bag
lost

bug
dig
pat
bat
lock

tag
ten
tub
tin
tab

wag
men
rub
win
lab

gag
pen
cub
pin
cab

bag
den
dub
fin
dab

bit
rat
pig
leg
bug

bin
rash
pin
left
bus

bib
rag
pit
let
bun

bid
rap
pick
led
buck

tack
get
gut
gag

sack
net
hut
sag

back
set
rut
lag

pack
bet
cut
bag

lock
peck
sack

lost
pest
sad

loft
pet
sash

log
peg
sag
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LESSON TOPIC: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 1)

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Answer questions about explicit information in texts.
Find details that support main ideas.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral directions.
Complete content-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.

Speaking:

Answer simple content-based questions.
Discuss stories, issues, and concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Emerging, Developing, Expanding

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to identify key sentences in a piece of writing using question words in English.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use sentences about stories to comprehend the commands in the Cosmic
Reader exercise within Fast ForWord Foundations II.

NOTE: This lesson will last more than one session
KEY VOCABULARY
Unfamiliar vocabulary from Cosmic Reader stories per student proficiency levels in reading (page 5)

MATERIALS
•

Printout of the story below clearly visible for all students, or copies for each student with highlighters or pencils
for underlining/highlighting

•

Flash cards with a question word written on one side of each card: Who? What? When? Where? Why? How?

•

Whiteboard or other writing surface clearly visible

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program
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Lesson Topic: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 1)

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Emergent bilinguals need exposure to literal comprehension activities about stories before interacting with them
inCosmic Reader.

Cosmic Reader will help us do many things. Cosmic Reader teaches listening skills, helps
us practice following directions, and reading skills we need to be good readers. Why do you
think it’s important to be good readers?
Give students wait time to respond (10-25 seconds).

Before playing Cosmic Reader today, we are going to play a little game. This game will help
you understand the exercise.
Lay out all the flash cards for students to see. Read them aloud.

After we read today, we will practice answering these
questions. But first, let’s read.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Place the cards face down in a pile on a table in front of you. Read the first story aloud for students slowly. Then, read
the story again with students, pausing to explain any unfamiliar vocabulary and give examples.
After reading together, model what students will do: pull out a card and ask a question about the story to a neighbor
using that question word. The student on the receiving end of the question must find the sentence in the story that
answers that question (or simply answer the question if the question requires thinking beyond the text).
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Have students take turns drawing cards, creating questions, and picking a student to answer. For students who need
help, probe the student to think about what he or she heard in the paragraph and point to a sentence that would
help answer the question.
After two or three rounds of questions for the first story, move on to the second story.
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ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Have students answer questions about one paragraph at a time. Provide sentence frames for
students to build on if they are still emerging in speaking in English. Examples below:

What did

?

Who did
?
?

When did
What does
?
What is

?

Where is
Name

?
.

What happened before
What happened after

?
?

Why did the main character
?
?

How did the main character
How did he/she feel when ?

What did the author mean by
?
What did the character learn about
?
What would you do if
What did you learn about
What are the reasons why

?
?
?

Another way to support emergent bilinguals is to conduct the first part of the lesson in students’ native language and
then move to English after students fully understand the task. Alternatively, check for understanding often as you
work if native language support is not available and explicitly model and think aloud the student role several times
before having students do it with you. Support students practicing with the teacher until they are comfortable to
participate without teacher support. Depending on how much support students need, the lesson might last across
two to three days. That is normal and appropriate for entering and beginning English speakers.
When students finish with the activity, have students talk about endings for each of the stories. Write students’ ideas
on the board or some other easily visible surfaces. Have students write a couple of sentences summarizing their
endings and draw a picture to support the ending they came up with. Students can brainstorm endings together as a
group or in pairs or individually. Sentence writing can be done as a group, in pairs, or individually.
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Developing, Expanding: Have students finish the stories writing their own endings. Before writing, give students time
to talk about their ideas in a whole group discussion or in Think-Pair-Share format. Students may draw pictures to
support their stories. Alternatively, students may first write their ending in their native language and then in English if
students are writing in both languages.
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RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Now that we can notice important details about stories, it’s time to practice these skills on
Fast ForWord. Today you will practice Cosmic Reader. Let’s log in and begin working in
Cosmic Reader.
Have students work on the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1. Have students write out their questions and answers to the questions in their native langauge and then English
or just in English.
2. Have students read a paragraph from a different text without teacher support and play the game with one
another without teacher support.
3. Add the above question stems to the deck.
4. Have students translate the story/ies into their native language in speaking or writing.
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Supplementa l Material : “C hicke n Licken ” story text
C hapter 1
Chicken Licken was eating lunch one day, when something fell on her head.
“Ow!” she said. “What was that?” She looked up. All she saw was the sky.
“The sky is falling!” said Chicken Licken. “I should tell somebody!” She ran till she saw Squirmy Wormy.
“The sky is falling!” said Chicken Licken.
“Dig for your life!” said Squirmy Wormy and wiggled into a hole.
Chicken Licken tried to wiggle in after him. But the hole was too small. She saw Crowy Joey sitting in a tree.
“The sky is falling!” said Chicken Licken.
“Fly for your life!” said Crowy Joey.
He flapped his wings and flew away. Chicken Licken tried to fly, but her wings were too small. She ran all the way to
Henny Penny’s house.
C hapter 2
Chicken Licken knocked on the door. Henny Penny was counting sheep.

“Go away,” she said. “I’m trying to
sleep.” Chicken Licken knocked again.
“Come back later,” shouted Henny Penny. “I’m laying an
egg.” Chicken Licken knocked again.
“I’m not buying anything!” shouted Henny Penny.
“I’m not selling anything!” shouted Chicken Liken. “The sky is falling!”
Henny Penny jumped up so fast she almost knocked over the fishbowl.
“Call 9-1-1!” she cried. She ran to her desk and picked up the telephone.
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Supplementa l Material : “C hicke n Licken ” story text
C hapter 3
Henny Penny dialed 9-1-1. Ducky Lucky answered.
“What’s the problem?” he asked.
“Chicken Licken said the sky is falling!” shouted Henny Penny.
“Stay calm, Ma’am,” said Ducky Lucky. He called his assistant, Holey Moley, who was tickling an ant. “Take notes,” he
said. “Any injuries, Ms. Penny?”
“Any injuries?” asked Henny Penny.
“My head hurts,” said Chicken Licken.
“Her head hurts,” said Henny Penny.
“Her head hurts,” said Ducky Lucky.
‘Her head hurts,’ Holey Moley wrote in his notebook.
“What’s your address?” said Ducky Lucky.
“One Egg Lane,” said Henny Penny.
“One Egg Lane,” said Ducky Lucky.
‘One Egg Lane,’ wrote Holey Moley.
Ducky Lucky called police headquarters. Officer Loosey Goosey answered.
“Goosey here.”
“This is Ducky Lucky at 911 Dispatch. Chicken Licken was hit by falling sky near the home of Henny Penny, One Egg
Lane. With head injuries.”
“I’ll get right on it,” said Officer Goosey.
C hapter 4
Officer Goosey called his deputies together. “Listen up!” he said. “Ducky Lucky reports that Henny Penny reports that
Chicken Licken reports the sky is falling. We have injuries. Take extreme care.”
An ambulance was rushed to One Egg Lane. Officer Goosey followed in his police car with lights flashing. More police
cars followed. Egg Lane was blocked off in all directions. Chicken Licken was rushed to the hospital.
Dr. Foxy Loxy took x-rays and performed tests. Henny Penny sat in the waiting room, counting fish in the fish tank to
pass the time. She heard the news on the radio.
“Chicken Licken and Henny Penny filed a false report that the sky was falling. Officer Goosey, who found only a small
acorn, says charges may be brought against Ms. Licken and Ms. Penny. More news at eleven.”
Dr. Loxy came into the waiting room and gave Henny a hug. “Good news,” she said. “Chicken Licken is going to be
just fine.”
Henny stomped out the door. “Not when I get through with her!” she said.
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Supplementa l Material : “C hicke n Licken ” content
L ist ening c omprehension
The sheep leaps higher.
The desk is messier.
The chicken is eating lunch.
The worm is wiggling into a hole.
The crow is flying away.
The chicken is jumping.
Holey Moley wrote a word.
Chicken Licken has some bumps.
Chicken Licken has a bump.
Ducky Lucky quacks at some ants.

Foxy Loxy placed a bandage on Chicken Licken.
Henny Penny knocked over the fish bowl.
Loosey Goosey jumped into his police car.
Henny Penny opened the door.
The worm wiggled into a hole.
The chicken jumped.
She is shouting.
They are taking notes.
He is taking notes.
They are swimming.

L anguage c omprehension
The sheep will jump over Henny Penny.
Henny Penny will build a nest.
The egg will fall out of the nest.
Henny Penny will knock over the fish bowl.
The worm will wiggle into a hole.
The chicken will eat lunch.
What is in the sky? (sandwich)
Who is digging a hole? (Chicken Licken)
Who is in the hole? (Squirmy Wormy)
What is on the branch? (Chicken Licken’s sandwich..?)
It’s the worm that the chicken follows.
It’s the dirt that the leaf covers.
It’s the crow that the chicken hugs.
It’s the chicken that the crow leaves.
It’s the worm that the crow hugs.
It’s the worm that the dirt covers.
The nest has none. (eggs)
The hen counts none. (sheep)
The chicken that is little is not eating.
The worm that is not in the hole is wearing a hat.
The crow that is not happy is flying.
The chicken that is running is not happy.
The egg has some. (spots)
Henny Penny’s nest has some. (eggs)
The sheep leaps.
The fish swims.
The sheep sleeps.
The fish jumps

The fish flies.
The sheep eat lunch.
The fish swims upside down.
The fish blows bubbles.
The fish flies.
The sheep digs a hole.
The hole is dug for the worm.
The sandwich is made for the chicken.
The birdhouse is made for the crow.
The tablecloth is laid down for the chicken.
The acorns are juggled for the crow.
The picnic basket is carried for the worm.
The fish are singing.
The fish are dancing.
The fish are drumming.
The fish are strumming.
The crow is flying with the chicken.
The birdhouse is falling with the branch.
The fish fly.
The fish cry.
The sheep leap.
The sheep sleep.
The fish jump.
The sheep dig a hole.
Who is more frightened?
Who is more ticklish?
The ant is being tickled by the mole.
The duck is being telephoned by the hen.
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Supplementa l Material : “C hicke n Licken ” content
The duck is being telephoned by the ant.
Henny Penny is being hugged by Chicken Licken.
The duck is being fanned by the ant.
The worm is being hugged by the crow.
What is the acorn sitting on? (leaf)
Who is Holey Moley chasing? (Ducky Lucky)What
is the caterpillar holding? (leaf)
Whom is Loosey Goosey carrying? (Chicken Licken)
Which is the fish’s dinner?
Which is the chicken’s sandwich?
Which is the baby chicken?
Which is the giant’s egg?
Which is the fishbowl?
Which is the crow’s bar?
The egg that sitting on the hen that is brown is white.
The fish chasing the fish that is big is black.
The chicken that is leading the sheep that is walking is
jumping.
The chicken who is watching the sheep that is jumping
is sitting.
The acorn that rests on the leaf that is brown is green.
The chicken that is chasing the crow that is running is
flying.
The sheep leaping over the hen is laughing.
The hen sitting on the egg is white.
The hen hugging Chicken Licken is crying.
The big fish chasing the little fish is orange.
The egg sitting on the hen is brown.
The little fish chasing the big fish is orange.
The chicken is not being examined by the fox.
The chicken is not being struck by the acorn.
The fish is not being watched by the hen.
The acorn is not being struck by the leaf.
The duck is not being chased by the mole.
The hen is not being leaped over by the sheep.
The chicken sees the clouds in the sky.
Chicken Licken finds the worm on the ground.
The chicken sees the worm wiggling into the hole.
The crow flaps his wings.

The mole who is wearing glasses is tickling the ant.
The hen who is frightened is shouting at the duck.
The mole who is wearing a hat is tickling the ant.
The chicken who is yellow is feeding the fish.
The leaf that is brown is resting on the acorn.
The sheep that is walking is leading the chicken.
Foxy Loxy is examining Chicken Licken.
The acorn is sitting on a leaf.
The chicken that is chasing the worm is running.
The worm that is chasing the chicken is running.
The crow who is hugging the chicken is scared.
The chicken who is hugging the crow is scared.
The crow that is chasing the chicken is flying.
The hen that is leaping over the sheep is frowning.
The mole is chasing the ant who is little.
The mole is drawing the duck who is awake.
The duck is drawing the mole who is asleep.
The chicken is following the sheep that is leaping.
The crow is chasing the chicken that is flying.
The sheep leaps over the chicken that is fishing.
The fish that the hen is watching is blowing bubbles.
The duck that the hen is shouting at is tickling the
mole.
The chicken that the goose is carrying is frightened.
The acorn that the leaf is covering is brown.
The crow that the chicken is chasing is running.
The hen that the fish is watching is blowing her nose.
The duck is holding up the mole that the ant is
fanning.
The hen is shouting at the duck that the mole is
tickling.
The duck is holding up the ant that the mole is
fanning.
The sheep leaps over the fish that the chicken is
catching.
The hen is shouting at the mole that the duck is
tickling.
The sheep leaps over the chicken that the fish is
catching.
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Supplementa l Material : “C hicke n Licken ” content
Following direct ions
Touch the brown chicken and the yellow worm.
Touch the brown worm and the yellow chicken.
Touch the red worm and the white chicken.
Touch the white crow and the red crow.
Touch the yellow house and the red chicken.
Touch the large yellow house and the small red
hammer.
Touch the small white house and the large brown
hammer.
Touch the small yellow house and the large red
hammer.
Remove the small brown house and the large yellow
hammer.
Remove the large brown house and the large brown
hammer.
Touch the brown chicken—No!—the red crow.
Remove the yellow house—No!—the brown worm.
Remove all of the worms, except for the white one.
Add all of the large houses.
Add all of the small houses, except the yellow one.
Put the small red house between the brown chicken
and the yellow worm.
Put the red worm between the large brown house and
the yellow chicken.
Put the small red house between the red chicken and
the white worm.
Put the yellow house between the brown crow and the
yellow worm.
Put the yellow worm between the brown crow and the
white house.
Touch the red chicken and the yellow plane.
Touch the red plane and the yellow chicken.
Touch the blue plane and the blue chicken.
Touch the blue plane and the red plane.
Touch the white sheep and the yellow plane.
Touch the large yellow crayon and the small red rattle.
Touch the small white crayon and the large blue rattle.
Touch the small yellow crayon and the large red rattle.
Remove the small blue crayon and the large yellow
rattle.
Remove the large blue crayon and the large blue
rattle.
Touch the yellow crayon—No!—the blue chicken.
Remove the red sheep—No!—the white plane.
Remove all of the crayons, except for the yellow one.

Add all of the large crayons.
Add all of the small crayons, except the blue one.
Put the small red crayon between the blue sheep and
the yellow plane.
Put the red plane between the large blue crayon and
the yellow chicken.
Put the small red crayon between the yellow sheep and
the blue plane.
Put the yellow crayon between the blue plane and the
yellow sheep.
Put the yellow sheep between the white crayon and
the red plane.
Touch the green hen and the blue mole.
Touch the green mole and the blue hen.
Touch the red duck and the blue hen.
Touch the blue mole and the red mole.
Touch the yellow gloves and the red hen.
Touch the small red gloves and the large yellow feather.
Touch the small blue gloves and the large green
feather.
Touch the small yellow gloves and the large red feather.
Remove the small green gloves and the large yellow
feather.
Remove the large green gloves and the large green
feather.
Touch the yellow mole—No!—the red hen.
Remove the yellow gloves—No!—the green duck.
Remove all of the ducks, except for the red one.
Add all of the small gloves.
Add all of the small gloves, except the green one.
Put the small red gloves between the green hen and
the yellow duck.
Put the red duck between the large green gloves and
the yellow hen.
Put the small red gloves between the yellow hen and
the green duck.
Put the yellow gloves between the green mole and the
yellow duck.
Put the yellow duck between the green mole and the
blue gloves.
Touch the blue chicken and the yellow fox.
Touch the blue fox and the yellow chicken.
Touch the purple fox and the green chicken.
Touch the green goose and the purple goose.
Touch the yellow leaf and the purple chicken.
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Supplementa l Material : “C hicke n Licken ” content
Touch the large yellow leaf and the small purple
acorn.
Touch the small green leaf and the large blue acorn.
Touch the small yellow leaf and the large blue acorn.
Remove the small blue leaf and the large yellow acorn.
Remove the large blue leaf and the large blue acorn.
Touch the yellow leaf—No!—the blue fox.
Remove the purple fox—No!—the green goose.
Remove all of the foxes, except for the yellow one.
Add all of the large leaves.
Add all of the small leaves, except for the blue one.

Put the small purple leaf between the blue chicken
and the yellow fox.
Put the purple fox between the large blue leaf and the
yellow chicken.
Put the small purple leaf between the purple chicken
and the green fox.
Put the yellow leaf between the blue goose and the
yellow fox.
Put the yellow fox between the blue goose and the
yellow leaf.
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Supplementa l Material : “Big Bad Pigs” story text
C hapter 1
This is the story of three pigs. I’m the wolf in the story. I’m the good one. The three pigs are big and bad. I don’t hate
pigs. Most pigs are cool. I don’t hunt them—or eat them. I’m a vegetarian. So they should have been nice, right?
Wrong. It happened like this.

There were three pigs: Pinky Pig, her sister Paddle Pig and her brother Punk Pig. They came to build a house
next door. That’s cool. I like neighbors. I just don’t like noise. So, one day I was eating peas and listening to
music. But I couldn’t hear it. The pigs were next door yelling—about what kind of house to build. Punk Pig
did not like to work.
“Let’s use straw, sisters,” he said. “We’ll be done by noon.”
“Straw, my curly tail!” said Paddle Pig. “If it rains, we’ll drown. Let’s use sticks. They float.”
“It’s not a boat!” shouted Pinky Pig. “We need a house that won’t blow over. We’ll use bricks.”
“No, straw!”
“Sticks, sticks!”
“Bricks, I tell you!”
It was driving me crazy, I went over there. “I’m your neighbor, the Wolf,” I said. “I don’t want to interfere, but
would you please decide?”
“Who asked you, Wolf?” they said. “Go home!” Nice neighbors. Anyway, they decided. On three houses.
C hapter 2
Punk Pig made a straw house. He threw it together and tied it with a rope. “Finished!” he said to the other pigs. Then
he rolled in the mud. Paddle Pig made a stick house. She hammered all day—hammered her Hand (“OW!”), and her
foot (“YOW!”). Finally she got it built. Then she paddled her boat around the pond.
Pinky Pig made a brick house. She worked all day and all night. She dropped some bricks and fell off the ladder.
She made so much noise, even the sheep couldn’t sleep (they tried counting pigs). But in the morning Pinky Pig was
finished. And very proud of herself.
“I have the best house of all,” she said. Punk Pig thought he had the best house. Paddle Pig thought she had the best
house. The pigs started yelling again. It was driving me crazy. I went over there.
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Supplementa l Material : “Big Bad Pigs” story text
C hapter 3
“Excuse me, but all the houses are nice,” I said.

“Oh, it’s you,” said Paddle Pig. “Since you’re so interested in our business, try and blow that straw house down!”
“Yes, blow it down,” said Pinky Pig. “Go ahead and try,” said Punk Pig. I wanted to be a good neighbor. So I
huffed. I puffed. I blew. The straw house went down—whoosh! Paddle Pig said, “Nice going.” Pinky Pig said,
“Nice blowing.” And she hugged me. (What had I gotten myself into?)
“That stick house is no better,” said Punk Pig. “Blow it down,
Wolf.” “Go for it!” said Pinky Pig. “Go ahead and try,” said Paddle
Pig.
“Well, okay,” I said. “But NO hugging.” I huffed again. I puffed again. And blew the stick house right to the
ground—clatter—thunk!
“My house is a zero!” said Paddle Pig. “You’re my hero!” said Pinky Pig. And she hugged me. She HUGGED me!
AGAIN! I’m a patient guy, but that was too much. I’m a wolf, see? I don’t like being hugged.
“I ought to blow down your house, too, Pinky Pig.”
C hapter 4

The three pigs ran inside the brick house and locked the door.
Pinky Pig shouted, “Don’t threaten me, Wolf! You’ll never blow this house down.”
“We’ll see about that,” I said. I huffed—I puffed—I blew. Nothing happened. I huffed again—and puffed again—
and BLEW as HARD as I could. The house never moved. Okay. So it was brick.
It could have been a mess after that. But the sheep sisters from next door ate the straw. The beaver from down the
street took the sticks. And the pigs stayed together in the brick house.
They didn’t argue after that, so the neighborhood was quiet again.
Of course, they hate me. They call me a home wrecker. They throw things at me from their window. Like
tomatoes and eggs. But that’s cool. I’m a patient wolf. And like I said—I’m a vegetarian.
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Supplementa l Material : “Big Bad Pigs” content
L ist ening c omprehension
The wolf is taller.
The pig is dressier.

Paddle Pig hammered her hand.
Pinky Pig climbed up the ladder.

Pinky Pig is climbing up the ladder.
Paddle Pig is hammering her hand.
The wolf is blowing down the house.
The wolf is eating the tomatoes.

Paddle Pig jumped into the pond.
Punk Pig rolled in the mud.

The wolf is eating a pea.
Paddle Pig’s sailor suit has some stripes.
Punk Pig wears an earring.
The wolf is cooking some carrots.

She is carrying straw.

L anguage c omprehension
The wolf will eat the tomatoes.
The wolf will fall in the mud.
The house will fall down.
The boat will sink.
Paddle Pig will jump into the pond.
Punk Pig will roll in the mud.
What is on the ladder?
Who is in the mud?

Punk Pig piled up the straw.
The pig tied her boat to the dock.
She is juggling sticks.
He is hugging the wolf.
They are jumping in straw.

The sheep shaves.
The fish fishes.
The fish crashes.
The sheep reads in bed.
The sheep chase the pig.
The sheep is reading in bed.
The fish is jumping over the pig.
The sheep is asleep.

Who is in the bucket?
What is on the roof?
It’s the straw that the pig holds.
It’s the boat that the wolf carries.
It’s the pig that the wolf blows over.

The fish is in a dish.
The brick house is built for Pinky Pig.
The sticks are carried for Paddle Pig.
The straw is tied together for Punk Pig.
The fish is caught for Paddle Pig.
The ladder is held for Pinky Pig.

It’s the sheep that the pig stops.
It’s the pig that the boat carries.
It’s the wolf that the sheep stops.
The box has none.

The music is played for the wolf.
The sheep are eating straw.
The fish are rowing the boat.
The beaver are stacking sticks.

Paddle Pig balances none.
The pig that is in the boat does not have a hammer.
The pig that is not smiling is dropping a brick.
The pig that does not have a hat is sitting in the mud.
The pig that is on the ladder does not have a bucket.
The pig drops some.

The sheep are chasing the pig.

The wolf eats some.
The fish paddles the boat.

The sheep weep.
The sheep sleep.

The pig is falling with the ladder.
The beaver is running with the pig.
The sheep creep.
The fish paddle the boat.
The fish fish.

The sheep count pigs.
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Supplementa l Material : “Big Bad Pigs” content
Who is more angry?
Who is more furry?
The pig is being carried by the boat.
The pig is being blown down by the wolf.
The boat is being carried by the pig.
The pig is being chased by the wolf.
The wolf’ is being blown down by the pig.
It’s the pig that the wolf carries.
What is the brick hitting? (the mud)
Whom is the wolf rowing in the boat? (Paddle Pig)
What is the rope holding? (straw)
Whom is Paddle Pig chasing? (a fish)
Which is the baby’s pig?

The pig is using the paddle.
The wolf is covering his ears.
The wolf who is running is waving at the beaver.
The pig who is happy is hugging the wolf.
The beaver who is running is waving at the wolf.
The fish that is yellow is chasing the beaver.
The boat that is muddy is carrying the pig.
The sheep who is smiling is drawing the wolf.
The hammer is breaking the brick.
Pinky Pig is sitting on the roof.
The pig that is scaring the fish is swimming.
The pig that is scaring the fish is jumping.
The pig that is resting on the mud is purple.

Which is the wolf’s coat?
Which is the giant pig?
Which is the wolf’s rug?
Which is the pig’s tail?

The mud that is resting on the pig is yellow.
A pig that is sitting in mud is on the hat.

Which is the wolf pack?
The pig that is chasing the fish that is frightened is happy.
The pig that is wearing the hat that is little is big.

The pig has a hat that is muddy.
The pig is jumping over the fish that is paddling. (the
boat)
The boat carries a pig that is muddy.
The stick hits a brick that is breaking.
The wolf is carrying the pig who is wearing a jacket.

The pig that is carrying the wolf that has a hat has a jacket.
The wolf that is watching the pig on the roof is on the
ground.
The fish that is chasing the pig that is happy is frightened.
The wolf that is carrying the pig that has a hat has a jacket.
The sheep riding the wolf is pointing.
The pig leaping over the sheep is laughing.
The sheep leaping over the pig is weeping.
The fish chasing the pig is frightened.
The pig carrying the wolf is wearing a jacket.
The wolf carrying the sheep is sneezing.
The fish is not being caught by the pig.
The pig is not being carried by the wolf.
The pig is not being struck by the falling bucket.
The sheep is not being covered by the straw.
The sheep is not being watched by the wolf.
The wolf is not being carried by the boat.
The wolf sees the pigs shouting.
The pig is holding the brick.

The hat that has a pig on it is in the mud.
The wolf is watching the sheep that is sleeping.

The stick that the brick is hitting is breaking.
The beaver that the blue fish is chasing is chasing the
yellow fish.
The pig that the wolf is watching is hammering her
hand.
The yellow fish that the beaver is chasing is chasing
the blue fish.
The wolf that the sheep is watching is sleeping.
The wolf that the pig is watching is hammering a nail.
The sheep is pulling the pig that the wolf is pushing.
The sheep is pulling the wolf that the pig is pushing.
The beaver is swimming under the pig that the fish is
jumping over.
The fish is landing on the pig that the boat is carrying.
The fish is swimming under the beaver that the pig is
jumping over.
The yellow fish is leading the blue fish that the beaver
is following.
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Supplementa l Material : “Big Bad Pigs” content
Following direct ions
Touch the brown pig and the blue bug.
Touch the brown bug and the blue pig.
Touch the pink bug and the green pig.
Touch the green baby and the pink baby.
Touch the blue radio and the pink pig.
Touch the large blue radio and the small pink vase.

Remove all of the bricks, except for the brown one.
Add all of the large bricks.
Add all of the small bricks, except the blue one.
Put the small red brick between the blue sheep and the
brown ladder.
Put the red ladder between the large blue brick and the
brown pig.

Touch the small green radio and the large brown vase.
Touch the small blue radio and the large pink vase.
Remove the small brown radio and the large blue
vase.
Remove the large brown radio and the large brown
vase.

Put the small red brick between the brown sheep and
the blue ladder.
Put the brown brick between the blue ladder and the
brown sheep.
Put the brown sheep between the green brick and the
red ladder.

Touch the brown pig—No!—the pink baby.
Remove the blue radio—No!—the brown bug.
Remove all of the bugs, except for the green one.
Add all of the large radios.

Touch the green wolf and the blue fish.
Touch the green fish and the blue wolf.
Touch the pink bug and the blue wolf.

Add all of the small radios, except the blue one.
Put the small pink radio between the brown pig and
the blue bug.
Put the pink bug between the large brown radio and
the blue pig.
Put the small pink radio between the pink pig and the
green bug.
Put the blue radio between the brown baby and the
blue bug.
Put the blue bug between the brown baby and the
green radio.

Touch the brown brick and the pink wolf.
Touch the small pink brick and the large brown
hammer.
Touch the small blue brick and the large green
hammer.
Touch the small brown brick and the large pink
hammer.
Remove the small green brick and the large brown
hammer.
Remove the large green brick and the large green
hammer.

Touch the red pig and the brown ladder.
Touch the red ladder and the brown pig.
Touch the blue ladder and the blue pig.
Touch the blue ladder and the red ladder.
Touch the green sheep and the brown ladder.

Touch the brown fish—No!—the pink wolf.
Remove the brown brick—No!—the green bug.
Remove all of the bugs, except for the pink one.
Add all of the small bricks.

Touch the large brown brick and the small red bucket.
Touch the small green brick and the large blue bucket.
Touch the small brown brick and the large red bucket.
Remove the small blue brick and the large brown
bucket.
Remove the large blue brick and the large blue bucket.
Touch the brown brick—No!—the blue pig.

Touch the blue fish and the pink fish.

Add all of the small bricks, except the green one.
Put the small pink brick between the green wolf and
the brown bug.
Put the pink bug between the large green brick and the
brown wolf.
Put the small pink brick between the brown wolf and
the green bug.
Put the brown brick between the green fish and the
brown bug.

Remove the red sheep—No!—the green ladder.
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Supplementa l Material : “Big Bad Pigs” content
Put the brown bug between the green fish and the
blue brick.
Touch the blue wolf and the brown sheep.

Remove the red sheep—No!—the green pig.

Touch the blue sheep and the brown wolf.
Touch the red sheep and the green wolf.
Touch the green pig and the red pig.

Add all of the small tomatos, except for the blue one.
Put the small red tomato between the blue wolf and
the brown sheep.
Put the red sheep between the large blue tomato and
the brown wolf.

Touch the brown tomato and the red wolf.
Touch the large brown tomato and the small red egg.
Touch the small green tomato and the large blue egg.
Touch the small brown tomato and the large blue egg.
Remove the small blue tomato and the large brown
egg.
Remove the large blue tomato and the large blue egg.

Remove all of the sheep, except for the brown one.
Add all of the large tomatos.

Put the small red tomato between the red wolf and
the green sheep.
Put the brown tomato between the blue pig and the
brown sheep.
Put the brown sheep between the blue pig and the
brown tomato.

Touch the brown tomato—No!—the blue sheep.
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Supplementa l Material : “L ittle Red ” story text
C hapter 1
Once upon a time, there was a little girl. She sometimes wore a red cape and hood her Granny had made, so
everyone called her Little Red. But then Little Red decided she was too old to wear a silly cape. It was not cool. So,
she hid the cape in the back of her closet. One day, her mother came into her room with a basket of treats.
“Granny has a cold,” she said. “Be a dear and take this basket to her. And wear that cape she made for you.” Little Red
was not happy.
“I don’t like that cape!” she said. “I don’t want to wear it. And, besides, I can’t go to Granny’s house, now, I’ll miss my
favorite show!” Her mother put her foot down. “You will go, and you will wear your red cape,” she said. “Or no TV for a
very long time.”
Little Red grumbled, “OK.” She pulled out the red cape and put it on. “It could use a little ironing,” said her mother.
“But never mind. Go straight to Granny’s.” Little Red walked out the door carrying the basket for Granny.
C hapter 2

Little Red walked through the woods to get to Granny’s. The woods were cool. There were birds chirping in the
trees. Fish jumping in the stream. And deer munching on leaves. It was all very scenic. All except for the scraggily
wolf leaning against a tree.
“Hey there,” said the wolf. “What’s in the basket?”
“I can’t talk to you,” said Little Red. “And what are you doing here, anyway?” “I’m
part of the story,” said the wolf. “Don’t you read?”
“Of course, I read,” said Little Red. “I’m always reading.”
“And I’m always hungry,” said the wolf. “So, you’re taking the basket to Granny’s house, right?”
“Right,” said Little Red.
“I could help you out,” said the wolf. “If you help me.”
“How’s that?” asked Little Red. The wolf whispered his plan in the little girl’s ear.
“You’re very clever,” smiled Little Red.
“I’m a wolf,” smiled the wolf.
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Supplementa l Material : “L ittle Red ” story text
C hapter 3
Granny was in bed, sneezing, when she heard a knock at the door. She didn’t look so good. Her hair was messy. Her
house was dusty. And the goldfish was hungry. But after all, Granny was sick.
“Who is it?” she said.
“It’s Little Red,” said a voice.
“Come in, child,” said Granny. Little Red came inside, carrying the basket. The hood was pulled down clear to her
nose.
“How lovely to see you,” said Granny. “And what a nice basket of treats you brought.”
“It’s from my dear mother,” said Little Red. “It’s lovely to see you, too.”
“My, you’ve gotten tall,” said Granny.
“Well,” said Little Red. “I’m a growing girl.”
“And I can hardly see you. Take off the hood, dear.”
“Oh, I love it too much to take it off,” said Little Red.
“And your nose,” said Granny. “It’s very—long.” Little Red began to cry. “Do you think it’s ugly, Granny?”
“Oh, no, dear, it’s a lovely nose,” said Granny. It was the longest little girl nose she had ever seen.
C hapter 4
“Let’s dig into that basket,” she said, changing the subject. Little Red seemed to like that idea – a lot. They sat at
the kitchen table and dug in. There was vegetable soup, fresh hot bread and chocolate chip cookies. They ate
everything. Then they both felt better.
But Granny was still sick, and—‘Ah ah ah—CHOO!’ She sneezed. Little Red’s hood blew right off her head. “You’re not
Little Red,” cried Granny. “You’re a dog!”
“Actually—I’m a wolf,” said the wolf. Granny seemed fine with that. “You are welcome to stay.”
“Don’t mind if I do,” said the wolf.
The wolf moved into Granny’s spare room. He dusted and cleaned and kept the goldfish fed. Granny and the wolf
became great friends. When visitors came, he wore the cape and hood, and Granny called him ‘Little Red’.
So, no one ever knew there was a wolf in the house. They did think, though, that Little Red had the longest little
girl nose they had ever seen.
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Supplementa l Material : “L ittle Red ” content
L ist ening c omprehension
The boots are older.
The basket is bigger.

Little Red uncovered the basket.
Little Red handed the basket to Granny.

Little Red is crawling under the bed.
Little Red is uncovering the basket.
Little Red is putting on the cape.

Granny sprinkled food for the goldfish.
Little Red cried.
Little Red knocked over the trash can.
Little Red crawled under the bed.
She is eating a cookie.

Little Red is crying.
Little Red has a ribbon in her hair.
Little Red’s cape has some patches.
Little Red’s mother has a basket.
Little Red’s bed has some dolls on it.

She is sneezing.
He is dusting.
They are wearing boots.

L anguage c omprehension
Little Red will knock over the trash can.
Little Red will crawl under the bed.
The basket will fall.
The mother will take off her glasses.
Granny will sprinkle food for the goldfish.
Little Red will put on the cape.
What is on the chair? (the red cape)
Who is in the doorway? (Little Red’s mother)
Who is on the bed? (Little Red)
What is in the basket? (treats)
It’s the empty basket that the box holds.
It’s Little Red that the cape covers.
It’s the mother that the little girl scolds.
It’s the bed that the blanket covers.
It’s the blanket that the bed covers.
It’s the girl that the fish bowl holds.
The cape has none. (buttons)
The basket has none. (treaties—varying objects, can be
wrapped)
The girl that is wearing a cape does not have a basket.
The wolf that is not wearing a jacket is wearing boots.
The girl that is frowning is not running.
The wolf that is not chasing the bird is drooling.
Granny’s nightcap has some. (flowers)
Granny’s kitchen sink has some. (dirty dishes)
The deer eats leaves.

The deer leaps over the log.
The fish jumps in the stream.
The fish feeds the fish.
The fish swims in the bowl.
The deer eats pizza.
The deer is at the door.
The fish is swimming in the bowl.
The deer is peering in the window.
The fish is in the tunnel.
The cape is made for Little Red.
The basket is carried for Granny.
The boots are tied for Little Red.
The bed is made for Little Red.
The house is cleaned for Granny.
The tea is poured for Little Red.
The deer are eating pizza.
The fish are wearing glasses.
The deer are wearing boots.
The fish are out of water.
Little Red is walking with the wolf.
The wolf is running with the basket.
The deer rear up.
The deer drink root beer.
The fish wish. (using a wishbone)
The fish wash a dish.
The deer eat leaves.
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Supplementa l Material : “Little Red ” content
The fish jump in the stream.
Whose hair is more fluffy?
Which desk is more dusty?
The goldfish is being fed by Granny.
Little Red is being held by the basket.
The pillow is being sat on by Little Red.
The basket is being held by Granny.
Granny is being fed by the goldfish.

Little Red is kicking the rock.
The wolf is behind the tree.
Little Red dances with the wolves.
The wolf holds the baskets.
The cups that are green are below the plates.
Granny, who is in a cap, is sitting on the wolf’s lap.
Granny, who is eating a cookie, is pouring tea for the
wolf.

Granny is being sat on by the wolf.
What is Little Red holding? (the bird)
Whom is the bird watching? (the wolf, with binoculars)
Whom is the basket holding?
To whom is the wolf whispering? (Little Red)

The wolf who is eating bread is pouring tea for Granny.
The bed that is blue is on top of the quilt.
The quilt that is pink is on top of the bed.
Little Red is giving the basket to Granny.
Granny is hugging Little Red.

Which is the baby’s goldfish?
Which is the wolf’s button?
Which is the goldfish bowl?
Which is the wolf’s drawing?

The cup that is sitting on the plate is flowered.
The quilt that is on top of the bed is pink.
The quilt that is on top of the bed is blue.
The cup that is sitting on the plate is striped.
The wolf that is leading the girl is wearing a cape.

Which is the little red wagon?
Which is the wolffish?
The wolf that is washing the dish that is dirty is clean.
The fish that is following the snail that is purple is orange.
The basket that is sitting on the table that is round is
square.
The wolf that is sitting in the chair that is short is tall.
The basket that is sitting on the table that is square is
round.
The wolf that is sitting in the chair that is tall is short.
The plate sitting on the cup is striped.
The goldfish chasing the snail is big.
The basket on top of the napkin is yellow.
The napkin on top of the basket is blue.
The wolf sitting on Granny wears a cape.
The wolf leading the girl wears glasses.
The fish is not being caught by Granny.
Little Red is not being followed by Granny.
The fish bowl is not being struck by the falling basket.
The snail is not being followed by the goldfish.
The basket is not being held by the wolf.
The bird is not being chased by the drooling wolf.

The girl that is leading the wolf is wearing glasses.
The wolf is holding the basket that is yellow.
The fish is leaping over the deer that is sleeping.
The wolf is following the girl wearing a cape.
The bird is landing on the leaf that is green.
The basket is holding the wolf that is gray.
The deer is leaping over the fish that is eating.
The snail that the fish is chasing has spots.
The snail that the fish is chasing has stripes.
Granny, whom the wolf is watching, is drinking tea.
The fish that the deer is leaping over is sleeping.
The wolf, whom Granny is watching, is sneezing.
The plates that are stacked below the cups are blue.
The napkin is on top of the wolf that the basket is
holding.
Granny is catching the snail that the fish is following.
The wolf is dusting the tablecloth that the table is on
top of.
The wolf is watching the deer that Granny is hugging.
Granny is catching the fish that the snail is following.
The napkin covers the wolf that the basket is holding.
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Supplementa l Material : “Little Red ” content
Following direct ions
Touch the brown cape and the blue socks.
Touch the brown socks and the blue cape.
Touch the red socks and the green cape.
Touch the green shoes and the red shoes.
Touch the blue basket and the red cape.
Touch the brown cape—No!—the red shoes.

Touch the small grey fish and the large orange log.
Remove the small blue fish and the large grey log.
Remove the large blue fish and the large blue log.
Put the small orange fish between the blue dish and
the grey basket.
Put the orange basket between the large blue fish and
the grey jacket.

Remove the blue basket—No!—the brown socks.
Remove all of the socks, except for the green ones.
Add all of the large baskets.
Add all of the small baskets, except for the blue one.
Touch the large blue basket and the small red doll.
Touch the small green basket and the large brown
doll.
Touch the small blue basket and the large red doll.
Remove the small brown basket and the large blue
doll.

Put the small orange fish between the grey dish and
the blue basket.
Put the grey fish between the blue basket and the grey
dish.
Put the grey dish between the green fish and the
orange basket.

Remove the large brown basket and the large brown
doll.
Put the small red basket between the brown cape and
the blue socks.
Put the red socks between the large brown basket and
the blue cape.

Touch the red snail and the pink fish.
Touch the red nightcap—No!—the pink fish.
Remove the red snail—No!—the yellow deer.
Remove all of the deer, except for the pink one.
Add all of the small snails.

Put the small red basket between the red cape and
the green socks.
Put the blue basket between the brown shoes and the
blue socks.
Put the blue socks between the brown shoes and the
green basket.

Add all of the small snails, except for the yellow one.
Touch the small pink snail and the large red boots.
Touch the small blue snail and the large yellow boots.
Touch the small red snail and the large pink boots.

Touch the orange jacket and the grey basket.
Touch the orange basket and the grey jacket.
Touch the blue basket and the blue jacket.
Touch the blue basket and the orange basket.
Touch the green dish and the grey basket.

Touch the yellow fish and the blue nightcap.
Touch the yellow nightcap and the blue fish.
Touch the pink deer and the blue fish.
Touch the blue nightcap and the pink nightcap.

Remove the small yellow snail and the large red boots.
Remove the large yellow snail and the large yellow
boots.
Put the small pink snail between the yellow fish and
the red deer.
Put the pink deer between the large yellow snail and
the red fish.

Add all of the large fish.
Add all of the small fish, except for the blue one.
Touch the large grey fish and the small orange log.

Put the small pink snail between the red fish and the
yellow deer.
Put the red snail between the yellow nightcap and the
red deer.
Put the red deer between the yellow nightcap and the
blue snail.
Touch the yellow flowers and the brown snail.

Touch the small green fish and the large blue log.

Touch the yellow snail and the brown flowers.

Touch the grey fish—No!—the blue jacket.
Remove the orange dish—No!—the green basket.
Remove all of the fish, except for the grey one.
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Supplementa l Material : “Little Red ” content
Touch the grey snail and the green flowers.
Touch the green cookie and the grey cookie.
Touch the brown teapot and the grey flowers.
Touch the brown teapot—No!—the yellow snail.
Remove the grey snail—No!—the green cookie.
Remove all of the snails, except for the brown one.
Add all of the large teapots.
Add all of the small teapots, except for the yellow one.
Touch the large brown teapot and the small grey
teacup.
Touch the small green teapot and the large yellow
teacup.
Touch the small brown teapot and the large yellow
teacup.

Remove the small yellow teapot and the large brown
teacup.
Remove the large yellow teapot and the large yellow
teacup.
Put the small grey teapot between the yellow flowers
and the brown snail.
Put the grey snail between the large yellow teapot and
the brown flowers.
Put the small grey teapot between the grey flowers
and the green snail.
Put the brown teapot between the yellow cookie and
the brown snail.
Put the brown snail between the yellow cookie and
the brown teapot.
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LESSON TOPIC: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 2)

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use L1 to support L2 (e.g., cognates).
Use bilingual dictionaries and glossaries/Use English dictionaries and glossaries.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral commands/instructions.
Classify/sort content-related visuals per oral descriptions.
Use learning strategies described orally.

Speaking:

Connect ideas in discourse using transitions (e.g., “but”, “then”).
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).
Explain and compare content-based concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to write sentences about singular and plural nouns using realia.
CONTENT – Students will be able to comprehend the commands in the Cosmic Reader exercise within Fast ForWord
Foundations II.

KEY VOCABULARY
singular
plural
-es
-s
more than one
one
objects
form
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MATE RIALS
•

Whiteboard or other writing surface clearly visible

•

Pieces of paper and pencils for students

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Emergent bilinguals need exposure to various types of nouns to succeed at following directions in Cosmic Reader.

Cosmic Reader will help us do many things in the classroom. Cosmic Reader teaches
listening skills, helps us practice following directions, and reading skills we need to be
good readers. Why is it important that we think about what makes us good readers? What
does being a good reader help us do?
Give students wait time to respond (10-25 seconds).

Before playing Cosmic Reader today, we are going to play a little game. This game will help
you understand the directions in Cosmic Reader. Can you say Cosmic Reader?
Everyone practices saying Cosmic Reader.
Model talking about your weekend, other weekends, one student, many students, one cookie, dozens of cookies, etc.
Be overly obvious about your singular and plural differentiations, saying a sentence about one and then immediately
a sentence about several.

What is something you notice about what I’m saying?
Guide students to the thinking that there is sometimes one of something and other times more than one of
something.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
We call that singular and plural.
Write singular and plural on the board. Have students practice saying singular and plural.

Singular means one. What does singular mean?
Give wait time, repeat the sentence if needed.

Plural means more than one. What does plural mean?
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Give wait time, repeating the sentence if needed.

We are going to write about one of something and more than one of something today.
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Practice/Application, Feedback)
Let’s take a moment and pick something in this room. What is your favorite object in this
room?
Have students choose an object one at a time and say a sentence about it. Then write that sentence on the board
while students write it on a piece of paper in front of them. Ask students to come up with a sentence about many of
that same object. Encourage students to get creative.
Repeat this for several objects around the classroom or that students think of.
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Conduct the lesson in students’ native language where possible. If that is not possible, have
students come up with examples of singular and plural in their native languages and explain the words to the group.
Instead of writing sentences, have students simply say the sentences. Provide some simple sentence frames in
speaking and have them written on the board if needed. Examples below:

I like this object because

.

This is my favorite object because
I like to play with
because
helps me to

.
.
.

Developing: Instead of having students copy the sentence off the board, have students each come up with their own
sentence in speaking and writing about each student’s favorite object, sharing a singular and plural sentence with a
partner for each student’s object and then writing it on their papiers.
For further challenge, have students link sentences to create a story, or, select several objects from around the room
and have students write a story using the singular and plural about the objects (there can be one of each or more
than one of some—the more random you make the objects, the more interesting the stories can be).
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Now that we know the difference between singular and plural, it’s time to practice these
skills on Fast ForWord. Today you will practice Cosmic Reader. Let’s log in and begin
working in Cosmic Reader.
Have students work on the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
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E XTE NSION
1. Have students complete a T-chart of words with their singular and plural forms, singular on one side, plural on
the other.
2. Read a short story and have students replace all the singular nouns with the plural form and vice versa. Talk
about how the story makes sense and doesn’t make sense and why it’s important to pay attention to that in
students’ own writing.
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Supplementa l Material : “C hicke n Licken ” story text
C hapter 1
Chicken Licken was eating lunch one day, when something fell on her head.
“Ow!” she said. “What was that?” She looked up. All she saw was the sky.
“The sky is falling!” said Chicken Licken. “I should tell somebody!” She ran till she saw Squirmy Wormy.
“The sky is falling!” said Chicken Licken.
“Dig for your life!” said Squirmy Wormy, and wiggled into a hole.
Chicken Licken tried to wiggle in after him. But the hole was too small. She saw Crowy Joey sitting in a tree.
“The sky is falling!” said Chicken Licken.
“Fly for your life!” said Crowy Joey.
He flapped his wings and flew away. Chicken Licken tried to fly, but her wings were too small. She ran all the way to
Henny Penny’s house.
C hapter 2
Chicken Licken knocked on the door. Henny Penny was counting sheep.

“Go away,” she said. “I’m trying to
sleep.” Chicken Licken knocked again.
“Come back later,” shouted Henny Penny. “I’m laying an
egg.” Chicken Licken knocked again.
“I’m not buying anything!” shouted Henny Penny.
“I’m not selling anything!” shouted Chicken Liken. “The sky is falling!”
Henny Penny jumped up so fast she almost knocked over the fishbowl.
“Call 9-1-1!” she cried. She ran to her desk and picked up the telephone.
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Supplementa l Material : “C hicke n Licken ” story text
C hapter 3
Henny Penny dialed 9-1-1. Ducky Lucky answered.
“What’s the problem?” he asked.
“Chicken Licken said the sky is falling!” shouted Henny Penny.
“Stay calm, Ma’am,” said Ducky Lucky. He called his assistant, Holey Moley, who was tickling an ant. “Take notes,” he
said. “Any injuries, Ms. Penny?”
“Any injuries?” asked Henny Penny.
“My head hurts,” said Chicken Licken.
“Her head hurts,” said Henny Penny.
“Her head hurts,” said Ducky Lucky.
‘Her head hurts,’ Holey Moley wrote in his notebook.
“What’s your address?” said Ducky Lucky.
“One Egg Lane,” said Henny Penny.
“One Egg Lane,” said Ducky Lucky.
‘One Egg Lane,’ wrote Holey Moley.
Ducky Lucky called police headquarters. Officer Loosey Goosey answered.
“Goosey here.”
“This is Ducky Lucky at 911 Dispatch. Chicken Licken was hit by falling sky near the home of Henny Penny, One Egg
Lane. With head injuries.”
“I’ll get right on it,” said Officer Goosey.
C hapter 4
Officer Goosey called his deputies together. “Listen up!” he said. “Ducky Lucky reports that Henny Penny reports that
Chicken Licken reports the sky is falling. We have injuries. Take extreme care.”
An ambulance was rushed to One Egg Lane. Officer Goosey followed in his police car with lights flashing. More police
cars followed. Egg Lane was blocked off in all directions. Chicken Licken was rushed to the hospital.
Dr. Foxy Loxy took x-rays and performed tests. Henny Penny sat in the waiting room, counting fish in the fish tank to
pass the time. She heard the news on the radio.
“Chicken Licken and Henny Penny filed a false report that the sky was falling. Officer Goosey, who found only a small
acorn, says charges may be brought against Ms. Licken and Ms. Penny. More news at eleven.”
Dr. Loxy came into the waiting room and gave Henny a hug. “Good news,” she said. “Chicken Licken is going to be
just fine.”
Henny stomped out the door. “Not when I get through with her!” she said.
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Supplementa l Material : “C hicke n Licken ” content
L ist ening c omprehension
The sheep leaps higher.
The desk is messier.
The chicken is eating lunch.
The worm is wiggling into a hole.
The crow is flying away.
The chicken is jumping.
Holey Moley wrote a word.
Chicken Licken has some bumps.
Chicken Licken has a bump.
Ducky Lucky quacks at some ants.

Foxy Loxy placed a bandage on Chicken Licken.
Henny Penny knocked over the fish bowl.
Loosey Goosey jumped into his police car.
Henny Penny opened the door.
The worm wiggled into a hole.
The chicken jumped.
She is shouting.
They are taking notes.
He is taking notes.
They are swimming.

L anguage c omprehension
The sheep will jump over Henny Penny.
Henny Penny will build a nest.
The egg will fall out of the nest.
Henny Penny will knock over the fishbowl.
The worm will wiggle into a hole.
The chicken will eat lunch.
What is in the sky? (sandwich)
Who is digging a hole? (Chicken Licken)
Who is in the hole? (Squirmy Wormy)
What is on the branch? (Chicken Licken’s sandwich.)
It’s the worm that the chicken follows.
It’s the dirt that the leaf covers.
It’s the crow that the chicken hugs.
It’s the chicken that the crow leaves.
It’s the worm that the crow hugs.
It’s the worm that the dirt covers.
The nest has none. (eggs)
The hen counts none. (sheep)
The chicken that is little is not eating.
The worm that is not in the hole is wearing a hat.
The crow that is not happy is flying.
The chicken that is running is not happy.
The egg has some. (spots)
Henny Penny’s nest has some. (eggs)
The sheep leaps.
The fish swims.
The sheep sleeps.
The fish jumps

The fish flies.
The sheep eat lunch.
The fish swims upside down.
The fish blows bubbles.
The fish flies.
The sheep digs a hole.
The hole is dug for the worm.
The sandwich is made for the chicken.
The birdhouse is made for the crow.
The tablecloth is laid down for the chicken.
The acorns are juggled for the crow.
The picnic basket is carried for the worm.
The fish are singing.
The fish are dancing.
The fish are drumming.
The fish are strumming.
The crow is flying with the chicken.
The birdhouse is falling with the branch.
The fish fly.
The fish cry.
The sheep leap.
The sheep sleep.
The fish jump.
The sheep dig a hole.
Who is more frightened?
Who is more ticklish?
The ant is being tickled by the mole.
The duck is being telephoned by the hen.
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Lesson Topic: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 2)

Supplementa l Material : “C hicke n Licken ” content
The duck is being telephoned by the ant.
Henny Penny is being hugged by Chicken Licken.
The duck is being fanned by the ant.
The worm is being hugged by the crow.
What is the acorn sitting on? (leaf)
Who is Holey Moley chasing? (Ducky Lucky)What
is the caterpillar holding? (leaf)
Whom is Loosey Goosey carrying? (Chicken Licken)
Which is the fish’s dinner?
Which is the chicken’s sandwich?
Which is the baby chicken?
Which is the giant’s egg?
Which is the fishbowl?
Which is the crow’s bar?
The egg that sitting on the hen that is brown is white.
The fish chasing the fish that is big is black.
The chicken that is leading the sheep that is walking is
jumping.
The chicken who is watching the sheep that is jumping
is sitting.
The acorn that rests on the leaf that is brown is green.
The chicken that is chasing the crow that is running is
flying.
The sheep leaping over the hen is laughing.
The hen sitting on the egg is white.
The hen hugging Chicken Licken is crying.
The big fish chasing the little fish is orange.
The egg sitting on the hen is brown.
The little fish chasing the big fish is orange.
The chicken is not being examined by the fox.
The chicken is not being struck by the acorn.
The fish is not being watched by the hen.
The acorn is not being struck by the leaf.
The duck is not being chased by the mole.
The hen is not being leaped over by the sheep.
The chicken sees the clouds in the sky.
Chicken Licken finds the worm on the ground.
The chicken sees the worm wiggling into the hole.
The crow flaps his wings.

The mole who is wearing glasses is tickling the ant.
The hen who is frightened is shouting at the duck.
The mole who is wearing a hat is tickling the ant.
The chicken who is yellow is feeding the fish.
The leaf that is brown is resting on the acorn.
The sheep that is walking is leading the chicken.
Foxy Loxy is examining Chicken Licken.
The acorn is sitting on a leaf.
The chicken that is chasing the worm is running.
The worm that is chasing the chicken is running.
The crow who is hugging the chicken is scared.
The chicken who is hugging the crow is scared.
The crow that is chasing the chicken is flying.
The hen that is leaping over the sheep is frowning.
The mole is chasing the ant who is little.
The mole is drawing the duck who is awake.
The duck is drawing the mole who is asleep.
The chicken is following the sheep that is leaping.
The crow is chasing the chicken that is flying.
The sheep leaps over the chicken that is fishing.
The fish that the hen is watching is blowing bubbles.
The duck that the hen is shouting at is tickling the
mole.
The chicken that the goose is carrying is frightened.
The acorn that the leaf is covering is brown.
The crow that the chicken is chasing is running.
The hen that the fish is watching is blowing her nose.
The duck is holding up the mole that the ant is
fanning.
The hen is shouting at the duck that the mole is
tickling.
The duck is holding up the ant that the mole is
fanning.
The sheep leaps over the fish that the chicken is
catching.
The hen is shouting at the mole that the duck is
tickling.
The sheep leaps over the chicken that the fish is
catching.
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Lesson Topic: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 2)

Supplementa l Material : “C hicke n Licken ” content
Following direct ions
Touch the brown chicken and the yellow worm.
Touch the brown worm and the yellow chicken.
Touch the red worm and the white chicken.
Touch the white crow and the red crow.
Touch the yellow house and the red chicken.
Touch the large yellow house and the small red
hammer.
Touch the small white house and the large brown
hammer.
Touch the small yellow house and the large red
hammer.
Remove the small brown house and the large yellow
hammer.
Remove the large brown house and the large brown
hammer.
Touch the brown chicken—No!—the red crow.
Remove the yellow house—No!—the brown worm.
Remove all of the worms, except for the white one.
Add all of the large houses.
Add all of the small houses, except the yellow one.
Put the small red house between the brown chicken
and the yellow worm.
Put the red worm between the large brown house and
the yellow chicken.
Put the small red house between the red chicken and
the white worm.
Put the yellow house between the brown crow and the
yellow worm.
Put the yellow worm between the brown crow and the
white house.
Touch the red chicken and the yellow plane.
Touch the red plane and the yellow chicken.
Touch the blue plane and the blue chicken.
Touch the blue plane and the red plane.
Touch the white sheep and the yellow plane.
Touch the large yellow crayon and the small red rattle.
Touch the small white crayon and the large blue rattle.
Touch the small yellow crayon and the large red rattle.
Remove the small blue crayon and the large yellow
rattle.
Remove the large blue crayon and the large blue
rattle.
Touch the yellow crayon—No!—the blue chicken.
Remove the red sheep—No!—the white plane.
Remove all of the crayons, except for the yellow one.

Add all of the large crayons.
Add all of the small crayons, except the blue one.
Put the small red crayon between the blue sheep and
the yellow plane.
Put the red plane between the large blue crayon and
the yellow chicken.
Put the small red crayon between the yellow sheep and
the blue plane.
Put the yellow crayon between the blue plane and the
yellow sheep.
Put the yellow sheep between the white crayon and
the red plane.
Touch the green hen and the blue mole.
Touch the green mole and the blue hen.
Touch the red duck and the blue hen.
Touch the blue mole and the red mole.
Touch the yellow gloves and the red hen.
Touch the small red gloves and the large yellow feather.
Touch the small blue gloves and the large green
feather.
Touch the small yellow gloves and the large red feather.
Remove the small green gloves and the large yellow
feather.
Remove the large green gloves and the large green
feather.
Touch the yellow mole—No!—the red hen.
Remove the yellow gloves—No!—the green duck.
Remove all of the ducks, except for the red one.
Add all of the small gloves.
Add all of the small gloves, except the green one.
Put the small red gloves between the green hen and
the yellow duck.
Put the red duck between the large green gloves and
the yellow hen.
Put the small red gloves between the yellow hen and
the green duck.
Put the yellow gloves between the green mole and the
yellow duck.
Put the yellow duck between the green mole and the
blue gloves.
Touch the blue chicken and the yellow fox.
Touch the blue fox and the yellow chicken.
Touch the purple fox and the green chicken.
Touch the green goose and the purple goose.
Touch the yellow leaf and the purple chicken.
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Lesson Topic: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 2)

Supplementa l Material : “C hicke n Licken ” content
Touch the large yellow leaf and the small purple
acorn.
Touch the small green leaf and the large blue acorn.
Touch the small yellow leaf and the large blue acorn.
Remove the small blue leaf and the large yellow acorn.
Remove the large blue leaf and the large blue acorn.
Touch the yellow leaf—No!—the blue fox.
Remove the purple fox—No!—the green goose.
Remove all of the foxes, except for the yellow one.
Add all of the large leaves.
Add all of the small leaves, except for the blue one.

Put the small purple leaf between the blue chicken
and the yellow fox.
Put the purple fox between the large blue leaf and the
yellow chicken.
Put the small purple leaf between the purple chicken
and the green fox.
Put the yellow leaf between the blue goose and the
yellow fox.
Put the yellow fox between the blue goose and the
yellow leaf.
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Lesson Topic: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 2)

Supplementa l Material : “Big Bad Pigs” story text
C hapter 1
This is the story of three pigs. I’m the wolf in the story. I’m the good one. The three pigs are big and bad. I don’t hate
pigs. Most pigs are cool. I don’t hunt them—or eat them. I’m a vegetarian. So they should have been nice, right?
Wrong. It happened like this.

There were three pigs: Pinky Pig, her sister Paddle Pig and her brother Punk Pig. They came to build a house
next door. That’s cool. I like neighbors. I just don’t like noise. So, one day I was eating peas and listening to
music. But I couldn’t hear it. The pigs were next door yelling—about what kind of house to build. Punk Pig
did not like to work.
“Let’s use straw, sisters,” he said. “We’ll be done by noon.”
“Straw, my curly tail!” said Paddle Pig. “If it rains, we’ll drown. Let’s use sticks. They float.”
“It’s not a boat!” shouted Pinky Pig. “We need a house that won’t blow over. We’ll use bricks.”
“No, straw!”
“Sticks, sticks!”
“Bricks, I tell you!”
It was driving me crazy; I went over there. “I’m your neighbor, the Wolf,” I said. “I don’t want to interfere, but
would you please decide?”
“Who asked you, Wolf?” they said. “Go home!” Nice neighbors. Anyway, they decided. On three houses.
C hapter 2
Punk Pig made a straw house. He threw it together and tied it with a rope. “Finished!” he said to the other pigs. Then
he rolled in the mud. Paddle Pig made a stick house. She hammered all day—hammered her Hand (“OW!”), and her
foot (“YOW!”). Finally, she got it built. Then she paddled her boat around the pond.
Pinky Pig made a brick house. She worked all day and all night. She dropped some bricks and fell off the ladder.
She made so much noise, even the sheep couldn’t sleep (they tried counting pigs). But in the morning Pinky Pig was
finished. And very proud of herself.
“I have the best house of all,” she said. Punk Pig thought he had the best house. Paddle Pig thought she had the best
house. The pigs started yelling again. It was driving me crazy. I went over there.
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Lesson Topic: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 2)

Supplementa l Material : “Big Bad Pigs” story text
C hapter 3
“Excuse me, but all the houses are nice,” I said.

“Oh, it’s you,” said Paddle Pig. “Since you’re so interested in our business, try and blow that straw house down!”
“Yes, blow it down,” said Pinky Pig. “Go ahead and try,” said Punk Pig. I wanted to be a good neighbor. So I
huffed. I puffed. I blew. The straw house went down—whoosh! Paddle Pig said, “Nice going.” Pinky Pig said,
“Nice blowing.” And she hugged me. (What had I gotten myself into?)
“That stick house is no better,” said Punk Pig. “Blow it down,
Wolf.” “Go for it!” said Pinky Pig. “Go ahead and try,” said Paddle
Pig.
“Well, okay,” I said. “But NO hugging.” I huffed again. I puffed again. And blew the stick house right to the
ground—clatter—thunk!
“My house is a zero!” said Paddle Pig. “You’re my hero!” said Pinky Pig. And she hugged me. She HUGGED me!
AGAIN! I’m a patient guy, but that was too much. I’m a wolf, see? I don’t like being hugged.
“I ought to blow down your house, too, Pinky Pig.”
C hapter 4

The three pigs ran inside the brick house and locked the door.
Pinky Pig shouted, “Don’t threaten me, Wolf! You’ll never blow this house down.”
“We’ll see about that,” I said. I huffed—I puffed—I blew. Nothing happened. I huffed again—and puffed again—
and BLEW as HARD as I could. The house never moved. Okay. So, it was brick.
It could have been a mess after that. But the sheep sisters from next door ate the straw. The beaver from down the
street took the sticks. And the pigs stayed together in the brick house.
They didn’t argue after that, so the neighborhood was quiet again.
Of course, they hate me. They call me a home wrecker. They throw things at me from their window. Like
tomatoes and eggs. But that’s cool. I’m a patient wolf. And like I said—I’m a vegetarian.
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Lesson Topic: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 2)

Supplementa l Material : “Big Bad Pigs” content
L ist ening c omprehension
The wolf is taller.
The pig is dressier.

Paddle Pig hammered her hand.
Pinky Pig climbed up the ladder.

Pinky Pig is climbing up the ladder.
Paddle Pig is hammering her hand.
The wolf is blowing down the house.
The wolf is eating the tomatoes.

Paddle Pig jumped into the pond.
Punk Pig rolled in the mud.

The wolf is eating a pea.
Paddle Pig’s sailor suit has some stripes.
Punk Pig wears an earring.
The wolf is cooking some carrots.

She is carrying straw.

L anguage c omprehension
The wolf will eat the tomatoes.
The wolf will fall in the mud.
The house will fall down.
The boat will sink.
Paddle Pig will jump into the pond.
Punk Pig will roll in the mud.
What is on the ladder?
Who is in the mud?
Who is in the bucket?
What is on the roof?
It’s the straw that the pig holds.
It’s the boat that the wolf carries.
It’s the pig that the wolf blows over.
It’s the sheep that the pig stops.
It’s the pig that the boat carries.
It’s the wolf that the sheep stops.
The box has none.
Paddle Pig balances none.
The pig that is in the boat does not have a hammer.
The pig that is not smiling is dropping a brick.
The pig that does not have a hat is sitting in the mud.
The pig that is on the ladder does not have a bucket.
The pig drops some.
The wolf eats some.
The fish paddles the boat.

Punk Pig piled up the straw.
The pig tied her boat to the dock.
She is juggling sticks.
He is hugging the wolf.
They are jumping in straw.

The sheep shaves.
The fish fishes.
The fish crashes.
The sheep reads in bed.
The sheep chase the pig.
The sheep is reading in bed.
The fish is jumping over the pig.
The sheep is asleep.
The fish is in a dish.
The brick house is built for Pinky Pig.
The sticks are carried for Paddle Pig.
The straw is tied together for Punk Pig.
The fish is caught for Paddle Pig.
The ladder is held for Pinky Pig.
The music is played for the wolf.
The sheep are eating straw.
The fish are rowing the boat.
The beaver are stacking sticks.
The sheep are chasing the pig.
The pig is falling with the ladder.
The beaver is running with the pig.
The sheep creep.
The fish paddle the boat.
The fish fish.
The sheep weep.
The sheep sleep.
The sheep count pigs.
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Lesson Topic: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 2)

Supplementa l Material : “Big Bad Pigs” content
Who is more angry?
Who is more furry?
The pig is being carried by the boat.
The pig is being blown down by the wolf.
The boat is being carried by the pig.
The pig is being chased by the wolf.
The wolf’ is being blown down by the pig.
It’s the pig that the wolf carries.
What is the brick hitting? (the mud)
Whom is the wolf rowing in the boat? (Paddle Pig)
What is the rope holding? (straw)
Whom is Paddle Pig chasing? (a fish)
Which is the baby’s pig?

The pig is using the paddle.
The wolf is covering his ears.
The wolf who is running is waving at the beaver.
The pig who is happy is hugging the wolf.
The beaver who is running is waving at the wolf.
The fish that is yellow is chasing the beaver.
The boat that is muddy is carrying the pig.
The sheep who is smiling is drawing the wolf.
The hammer is breaking the brick.
Pinky Pig is sitting on the roof.
The pig that is scaring the fish is swimming.
The pig that is scaring the fish is jumping.
The pig that is resting on the mud is purple.

Which is the wolf’s coat?
Which is the giant pig?
Which is the wolf’s rug?
Which is the pig’s tail?

The mud that is resting on the pig is yellow.
A pig that is sitting in mud is on the hat.

Which is the wolf pack?
The pig that is chasing the fish that is frightened is happy.
The pig that is wearing the hat that is little is big.

The pig has a hat that is muddy.
The pig is jumping over the fish that is paddling. (the
boat)
The boat carries a pig that is muddy.
The stick hits a brick that is breaking.
The wolf is carrying the pig who is wearing a jacket.

The pig that is carrying the wolf that has a hat has a jacket.
The wolf that is watching the pig on the roof is on the
ground.
The fish that is chasing the pig that is happy is frightened.
The wolf that is carrying the pig that has a hat has a jacket.
The sheep riding the wolf is pointing.
The pig leaping over the sheep is laughing.
The sheep leaping over the pig is weeping.
The fish chasing the pig is frightened.
The pig carrying the wolf is wearing a jacket.
The wolf carrying the sheep is sneezing.
The fish is not being caught by the pig.
The pig is not being carried by the wolf.
The pig is not being struck by the falling bucket.
The sheep is not being covered by the straw.
The sheep is not being watched by the wolf.
The wolf is not being carried by the boat.
The wolf sees the pigs shouting.
The pig is holding the brick.

The hat that has a pig on it is in the mud.
The wolf is watching the sheep that is sleeping.

The stick that the brick is hitting is breaking.
The beaver that the blue fish is chasing is chasing the
yellow fish.
The pig that the wolf is watching is hammering her
hand.
The yellow fish that the beaver is chasing is chasing
the blue fish.
The wolf that the sheep is watching is sleeping.
The wolf that the pig is watching is hammering a nail.
The sheep is pulling the pig that the wolf is pushing.
The sheep is pulling the wolf that the pig is pushing.
The beaver is swimming under the pig that the fish is
jumping over.
The fish is landing on the pig that the boat is carrying.
The fish is swimming under the beaver that the pig is
jumping over.
The yellow fish is leading the blue fish that the beaver
is following.
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Supplementa l Material : “Big Bad Pigs” content
Following direct ions
Touch the brown pig and the blue bug.
Touch the brown bug and the blue pig.
Touch the pink bug and the green pig.
Touch the green baby and the pink baby.
Touch the blue radio and the pink pig.
Touch the large blue radio and the small pink vase.

Remove all of the bricks, except for the brown one.
Add all of the large bricks.
Add all of the small bricks, except the blue one.
Put the small red brick between the blue sheep and the
brown ladder.
Put the red ladder between the large blue brick and the
brown pig.

Touch the small green radio and the large brown vase.
Touch the small blue radio and the large pink vase.
Remove the small brown radio and the large blue
vase.
Remove the large brown radio and the large brown
vase.

Put the small red brick between the brown sheep and
the blue ladder.
Put the brown brick between the blue ladder and the
brown sheep.
Put the brown sheep between the green brick and the
red ladder.

Touch the brown pig—No!—the pink baby.
Remove the blue radio—No!—the brown bug.
Remove all of the bugs, except for the green one.
Add all of the large radios.

Touch the green wolf and the blue fish.
Touch the green fish and the blue wolf.
Touch the pink bug and the blue wolf.

Add all of the small radios, except the blue one.
Put the small pink radio between the brown pig and
the blue bug.
Put the pink bug between the large brown radio and
the blue pig.
Put the small pink radio between the pink pig and the
green bug.
Put the blue radio between the brown baby and the
blue bug.
Put the blue bug between the brown baby and the
green radio.
Touch the red pig and the brown ladder.

Touch the brown brick and the pink wolf.
Touch the small pink brick and the large brown
hammer.
Touch the small blue brick and the large green
hammer.
Touch the small brown brick and the large pink
hammer.
Remove the small green brick and the large brown
hammer.
Remove the large green brick and the large green
hammer.
Touch the brown fish—No!—the pink wolf.

Touch the red ladder and the brown pig.
Touch the blue ladder and the blue pig.
Touch the blue ladder and the red ladder.

Remove the brown brick—No!—the green bug.
Remove all of the bugs, except for the pink one.
Add all of the small bricks.

Touch the green sheep and the brown ladder.

Add all of the small bricks, except the green one.
Put the small pink brick between the green wolf and
the brown bug.
Put the pink bug between the large green brick and the
brown wolf.
Put the small pink brick between the brown wolf and
the green bug.

Touch the large brown brick and the small red bucket.
Touch the small green brick and the large blue bucket.
Touch the small brown brick and the large red bucket.
Remove the small blue brick and the large brown
bucket.
Remove the large blue brick and the large blue bucket.
Touch the brown brick—No!—the blue pig.
Remove the red sheep—No!—the green ladder.

Touch the blue fish and the pink fish.

Put the brown brick between the green fish and the
brown bug.
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Lesson Topic: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 2)

Supplementa l Material : “Big Bad Pigs” content
Put the brown bug between the green fish and the
blue brick.
Touch the blue wolf and the brown sheep.

Remove the red sheep—No!—the green pig.

Touch the blue sheep and the brown wolf.
Touch the red sheep and the green wolf.
Touch the green pig and the red pig.

Add all of the small tomatos, except for the blue one.
Put the small red tomato between the blue wolf and
the brown sheep.
Put the red sheep between the large blue tomato and
the brown wolf.

Touch the brown tomato and the red wolf.
Touch the large brown tomato and the small red egg.
Touch the small green tomato and the large blue egg.
Touch the small brown tomato and the large blue egg.
Remove the small blue tomato and the large brown
egg.
Remove the large blue tomato and the large blue egg.

Remove all of the sheep, except for the brown one.
Add all of the large tomatos.

Put the small red tomato between the red wolf and
the green sheep.
Put the brown tomato between the blue pig and the
brown sheep.
Put the brown sheep between the blue pig and the
brown tomato.

Touch the brown tomato—No!—the blue sheep.
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Lesson Topic: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 2)

Supplementa l Material : “L ittle Red ” story text
C hapter 1
Once upon a time, there was a little girl. She sometimes wore a red cape and hood her Granny had made, so
everyone called her Little Red. But then Little Red decided she was too old to wear a silly cape. It was not cool. So,
she hid the cape in the back of her closet. One day, her mother came into her room with a basket of treats.
“Granny has a cold,” she said. “Be a dear and take this basket to her. And wear that cape she made for you.” Little Red
was not happy.
“I don’t like that cape!” she said. “I don’t want to wear it. And, besides, I can’t go to Granny’s house, now, I’ll miss my
favorite show!” Her mother put her foot down. “You will go, and you will wear your red cape,” she said. “Or no TV for a
very long time.”
Little Red grumbled, “OK.” She pulled out the red cape and put it on. “It could use a little ironing,” said her mother.
“But never mind. Go straight to Granny’s.” Little Red walked out the door carrying the basket for Granny.
C hapter 2

Little Red walked through the woods to get to Granny’s. The woods were cool. There were birds chirping in the
trees. Fish jumping in the stream. And deer munching on leaves. It was all very scenic. All except for the scraggily
wolf leaning against a tree.
“Hey there,” said the wolf. “What’s in the basket?”
“I can’t talk to you,” said Little Red. “And what are you doing here, anyway?”
“I’m part of the story,” said the wolf. “Don’t you read?”
“Of course I read,” said Little Red. “I’m always reading.”
“And I’m always hungry,” said the wolf. “So you’re taking the basket to Granny’s house, right?”
“Right,” said Little Red.
“I could help you out,” said the wolf. “If you help me.”
“How’s that?” asked Little Red. The wolf whispered his plan in the little

girl’s ear. “You’re very clever,” smiled Little Red.
“I’m a wolf,” smiled the wolf.
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Lesson Topic: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 2)

Supplementa l Material : “L ittle Red ” story text
C hapter 3
Granny was in bed, sneezing, when she heard a knock at the door. She didn’t look so good. Her hair was messy. Her
house was dusty. And the goldfish was hungry. But after all, Granny was sick.
“Who is it?” she said.
“It’s Little Red,” said a voice.
“Come in, child,” said Granny. Little Red came inside, carrying the basket. The hood was pulled down clear to her
nose.
“How lovely to see you,” said Granny. “And what a nice basket of treats you brought.”
“It’s from my dear mother,” said Little Red. “It’s lovely to see you, too.”
“My, you’ve gotten tall,” said Granny.
“Well,” said Little Red. “I’m a growing girl.”
“And I can hardly see you. Take off the hood, dear.”
“Oh, I love it too much to take it off,” said Little Red.
“And your nose,” said Granny. “It’s very—long.” Little Red began to cry. “Do you think it’s ugly, Granny?”
“Oh, no, dear, it’s a lovely nose,” said Granny. It was the longest little girl nose she had ever seen.
C hapter 4
“Let’s dig into that basket,” she said, changing the subject. Little Red seemed to like that idea – a lot. They sat at
the kitchen table and dug in. There was vegetable soup, fresh hot bread and chocolate chip cookies. They ate
everything. Then they both felt better.
But Granny was still sick, and—‘Ah ah ah—CHOO!’ She sneezed. Little Red’s hood blew right off her head. “You’re not
Little Red,” cried Granny. “You’re a dog!”
“Actually—I’m a wolf,” said the wolf. Granny seemed fine with that. “You are welcome to stay.”
“Don’t mind if I do,” said the wolf.
The wolf moved into Granny’s spare room. He dusted and cleaned and kept the goldfish fed. Granny and the wolf
became great friends. When visitors came, he wore the cape and hood, and Granny called him ‘Little Red’.
So, no one ever knew there was a wolf in the house. They did think, though, that Little Red had the longest little
girl nose they had ever seen.
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Lesson Topic: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 2)

Supplementa l Material : “L ittle Red ” content
L ist ening c omprehension
The boots are older.
The basket is bigger.

Little Red uncovered the basket.
Little Red handed the basket to Granny.

Little Red is crawling under the bed.
Little Red is uncovering the basket.
Little Red is putting on the cape.

Granny sprinkled food for the goldfish.
Little Red cried.
Little Red knocked over the trash can.
Little Red crawled under the bed.
She is eating a cookie.

Little Red is crying.
Little Red has a ribbon in her hair.
Little Red’s cape has some patches.
Little Red’s mother has a basket.
Little Red’s bed has some dolls on it.

She is sneezing.
He is dusting.
They are wearing boots.

L anguage c omprehension
Little Red will knock over the trash can.
Little Red will crawl under the bed.
The basket will fall.
The mother will take off her glasses.
Granny will sprinkle food for the goldfish.
Little Red will put on the cape.
What is on the chair? (the red cape)
Who is in the doorway? (Little Red’s mother)
Who is on the bed? (Little Red)
What is in the basket? (treats)
It’s the empty basket that the box holds.
It’s Little Red that the cape covers.
It’s the mother that the little girl scolds.
It’s the bed that the blanket covers.
It’s the blanket that the bed covers.
It’s the girl that the fishbowl holds.
The cape has none. (buttons)
The basket has none. (treats—varying objects, can be
wrapped)
The girl that is wearing a cape does not have a basket.
The wolf that is not wearing a jacket is wearing boots.
The girl that is frowning is not running.
The wolf that is not chasing the bird is drooling.
Granny’s nightcap has some. (flowers)
Granny’s kitchen sink has some. (dirty dishes)
The deer eats leaves.

The deer leaps over the log.
The fish jumps in the stream.
The fish feeds the fish.
The fish swims in the bowl.
The deer eats pizza.
The deer is at the door.
The fish is swimming in the bowl.
The deer is peering in the window.
The fish is in the tunnel.
The cape is made for Little Red.
The basket is carried for Granny.
The boots are tied for Little Red.
The bed is made for Little Red.
The house is cleaned for Granny.
The tea is poured for Little Red.
The deer are eating pizza.
The fish are wearing glasses.
The deer are wearing boots.
The fish are out of water.
Little Red is walking with the wolf.
The wolf is running with the basket.
The deer rear up.
The deer drink root beer.
The fish wish. (using a wishbone)
The fish wash a dish.
The deer eat leaves.
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Supplementa l Material : “Little Red ” content
The fish jump in the stream.
Whose hair is more fluffy?

Little Red is kicking the rock.
The wolf is behind the tree.
Little Red dances with the wolves.

Which desk is more dusty?
The goldfish is being fed by Granny.
Little Red is being held by the basket.
The pillow is being sat on by Little Red.
The basket is being held by Granny.
Granny is being fed by the goldfish.

The wolf holds the baskets.
The cups that are green are below the plates.
Granny, who is in a cap, is sitting on the wolf’s lap.
Granny, who is eating a cookie, is pouring tea for the
wolf.

Granny is being sat on by the wolf.
What is Little Red holding? (the bird)
Whom is the bird watching? (the wolf, with binoculars)
Whom is the basket holding?
To whom is the wolf whispering? (Little Red)

The wolf who is eating bread is pouring tea for Granny.
The bed that is blue is on top of the quilt.
The quilt that is pink is on top of the bed.
Little Red is giving the basket to Granny.
Granny is hugging Little Red.

Which is the baby’s goldfish?
Which is the wolf’s button?
Which is the goldfish bowl?
Which is the wolf’s drawing?

The cup that is sitting on the plate is flowered.
The quilt that is on top of the bed is pink.
The quilt that is on top of the bed is blue.
The cup that is sitting on the plate is striped.
The wolf that is leading the girl is wearing a cape.

Which is the little red wagon?
Which is the wolffish?
The wolf that is washing the dish that is dirty is clean.
The fish that is following the snail that is purple is orange.
The basket that is sitting on the table that is round is
square.
The wolf that is sitting in the chair that is short is tall.
The basket that is sitting on the table that is square is
round.
The wolf that is sitting in the chair that is tall is short.
The plate sitting on the cup is striped.
The goldfish chasing the snail is big.
The basket on top of the napkin is yellow.
The napkin on top of the basket is blue.
The wolf sitting on Granny wears a cape.
The wolf leading the girl wears glasses.
The fish is not being caught by Granny.
Little Red is not being followed by Granny.
The fish bowl is not being struck by the falling basket.
The snail is not being followed by the goldfish.
The basket is not being held by the wolf.
The bird is not being chased by the drooling wolf.

The girl that is leading the wolf is wearing glasses.
The wolf is holding the basket that is yellow.
The fish is leaping over the deer that is sleeping.
The wolf is following the girl wearing a cape.
The bird is landing on the leaf that is green.
The basket is holding the wolf that is gray.
The deer is leaping over the fish that is eating.
The snail that the fish is chasing has spots.
The snail that the fish is chasing has stripes.
Granny, whom the wolf is watching, is drinking tea.
The fish that the deer is leaping over is sleeping.
The wolf, whom Granny is watching, is sneezing.
The plates that are stacked below the cups are blue.
The napkin is on top of the wolf that the basket is
holding.
Granny is catching the snail that the fish is following.
The wolf is dusting the tablecloth that the table is on
top of.
The wolf is watching the deer that Granny is hugging.
Granny is catching the fish that the snail is following.
The napkin covers the wolf that the basket is holding.
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Supplementa l Material : “Little Red ” content
Following direct ions
Touch the small grey fish and the large orange log.
Remove the small blue fish and the large grey log.

Touch the brown cape and the blue socks.
Touch the brown socks and the blue cape.
Touch the red socks and the green cape.
Touch the green shoes and the red shoes.
Touch the blue basket and the red cape.
Touch the brown cape—No!—the red shoes.

Remove the large blue fish and the large blue log.
Put the small orange fish between the blue dish and
the grey basket.
Put the orange basket between the large blue fish and
the grey jacket.

Remove the blue basket—No!—the brown socks.
Remove all of the socks, except for the green ones.
Add all of the large baskets.
Add all of the small baskets, except for the blue one.
Touch the large blue basket and the small red doll.
Touch the small green basket and the large brown
doll.
Touch the small blue basket and the large red doll.
Remove the small brown basket and the large blue
doll.

Put the small orange fish between the grey dish and
the blue basket.
Put the grey fish between the blue basket and the grey
dish.
Put the grey dish between the green fish and the
orange basket.

Remove the large brown basket and the large brown
doll.
Put the small red basket between the brown cape and
the blue socks.
Put the red socks between the large brown basket and
the blue cape.

Touch the red snail and the pink fish.
Touch the red nightcap—No!—the pink fish.
Remove the red snail—No!—the yellow deer.
Remove all of the deer, except for the pink one.
Add all of the small snails.

Put the small red basket between the red cape and
the green socks.
Put the blue basket between the brown shoes and the
blue socks.
Put the blue socks between the brown shoes and the
green basket.

Add all of the small snails, except for the yellow one.
Touch the small pink snail and the large red boots.
Touch the small blue snail and the large yellow boots.
Touch the small red snail and the large pink boots.

Touch the orange jacket and the grey basket.
Touch the orange basket and the grey jacket.
Touch the blue basket and the blue jacket.
Touch the blue basket and the orange basket.
Touch the green dish and the grey basket.

Touch the yellow fish and the blue nightcap.
Touch the yellow nightcap and the blue fish.
Touch the pink deer and the blue fish.
Touch the blue nightcap and the pink nightcap.

Remove the small yellow snail and the large red boots.
Remove the large yellow snail and the large yellow
boots.
Put the small pink snail between the yellow fish and
the red deer.
Put the pink deer between the large yellow snail and
the red fish.

Add all of the large fish.
Add all of the small fish, except for the blue one.

Put the small pink snail between the red fish and the
yellow deer.
Put the red snail between the yellow nightcap and the
red deer.
Put the red deer between the yellow nightcap and the
blue snail.

Touch the large grey fish and the small orange log.
Touch the small green fish and the large blue log.

Touch the yellow flowers and the brown snail.
Touch the yellow snail and the brown flowers.

Touch the grey fish—No!—the blue jacket.
Remove the orange dish—No!—the green basket.
Remove all of the fish, except for the grey one.
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Supplementa l Material : “Little Red ” content
Touch the grey snail and the green flowers.
Touch the green cookie and the grey cookie.
Touch the brown teapot and the grey flowers.
Touch the brown teapot—No!—the yellow snail.
Remove the grey snail—No!—the green cookie.
Remove all of the snails, except for the brown one.
Add all of the large teapots.
Add all of the small teapots, except for the yellow one.
Touch the large brown teapot and the small grey
teacup.
Touch the small green teapot and the large yellow
teacup.
Touch the small brown teapot and the large yellow
teacup.

Remove the small yellow teapot and the large brown
teacup.
Remove the large yellow teapot and the large yellow
teacup.
Put the small grey teapot between the yellow flowers
and the brown snail.
Put the grey snail between the large yellow teapot and
the brown flowers.
Put the small grey teapot between the grey flowers
and the green snail.
Put the brown teapot between the yellow cookie and
the brown snail.
Put the brown snail between the yellow cookie and
the brown teapot.
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LESSON TOPIC: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 3)

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Listening:

Complete content-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.
Apply learning strategies to new situations.
Follow multi-step oral directions.

Speaking:

Communicate in social situations.
Repeat words, short phrases, memorized chunks.
Describe pictures, events, objects, or people using phrases or short sentences.
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to listen to, comprehend, and say basic directions with common prepositions in
English using vocabulary words and flash cards.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use what they know about following directions to succeed in the Cosmic Reader
exercise in Fast ForWord Foundations II.

KEY VOCABULARY
on
between
beside
away from
touch
big
little
(plus additional key words from commands chosen at teacher’s discretion)
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MATE RIALS
•

Everyday objects like books to represent small and big squares and balls to represent small and big circles. If you
have no objects, you can use paper cutouts, attached, or cut out circles and squares in 2 sizes—small and big—
on paper and color them blue, green, red, yellow, and leave some white

•

Other common objects in the classroom that vary in size and shape

•

Flash cards with the key vocabulary written or those words written on the board in large print

•

Additional directional prompts

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Today, we will learn how to use words in English to describe where things are. This will
help you in a Fast ForWord activity. In school, we have to move things around all the time
like books and chairs. We use words to help us know where to put things. Today we will
practice moving around using English words to help us know what to do.
Why do you think it’s important to know how to hear and say different things for
moving things around? Why should we be able to understand when we need to do
something?
Give students wait time to respond (10-25 seconds).
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Right now, let’s practice moving around. When we move, we will use words in English to
help us explain what we are doing. Before we get started, let’s review some key words. As
we read these words, think about what you know about the word. Maybe you have heard
it before. Think about what the word means.
Go through the list of words either on the board or the flash cards saying each word once alone, saying it with
students, and then having students say the word, in I-do, We-do, You-do format. Model this behavior as needed until
students grasp the idea for the remainder of the vocabulary words.]

Now that we know what these words sound like, let’s listen carefully to the following
directions. “ Student 1, please stand up.”
Student stands (if student doesn’t stand, model by calling your own name and standing up). You may use “good job”
or “great work” or some other response after students complete each direction correctly.

Student 2, move to the front of the room.
Again, if Student 2 doesn’t understand, model the behavior.
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Student 3, stand BESIDE Student 2.
Show flash card that reads “beside.” Have everyone practice saying “beside” by repeating after the teacher. Stand
beside Student 2 to model for Student 3. Place the “beside” flash card on the board.

Student 4, stand BETWEEN Student 2 and Student 3.
Show flash card that reads “between.” Place the “between” flash card on the board next to “beside.” Have students
practice saying “between.” Model here as well. Continue modeling each behavior as needed.

Student 5, TOUCH this desk.
Show the flash card for “touch.” Have everyone practice saying “touch.”
Repeat this for “away from,” “on,” “big,” “little,” and the other key words on the board/flash cards (“Student X, touch
the BIG book”).
Once you have gone through all the flash cards once (or words on the board once), set them on the blackboard or
somewhere visible to have students refer to them throughout the lesson. Repeat these words with new commands
or using different students until your students understand the words and directions.
Have some fun with this activity and allow students to give directions if they so choose. Then have students say
them to a partner. The partner follows the directions and after a few turns, students switch roles so both get an
opportunity to say directions.
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Now that you have had some practice with some new words, we will practice them with
some objects we use every day. This is like the activity you will do on Fast ForWord.
Just like with one another, we will practice moving objects using directions. I’ll start and
then we’ll do it together.
Touch the big red circle.
Model touching the big red circle.
Have students repeat the direction after you—saying it and doing the action. Feel free to model again as needed and
give verbal praise or some other reward as appropriate as students complete the actions correctly.

Ok great, let’s try another one. Touch the big blue square.
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Now have students repeat the direction and complete the action with you saying the prompt only.

Touch the small white circle. Touch the small red square.
Move the big blue circle away from the big green square.
Continue with your own commands until students feel comfortable saying it and completing the action. Move
beyond these shapes to common classroom objects.
If students feel comfortable and there is time, have them give basic directions to a partner just as you did here.
Remind students to check the words on the board to know what words to use in their directions. They may also use
the additional commands.
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Alongside explicit modeling, give students think time to process each command before acting
out, which can range from a few seconds to about 30 seconds. If students do not act or speak by then, rephrase the
command using different words, define the key word with examples, or model or point to the action as you say the
command.
Developing, Expanding: Encourage students to get creative with their commands and prepositions. Add to the list
of key words by adding them to the list on the board or written on an index card to add to the flash card deck as
students work. Move away from the objects to other objects in the room. Words to add: “except for,” “along with,”
“instead of,” “before,” “after,” “cover,” “in addition to,” “through,” “in place of,” … For even more of a challenge, add
increasingly complex prepositions/transitional phrases.
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Now that we have practiced saying directions and moving things around, it is your turn
to practice your English in Fast ForWord. When you get to Cosmic Reader today,
remember what we practiced.
Have students work on the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1. Have students practice writing by making up a few commands and writing them out.
2. Have students practice forming compound and complex sentences using the key words.
3. Have students imagine what they would do if they were President. What would their first commands be? Have
students write responses to that prompt, thinking about the definition of commands and what they would like
to see as president. Encourage students to get creative (Free pizza every Wednesday! New toys for every child
every month!)
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Supplementa l Material : “C hicke n Licken ” story text
C hapter 1
Chicken Licken was eating lunch one day, when something fell on her head.
“Ow!” she said. “What was that?” She looked up. All she saw was the sky.
“The sky is falling!” said Chicken Licken. “I should tell somebody!” She ran till she saw Squirmy Wormy.
“The sky is falling!” said Chicken Licken.
“Dig for your life!” said Squirmy Wormy and wiggled into a hole.
Chicken Licken tried to wiggle in after him. But the hole was too small. She saw Crowy Joey sitting in a tree.
“The sky is falling!” said Chicken Licken.
“Fly for your life!” said Crowy Joey.
He flapped his wings and flew away. Chicken Licken tried to fly, but her wings were too small. She ran all the way to
Henny Penny’s house.
C hapter 2
Chicken Licken knocked on the door. Henny Penny was counting sheep.

“Go away,” she said. “I’m trying to
sleep.” Chicken Licken knocked again.
“Come back later,” shouted Henny Penny. “I’m laying an
egg.” Chicken Licken knocked again.
“I’m not buying anything!” shouted Henny Penny.
“I’m not selling anything!” shouted Chicken Liken. “The sky is falling!”
Henny Penny jumped up so fast she almost knocked over the fishbowl.
“Call 9-1-1!” she cried. She ran to her desk and picked up the telephone.
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Supplementa l Material : “C hicke n Licken ” story text
C hapter 3
Henny Penny dialed 9-1-1. Ducky Lucky answered.
“What’s the problem?” he asked.
“Chicken Licken said the sky is falling!” shouted Henny Penny.
“Stay calm, Ma’am,” said Ducky Lucky. He called his assistant, Holey Moley, who was tickling an ant. “Take notes,” he
said. “Any injuries, Ms. Penny?”
“Any injuries?” asked Henny Penny.
“My head hurts,” said Chicken Licken.
“Her head hurts,” said Henny Penny.
“Her head hurts,” said Ducky Lucky.
‘Her head hurts,’ Holey Moley wrote in his notebook.
“What’s your address?” said Ducky Lucky.
“One Egg Lane,” said Henny Penny.
“One Egg Lane,” said Ducky Lucky.
‘One Egg Lane,’ wrote Holey Moley.
Ducky Lucky called police headquarters. Officer Loosey Goosey answered.
“Goosey here.”
“This is Ducky Lucky at 911 Dispatch. Chicken Licken was hit by falling sky near the home of Henny Penny, One Egg
Lane. With head injuries.”
“I’ll get right on it,” said Officer Goosey.
C hapter 4
Officer Goosey called his deputies together. “Listen up!” he said. “Ducky Lucky reports that Henny Penny reports that
Chicken Licken reports the sky is falling. We have injuries. Take extreme care.”
An ambulance was rushed to One Egg Lane. Officer Goosey followed in his police car with lights flashing. More police
cars followed. Egg Lane was blocked off in all directions. Chicken Licken was rushed to the hospital.
Dr. Foxy Loxy took x-rays and performed tests. Henny Penny sat in the waiting room, counting fish in the fish tank to
pass the time. She heard the news on the radio.
“Chicken Licken and Henny Penny filed a false report that the sky was falling. Officer Goosey, who found only a small
acorn, says charges may be brought against Ms. Licken and Ms. Penny. More news at eleven.”
Dr. Loxy came into the waiting room and gave Henny a hug. “Good news,” she said. “Chicken Licken is going to be
just fine.”
Henny stomped out the door. “Not when I get through with her!” she said.
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Supplementa l Material : “C hicke n Licken ” content
L ist ening c omprehension
The sheep leaps higher.
The desk is messier.
The chicken is eating lunch.
The worm is wiggling into a hole.
The crow is flying away.
The chicken is jumping.
Holey Moley wrote a word.
Chicken Licken has some bumps.
Chicken Licken has a bump.
Ducky Lucky quacks at some ants.

Foxy Loxy placed a bandage on Chicken Licken.
Henny Penny knocked over the fish bowl.
Loosey Goosey jumped into his police car.
Henny Penny opened the door.
The worm wiggled into a hole.
The chicken jumped.
She is shouting.
They are taking notes.
He is taking notes.
They are swimming.

L anguage c omprehension
The sheep will jump over Henny Penny.
Henny Penny will build a nest.
The egg will fall out of the nest.
Henny Penny will knock over the fish bowl.
The worm will wiggle into a hole.
The chicken will eat lunch.
What is in the sky? (sandwich)
Who is digging a hole? (Chicken Licken)
Who is in the hole? (Squirmy Wormy)
What is on the branch? (Chicken Licken’s sandwich.)
It’s the worm that the chicken follows.
It’s the dirt that the leaf covers.
It’s the crow that the chicken hugs.
It’s the chicken that the crow leaves.
It’s the worm that the crow hugs.
It’s the worm that the dirt covers.
The nest has none. (eggs)
The hen counts none. (sheep)
The chicken that is little is not eating.
The worm that is not in the hole is wearing a hat.
The crow that is not happy is flying.
The chicken that is running is not happy.
The egg has some. (spots)
Henny Penny’s nest has some. (eggs)
The sheep leaps.
The fish swims.
The sheep sleeps.
The fish jumps

The fish flies.
The sheep eat lunch.
The fish swims upside down.
The fish blows bubbles.
The fish flies.
The sheep digs a hole.
The hole is dug for the worm.
The sandwich is made for the chicken.
The birdhouse is made for the crow.
The tablecloth is laid down for the chicken.
The acorns are juggled for the crow.
The picnic basket is carried for the worm.
The fish are singing.
The fish are dancing.
The fish are drumming.
The fish are strumming.
The crow is flying with the chicken.
The birdhouse is falling with the branch.
The fish fly.
The fish cry.
The sheep leap.
The sheep sleep.
The fish jump.
The sheep dig a hole.
Who is more frightened?
Who is more ticklish?
The ant is being tickled by the mole.
The duck is being telephoned by the hen.
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Supplementa l Material : “C hicke n Licken ” content
The duck is being telephoned by the ant.
Henny Penny is being hugged by Chicken Licken.
The duck is being fanned by the ant.
The worm is being hugged by the crow.
What is the acorn sitting on? (leaf)
Who is Holey Moley chasing? (Ducky Lucky)What
is the caterpillar holding? (leaf)
Whom is Loosey Goosey carrying? (Chicken Licken)
Which is the fish’s dinner?
Which is the chicken’s sandwich?
Which is the baby chicken?
Which is the giant’s egg?
Which is the fishbowl?
Which is the crow’s bar?
The egg that sitting on the hen that is brown is white.
The fish chasing the fish that is big is black.
The chicken that is leading the sheep that is walking is
jumping.
The chicken who is watching the sheep that is jumping
is sitting.
The acorn that rests on the leaf that is brown is green.
The chicken that is chasing the crow that is running is
flying.
The sheep leaping over the hen is laughing.
The hen sitting on the egg is white.
The hen hugging Chicken Licken is crying.
The big fish chasing the little fish is orange.
The egg sitting on the hen is brown.
The little fish chasing the big fish is orange.
The chicken is not being examined by the fox.
The chicken is not being struck by the acorn.
The fish is not being watched by the hen.
The acorn is not being struck by the leaf.
The duck is not being chased by the mole.
The hen is not being leaped over by the sheep.
The chicken sees the clouds in the sky.
Chicken Licken finds the worm on the ground.
The chicken sees the worm wiggling into the hole.
The crow flaps his wings.

The mole who is wearing glasses is tickling the ant.
The hen who is frightened is shouting at the duck.
The mole who is wearing a hat is tickling the ant.
The chicken who is yellow is feeding the fish.
The leaf that is brown is resting on the acorn.
The sheep that is walking is leading the chicken.
Foxy Loxy is examining Chicken Licken.
The acorn is sitting on a leaf.
The chicken that is chasing the worm is running.
The worm that is chasing the chicken is running.
The crow who is hugging the chicken is scared.
The chicken who is hugging the crow is scared.
The crow that is chasing the chicken is flying.
The hen that is leaping over the sheep is frowning.
The mole is chasing the ant who is little.
The mole is drawing the duck who is awake.
The duck is drawing the mole who is asleep.
The chicken is following the sheep that is leaping.
The crow is chasing the chicken that is flying.
The sheep leaps over the chicken that is fishing.
The fish that the hen is watching is blowing bubbles.
The duck that the hen is shouting at is tickling the
mole.
The chicken that the goose is carrying is frightened.
The acorn that the leaf is covering is brown.
The crow that the chicken is chasing is running.
The hen that the fish is watching is blowing her nose.
The duck is holding up the mole that the ant is
fanning.
The hen is shouting at the duck that the mole is
tickling.
The duck is holding up the ant that the mole is
fanning.
The sheep leaps over the fish that the chicken is
catching.
The hen is shouting at the mole that the duck is
tickling.
The sheep leaps over the chicken that the fish is
catching.
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Supplementa l Material : “C hicke n Licken ” content
Following direct ions
Touch the brown chicken and the yellow worm.
Touch the brown worm and the yellow chicken.
Touch the red worm and the white chicken.
Touch the white crow and the red crow.
Touch the yellow house and the red chicken.
Touch the large yellow house and the small red
hammer.
Touch the small white house and the large brown
hammer.
Touch the small yellow house and the large red
hammer.
Remove the small brown house and the large yellow
hammer.
Remove the large brown house and the large brown
hammer.
Touch the brown chicken—No!—the red crow.
Remove the yellow house—No!—the brown worm.
Remove all of the worms, except for the white one.
Add all of the large houses.
Add all of the small houses, except the yellow one.
Put the small red house between the brown chicken
and the yellow worm.
Put the red worm between the large brown house and
the yellow chicken.
Put the small red house between the red chicken and
the white worm.
Put the yellow house between the brown crow and the
yellow worm.
Put the yellow worm between the brown crow and the
white house.
Touch the red chicken and the yellow plane.
Touch the red plane and the yellow chicken.
Touch the blue plane and the blue chicken.
Touch the blue plane and the red plane.
Touch the white sheep and the yellow plane.
Touch the large yellow crayon and the small red rattle.
Touch the small white crayon and the large blue rattle.
Touch the small yellow crayon and the large red rattle.
Remove the small blue crayon and the large yellow
rattle.
Remove the large blue crayon and the large blue
rattle.
Touch the yellow crayon—No!—the blue chicken.
Remove the red sheep—No!—the white plane.
Remove all of the crayons, except for the yellow one.

Add all of the large crayons.
Add all of the small crayons, except the blue one.
Put the small red crayon between the blue sheep and
the yellow plane.
Put the red plane between the large blue crayon and
the yellow chicken.
Put the small red crayon between the yellow sheep and
the blue plane.
Put the yellow crayon between the blue plane and the
yellow sheep.
Put the yellow sheep between the white crayon and
the red plane.
Touch the green hen and the blue mole.
Touch the green mole and the blue hen.
Touch the red duck and the blue hen.
Touch the blue mole and the red mole.
Touch the yellow gloves and the red hen.
Touch the small red gloves and the large yellow feather.
Touch the small blue gloves and the large green
feather.
Touch the small yellow gloves and the large red feather.
Remove the small green gloves and the large yellow
feather.
Remove the large green gloves and the large green
feather.
Touch the yellow mole—No!—the red hen.
Remove the yellow gloves—No!—the green duck.
Remove all of the ducks, except for the red one.
Add all of the small gloves.
Add all of the small gloves, except the green one.
Put the small red gloves between the green hen and
the yellow duck.
Put the red duck between the large green gloves and
the yellow hen.
Put the small red gloves between the yellow hen and
the green duck.
Put the yellow gloves between the green mole and the
yellow duck.
Put the yellow duck between the green mole and the
blue gloves.
Touch the blue chicken and the yellow fox.
Touch the blue fox and the yellow chicken.
Touch the purple fox and the green chicken.
Touch the green goose and the purple goose.
Touch the yellow leaf and the purple chicken.
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Supplementa l Material : “C hicke n Licken ” content
Touch the large yellow leaf and the small purple
acorn.
Touch the small green leaf and the large blue acorn.
Touch the small yellow leaf and the large blue acorn.
Remove the small blue leaf and the large yellow acorn.
Remove the large blue leaf and the large blue acorn.
Touch the yellow leaf—No!—the blue fox.
Remove the purple fox—No!—the green goose.
Remove all of the foxes, except for the yellow one.
Add all of the large leaves.
Add all of the small leaves, except for the blue one.

Put the small purple leaf between the blue chicken
and the yellow fox.
Put the purple fox between the large blue leaf and the
yellow chicken.
Put the small purple leaf between the purple chicken
and the green fox.
Put the yellow leaf between the blue goose and the
yellow fox.
Put the yellow fox between the blue goose and the
yellow leaf.
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Supplementa l Material : “Big Bad Pigs” story text
C hapter 1
This is the story of three pigs. I’m the wolf in the story. I’m the good one. The three pigs are big and bad. I don’t hate
pigs. Most pigs are cool. I don’t hunt them—or eat them. I’m a vegetarian. So they should have been nice, right?
Wrong. It happened like this.

There were three pigs: Pinky Pig, her sister Paddle Pig and her brother Punk Pig. They came to build a house
next door. That’s cool. I like neighbors. I just don’t like noise. So, one day I was eating peas and listening to
music. But I couldn’t hear it. The pigs were next door yelling—about what kind of house to build. Punk Pig
did not like to work.
“Let’s use straw, sisters,” he said. “We’ll be done by noon.”
“Straw, my curly tail!” said Paddle Pig. “If it rains, we’ll drown. Let’s use sticks. They float.”
“It’s not a boat!” shouted Pinky Pig. “We need a house that won’t blow over. We’ll use bricks.” “No,
straw!”
“Sticks, sticks!”
“Bricks, I tell you!”
It was driving me crazy; I went over there. “I’m your neighbor, the Wolf,” I said. “I don’t want to interfere, butwould
you please decide?”
“Who asked you, Wolf?” they said. “Go home!” Nice neighbors. Anyway, they decided. On three houses.
C hapter 2
Punk Pig made a straw house. He threw it together and tied it with a rope. “Finished!” he said to the other pigs. Then
he rolled in the mud. Paddle Pig made a stick house. She hammered all day—hammered her Hand (“OW!”), and her
foot (“YOW!”). Finally she got it built. Then she paddled her boat around the pond.
Pinky Pig made a brick house. She worked all day and all night. She dropped some bricks and fell off the ladder.
She made so much noise, even the sheep couldn’t sleep (they tried counting pigs). But in the morning Pinky Pig was
finished. And very proud of herself.
“I have the best house of all,” she said. Punk Pig thought he had the best house. Paddle Pig thought she had the best
house. The pigs started yelling again. It was driving me crazy. I went over there.
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Lesson Topic: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 3)

Supplementa l Material : “Big Bad Pigs” story text
C hapter 3
“Excuse me, but all the houses are nice,” I said.

“Oh, it’s you,” said Paddle Pig. “Since you’re so interested in our business, try and blow that straw house down!”
“Yes, blow it down,” said Pinky Pig. “Go ahead and try,” said Punk Pig. I wanted to be a good neighbor. So, I
huffed. I puffed. I blew. The straw house went down—whoosh! Paddle Pig said, “Nice going.” Pinky Pig said,
“Nice blowing.” And she hugged me. (What had I gotten myself into?)
“That stick house is no better,” said Punk Pig. “Blow it down,
Wolf.” “Go for it!” said Pinky Pig. “Go ahead and try,” said Paddle
Pig.
“Well, okay,” I said. “But NO hugging.” I huffed again. I puffed again. And blew the stick house right to the
ground—clatter—thunk!
“My house is a zero!” said Paddle Pig. “You’re my hero!” said Pinky Pig. And she hugged me. She HUGGED me!
AGAIN! I’m a patient guy, but that was too much. I’m a wolf, see? I don’t like being hugged.
“I ought to blow down your house, too, Pinky Pig.”
C hapter 4

The three pigs ran inside the brick house and locked the door.
Pinky Pig shouted, “Don’t threaten me, Wolf! You’ll never blow this house down.”
“We’ll see about that,” I said. I huffed—I puffed—I blew. Nothing happened. I huffed again—and puffed again—
and BLEW as HARD as I could. The house never moved. Okay. So it was brick.
It could have been a mess after that. But the sheep sisters from next door ate the straw. The beaver from down the
street took the sticks. And the pigs stayed together in the brick house.
They didn’t argue after that, so the neighborhood was quiet again.
Of course, they hate me. They call me a home wrecker. They throw things at me from their window. Like
tomatoes and eggs. But that’s cool. I’m a patient wolf. And like I said—I’m a vegetarian.
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Lesson Topic: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 3)

Supplementa l Material : “Big Bad Pigs” content
L ist ening c omprehension
The wolf is taller.
The pig is dressier.

Paddle Pig hammered her hand.
Pinky Pig climbed up the ladder.

Pinky Pig is climbing up the ladder.
Paddle Pig is hammering her hand.
The wolf is blowing down the house.
The wolf is eating the tomatoes.

Paddle Pig jumped into the pond.
Punk Pig rolled in the mud.

The wolf is eating a pea.
Paddle Pig’s sailor suit has some stripes.
Punk Pig wears an earring.
The wolf is cooking some carrots.

She is carrying straw.

L anguage c omprehension

Punk Pig piled up the straw.
The pig tied her boat to the dock.
She is juggling sticks.
He is hugging the wolf.
They are jumping in straw.

The sheep shaves.

The wolf will eat the tomatoes.
The wolf will fall in the mud.
The house will fall down.
The boat will sink.
Paddle Pig will jump into the pond.
Punk Pig will roll in the mud.
What is on the ladder?
Who is in the mud?
Who is in the bucket?
What is on the roof?
It’s the straw that the pig holds.
It’s the boat that the wolf carries.
It’s the pig that the wolf blows over.
It’s the sheep that the pig stops.
It’s the pig that the boat carries.
It’s the wolf that the sheep stops.
The box has none.
Paddle Pig balances none.
The pig that is in the boat does not have a hammer.
The pig that is not smiling is dropping a brick.
The pig that does not have a hat is sitting in the mud.
The pig that is on the ladder does not have a bucket.
The pig drops some.
The wolf eats some.
The fish paddles the boat.
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Lesson Topic: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 3)

The fish fishes.
The fish crashes.
The sheep reads in bed.
The sheep chase the pig.
The sheep is reading in bed.
The fish is jumping over the pig.
The sheep is asleep.
The fish is in a dish.
The brick house is built for Pinky Pig.
The sticks are carried for Paddle Pig.
The straw is tied together for Punk Pig.
The fish is caught for Paddle Pig.
The ladder is held for Pinky Pig.
The music is played for the wolf.
The sheep are eating straw.
The fish are rowing the boat.
The beaver are stacking sticks.
The sheep are chasing the pig.
The pig is falling with the ladder.
The beaver is running with the pig.
The sheep creep.
The fish paddle the boat.
The fish fish.
The sheep weep.
The sheep sleep.
The sheep count pigs.
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Lesson Topic: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 3)

Supplementa l Material : “Big Bad Pigs” content
Who is more angry?
Who is more furry?
The pig is being carried by the boat.
The pig is being blown down by the wolf.
The boat is being carried by the pig.
The pig is being chased by the wolf.
The wolf’ is being blown down by the pig.
It’s the pig that the wolf carries.
What is the brick hitting? (the mud)
Whom is the wolf rowing in the boat? (Paddle Pig)
What is the rope holding? (straw)
Whom is Paddle Pig chasing? (a fish)
Which is the baby’s pig?

The pig is using the paddle.
The wolf is covering his ears.
The wolf who is running is waving at the beaver.
The pig who is happy is hugging the wolf.
The beaver who is running is waving at the wolf.
The fish that is yellow is chasing the beaver.
The boat that is muddy is carrying the pig.
The sheep who is smiling is drawing the wolf.
The hammer is breaking the brick.
Pinky Pig is sitting on the roof.
The pig that is scaring the fish is swimming.
The pig that is scaring the fish is jumping.
The pig that is resting on the mud is purple.

Which is the wolf’s coat?
Which is the giant pig?
Which is the wolf’s rug?
Which is the pig’s tail?

The mud that is resting on the pig is yellow.
A pig that is sitting in mud is on the hat.

Which is the wolf pack?
The pig that is chasing the fish that is frightened is happy.
The pig that is wearing the hat that is little is big.

The pig has a hat that is muddy.
The pig is jumping over the fish that is paddling. (the
boat)
The boat carries a pig that is muddy.
The stick hits a brick that is breaking.
The wolf is carrying the pig who is wearing a jacket.

The pig that is carrying the wolf that has a hat has a jacket.
The wolf that is watching the pig on the roof is on the
ground.
The fish that is chasing the pig that is happy is frightened.
The wolf that is carrying the pig that has a hat has a jacket.
The sheep riding the wolf is pointing.
The pig leaping over the sheep is laughing.
The sheep leaping over the pig is weeping.
The fish chasing the pig is frightened.
The pig carrying the wolf is wearing a jacket.
The wolf carrying the sheep is sneezing.
The fish is not being caught by the pig.
The pig is not being carried by the wolf.
The pig is not being struck by the falling bucket.
The sheep is not being covered by the straw.
The sheep is not being watched by the wolf.
The wolf is not being carried by the boat.
The wolf sees the pigs shouting.
The pig is holding the brick.

The hat that has a pig on it is in the mud.
The wolf is watching the sheep that is sleeping.

The stick that the brick is hitting is breaking.
The beaver that the blue fish is chasing is chasing the
yellow fish.
The pig that the wolf is watching is hammering her
hand.
The yellow fish that the beaver is chasing is chasing
the blue fish.
The wolf that the sheep is watching is sleeping.
The wolf that the pig is watching is hammering a nail.
The sheep is pulling the pig that the wolf is pushing.
The sheep is pulling the wolf that the pig is pushing.
The beaver is swimming under the pig that the fish is
jumping over.
The fish is landing on the pig that the boat is carrying.
The fish is swimming under the beaver that the pig is
jumping over.
The yellow fish is leading the blue fish that the beaver
is following.
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Lesson Topic: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 3)

Supplementa l Material : “Big Bad Pigs” content
Following direct ions
Touch the brown pig and the blue bug.
Touch the brown bug and the blue pig.
Touch the pink bug and the green pig.
Touch the green baby and the pink baby.
Touch the blue radio and the pink pig.
Touch the large blue radio and the small pink vase.

Remove all of the bricks, except for the brown one.
Add all of the large bricks.
Add all of the small bricks, except the blue one.
Put the small red brick between the blue sheep and the
brown ladder.
Put the red ladder between the large blue brick and the
brown pig.

Touch the small green radio and the large brown vase.
Touch the small blue radio and the large pink vase.
Remove the small brown radio and the large blue
vase.
Remove the large brown radio and the large brown
vase.

Put the small red brick between the brown sheep and
the blue ladder.
Put the brown brick between the blue ladder and the
brown sheep.
Put the brown sheep between the green brick and the
red ladder.

Touch the brown pig—No!—the pink baby.
Remove the blue radio—No!—the brown bug.
Remove all of the bugs, except for the green one.
Add all of the large radios.

Touch the green wolf and the blue fish.
Touch the green fish and the blue wolf.
Touch the pink bug and the blue wolf.

Add all of the small radios, except the blue one.
Put the small pink radio between the brown pig and
the blue bug.
Put the pink bug between the large brown radio and
the blue pig.
Put the small pink radio between the pink pig and the
green bug.
Put the blue radio between the brown baby and the
blue bug.
Put the blue bug between the brown baby and the
green radio.
Touch the red pig and the brown ladder.

Touch the brown brick and the pink wolf.
Touch the small pink brick and the large brown
hammer.
Touch the small blue brick and the large green
hammer.
Touch the small brown brick and the large pink
hammer.
Remove the small green brick and the large brown
hammer.
Remove the large green brick and the large green
hammer.
Touch the brown fish—No!—the pink wolf.

Touch the red ladder and the brown pig.
Touch the blue ladder and the blue pig.
Touch the blue ladder and the red ladder.

Remove the brown brick—No!—the green bug.
Remove all of the bugs, except for the pink one.
Add all of the small bricks.

Touch the green sheep and the brown ladder.

Add all of the small bricks, except the green one.
Put the small pink brick between the green wolf and
the brown bug.
Put the pink bug between the large green brick and the
brown wolf.
Put the small pink brick between the brown wolf and
the green bug.

Touch the large brown brick and the small red bucket.
Touch the small green brick and the large blue bucket.
Touch the small brown brick and the large red bucket.
Remove the small blue brick and the large brown
bucket.
Remove the large blue brick and the large blue bucket.
Touch the brown brick—No!—the blue pig.
Remove the red sheep—No!—the green ladder.

Touch the blue fish and the pink fish.

Put the brown brick between the green fish and the
brown bug.
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Supplementa l Material : “Big Bad Pigs” content
Put the brown bug between the green fish and the
blue brick.
Touch the blue wolf and the brown sheep.

Remove the red sheep—No!—the green pig.

Touch the blue sheep and the brown wolf.
Touch the red sheep and the green wolf.
Touch the green pig and the red pig.

Add all of the small tomatos, except for the blue one.
Put the small red tomato between the blue wolf and
the brown sheep.
Put the red sheep between the large blue tomato and
the brown wolf.

Touch the brown tomato and the red wolf.
Touch the large brown tomato and the small red egg.
Touch the small green tomato and the large blue egg.
Touch the small brown tomato and the large blue egg.
Remove the small blue tomato and the large brown
egg.
Remove the large blue tomato and the large blue egg.

Remove all of the sheep, except for the brown one.
Add all of the large tomatos.

Put the small red tomato between the red wolf and
the green sheep.
Put the brown tomato between the blue pig and the
brown sheep.
Put the brown sheep between the blue pig and the
brown tomato.

Touch the brown tomato—No!—the blue sheep.
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Lesson Topic: Cosmic Reader (Lesson 3)

Supplementa l Material : “L ittle Red ” story text
C hapter 1
Once upon a time, there was a little girl. She sometimes wore a red cape and hood her Granny had made, so
everyone called her Little Red. But then Little Red decided she was too old to wear a silly cape. It was not cool. So,
she hid the cape in the back of her closet. One day, her mother came into her room with a basket of treats.
“Granny has a cold,” she said. “Be a dear and take this basket to her. And wear that cape she made for you.” Little Red
was not happy.
“I don’t like that cape!” she said. “I don’t want to wear it. And, besides, I can’t go to Granny’s house, now, I’ll miss my
favorite show!” Her mother put her foot down. “You will go, and you will wear your red cape,” she said. “Or no TV for a
very long time.”
Little Red grumbled, “OK.” She pulled out the red cape and put it on. “It could use a little ironing,” said her mother.
“But never mind. Go straight to Granny’s.” Little Red walked out the door carrying the basket for Granny.
C hapter 2

Little Red walked through the woods to get to Granny’s. The woods were cool. There were birds chirping in the
trees. Fish jumping in the stream. And deer munching on leaves. It was all very scenic. All except for the scraggily
wolf leaning against a tree.
“Hey there,” said the wolf. “What’s in the basket?”
“I can’t talk to you,” said Little Red. “And what are you doing here, anyway?”
“I’m part of the story,” said the wolf. “Don’t you read?”
“Of course I read,” said Little Red. “I’m always reading.”
“And I’m always hungry,” said the wolf. “So you’re taking the basket to Granny’s house, right?”
“Right,” said Little Red.
“I could help you out,” said the wolf. “If you help me.”
“How’s that?” asked Little Red. The wolf whispered his plan in the little

girl’s ear. “You’re very clever,” smiled Little Red.
“I’m a wolf,” smiled the wolf.
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Supplementa l Material : “L ittle Red ” story text
C hapter 3
Granny was in bed, sneezing, when she heard a knock at the door. She didn’t look so good. Her hair was messy. Her
house was dusty. And the goldfish was hungry. But after all, Granny was sick.
“Who is it?” she said.
“It’s Little Red,” said a voice.
“Come in, child,” said Granny. Little Red came inside, carrying the basket. The hood was pulled down clear to her
nose.
“How lovely to see you,” said Granny. “And what a nice basket of treats you brought.”
“It’s from my dear mother,” said Little Red. “It’s lovely to see you, too.”
“My, you’ve gotten tall,” said Granny.
“Well,” said Little Red. “I’m a growing girl.”
“And I can hardly see you. Take off the hood, dear.”
“Oh, I love it too much to take it off,” said Little Red.
“And your nose,” said Granny. “It’s very—long.” Little Red began to cry. “Do you think it’s ugly, Granny?”
“Oh, no, dear, it’s a lovely nose,” said Granny. It was the longest little girl nose she had ever seen.
C hapter 4
“Let’s dig into that basket,” she said, changing the subject. Little Red seemed to like that idea – a lot. They sat at
the kitchen table and dug in. There was vegetable soup, fresh hot bread and chocolate chip cookies. They ate
everything. Then they both felt better.
But Granny was still sick, and—‘Ah ah ah—CHOO!’ She sneezed. Little Red’s hood blew right off her head. “You’re not
Little Red,” cried Granny. “You’re a dog!”
“Actually—I’m a wolf,” said the wolf. Granny seemed fine with that. “You are welcome to stay.”
“Don’t mind if I do,” said the wolf.
The wolf moved into Granny’s spare room. He dusted and cleaned and kept the goldfish fed. Granny and the wolf
became great friends. When visitors came, he wore the cape and hood, and Granny called him ‘Little Red’.
So, no one ever knew there was a wolf in the house. They did think, though, that Little Red had the longest little
girlnose they had ever seen.
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Supplementa l Material : “L ittle Red ” content
L ist ening c omprehension
The boots are older.
The basket is bigger.

Little Red uncovered the basket.
Little Red handed the basket to Granny.

Little Red is crawling under the bed.
Little Red is uncovering the basket.
Little Red is putting on the cape.

Granny sprinkled food for the goldfish.
Little Red cried.
Little Red knocked over the trash can.
Little Red crawled under the bed.
She is eating a cookie.

Little Red is crying.
Little Red has a ribbon in her hair.
Little Red’s cape has some patches.
Little Red’s mother has a basket.
Little Red’s bed has some dolls on it.

She is sneezing.
He is dusting.
They are wearing boots.

L anguage c omprehension
Little Red will knock over the trash can.
Little Red will crawl under the bed.
The basket will fall.
The mother will take off her glasses.
Granny will sprinkle food for the goldfish.
Little Red will put on the cape.
What is on the chair? (the red cape)
Who is in the doorway? (Little Red’s mother)
Who is on the bed? (Little Red)
What is in the basket? (treats)
It’s the empty basket that the box holds.
It’s Little Red that the cape covers.
It’s the mother that the little girl scolds.
It’s the bed that the blanket covers.
It’s the blanket that the bed covers.
It’s the girl that the fish bowl holds.
The cape has none. (buttons)
The basket has none. (treaties—varying objects, can be
wrapped)
The girl that is wearing a cape does not have a basket.
The wolf that is not wearing a jacket is wearing boots.
The girl that is frowning is not running.
The wolf that is not chasing the bird is drooling.
Granny’s nightcap has some. (flowers)
Granny’s kitchen sink has some. (dirty dishes)
The deer eats leaves.

The deer leaps over the log.
The fish jumps in the stream.
The fish feeds the fish.
The fish swims in the bowl.
The deer eats pizza.
The deer is at the door.
The fish is swimming in the bowl.
The deer is peering in the window.
The fish is in the tunnel.
The cape is made for Little Red.
The basket is carried for Granny.
The boots are tied for Little Red.
The bed is made for Little Red.
The house is cleaned for Granny.
The tea is poured for Little Red.
The deer are eating pizza.
The fish are wearing glasses.
The deer are wearing boots.
The fish are out of water.
Little Red is walking with the wolf.
The wolf is running with the basket.
The deer rear up.
The deer drink root beer.
The fish wish. (using a wishbone)
The fish wash a dish.
The deer eat leaves.
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Supplementa l Material : “Little Red ” content
The fish jump in the stream.
Whose hair is more fluffy?

Little Red is kicking the rock.
The wolf is behind the tree.
Little Red dances with the wolves.

Which desk is more dusty?
The goldfish is being fed by Granny.
Little Red is being held by the basket.
The pillow is being sat on by Little Red.
The basket is being held by Granny.
Granny is being fed by the goldfish.

The wolf holds the baskets.
The cups that are green are below the plates.
Granny, who is in a cap, is sitting on the wolf’s lap.
Granny, who is eating a cookie, is pouring tea for the
wolf.

Granny is being sat on by the wolf.
What is Little Red holding? (the bird)
Whom is the bird watching? (the wolf, with binoculars)
Whom is the basket holding?
To whom is the wolf whispering? (Little Red)

The wolf who is eating bread is pouring tea for Granny.
The bed that is blue is on top of the quilt.
The quilt that is pink is on top of the bed.
Little Red is giving the basket to Granny.
Granny is hugging Little Red.

Which is the baby’s goldfish?
Which is the wolf’s button?
Which is the goldfish bowl?
Which is the wolf’s drawing?

The cup that is sitting on the plate is flowered.
The quilt that is on top of the bed is pink.
The quilt that is on top of the bed is blue.
The cup that is sitting on the plate is striped.
The wolf that is leading the girl is wearing a cape.

Which is the little red wagon?
Which is the wolffish?
The wolf that is washing the dish that is dirty is clean.
The fish that is following the snail that is purple is orange.
The basket that is sitting on the table that is round is
square.
The wolf that is sitting in the chair that is short is tall.
The basket that is sitting on the table that is square is
round.
The wolf that is sitting in the chair that is tall is short.
The plate sitting on the cup is striped.
The goldfish chasing the snail is big.
The basket on top of the napkin is yellow.
The napkin on top of the basket is blue.
The wolf sitting on Granny wears a cape.
The wolf leading the girl wears glasses.
The fish is not being caught by Granny.
Little Red is not being followed by Granny.
The fish bowl is not being struck by the falling basket.
The snail is not being followed by the goldfish.
The basket is not being held by the wolf.
The bird is not being chased by the drooling wolf.

The girl that is leading the wolf is wearing glasses.
The wolf is holding the basket that is yellow.
The fish is leaping over the deer that is sleeping.
The wolf is following the girl wearing a cape.
The bird is landing on the leaf that is green.
The basket is holding the wolf that is gray.
The deer is leaping over the fish that is eating.
The snail that the fish is chasing has spots.
The snail that the fish is chasing has stripes.
Granny, whom the wolf is watching, is drinking tea.
The fish that the deer is leaping over is sleeping.
The wolf, whom Granny is watching, is sneezing.
The plates that are stacked below the cups are blue.
The napkin is on top of the wolf that the basket is
holding.
Granny is catching the snail that the fish is following.
The wolf is dusting the tablecloth that the table is on
top of.
The wolf is watching the deer that Granny is hugging.
Granny is catching the fish that the snail is following.
The napkin covers the wolf that the basket is holding.
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Supplementa l Material : “Little Red ” content
Following direct ions
Touch the brown cape and the blue socks.
Touch the brown socks and the blue cape.
Touch the red socks and the green cape.
Touch the green shoes and the red shoes.
Touch the blue basket and the red cape.
Touch the brown cape—No!—the red shoes.

Touch the small grey fish and the large orange log.
Remove the small blue fish and the large grey log.
Remove the large blue fish and the large blue log.
Put the small orange fish between the blue dish and
the grey basket.
Put the orange basket between the large blue fish and
the grey jacket.

Remove the blue basket—No!—the brown socks.
Remove all of the socks, except for the green ones.
Add all of the large baskets.
Add all of the small baskets, except for the blue one.
Touch the large blue basket and the small red doll.
Touch the small green basket and the large brown
doll.
Touch the small blue basket and the large red doll.
Remove the small brown basket and the large blue
doll.

Put the small orange fish between the grey dish and
the blue basket.
Put the grey fish between the blue basket and the grey
dish.
Put the grey dish between the green fish and the
orange basket.

Remove the large brown basket and the large brown
doll.
Put the small red basket between the brown cape and
the blue socks.
Put the red socks between the large brown basket and
the blue cape.

Touch the red snail and the pink fish.
Touch the red nightcap—No!—the pink fish.
Remove the red snail—No!—the yellow deer.
Remove all of the deer, except for the pink one.
Add all of the small snails.

Put the small red basket between the red cape and
the green socks.
Put the blue basket between the brown shoes and the
blue socks.
Put the blue socks between the brown shoes and the
green basket.

Add all of the small snails, except for the yellow one.
Touch the small pink snail and the large red boots.
Touch the small blue snail and the large yellow boots.
Touch the small red snail and the large pink boots.

Touch the orange jacket and the grey basket.
Touch the orange basket and the grey jacket.
Touch the blue basket and the blue jacket.
Touch the blue basket and the orange basket.
Touch the green dish and the grey basket.

Touch the yellow fish and the blue nightcap.
Touch the yellow nightcap and the blue fish.
Touch the pink deer and the blue fish.
Touch the blue nightcap and the pink nightcap.

Remove the small yellow snail and the large red boots.
Remove the large yellow snail and the large yellow
boots.
Put the small pink snail between the yellow fish and
the red deer.
Put the pink deer between the large yellow snail and
the red fish.

Add all of the large fish.
Add all of the small fish, except for the blue one.

Put the small pink snail between the red fish and the
yellow deer.
Put the red snail between the yellow nightcap and the
red deer.
Put the red deer between the yellow nightcap and the
blue snail.

Touch the large grey fish and the small orange log.
Touch the small green fish and the large blue log.

Touch the yellow flowers and the brown snail.
Touch the yellow snail and the brown flowers.

Touch the grey fish—No!—the blue jacket.
Remove the orange dish—No!—the green basket.
Remove all of the fish, except for the grey one.
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Supplementa l Material : “Little Red ” content
Touch the grey snail and the green flowers.
Touch the green cookie and the grey cookie.
Touch the brown teapot and the grey flowers.
Touch the brown teapot—No!—the yellow snail.
Remove the grey snail—No!—the green cookie.
Remove all of the snails, except for the brown one.
Add all of the large teapots.
Add all of the small teapots, except for the yellow one.
Touch the large brown teapot and the small grey
teacup.
Touch the small green teapot and the large yellow
teacup.
Touch the small brown teapot and the large yellow
teacup.

Remove the small yellow teapot and the large brown
teacup.
Remove the large yellow teapot and the large yellow
teacup.
Put the small grey teapot between the yellow flowers
and the brown snail.
Put the grey snail between the large yellow teapot and
the brown flowers.
Put the small grey teapot between the grey flowers
and the green snail.
Put the brown teapot between the yellow cookie and
the brown snail.
Put the brown snail between the yellow cookie and
the brown teapot.
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Elements I - AI Assistant (2)

152

139

Lesson Topic: Elements I

LESSON TOPIC: Elements I Intr oducti on

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use context clues and illustrations to determine meaning of words/phrases.
Use L1 to support L2.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral directions.
Complete content-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.
Categorize content-based examples from oral directions.

Speaking:

Describe pictures, events, objects, or people using phrases or short sentences.
Discuss stories, issues, and concepts.
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to listen to and comprehend basic directions in the Fast ForWord Elements I
exercises using teacher support, key words, and modeling.
CONTENT – Students will be able to have some understanding of the commands and terminology used in each of
the programs through teacher modeling and exploring on their own.

KEY VOCABULARY
AI Assistant
Ocean Explorer
SonoLab
Space Salvage

keyboard
mouse
buttons
computer screen
log in
website
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Lesson Topic: Elements I

MATE RIALS
•

Flash cards or printouts of the names of the exercises in Elements I (with the characters if possible)

•

Flash cards or word wall with key words listed with visual examples

•

Computer for teacher and for each student with working headphones and internet connection

•

Printed and enlarged initial screens for each of the exercises, preferably in color (print your screen while viewing
the exercise demos, check the Fast ForWord user manuals or help, or project the initial screen from your
computer)

•

Student logins for Fast ForWord Elements I

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Fast ForWord Elements I programs can be used with students who are at various stages of English language learning.
This introductory activity can be adapted to fit any of the Fast ForWord Elements I exercises, but is critical to do it
BEFORE students get on the computer, especially if they have little or no English language development.

Today we will explore a new program called Fast ForWord Elements I. This program will help
us with reading, speaking, listening, and writing in English.
The skills we learn in this program will help us become strong readers in English. Why
should we get better at reading in English?
Give students wait time to respond (10-25 seconds), or Think-Pair-Share their responses for more in-depth responses.

Follow along with me and then we will explore together. When we finish you will have some
time to explore.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Look at the screen here. What do you see?
Give students wait time to respond (10-25 seconds).

What do you think I do here?
Have students Think-Pair-Share responses.

Let’s take a look.
Model the activity for students, describing aloud what’s happening on the screen.
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Lesson Topic: Elements I

Introduce or review some key vocabulary about computers here where appropriate.
Now is a good time to introduce classroom and individual goal setting for each activity. If you want to build
additional buy-in, have students come up with a class story about each character and why they are doing what they
are doing. See if you can set a goal around each exercise for the class. Show only one or two exercises for each minilesson.
ELD Differentiation
Entering, Emerging: Introduce the lesson and model the activity in students’ native language where possible. If that’s
not doable—as in the case of a group of students that speak several different languages—use key words in your
descriptions written on the board. Point or direct students to repeat those words as you do the action in the product.
Give students time to process your words and actions by moving slowly and speaking intentionally (without
overanunciating). Anticipate areas where students might get confused in the lesson and provide key vocabulary to
explain any potentially confusing parts of the exercise.
Developing, Expanding: Before modeling, have students guess what the student does with each exercise. Ask some
guiding questions about what students should do for each exercise and what each exercise teaches to get students
thinking before modeling the exercise. Encourage students to get creative with their guesses.
Spend less time modeling, having students participate along with you as soon as you see them understanding the
exercise. Build in some time at the end of the lesson to allow students to talk about the challenges and fun they had
with the exercise.
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Now let’s practice some together. Using your login information, log in on the computer in
front of you. You will need headphones soon, but not yet. When you finish logging in, put
your hands down to let me know you are ready to continue.
Or use some other command that works for you.
Have students do the first part of the exercise with you. Answer any questions they have and clarify any potentially
confusing steps.
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Have students continue working on the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1. If students quickly get the concept of an exercise and there is time, introduce another.
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Lesson Topic: AI Assistant (Lesson 1)

LESSON TOPIC: AI Assi stant (Lesson 1)

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Answer questions about explicit information in texts.
Find details that support main ideas.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral directions.
Complete content-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.

Speaking:

Answer simple content-based questions.
Discuss stories, issues, and concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Emerging, Developing, Expanding

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to articulate details about a picture(s) in speaking and writing.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use sentences about pictures to comprehend the commands in the AI Assistant
exercise on Fast ForWord Elements I.

KEY VOCABULARY
AI Assistant sentence structures and vocabulary

MATERIALS
•

Printouts of 5-10 pictures of humans and/or animals doing things; the pictures should range from having one
main event happening to having several things going on in the picture

•

Whiteboard or other writing surface clearly visible to students with an oversized “What does it mean?” graphic
organizer layout for the teacher to model

•

“What does it mean?” graphic organizer and pencils for each student

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord product
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Lesson Topic: AI Assistant (Lesson 1)

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Emergent bilinguals need exposure to the sentence structures and cognitive demand of AI Assistant before working
in AI Assistant.

Before playing AI Assistant today, we are going to play a little game. This game
will help you understand the directions in AI Assistant. Let’s say ‘AI Assistant.’
Everyone practices saying AI Assistant.

AI Assistant helps us with our memory and with learning how to say things in English. It
helps teach us listening skills so that we become good listeners in the classroom and in life.
Why is this important?
Give students wait time to respond (10-25 seconds). Have students share out their thoughts using teacher support as
needed.

We’re going to write about some pictures we see today. This will help us to understand the
questions we get asked in AI Assistant.
Show students one of the printed pictures.

What do you see?
Give students wait time to articulate what they see using complete sentences, restating their words as needed to
help students form complete sentences.

What are some other things that are true?
Give students time to form statements. Encourage students to get creative. Ask increasingly challenging questions to
give students a thinking task if listening in English is a strength for them.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Show students a new picture and make a few simple statements about the picture. Model the student role of
writing out responses on the enlarged graphic organizer, thinking aloud. Use native language support as needed.
Alternatively, articulate the response in English, then in students’ native language, then again in English. Either way,
model getting inventive with your observations and responses on your graphic organizer.
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PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Play the student role along with students and gradually have students take over the student role for the picture
they have. Encourage students to get creative with their sentences. You may give each student their own picture
once students are familiar with this task, but to start use the same picture for each student’s graphic organizer and
complete the activity together until students get comfortable.
To support students, have students share their sentences aloud with a partner first, then write them. As students
get comfortable with the activity and if it is appropriate, break off students into pairs and have them work on a new
picture with a partner or alone.
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Have students look at a picture and draw it on the space in their graphic organizer before talking
about the image. Point out some key parts of the picture and the names of those parts in English and have students
practice saying those words in English. Students may interpret them into their native language in speaking where
appropriate.
Pair students up for this activity and have them describe and talk about the picture in their native language first.
Then, have them form sentences together and write the sentences as a team. Grammar and spelling are less
important with this activity, rather, the key is getting students using words in English in speaking and writing.
Provide 2-3 sentence frames verbally and written on the board in English with each picture and/or with each
question on the graphic organizer.
Developing, Expanding: Give students key words they must incorporate into their sentences. Have students pair up
with a partner for support for the few questions on the graphic organizer, then gradually move to working on their
own if needed.
Have students use their native language to talk about the picture first, then interpret into English and finally writing.
For more of a challenge, have students use sentence frames for question responses on the graphic organizer that are
more complex than sentences the students would typically form independently.
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Now let’s take a few minutes to talk about our pictures.
Have students share what their pictures have and the statements they wrote about them.

Now that we can notice little things about pictures, it’s time to practice these skills in
Fast ForWord. Today you will practice AI Assistant. Let’s log in and begin working in
AI Assistant.
Have students work in the program until their time is up.
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E XTE NSION
1. Have students draw pictures for other students to answer questions about.
2. Have students write 3 ways the picture could be interpreted differently on the back of their graphic organizers.
Alternatively, ask students to write about different aspects of the picture to push other critical thinking skills. For
example: “If you were in the picture, what would you be doing and where would you be? Why?”; “If you could add
or take away any thing in this picture, what would it be and why?”; etc.
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Supplementa l Material : “What doe s it mean?” graphic organizer
Name:

Place th e il lust rat io n insid e thi s box

1. Who are the characters inside this illustration?
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. What are the characters doing?
a.
b.
c.
d.
3. Where is this illustration happening?
a.
b.
c.
d.
4. Why is this illustration happening?
a.
b.
c.
d.
5. Write three sentences using the characters in the illustration and explain how their actions can be
interpreted in three different ways.
a.
b.
c.
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Supplemental Material: Sentence Structures and Vocabulary
apple
baby
bag
balloon
bath
bear
big
blow
blue
boat
book
box
breakfast
broken
build
bunny
car
carrot
carry
cat
chair
chase
chicken
clown
cry
cup

dark
deer
dinner
dirty
dog
dress
drink
duck
eat
elephant
face
fill
fish
frown
girl
groceries
hairy
happy
hat
her
him
hold
house
in
juice
jump
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kick
kite
lead
little
look
mad
make
messy
mouse
off
on
open
paint
pick
picture
pour
present
pull
push
red
ride
rock
run
sew
sheep
shirt

shoe
sit
skinny
smile
sock
spot
stand
suitcase
swim
table
take
tie
tree
trip
tub
under
wagon
walk
wash
watch
with
woman
yellow

Supplemental Material: Sentence Structures and Vocabulary
Structure

Example

Object Pronouns: Him & Her
Description Words
Action Words
Predicative Adjectives
Comparative with More
Comparative with -er
Quantifier: None
Quantifier: Some
Singular Nouns
Plural Nouns
Singular Nouns with Quantifier: A
Plural Nouns with Quantifier: Some
Singular Auxiliary Verb: Is
Plural Auxiliary Verb: Are
Singular Verbs
Plural Verbs
Possession: Has
Possession: Apostrophe-s
Wh- Object Questions
Who vs. What
Simple Negation
Third Person Subject Pronouns
Active Voice
Passive Voice
Passive Voice with Negation
Present Tense
Past Tense
Future Tense
Preposition: For

Point to him.
Which is heavy?
Which is eat?
The tub is full.
Which one is more prickly?
Which one is bigger?
Look at these bowls with goldfish. Which one has none?
Look at these boxes with carrots. Which box has some?
Choose the picture of the dog.
Choose the picture of the dogs.
Choose the picture of a dog.
Choose the picture of some dogs.
The sheep is eating.
The sheep are eating.
The sheep eats.
The sheep eat.
The cat has stripes.
Which is the baby’s bird?
What is the dog chasing?
Who is by the door?
The box is not open.
She is walking.
The cat is following the dog.
The dog is being followed by the cat.
The cat is not being followed by the dog.
The boy is opening the box.
The boy opened the box.
The boy will open the box.
The box is being carried for the doctor.

Preposition: With
Complex Negation
Object Relative Clauses
Object Relatives with Relativized Objects
Subject Relative Clauses
Reduced Subject Relative Clauses

The box is being carried with the doctor.
The dog that is not running is big.
The cat is chasing the dog that is big.
The cat is following the dog that the mouse is leading.
The dog that is black is following the cat.
The teacher smiling is helping the girl.

Sentences with Subject Relative Clauses and
Noun-Verb-Noun Endings

The dog that is following the cat is black.

Sentences with Reduced Subject Relative Clauses
and Noun-Verb-Noun Endings

The girl helping the teacher is smiling.

Relative Pronouns with Double Function
Sentences with Double Embedding
Cleft Sentences

The cat that the dog is following is black.
The dog that is following the cat that is black is white.
It’s the dog that the cat chases.
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LESSON TOPIC: AI Assi stant (Lesson 2)

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use L1 to support L2 (e.g., cognates).
Use pre-taught vocabulary (e.g., word banks) to complete simple sentences.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral commands/instructions.

Speaking:

Connect ideas in discourse using transitions (e.g., “but”, “then”).
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).
Explain and compare content-based concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to form complete sentences in English.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use sentences about pictures to comprehend the commands in AI Assistant.

KEY VOCABULARY
AI Assistant sentence structures and vocabulary

MATERIALS
•

A block or ball for passing with students

•

Printouts of 10-15 pictures that warrant conversations (for example, people, cities, landscapes, dramatic scenes,
etc.)

•

Whiteboard or other writing surface clearly visible to students

•

Printouts of “What does it mean” graphic organizer for students

•

Student logins for Fast ForWord Elements I
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Lesson Topic: AI Assistant (Lesson 2)

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Emergent bilinguals need exposure to the sentence structures before working in AI Assistant.

Before playing AI Assistant today, we are going to play a game. This game will help you
understand the directions in AI Assistant. Can you say AI Assistant?
Everyone practices saying AI Assistant. Following I-do, We-do, You-do format as needed.

This game will help us make sentences in English. Why should we practice making
sentences? Why is it important we know the building blocks of sentences?
Give students wait time to respond as needed (10-25 seconds). Give verbal sentence frames as needed. For example:

We should know how to make sentences because
It’s important we can build sentences in order to
It helps us to

.
.

.

PRE SE NTATION
(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)

Sentences in any language have two things: a subject and a predicate. How many things do
sentences have?
Give students wait time to respond as needed (10-25 seconds).

Let’s practice saying ‘subject.’ Subject. Subject. Let’s practice saying ‘predicate.’
Predicate. Predicate. A subject is the focus of the sentence. The predicate is what the
subject thinks, does, or is.
Write these on the board. For example: “I play.” Write “I play” on the board.

‘I play’ is a complete sentence because it has a subject: ‘I’, and a
predicate: ‘play. ’ Who is the subject?
Give students wait time to respond as needed (10-25 seconds).

What do I do?
Give students wait time to respond as needed (10-25 seconds).

So, what is the subject?
Give students wait time to respond as needed (10-25 seconds).
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What is the predicate?
Give students wait time to respond as needed (10-25 seconds).

I’m going to say a few more things and you give me a thumbs up (show) if it is a sentence
or thumbs down (show) if it is not a sentence. What do you do for a sentence?
Give students wait time after each sentence and model answering the first few until students catch on.

I play.

He.

You play.

The dog.

We play.

The mom.
The family.

I.
You.

They.
The cat is tired.

We.
Let’s eat.

The dog ran.

Let’s eat pizza.

The girl is running.

You like soccer.

The girl.
Running.

He likes movies.

Wish.

She likes going to school.

Clean.

He likes playing outside.

We wish we had no homework.

We.

Play
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Have students show you thumbs up and thumbs down.
Continue with your own sentences for as long as students take to grasp the general idea. As soon as students have
the general idea, move on to the next portion of the lesson.
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Now that we know what sentences need to have, let’s build some sentences. To help us talk,
let’s look at some pictures and build sentences about them. Whoever has the ball adds to
the sentence and we’ll go around and build sentences together.
To play, someone says a word and passes the ball/block. Then the next person says a word
to add to the sentece, then that person passes the block/ball and the next person adds a
word to the sentence. Then we see how many times we can pass the block/ball.
Model starting a sentence about a picture and passing the block/ball around and having each student add on to the
sentence. Model as long as needed for students to catch on (a sentence or two for 2-4 pictures).
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Give students the opportunity to say or point to the subject and predicate as appropriate;
don’t aim for perfect pronunciation of those words, rather use that portion of the lesson as practice saying words in
English. However, students are not required to practice saying the words at all. The essential learning is that students
get the concept that sentences have two parts. Spend extra time on the thumbs up/thumbs down activity for
choosing if a sentence is complete or not.
One way to support this activity is to write the word or words on the board as you say them. Put punctuation at the
end of complete and incomplete sentences so students must use what they know about complete sentences to
determine if they are correct or not.
Alternatively, explain this concept and do the activity in students’ native language first, if possible.
First discuss the picture in students’ native language, then have students participate in building sentences in English.
Go back to the concept of complete sentence and model complete sentences as needed. Spend additional time
modeling the student role of each activity as needed.
Emerging, Developing: Write the sentences on the board as they are completed for each picture. Have students read
the sentence while the teacher points to each word. Have students repeat after the teacher as needed. Occasionally
start sentences with words that require more complex grammatical structures to be correct.
Use your judgement modeling activities. Continue with the next task when you notice students grasping the concept.
Expanding, Bridging: Have students see if they can come up with more than one sentence for each picture. Start
sentences requiring more complex sentence structures to be grammatically correct. Reiterate that sentences need a
subject and predicate as needed.
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RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Have students explain what a subject and predicate are. Allow students to articulate it in their native language or
with verbal sentence frames where appropriate. For assessment through another medium, have students say or
write a complete sentence about the last book they read or fun thing they did.

Now that we can build sentences, it’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today
you will practice AI Assistant. Let’s log in and begin working in AI Assistant.
Have students work in the program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1.

Have students draw pictures for other students to answer questions about.

2.

For added challenge have students form paragraphs about pictures, with each student making one sentence.

3.

Alternatively, say a part of speech as the sentence builds and have students say a word that matches that part
of speech.
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Supplemental Material : “What doe s it mean?” graphic organizer
Name:

Place th e il lust rat io n insid e thi s box

1. Who are the characters inside this illustration?
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. What are the characters doing?
a.
b.
c.
d.
3. Where is this illustration happening?
a.
b.
c.
d.
4. Why is this illustration happening?
a.
b.
c.
d.
5. Write three sentences using the characters in the illustration and explain how their actions can be
interpreted in three different ways.
a.
b.
c.
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Supplemental Material: Sentence Structures and Vocabulary
apple
baby
bag
balloon
bath
bear
big
blow
blue
boat
book
box
breakfast
broken
build
bunny
car
carrot
carry
cat
chair
chase
chicken
clown
cry
cup

dark
deer
dinner
dirty
dog
dress
drink
duck
eat
elephant
face
fill
fish
frown
girl
groceries
hairy
happy
hat
her
him
hold
house
in
juice
jump
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kick
kite
lead
little
look
mad
make
messy
mouse
off
on
open
paint
pick
picture
pour
present
pull
push
red
ride
rock
run
sew
sheep
shirt

shoe
sit
skinny
smile
sock
spot
stand
suitcase
swim
table
take
tie
tree
trip
tub
under
wagon
walk
wash
watch
with
woman
yellow

Supplemental Material: Sentence Structures and Vocabulary
Structure

Example

Object Pronouns: Him & Her
Description Words
Action Words
Predicative Adjectives
Comparative with More
Comparative with -er
Quantifier: None
Quantifier: Some
Singular Nouns
Plural Nouns
Singular Nouns with Quantifier: A
Plural Nouns with Quantifier: Some
Singular Auxiliary Verb: Is
Plural Auxiliary Verb: Are
Singular Verbs
Plural Verbs
Possession: Has
Possession: Apostrophe-s
Wh- Object Questions
Who vs. What
Simple Negation
Third Person Subject Pronouns
Active Voice
Passive Voice
Passive Voice with Negation
Present Tense
Past Tense
Future Tense
Preposition: For

Point to him.
Which is heavy?
Which is eat?
The tub is full.
Which one is more prickly?
Which one is bigger?
Look at these bowls with goldfish. Which one has none?
Look at these boxes with carrots. Which box has some?
Choose the picture of the dog.
Choose the picture of the dogs.
Choose the picture of a dog.
Choose the picture of some dogs.
The sheep is eating.
The sheep are eating.
The sheep eats.
The sheep eat.
The cat has stripes.
Which is the baby’s bird?
What is the dog chasing?
Who is by the door?
The box is not open.
She is walking.
The cat is following the dog.
The dog is being followed by the cat.
The cat is not being followed by the dog.
The boy is opening the box.
The boy opened the box.
The boy will open the box.
The box is being carried for the doctor.

Preposition: With
Complex Negation
Object Relative Clauses
Object Relatives with Relativized Objects
Subject Relative Clauses
Reduced Subject Relative Clauses

The box is being carried with the doctor.
The dog that is not running is big.
The cat is chasing the dog that is big.
The cat is following the dog that the mouse is leading.
The dog that is black is following the cat.
The teacher smiling is helping the girl.

Sentences with Subject Relative Clauses and
Noun-Verb-Noun Endings

The dog that is following the cat is black.

Sentences with Reduced Subject Relative Clauses
and Noun-Verb-Noun Endings

The girl helping the teacher is smiling.

Relative Pronouns with Double Function
Sentences with Double Embedding
Cleft Sentences

The cat that the dog is following is black.
The dog that is following the cat that is black is white.
It’s the dog that the cat chases.
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Fast ForWord Elements II
This chapter includes the offline lessons for the Fast ForWord Elements II component.

What's in this chapter
Elements II - Cinematch (1)

163

Elements II - Cinematch (2)

174

Elements II - Cinematch (3)

185

Elements II - Cinematch (4)

199

Elements II - Illuminator

210

Elements II - Mission Control

220

Elements II - PicFlip

225

162

Lesson Topic: Cinematch (Lesson 1)

LESSON TOPIC: Cinematch (Lesson 1)

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Listening: Complete content-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.
Speaking: Communicate in social situations.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to compare and contrast images and determine true and false statements in
English in speaking and listening.
CONTENT – Students will be able to comprehend passages and basic literal comprehension questions in Cinematch.

KEY VOCABULARY
large
blue

plural
red

small
yellow
green
blue
book

ball
hat
large
cow
small

one

pig
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Lesson Topic: Cinematch (Lesson 1)

MATE RIALS
•

Sentence strips with true/false statements about an associated picture

•

25-30 pictures of objects on index cards or some other form that correlate to the sentence strips statements

•

Example pictures and statements on sentence strips

•

Sentence frames from Presentation section, written somewhere clearly visible for students to use while talking

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
This lesson, along with Cinematch itself, focus on the following areas that will help your students’ progress in many
other areas as well: Improve listening and comprehension skills through having students following directions and in
being very perceptive. This lesson will also improve the knowledge and correct use of English language conventions
as well as improve students’ vocabulary skills.

In order to comprehend stories, we must first listen. We comprehend stories for many
reasons: they teach us things, they entertain us, they cause us to think. Today, we’ll do an
activity that helps us get started on improving our listening skills.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Picture: one large yellow ball and one small blue ball

Picture: one red hat and one green ball

Sentences:

Sentences:

•
•
•

•
•
•

The ball is large and blue.
The ball is small and yellow.
The ball is large and yellow.

The hat is not red.
The ball is not red.
The ball is not green

Picture: one green book

Picture: two large cows and one small pig

Sentences:

Sentences:

•
•
•

•
•
•

The books are green.
The book is blue.
The book is green.

The cows are small.
The pigs are small.
The cows are large
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1.

Explain that you will be reading the sentences aloud:

I will read a total of 3 sentences that may or may not be true about the picture we see here.
2.

Show first picture. Read the sentences below the picture aloud two or three times.

What do you see in the picture and what did you hear in the
sentences? Which are true and which are not true?
Why?
3.

Have students Think-Pair-Share their responses to determine which sentences are true and which are false.

4.

Give students the following sentence frames to answer the questions:
This statement is true because

.

This statement is false because

.

That statement is true because

.

That statement is false because

.

I don’t see

.

I agree with you because
I disagree with you because
5.

.
.

Continue presenting the rest of the sample pictures and sentences, then move on to the others.

Sample pictures
•
•
•
•

1 person cooking, 3 people cleaning
1 animal running, 2 animals sitting
2 illustrations with subtle differences between the two
2 illustrations, 1 is missing a few things

•
•

2 photographs that are similar or of the same thing
2 photographs of different things

Sample sentences
•

The car is blue, and the balloon is yellow.

•
•
•

The car is not blue, and the balloon is not yellow.
There are 2 spoons and 1 bowl.
There are 2 bowls and 1 spoon.
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PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
When students are comfortable with speaking about the pictures and talking about their reasoning behind why the
sentences are true or false, move to giving students a bit more independence:
Give each student one picture or one sentence strip. Have students work together with one another to find their
match. Once they have found their match, have students read the sentence together. Then, give those pairs a set of
their own picture cards and sentence frames to sort: true statements and false statements for each picture.
Have students use the language they used in the intro activity to complete this activity with one another. Emphasize
that students must talk with one another to work together, so you should be hearing students talking.
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Have students describe the picture in their native language first, then in English, then read the
sentences aloud with students.
Alternatively, model the student behavior for the first few pictures, then have students do the activity with you,
reading the sentence frames in speaking along with the teacher to answer the questions.
Have students translate the sentence frames and statements into their native language where possible before
practicing them in English.
As students become comfortable with the language structures in speaking, show students images with increasingly
subtle differences in ways other than color (examples given above). This challenges students to use grammatical
structures and vocabulary beyond high frequency and Tier 1 words.
Developing, Expanding: At your discretion, add or remove the sentence frames for students to use in speaking
about the images. As students are comfortable, give them piles of increasingly complex pictures and statements to
work through on their own. Have students translate or interpret into their native language if possible or relevant.
Encourage students to branch out with their vocabulary and sentence structures in speaking by modeling at the
beginning of the lesson and recording them on a whiteboard or other easily visible surface.
Rather than using written statements to describe each picture, have students come up with their own 1 true and 2
untrue statements about the picture and write them down as they work.
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RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Informally assess the students as they begin to make their own true/false statements in groups. As an “exit-ticket”
have each student make their own true statement and two untrue statements about a picture students have not yet
seen. Then have the students start using the Fast ForWord program.

It’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today you will practice Cinematch.
Let’s log in and begin working in Cinematch.
Have students work on the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1. Have students use newspapers or magazines to create their own “picture” with 3-4 correlating sentence strips.
Have them break into pairs and practice finding the true and untrue statements.
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Supplement al Material : “I t Happened One Night ” story text
C hapter 1
On Saturday, Billy and Rueben had lunch together. They went to their favorite spot. The Fish Shack, for fried fish.
They were discussing their favorite subject – cars. Maria, Billy’s girlfriend, showed up. She walked over and dumped a
giant soda in Billy’s lap.
“Hey, what was that for?” Billy shouted. “That’s for taking my best friend Allison to the movies last night,” Maria
replied. “Uh oh,” Billy thought, “How did she find out?” Billy tried to cover by claiming it wasn’t a date. Maria wasn’t
interested in listening. Rueben didn’t look too pleased either, since Allison was his girlfriend. Finally, Billy cave in
and explained. He and Allison didn’t really go to the movies. They were actually planning surprise birthday party
for Rueben. When Maria and Rueben heard the real story, they both apologized. “Let’s go to the movies tonight,”
suggested Billy. “Cool. Then we’ll go to Moe’s and plan my surprise party together, “added Rueben. Maria joked, “I’ll
buy the soda.”
C hapter 2
Later that day, Billy went home and asked if he could borrow his dad’s car. At first his dad said no since Billy always
returned the car on empty. “But, Dad,” Billy pleaded. Eventually Billy promised to return the car with a full tank. His
dad handed him the keys.
Billy watched TV before heading over to Maria’s house. He was late, and Maria was waiting outside. After passing Wild
Willie’s Toy Store, the car sputtered and rolled to a stop right in front of the Fish Shack. Billy looked at the gas gauge
and he couldn’t believe his eyes. He was out of gas.
Billy wasn’t too happy. And neither was Maria. The evening was starting off on the wrong foot. Billy suggested, “We
can walk to the gas station. It’s only a few blocks away. We can still make it to the movies if we hurry. Or we could
have dinner at the Fish Shack instead.” At first Maria said she didn’t want to walk. Her shoes were uncomfortable,
andher backpack was too heavy. But she realized that walking to the gas station was certainly better than sitting in
the car alone. So off they went.
Just before they reached the gas station, a blue muscle car with jacked-up wheels raced past them. It smashed into a
green convertible and skidded into the front of the gas station. The blue muscle car was pretty banged up. The front
window was shattered, and the doors were jammed shut. The driver crawled through the window and started to run.
Still shaky from the crash, he accidentally ran into Billy and Maria, knocking them both down. When Maria fell, she
dropped her backpack. The driver grabbed it and kept running.
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Supplement al Material : “I t Happened One Night ” story text
C hapter 3
Just as Billy pulled himself up, the blue muscle car burst into flames. People were running all over the place. Alarms
were going off and the sounds of sirens filled the air. Luckily, Maria wasn’t hurt but she was upset that her backpack
was gone. “That has my life in it. My wallet, my license, my money and my pager!” she cried. Now Billy was really
upset. His knee hurt, his lip was busted, and he didn’t know what to do. But he had to get his girlfriend’s backpack
and fast. Just then, Billy’s brother Michael drove up on his motorcycle. “Dude, what happened?” Michael asked Billy.
Billy jumped on the back of the bike. He told Michael that Maria’s backpack had been stolen.
“We have to get it back!” he shouted.
“Did you get a good look at the guy?” Michael asked. Billy remembered that the guy was wearing a red T-shirt and a
blue hat. Michael and Billy were speeding down 7th Street when Billy yelled, “Hey, turn left! Turn left! He’s running
down that alley!” As they turned into the alley, they caught a glimpse of the thief getting into a black sedan. “That’s
him!” cried out Billy. “Follow that black car!” Michael went full throttle on his motorcycle, and they roared after the
car.
C hapter 4
The black sedan sped out of the alley, weaving in and out of traffic. But Michael and Billy were right behind it. They
were determined to recover the backpack. Suddenly, the sedan made a quick U-turn into oncoming traffic. It was
heading straight for a bus filled with innocent people. It would take a miracle to avoid disaster. Michael pulled
hard on the brakes. He and Billy covered their eyes. They couldn’t bear to watch. But the bus driver swerved and
somehow missed the black sedan.
The car screeched and fishtailed into a fire hydrant. The hydrant blew and water went everywhere. In the middle
of all the confusion, Billy headed for the black car. He ran through broken glass, puddles of water and frightened
pedestrians. When he got to the car, he yanked the door open and grabbed Maria’s backpack. The cops arrived
moments later. They arrested the thief and then came over to make sure Michael and Billy were okay. “Fine, now that I’ve
got my girlfriend’s backpack,” replied Billy. “And if we hurry, I think we can still make it to the late show!”
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Supplementa l Material : “Th e Tank of Dr. Wong ” story text
C hapter 1
Going to the marine park was Diego’s favorite thing to do since he was little. He had gone to the park often because
his father worked there as a janitor. The summer that Diego turned 16, his father suggested that he apply for a job.
Diego imagined that he would work with the animals. Instead, he was hired to work the cash register in the gift
shop.
On his first day, Diego stopped by the seal tank on his way to the gift shop. The seals were playing a basketball game
with a giant red ball. One of the seals jumped up on a rock and started clapping her flippers. “Thanks for the vote of
confidence,” Diego said. Diego arrived at work 2 minutes late. His boss yelled at him. “You’re late, and it’s only your
first day. This better not happen again.” The shop opened at 8:00. Diego needed to organize all the T-shirts before
the visitors came through. T-shirts sold more than anything else in the gift shop. That night, Diego felt disappointed.
He wasn’t learning anything about marine life. Instead, he saw a lot of walrus key chains and killer whale pens. The
only dolphins he saw were stuffed animals, and although he learned how to make change, it wasn’t much fun. And
His boss was grumpy. His father told him it was better than cleaning, but Diego wasn’t so sure. Diego set two alarm
clocks so he wouldn’t be late again.
C hapter 2
Diego was allowed an hour lunch break. On his 2nd day, he went to sit in the bleachers to eat his sandwich. Maybe
the dolphins would be rehearsing for the afternoon show, and he could get a sneak preview.
Suddenly, Diego heard someone behind him. “Hey.” Diego turned around. He saw a girl who looked like she worked
there. “Are you new?” she asked. “Yeah.” He said. “My name’s Rani.” She said. She sat down to eat beside him. When
they finished eating their sandwiches, she told him that she knew all the secret passages in the marine park. “Do you
want to go see the dolphin training tank?” she asked. “Are you kidding? That’s the reason I got a job here in the first
place,” Diego said.
He followed her up to a door marked “Restricted Access.” The minute they went through the door, they were blasted
with the smell of fish. At the dolphin training tank, it really smelled. They had to be careful not to fall because the
floor was wet and slippery. At the edge of the tank was a big bucket of dead fish.
“Watch this,” said Rani. She threw a fish up in the air, and one of the dolphins jumped up out of the water. It caught
the fish and came down making a giant splash that sloshed all over the floor. Diego picked up a fish and stood at
the edge of the tank. A dolphin put her head over the side. Diego nodded and held the fish out. The dolphin nodded
back. Diego nodded again and threw the fish to the dolphin. “That dolphin is named Frieda,” said Rani. Then, all of a
sudden, they heard a voice ask, “What are you two kids doing?”
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Supplementa l Material : “Th e Tank of Dr. Wong ” story text
C hapter 3
Dr. Susan Wong was the park’s marine biologist, and she turned out to be cool. When they told her that they were
interested in learning about the ocean, she convinced them to visit the tide pool. It was a strange place full of
animals that looked more like vegetables. Dr. Wong said that barnacles stand on their head and eat with their feet.
The glue that barnacles use to stick to things is as strong as any glue you can buy in a store.
Diego picked up a green starfish and one of its arms fell off. Diego was scared he had hurt it, but Dr. Wong said that
it happened all the time. “Some starfish can grow up to nine or ten arms. Even if a starfish loses an arm, it can grow
the arm back,” said Dr. Wong. Rani picked up a hermit crab. “Don’t move, and the crab will come out of its shell,” said
Dr. Wong. The crab peeked out. Rani could hardly keep still, because the crab tickled as it explored her hand. Diego
spotted a purple sea squirt. When Diego tried to take a closer look, it squirted water in his face.
Suddenly, Diego remembered the time. “Oh no, what time is it?” he asked. Rani looked at her watch and told him
that lunch was almost over. Dr. Wong asked if they wanted to come after work and help her take care of the dolphins.
They both agreed, and Diego ran back to the gift shop. He didn’t want to get fired on his second day for being late
again.
C hapter 4
“How would you like to get in the tank with the dolphins?” asked Dr. Wong. Dr. Wong wanted them to scrub the sides
of the dolphin tank. Diego and Rani put on wet suits. The wet suits were cold and uncomfortable. Diego felt funny
walking around in his and wearing it was like having squishy wet noodles next to his skin.
Diego and Dr. Wong grabbed some brushes and jumped into the tank first. As soon as they were in the water, the
dolphins swam around them making strange noises. “The dolphins like to get comfortable with the people who take
care of them,” said Dr. Wong. “If they like you, they might invite you to swim with them.” Diego touched a passing
dolphin. It was Frieda. Diego thought that Frieda smiled at him but remembered that dolphins always smile. Frieda
swam up beside him. She seemed to nod at him. Carefully, Diego grabbed Frieda’s dorsal fin and held his breath.
Suddenly, he was moving fast through water. Diego remembered to breathe out through his nose. Big air bubbles
trailed out behind him, and his legs flew back. The water became like the wind. Frieda swam along the surface of the
water and blew air out of her blowhole near Diego’s face. For the first time that day, Diego stopped caring about time.
Then suddenly it was over, and Frieda swam back to Dr. Wong.
Diego could see Rani anxiously waiting for her turn by the edge of the tank. Diego got out of the water shaking. Rani
said, “That looked pretty cool.” “Yeah,” said Diego. “That’s definitely the best part of the job.” Diego grabbed a fish
from the bucket and nodded to Frieda. Frieda nodded back, and Diego threw the fish.
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Lesson Topic: Cinematch (Lesson 1)

Supplementa l Material : “Something Abou t Sally” story text
C hapter 1
Sally got home from school late on Tuesday. She was having one of those days, you know the kind, when nothing
seems to go right. She got a C on her history paper and a C on a math test. She forgot her lunch on the bus. And to
make matters even worse, today was the day she had to stay late to catch up on schoolwork. Needless to say, Sally
wasn’t in the best of moods.
So when she got home from school and saw an envelope with her name on it she figured it was probably an overdue
library book fine. But when she opened it up a giant blue and gold elephant-shaped card fell out along with a
bunch of temporary wild animal tattoos. “Wow, this is cool. It’s an invitation to a costume party this Saturday,” Sally
exclaimed. According to the invitation, only those people in costume would be allowed in. And the theme was Wild
and Exotic Animals. Plus, there was going to be a costume contest, dancing, and music by the spotted Zebrasplaying some very endangered sounds.
Sally was so excited she forgot how bad her day had been. She grabbed the phone from her little brother and
immediately called her three best friends Thea, Rufus and Kris. Luckily, they all had been invited too. Since, the party
was only a few days away, Sally and her friends decided to meet after school the next day to work on their costumes.
C hapter 2
Rufus, Thea, Kris and Sally met at the Aardvark Café right after school. First, they got some chili cheese fries to
helpthem think. Then they decided to split up: Sally and Thea checked out the secondhand clothing stores,
Rufus scavenged the streets for discarded items and Kris hit the zoo for inspiration.
When they finished, they hooked up at Sally’s house to show off their treasures. Kris had collected a bunch of
pamphlets and brochures from the zoo. Rufus had found a stack of old wildlife magazines and a TV antenna.
Sally and Thea came back with vintage clothes, wild hats, feathers and lots of funny looking props. They dumped
everything on the bed and started sorting through it. “Now comes the fun part figuring out what to be,” said Sally. “I
was thinking I might go as a stinkbug,” said Rufus. “You are so weird,” said Kris. Sally said she was considering going
as a zebra. “I will even dye my hair black and white!” she laughed. “Not bad,” commented Rufus. “What about you,
Thea?” he continued. “I can’t decide between a squid and a moose,” Thea said, while modeling antlers made from
coat hangers and scarves. They all looked at Kris. “I think these feathers would make a great quail!” she said.
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Supplementa l Material : “Something Abou t Sally” story text
C hapter 3
On Saturday afternoon everyone met at Sally’s house to put on their costumes. Sally had dyed her hair black and
white so she could look like a zebra. Rufus had used the antenna from the TV to go as a stinkbug. Thea looked pretty
good as a moose and Kris looked funny as a quail. They decided the fastest way to get to the party would be to take
the bus.
When they climbed aboard, they were met by lots of really strange looks. It was pretty funny. Luckily, they were
onlyon the bus for three stops. The party was in the public garden behind Bernie’s Exotic Pet Shop. The dance
stage glowed with strings of lights and the picnic area was bright with tiki torches. The place was packed. Sally had
neverseen so many crazy costumes. She saw a guy dressed from head to toe like a leopard and a woman with a
snake wrapped around her waist. There was also a fountain with colorful lights and fish, in one corner of the
garden. This was one of the coolest and strangest parties Sally had ever been to. The music was just starting up
as they made their way through the crowd.
C hapter 4
“It’s time for the Wild and Exotic Costume Contest,” the street-level D.J. announced. “And the lucky winner gets an
all-expense-paid trip for four to a wild animal park in San Diego.” The crowd went nuts. All Sally could think about
was trying to get to the stage before the contest started. As she rushed past a leopard she tripped and flew into the
fountain. Water splashed over the quail who was laughing. The leopard toppled backwards into a herd of moose.
The moose collapsed into a grumbling heap. There were antlers everywhere. By the time Sally struggled to her feet
it was too late. The contest was over. Rufus was on stage getting wild applause for his stinkbug outfit. “Well, it looks
like we have a winner,” the D.J. said pointing to Rufus. “So, who are you taking with you to San Diego, Mr. Stinkbug?”
Rufus paused for a moment. “I don’t know. I guess whoever bugs me the most.”
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LESSON TOPIC: Cinematch (Lesson 2)

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use L1 to support L2 (e.g., cognates).
Use pre-taught vocabulary (e.g., word banks) to complete simple sentences.

Listening:

Complete concept-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.

Speaking:

Connect ideas in discourse using transitions (e.g., “but”, “then”).
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).
Explain and compare content-based concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to form complete sentences in English.
CONTENT – Students will be able to build sentences and understand the parts of complete sentences similar to
those in Cinematch.

KEY VOCABULARY
Cinematch vocabulary

MATERIALS
•

A block or ball for passing with students

•

Pictures of many different things, including people, earth, landscapes, dramatic scenes, etc. (pictures that
warrant conversation)

•

Whiteboard or other writing surface clearly visible to students

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord product
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MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Emergent bilinguals need exposure to the sentence structures before working in Cinematch.

Before playing Cinematch today, we are going to play a little game. This game
will help you understand the directions in Cinematch. Can you say Cinematch?
Everyone practices saying Cinematch, following I-do, We-do, You-do format as needed.

This game will help us make sentences in
English. Why should we practice making
sentences?
Why is it important we know the building blocks of sentences?
Give students wait time to respond as needed (10-25 seconds). Give verbal sentence frames as needed.
For example:

We should know how to make sentences because
It’s important we can build sentences in order to
It helps us to

.
.

.

PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Sentences in any language have two things: a subject and a predicate. How many things do
sentences have?
Give students wait time to respond as needed (10-25 seconds).

Let’s practice saying ‘subject.’ Subject. Subject. Let’s practice saying ‘predicate.’ Predicate.
Predicate.
A subject is the focus of the sentence. The predicate is what the subject thinks, does, or is.
Write these on the board.

For example: “I play.” Write “I play” on the board. “I play” is a complete sentence because it
has a subject, ‘I’, and a predicate: ‘play.’
Who is the subject?
Give students wait time to respond as needed (10-25 seconds).

What do I do?
Give students wait time to respond as needed (10-25 seconds).

So, what is the subject?
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Give students wait time to respond as needed (10-25 seconds).

What is the predicate?
Give students wait time to respond as needed (10-25 seconds).

I’m going to say a few more things and you give me a thumbs up (show) or thumbs down
(show). If it is a sentence it gets a thumbs up, if it is not a sentence, it gets a thumbs down.
What do you do for a sentence?
Have students show you thumbs up and thumbs down.
Give students wait time after each sentence and model answering the first few until students catch on.

I play.

He.

You play.

The dog.

We play.

The mom.

I.

The family.

You.

They.

We.

The cat is tired.

Let’s eat.

The dog ran.

Let’s eat pizza.

The girl is running.

You like soccer.

The girl.

He likes movies.

Running.

She likes going to school.

Wish.

He likes playing outside.

Clean.

We.

We wish we had no homework.

Play.

Continue with your own sentences for as long as students take to grasp the general idea. As soon as students have
the general idea, move on to the next portion of the lesson.
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PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Now that we know what sentences need to have, let’s build some sentences. To help us talk,
let’s look at some pictures and build sentences about them.
Whoever has the ball adds to the sentence and we’ll go around and build sentences together.
To play, someone says a word and passes the ball/block. Then the next person says a word to
add to the sentence, then that person passes the block/ball and the next person adds a word
to the sentence. Then we see how many times we can pass the block/ball.
Model starting a sentence about a picture and passing the block/ball around and having each student add on to the
sentence. Model as long as needed for students to catch on (a sentence or two for 2-4 pictures).
When students understand the activity, have them work in pairs to create sentences and write them down to share
with the group.
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Give students the opportunity to say or point to the subject and predicate as appropriate; don’t
shoot for perfect pronunciation of those words, rather use that portion of the lesson as practice saying words in
English. However, it’s not required students practice saying the words at all. The essential learning is that students
get the concept that sentences have two parts. Spend extra time on the thumbs up/thumbs down activity for
choosing if a sentence is complete or not.
One way to support this activity is to write the word or words on the board as you say them. Put punctuation at the
end of complete and incomplete sentences so students must use what they know about complete sentences to
determine if they are correct or not.
Alternatively, explain this concept in students’ native language first if possible. Do the activity in students’ native
language first if possible.
First discuss the picture in students’ native language, then have students participate in building sentences in English.
Go back to the concept of complete sentence and model complete sentences as needed. Spend additional time
modeling the student role of each activity as needed.
Emerging, Developing: Write the sentences on the board as they are completed for each picture. Have students read
the sentence while the teacher points to each word. Have students repeat after the teacher as needed. Occasionally
start sentences with words that require more complex grammatical structures to be correct. Use your judgment
modeling activities—continue on with the next portion as soon as you notice students grasping the concept.
Expanding, Bridging: Have students see if they can come up with more than one sentence for each picture. Start
sentences requiring more complex sentence structures to be grammatically correct. Reiterate that sentences need a
subject and predicate, as needed.
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RE VIE W/ASSE S SME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Have students explain what a subject and predicate are. Allow students to articulate it in their native language or
with verbal sentence frames where appropriate. For assessment through another medium, have students say or
write a complete sentence about the last book they read or fun thing they did.

Now that we can build sentences, it’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today
you will practice Cinematch. Let’s log in and begin working in Cinematch.
Have students work in the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1.

Have students draw pictures for other students to answer questions about.

2.

For added challenge have students form paragraphs about pictures. Each student makes a sentence about the
picture.

3.

Alternatively, say a part of speech as the sentence builds and have students say a word that matches that part
of speech.
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Supplementa l Material : “I t Happened One Night ” story text
C hapter 1
On Saturday, Billy and Rueben had lunch together. They went to their favorite spot. The Fish Shack, for fried fish.
They were discussing their favorite subject – cars. Maria, Billy’s girlfriend, showed up. She walked over and dumped a
giant soda in Billy’s lap.
“Hey, what was that for?” Billy shouted. “That’s for taking my best friend Allison to the movies last night,” Maria
replied. “Uh oh,” Billy thought, “How did she find out?” Billy tried to cover by claiming it wasn’t a date. Maria wasn’t
interested in listening. Rueben didn’t look too pleased either, since Allison was his girlfriend. Finally, Billy cave in
and explained. He and Allison didn’t really go to the movies. They were actually planning surprise birthday party
for Rueben. When Maria and Rueben heard the real story, they both apologized. “Let’s go to the movies tonight,”
suggested Billy. “Cool. Then we’ll go to Moe’s and plan my surprise party together, “added Rueben. Maria joked, “I’ll
buy the soda.”
C hapter 2
Later that day, Billy went home and asked if he could borrow his dad’s car. At first his dad said no since Billy always
returned the car on empty. “But, Dad,” Billy pleaded. Eventually Billy promised to return the car with a full tank. His
dad handed him the keys.
Billy watched TV before heading over to Maria’s house. He was late, and Maria was waiting outside. After passing Wild
Willie’s Toy Store, the car sputtered and rolled to a stop right in front of the Fish Shack. Billy looked at the gas gauge
and he couldn’t believe his eyes. He was out of gas.
Billy wasn’t too happy. And neither was Maria. The evening was starting off on the wrong foot. Billy suggested, “We
can walk to the gas station. It’s only a few blocks away. We can still make it to the movies if we hurry. Or we could
have dinner at the Fish Shack instead.” At first Maria said she didn’t want to walk. Her shoes were uncomfortable,
andher backpack was too heavy. But she realized that walking to the gas station was certainly better than sitting in
the car alone. So off they went.
Just before they reached the gas station, a blue muscle car with jacked-up wheels raced past them. It smashed into a
green convertible and skidded into the front of the gas station. The blue muscle car was pretty banged up. The front
window was shattered, and the doors were jammed shut. The driver crawled through the window and started to run.
Still shaky from the crash, he accidentally ran into Billy and Maria, knocking them both down. When Maria fell, she
dropped her backpack. The driver grabbed it and kept running.
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Supplementa l Material : “I t Happened One Night ” story text
C hapter 3
Just as Billy pulled himself up, the blue muscle car burst into flames. People were running all over the place. Alarms
were going off and the sounds of sirens filled the air. Luckily, Maria wasn’t hurt but she was upset that her backpack
was gone. “That has my life in it. My wallet, my license, my money and my pager!” she cried. Now Billy was really
upset. His knee hurt, his lip was busted and he didn’t know what to do. But he had to get his girlfriend’s backpack
and fast. Just then, Billy’s brother Michael drove up on his motorcycle. “Dude, what happened?” Michael asked Billy.
Billy jumped on the back of the bike. He told Michael that Maria’s backpack had been stolen.
“We have to get it back!” he shouted.
“Did you get a good look at the guy?” Michael asked. Billy remembered that the guy was wearing a red T-shirt and a
blue hat. Michael and Billy were speeding down 7th Street when Billy yelled, “Hey, turn left! Turn left! He’s running
down that alley!” As they turned into the alley, they caught a glimpse of the thief getting into a black sedan. “That’s
him!” cried out Billy. “Follow that black car!” Michael went full throttle on his motorcycle and they roared after the
car.
C hapter 4
The black sedan sped out of the alley, weaving in and out of traffic. But Michael and Billy were right behind it. They
were determined to recover the backpack. Suddenly, the sedan made a quick U-turn into oncoming traffic. It was
heading straight for a bus filled with innocent people. It would take a miracle to avoid disaster. Michael pulled
hard on the brakes. He and Billy covered their eyes. They couldn’t bear to watch. But the bus driver swerved and
somehow missed the black sedan.
The car screeched and fishtailed into a fire hydrant. The hydrant blew and water went everywhere. In the middle
of all the confusion, Billy headed for the black car. He ran through broken glass, puddles of water and frightened
pedestrians. When he got to the car he yanked the door open and grabbed Maria’s backpack. The cops arrived
moments later. They arrested the thief and then came over to make sure Michael and Billy were okay. “Fine, now that I’ve
got my girlfriend’s backpack,” replied Billy. “And if we hurry, I think we can still make it to the late show!”
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Supplementa l Material : “The Tank of Dr. Wong ” story text
C hapter 1
Going to the marine park was Diego’s favorite thing to do since he was little. He had gone to the park often because
his father worked there as a janitor. The summer that Diego turned 16, his father suggested that he apply for a job.
Diego imagined that he would work with the animals. Instead, he was hired to work the cash register in the gift
shop.
On his first day, Diego stopped by the seal tank on his way to the gift shop. The seals were playing a basketball game
with a giant red ball. One of the seals jumped up on a rock and started clapping her flippers. “Thanks for the vote of
confidence,” Diego said. Diego arrived at work 2 minutes late. His boss yelled at him. “You’re late, and it’s only your
first day. This better not happen again.” The shop opened at 8:00. Diego needed to organize all the T-shirts before
the visitors came through. T-shirts sold more than anything else in the gift shop. That night, Diego felt disappointed.
He wasn’t learning anything about marine life. Instead, he saw a lot of walrus key chains and killer whale pens. The
only dolphins he saw were stuffed animals, and although he learned how to make change, it wasn’t much fun. And
His boss was grumpy. His father told him it was better than cleaning, but Diego wasn’t so sure. Diego set two alarm
clocks so he wouldn’t be late again.
C hapter 2
Diego was allowed an hour lunch break. On his 2nd day, he went to sit in the bleachers to eat his sandwich. Maybe
the dolphins would be rehearsing for the afternoon show, and he could get a sneak preview.
Suddenly, Diego heard someone behind him. “Hey.” Diego turned around. He saw a girl who looked like she worked
there. “Are you new?” she asked. “Yeah.” He said. “My name’s Rani.” she said. She sat down to eat beside him. When
they finished eating their sandwiches, she told him that she knew all the secret passages in the marine park. “Do you
want to go see the dolphin training tank?” she asked. “Are you kidding? That’s the reason I got a job here in the first
place,” Diego said.
He followed her up to a door marked “Restricted Access.” The minute they went through the door, they were blasted
with the smell of fish. At the dolphin training tank, it really smelled. They had to be careful not to fall because the
floor was wet and slippery. At the edge of the tank was a big bucket of dead fish.
“Watch this,” said Rani. She threw a fish up in the air, and one of the dolphins jumped up out of the water. It caught
the fish and came down making a giant splash that sloshed all over the floor. Diego picked up a fish and stood at
the edge of the tank. A dolphin put her head over the side. Diego nodded and held the fish out. The dolphin nodded
back. Diego nodded again and threw the fish to the dolphin. “That dolphin is named Frieda,” said Rani. Then, all of a
sudden, they heard a voice ask, “What are you two kids doing?”
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Supplementa l Material : “The Tank of Dr. Wong ” story text
C hapter 3
Dr. Susan Wong was the park’s marine biologist, and she turned out to be cool. When they told her that they were
interested in learning about the ocean, she convinced them to visit the tide pool. It was a strange place full of
animals that looked more like vegetables. Dr. Wong said that barnacles stand on their head and eat with their feet.
The glue that barnacles use to stick to things is as strong as any glue you can buy in a store.
Diego picked up a green starfish and one of its arms fell off. Diego was scared he had hurt it, but Dr. Wong said that
it happened all the time. “Some starfish can grow up to nine or ten arms. Even if a starfish loses an arm, it can grow
the arm back,” said Dr. Wong. Rani picked up a hermit crab. “Don’t move, and the crab will come out of its shell,” said
Dr. Wong. The crab peeked out. Rani could hardly keep still, because the crab tickled as it explored her hand. Diego
spotted a purple sea squirt. When Diego tried to take a closer look, it squirted water in his face.
Suddenly, Diego remembered the time. “Oh no, what time is it?” he asked. Rani looked at her watch and told him
that lunch was almost over. Dr. Wong asked if they wanted to come after work and help her take care of the dolphins.
They both agreed, and Diego ran back to the gift shop. He didn’t want to get fired on his second day for being late
again.
C hapter 4
“How would you like to get in the tank with the dolphins?” asked Dr. Wong. Dr. Wong wanted them to scrub the sides
of the dolphin tank. Diego and Rani put on wet suits. The wet suits were cold and uncomfortable. Diego felt funny
walking around in his and wearing it was like having squishy wet noodles next to his skin.
Diego and Dr. Wong grabbed some brushes and jumped into the tank first. As soon as they were in the water, the
dolphins swam around them making strange noises. “The dolphins like to get comfortable with the people who take
care of them,” said Dr. Wong. “If they like you, they might invite you to swim with them.” Diego touched a passing
dolphin. It was Frieda. Diego thought that Frieda smiled at him but remembered that dolphins always smile. Frieda
swam up beside him. She seemed to nod at him. Carefully, Diego grabbed Frieda’s dorsal fin and held his breath.
Suddenly, he was moving fast through water. Diego remembered to breathe out through his nose. Big air bubbles
trailed out behind him, and his legs flew back. The water became like the wind. Frieda swam along the surface of the
water and blew air out of her blowhole near Diego’s face. For the first time that day, Diego stopped caring about time.
Then suddenly it was over, and Frieda swam back to Dr. Wong.
Diego could see Rani anxiously waiting for her turn by the edge of the tank. Diego got out of the water shaking. Rani
said, “That looked pretty cool.” “Yeah,” said Diego. “That’s definitely the best part of the job.” Diego grabbed a fish
from the bucket and nodded to Frieda. Frieda nodded back, and Diego threw the fish.
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Supplementa l Material : “Something Abou t Sally” story text
C hapter 1
Sally got home from school late on Tuesday. She was having one of those days, you know the kind, when nothing
seems to go right. She got a C on her history paper and a C on a math test. She forgot her lunch on the bus. And to
make matters even worse, today was the day she had to stay late to catch up on schoolwork. Needless to say, Sally
wasn’t in the best of moods.
So, when she got home from school and saw an envelope with her name on it she figured it was probably an
overduelibrary book fine. But when she opened it up a giant blue and gold elephant-shaped card fell out along with
a
bunch of temporary wild animal tattoos. “Wow, this is cool. It’s an invitation to a costume party this Saturday,” Sally
exclaimed. According to the invitation, only those people in costume would be allowed in. And, the theme was Wild
and Exotic Animals. Plus, there was going to be a costume contest, dancing, and music by the spotted Zebrasplaying some very endangered sounds.
Sally was so excited she forgot how bad her day had been. She grabbed the phone from her little brother and
immediately called her three best friends Thea, Rufus and Kris. Luckily, they all had been invited too. Since, the party
was only a few days away, Sally and her friends decided to meet after school the next day to work on their costumes.
C hapter 2
Rufus, Thea, Kris and Sally met at the Aardvark Café right after school. First ,they got some chili cheese fries to
helpthem think. Then they decided to split up: Sally and Thea checked out the secondhand clothing stores,
Rufus scavenged the streets for discarded items and Kris hit the zoo for inspiration.
When they finished they hooked up at Sally’s house to show off their treasures. Kris had collected a bunch of
pamphlets and brochures from the zoo. Rufus had found a stack of old wildlife magazines and a TV antenna.
Sally and Thea came back with vintage clothes, wild hats, feathers and lots of funny looking props. They dumped
everything on the bed and started sorting through it. “Now comes the fun part figuring out what to be,” said Sally. “I
was thinking I might go as a stinkbug,” said Rufus. “You are so weird,” said Kris. Sally said she was considering going
as a zebra. “I will even dye my hair black and white!” she laughed. “Not bad,” commented Rufus. “What about you,
Thea?” he continued. “I can’t decide between a squid and a moose,” Thea said, while modeling antlers made from
coat hangers and scarves. They all looked at Kris. “I think these feathers would make a great quail!” she said.
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Supplementa l Material : “Something Abou t Sally” story text
C hapter 3
On Saturday afternoon everyone met at Sally’s house to put on their costumes. Sally had dyed her hair black and
white so she could look like a zebra. Rufus had used the antenna from the TV to go as a stinkbug. Thea looked pretty
good as a moose and Kris looked funny as a quail. They decided the fastest way to get to the party would be to take
the bus.
When they climbed aboard they were met by lots of really strange looks. It was pretty funny. Luckily, they were only
on the bus for three stops. The party was in the public garden behind Bernie’s Exotic Pet Shop. The dance stage
glowed with strings of lights and the picnic area was bright with tiki torches. The place was packed. Sally had never
seen so many crazy costumes. She saw a guy dressed from head to toe like a leopard and a woman with a snake
wrapped around her waist. There was also a fountain with colorful lights and fish, in one corner of the garden. This
was one of the coolest and strangest parties Sally had ever been to. The music was just starting up as they made
their way through the crowd.
C hapter 4
“It’s time for the Wild and Exotic Costume Contest,” the street-level D.J. announced. “And the lucky winner gets an
all-expense-paid trip for four to a wild animal park in San Diego.” The crowd went nuts. All Sally could think about
was trying to get to the stage before the contest started. As she rushed past a leopard she tripped and flew into the
fountain. Water splashed over the quail who was laughing. The leopard toppled backwards into a herd of moose.
The moose collapsed into a grumbling heap. There were antlers everywhere. By the time Sally struggled to her feet
it was too late. The contest was over. Rufus was on stage getting wild applause for his stinkbug outfit. “Well, it looks
like we have a winner,” the D.J. said pointing to Rufus. “So, who are you taking with you to San Diego, Mr. Stinkbug?”
Rufus paused for a moment. “I don’t know. I guess whoever bugs me the most.”
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LESSON TOPIC: Cinematch (Lesson 3)

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use context clues.
Use pre-taught vocabulary (e.g., word banks) to complete simple sentences.
Follow text read aloud (e.g., tapes, teacher, paired readings).

Writing:

Complete pattern sentences.

Listening:

Complete content-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.
Apply learning strategies to new situations.
Use learning strategies described orally.

Speaking:

Convey content through high frequency words/phrases.
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to use the parts of speech to form stories in English (reading, writing, & speaking).
CONTENT – Students will be able to use what they know about complete sentences in English to understand the
stories in Cinematch.

KEY VOCABULARY
fill-it-in
noun
verb
adjective
adverb
onomatopoeia
prepositional phrase
indirect object
parts of speech
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MATE RIALS
• Pencils for students
• White erasable board, chalkboard, or an overhead projector
• Chalk or dry erase marker
• T-chart of parts of speech
• “Fab Glibs” fill-it-ins
MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Cinematch is an exercise in Elements II that helps us with our reading skills. It helps us
with listening and being able to comprehend basic facts in stories. It also helps us pay
attention to what we hear and read.
In this activity, we’ll use what we know about reading in English to support our work
with writing. In writing, we have something called the parts of speech. The parts of speech
are the things that we use in forming sentences in any language.
The reason we practice activities like this is to help us get familiar with the English language
and thus have success in reading, writing, listening, and speaking—whether we are on the
playground or in the classroom.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
We will review the main parts of speech (noun, pronoun, verb, adjective, adverb) and then
we will do a writing activity to help practice what we know about what makes up sentences.
What are the main parts of speech? What do we already know?
If students are unfamiliar, start with defining the terms above. Provide examples in speaking and write them on the
board or somewhere clearly visible.
List some examples for students to record on their T-charts and then have students add a couple of their own
examples for each.
Then, think aloud completing a fill-It-In below with the parts of speech. Read your story aloud when you finish with
students.
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P R A C TI C E/A P P LI C A TI O N
(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Have students complete the next fill-It-In with you. Have them offer adjectives and nouns, and other parts of speech
that go in the blank lines. Do this once more if students need a bit more practice. Once students are ready, have
them either work in pairs or work individually completing their own fill-It-In.
ELD Different iat i on
Entering, Emerging: Students should have a copy of all the parts of speech, their definitions, and some examples in
writing in front of them. This can be printed before class or written out together as a group during the T-chart portion
of the lesson. Spend some extra time on the t-chart portion having students practice forming sentences with each
part of speech before moving onto fill-It-Ins.
Alternatively, have students compare and contrast the parts of speech in English with that of their native language
and have students come up with examples of each in English and their L1.
Spend the length of one mini-lesson on the t-chart activity and the next couple on the fill-It-Ins. Have students use
their handouts or T-charts as reference as they work. Encourage students to work together on the fill-it-ins if desired.
Rather than have students read and write in English, read the fill-it-In aloud and have students create this as
speaking practice. Write their words on the board or other writing surface and then have them practice reading them.
Developing, Expanding: Once students feel comfortable with the task, have students come up with their own fill-ItIn. First do the activity as a class, then have them work in pairs, then individually. If possible and appropriate, have
students create a fill-It-In in their native language before doing one in English.

REVIEW/ASSESSMENT
(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Have students read their work aloud to enjoy the fill-It-In and encourage students to continue getting creative with
their use of the parts of speech in writing. Then have students log on and begin working on the Cinematch exercise.

Now it’s time to practice in Fast ForWord. Today you will practice Cinematch. Let’s
log in and begin working on Cinematch.
Have students work on the Fast ForWord exercise until their time is up.

EX T EN S I O N
1. Initiate a contest to find the funniest story. The story must make sense and follow the parts of speech rules.
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Supplementa l Material : T-char t for part s o f speech

Noun

Adjective

Verb

Pronoun
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Supplementa l Material : T-char t for part s o f speech

Fab Glibs
WORD EXERCISE #1

When the moon is

and the sky is
ADJECTIVE

you can see all the

in the galaxy.

ADJECTIVE

NOUN

It’s not easy to see everything, but if you

, you can
VERB

make out

with its
NOUN

rings and
ADJECTIVE

. Astrophysicists work hard to
NOUN

all
VERB

the

that there are in outer space, but there is still a lot
NOUN

we don’t know. For example, where are

from? What do
NOUN

they

? Why do they
VERB

?
VERB

Maybe you’ll be able to

all the
VERB

in
VERB

our galaxy one day. Until then, happy

!
NOUN
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Fab Glibs
WORD EXERCISE #2

They say never give a

to a
NOUN

.
NOUN

. Then you’ll

Once you do that, it will want a
NOUN

. And when you do that, you’ll

have to
VERB

. It’ll get all

have to

and want a

VERB

ADJECTIVE

. If you do that, it will
ADJECTIVE

NOUN

use what you have to make a
VERB

. This will all
VERB

VERB

so fast, and you’ll have to

to get it out the door!
VERB
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Fab Glibs
WORD EXERCISE #3

.

There once was a

who was more afraid of
NOUN

others than they were of him. He wanted to hide from
NOUN

and

by himself, but the other
VERB

PLURAL NOU N

didn’t

. They

him to get out

VERB

VERB

and

others. He hated seeing

!

VERB

PLURAL NOU N

They were always so

! Once, when he was
ADJECTIVE

all alone, he saw a
VERB

ADJECTIVE

creeping into the room. He
NOUN

VERB

away! He couldn’t imagine

and
EXCLAMATION

VERB

getting so

to a

! One day

ADJECTIVE

NOUN

decided to stand up to the other
PLURAL NOUN

PLURAL NO UN

He thought and thought, and finally, he

a solution.
VERB

He would

the

! He worked day

VERB

PLURAL NOU N

and night to make it happen. Finally, the evening came when his plan would
come to fruition.

all the

in the

EXCLAMATION

neighborhood couldn’t

PLURAL NOU N

what they saw! The timid
VERB

had overcome his fears and
NOUN

the
VERB

.
PLURAL NOU N
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Fab Glibs
WORD EXERCISE #4

My favorite time of day is when I
VERB

the

to school. I can
NOUN

VERB

through the
ADJECTIVE

as the world seems
NOUN

to slide right under me. I

to the
ADVERB

VERB

of

nearby. It helps me clear my

NOUN

PLURAL NOUN

before the day

. Sometimes I like to

ADJECTIVE

VERB

instead of
VERB

ADVERB

.
VERB

That can be more fun. The best part is when I

under
VERB

and
NOUN

. It
ADJECTIVE

makes it

PLURAL NOU N

to go
ADJECTIVE

.
ADJECTIVE

I like how I get to school, but my parents hate it!
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Fab Glibs
WORD EXERCISE #5

What’s your favorite holiday? Mine is my birthday. Why, you ask?
Because I get to

!
ADVERB

VERB

Last year my best friend

got me a
PROPER NOUN

ADJECTIVE

! We

until we

NOUN

VERB

ADVERB

! It was cool because it
VERB

VERB

and

, and it was
VERB

and
ADJECTIVE

. One of my friends from school,
ADJECTIVE

PROPER NOU N

to come over, so we all

until it is time to go.
VERB

Our Parents don’t seem to mind because we are
ADVECTIVE

and

. The other best part about birthdays is the
NOUN

. It’s my favorite part because I can
ADJECTIVE

NOUN

and
VERB

!
VERB

What about you?
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Fab Glibs
WORD EXERCISE #6

When I wake up on the weekend, the first thing I do
is

. Then I like to
VERB

NOUN

my
VERB

to
NOUN

PROPER NOU N

. We usually

and

NOUN

VERB

with our friends. If the weather is

,

VERB

ADJECTIVE

we will

with
VERB

VERB

and
PLURAL NOUN

.
ADJECTIVE

If we are

NOUN

sometimes our parents will let us
ADJECTIVE

with

and

VERB

NOUN

VERB

. Only if we’re lucky, though. One
PLURAL NOU N

weekend, my friends and I were

when we saw
ADJECTIVE

a

and followed it into the
NOUN

NOUN

. We lost it soon after that, but not before we found a
ADJECTIVE

. We
ADJECTIVE

NOUN

until
VERB

the sun set and had to go home. It was one of my favorite weekends ever.
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Fab Glibs
WORD EXERCISE #7

Aliens like to

. I know
VERB

PLURAL NOU N

because my dad is a

. He works with aliens every
NOUN

. He says they like to

and

NOUN

VERB

. He says they also like to
ADVERB

VERB

. I’ve never seen one up

with
VERB

PLURAL NOU N

close, but they’re on TV all the time. I have a hard time
VERB

what they

. They
VERB

VERB

and

when they talk and it sounds
VERB

.
ADJECTIVE

Sometimes, when the

is
NOUN

I like to

ADJECTIVE

about if
VERB

were
PLURAL NOU N

and
ADJECTIVE

. If
ADJECTIVE

I were an alien I would

NOUN

and
VERB

VERB

. What would you do if you were an alien?
PLURAL NOU N
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Fab Glibs
WORD EXERCISE #8

Snow is my favorite. It is

,
ADJECTIVE

and fun to

,
ADJECTIVE

. I love to

snowmen

VERB

VERB

and

igloos, and make the
VERB

ADJECTIVE

. When I get cold I

to the

NOUN

VERB

house and

a nice hot cup of
VERB

ADJECTIVE

. Then I get to

with my

NOUN

VERB

watch

about

NOUN

,

PLURAL NOU

and

ADJECTIVE

!

NOUN

ADJECTIVE

the snow fall
NOUN

outside makes me think of

.
VERB

One thing I’ll do is

NOUN

a

and put a bunch

VERB

of

NOUN

on it to make it
PLURAL NOUN

whole

. It warms the
ADJECTIVE

where we live! My brother
NOUN

PROPER NOUN

hates it when that happens but I

doing it! My dog
VERB

likes to watch and then
PROPER NOUN

with me!
VERB

However, the best part of snow is always the same: no school!
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Fab Glibs
WORD EXERCISE #9

It was a dark and stormy night, when
PROPER NOU N

was all alone in

and
NOUN

the

VERB

. The rain hit the
NOUN

NOUN

and

the

ADJECTIVE

.

VERB

NOUN

Tonight was the night that

was going to exact her
PROPER
NOUN

revenge on none other than

, the

PROPER NOUN

villain!

ADJECTIVE

had

everyone when he

PROPER NOUN

VERB

the

and

VERB
NOU

. He didn’t like

N

to
VERB

VER
B

NOU

N

and wanted to make sure
ADJECTIVE

NOUN

to do? It’s not

everyone knew how he felt. What was
PROPER NOU N

being the
ADJECTIVE

.
ADJECTIVE

NOUN

Not even for the strongest girl in the
did

! Even though she
NOUN

the evil
VERB

all

NOUN

. She liked to

with

ADJECTIVE

VERB

and
ADJECTIVE

last year, she wasn’t

with friends. Perhaps
NOUN
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this would be the last time she needed to fight. Perhaps this would be the
she needed to get back to being
VERB

ADJECTIVE

.
NOUN
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LESSON TOPIC: Cinematch (Lesson 4)

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Answer questions about explicit information in texts.
Find details that support main ideas.

Listening:

Complete content-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.

Speaking:

Answer simple content-based questions.
Discuss stories, issues, and concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Emerging, Developing, Expanding

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to identify key sentences in a piece of writing using question words in English.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use sentences to comprehend the stories in Cinematch.

NOTE: This lesson will last more than one session.
KEY VOCABULARY
It Happened One
Night

heading over

alley

discussing
showed up
dumped
lap

sputtered
start off on the wrong foot
instead
muscle car

glimpse
full throttle
determined
recover

claiming

jacked up

u-turn

pleased
planning
apologized
borrow
handing me

skidded
burst
sirens
upset

screeched
fishtailed
pedestrians
yanked
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Tank of Dr. Wong
marine
stopped by
on the way
vote of confidence

sloshed
barnacles
sea squirt
scrub

grumpy

dorsal fin
surface

allowed
secret passages
blasted

blowhole
anxious

Something About Sally
moods
overdue
temporary
endangered
scavenged
discarded
inspiration
hooked up
vintage

props
stinkbug
quail
tiki torches
all expense paid trip
go nuts
toppled
heap

MATE RIALS
•

Printout of the story below clearly visible for all students, or copies for each student with highlighters or pencils
for underlining/highlighting

•

Flash cards with the question words written on one side:

Who?
What?
When?
Where?
Why?
How?
•

Whiteboard or other writing surface clearly visible

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord product
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MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Emergent bilinguals need exposure to literal comprehension activities about stories before interacting with them in
Cinematch.

Cinematch will help us do many things. Cinematch teaches listening and reading skills
we need to be good readers. Why do you think it’s important to be good readers?
Give students wait time to respond (10-25 seconds).

Before playing Cinematch today, we are going to play a little game. This game
will help you understand the exercise.
Lay out all the flash cards for students to see. Read them aloud.

After we read today we will practice answering these questions. But first, let’s read.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Place the cards face down in a pile on a table in front of you. Read the first story aloud for students slowly. Then,
read the story again with students, pausing to explain key vocabulary and give examples.
After reading together, model what students will do: pull out a card and ask a question about the story to a neighbor
using that question word. The student on the receiving end of the question must find the sentence in the story that
answers that question (or simply answer the question if the question requires thinking beyond the text).
Examples of questions (Story 1 Chapter 1):

Who is having lunch together?
What is their favorite subject?
When were they having lunch?
Where were they when Maria walked in and found them?
Why did Maria pour a soda in Billy’s lap?
How did Billy get Maria and Rueben to stop being mad?
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PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Practice/Application, Feedback)
We’re going to work through the chapters of each story as we take turns asking and
answering questions. This will help us learn to ask ourselves questions as we read to
make sure we understand what we are reading.
Have students take turns drawing cards, creating questions, and picking a student to answer. For students who need
help, probe the student to think about what he or she heard in the paragraph and point to a sentence that would
help answer the question. After two or three rounds of questions for the first story or first chapter, move on to the
second story or chapter.
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Have students answer questions about one chapter at a time. Provide sentence frames for
students to build on if they are still emerging in speaking in English. Examples below:

What did

?

Who did

?

When did

?

What does

?

What is

?

Where is
Name

?
.

What happened before
What happened after

?
?

Why did the main character

?

How did the main character

?

How did he/she feel when

?

What did the author mean by

?

What did the character learn about
What would you do if

?
?

What did you learn about

?

What are the reasons why

?
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Another way to support emergent bilinguals is to conduct the first part of the lesson in students’ native language and
then move to English after students fully understand the task. Alternatively, check for understanding often as you
work if native language support is not available and explicitly model and think aloud the student role several times
before having students do it with you. Support students practicing with the teacher until they are comfortable to
participate without teacher support. Depending on how much support students need, the lesson might last across
two to three days. That is normal and appropriate for entering and beginning English speakers.
When students finish with the activity, have students talk about alternate endings for each of the stories. Write
students’ ideas on the board or some other easily visible surfaces. Have students write a couple of sentences
summarizing their endings and draw a picture to support the ending they came up with. Students can brainstorm
alternate endings together as a group or in pairs or individually. Sentence writing can be done as a group, in pairs, or
individually.
Developing, Expanding: Start with the sentence frames above as needed and gradually remove them as students
show proficiency in correctly phrasing their own questions about the stories.
Have students write out their alternate endings in English. Before writing, give students time to talk about their
ideas in a whole group discussion or in Think-Pair-Share format. Alternatively, students may first write their alternate
ending in their native language and then in English if students are writing in both languages.
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Now that we can notice important details about stories, it’s time to practice these
skills on Fast ForWord. Today you will practice Cinematch. Let’s log in and begin
working in Cinematch.
Have students work on the exercise until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1.

Have students write out their questions and answers to the questions in their native language and then English
or just in English.

2.

Have students read a paragraph from a different text without teacher support and play the game with one
another without teacher support.

3.

Add the above question stems to the deck.

4.

Have students translate the story into their native language in speaking or writing.
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Supplementa l Material : "I t Happened One Night " story text (with vocabulary highlighted)
C hapter 1
On Saturday, Billy and Rueben had lunch together. They went to their favorite spot. The Fish Shack, for fried fish.
They were discussing their favorite subject – cars. Maria, Billy’s girlfriend, showed up. She walked over and dumped
a giant soda in Billy’s lap.
“Hey, what was that for?” Billy shouted.
“That’s for taking my best friend Allison to the movies last night,” Maria replied.
“Uh oh,” Billy thought, “How did she find out?” Billy tried to cover by claiming it wasn’t a date. Maria wasn’t
interested in listening. Rueben didn’t look too pleased either, since Allison was his girlfriend. Finally, Billy cave in and
explained. He and Allison didn’t really go to the movies. They were actually planning a surprise birthday party for
Rueben. When Maria and Rueben heard the real story, they both apologized.
“Let’s go to the movies tonight,” suggested Billy.
“Cool. Then we’ll go to Moe’s and plan my surprise party together, “added Rueben.
Maria joked, “I’ll buy the soda.”
C hapter 2
Later that day, Billy went home and asked if he could borrow his dad’s car. At first his dad said no since Billy always
returned the car on empty. “But, Dad,” Billy pleaded. Eventually Billy promised to return the car with a full tank. His
dad handed him the keys.
Billy watched TV before heading over to Maria’s house. He was late, and Maria was waiting outside. After passing
Wild Willie’s Toy Store, the car sputtered and rolled to a stop right in front of the Fish Shack. Billy looked at the gas
gauge and he couldn’t believe his eyes. He was out of gas.
Billy wasn’t too happy. And neither was Maria. The evening was starting off on the wrong foot. Billy suggested, “We
can walk to the gas station. It’s only a few blocks away. We can still make it to the movies if we hurry. Or we could
have dinner at the Fish Shack instead.” At first Maria said she didn’t want to walk. Her shoes were uncomfortable and
her backpack was too heavy. But she realized that walking to the gas station was certainly better than sitting in the
car alone. So off they went.
Just before they reached the gas station, a blue muscle car with jacked-up wheels raced past them. It smashed into
a green convertible and skidded into the front of the gas station. The blue muscle car was pretty banged up. The
front window was shattered and the doors were jammed shut. The driver crawled through the window and started
to run. Still shaky from the crash, he accidentally ran into Billy and Maria, knocking them both down. When Maria fell,
she dropped her backpack. The driver grabbed it and kept running.
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Supplementa l Material : "I t Happened One Night " story text (with vocabulary highlighted)
C hapter 3
Just as Billy pulled himself up, the blue muscle car burst into flames. People were running all over the place. Alarms
were going off and the sounds of sirens filled the air. Luckily, Maria wasn’t hurt but she was upset that her backpack
was gone. “That has my life in it. My wallet, my license, my money and my pager!” she cried. Now Billy was really
upset. His knee hurt, his lip was busted and he didn’t know what to do. But he had to get his girlfriend’s backpack
and fast. Just then, Billy’s brother Michael drove up on his motorcycle.
“Dude, what happened?” Michael asked Billy. Billy jumped on the back of the bike. He told Michael that Maria’s
backpack had been stolen. “We have to get it back!” he shouted.
“Did you get a good look at the guy?” Michael asked. Billy remembered that the guy was wearing a red T-shirt and a
blue hat. Michael and Billy were speeding down 7th Street when Billy yelled, “Hey, turn left! Turn left! He’s running
down that alley!” As they turned into the alley, they caught a glimpse of the thief getting into a black sedan. “That’s
him!” cried out Billy. “Follow that black car!” Michael went full throttle on his motorcycle, and they roared after the
car.
C hapter 4
The black sedan sped out of the alley, weaving in and out of traffic. But Michael and Billy were right behind it. They
were determined to recover the backpack. Suddenly, the sedan made a quick U-turn into oncoming traffic. It
was heading straight for a bus filled with innocent people. It would take a miracle to avoid disaster. Michael pulled
hard on the brakes. He and Billy covered their eyes. They couldn’t bear to watch. But the bus driver swerved and
somehow missed the black sedan.
The car screeched and fishtailed into a fire hydrant. The hydrant blew and water went everywhere. In the middle
of all the confusion, Billy headed for the black car. He ran through broken glass, puddles of water and frightened
pedestrians. When he got to the car, he yanked the door open and grabbed Maria’s backpack. The cops arrived
moments later. They arrested the thief and then came over to make sure Michael and Billy were okay. “Fine, now that
I’ve got my girlfriend’s backpack,” replied Billy. “And if we hurry, I think we can still make it to the late show!”
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Supplementa l Material : "Th e Tank of Dr. Wong " story text (with vocabulary highlighted)
C hapter 1
Going to the marine park was Diego’s favorite thing to do since he was little. He had gone to the park often because
his father worked there as a janitor. The summer that Diego turned 16, his father suggested that he apply for a job.
Diego imagined that he would work with the animals. Instead he was hired to work the cash register in the gift shop.
On his first day, Diego stopped by the seal tank on his way to the gift shop. The seals were playing a basketball
game with a giant red ball. One of the seals jumped up on a rock and started clapping her flippers. “Thanks for
the vote of confidence,” Diego said. Diego arrived at work 2 minutes late. His boss yelled at him. “You’re late, and
it’s only your first day. This better not happen again.” The shop opened at 8:00. Diego needed to organize all the
T-shirts before the visitors came through. T-shirts sold more than anything else in the gift shop. That night, Diego felt
disappointed. He wasn’t learning anything about marine life. Instead, he saw a lot of walrus key chains and killer
whale pens. The only dolphins he saw were stuffed animals, and although he learned how to make change, it wasn’t
much fun. And His boss was grumpy. His father told him it was better than cleaning, but Diego wasn’t so sure. Diego
set two alarm clocks so he wouldn’t be late again.
C hapter 2
Diego was allowed an hour lunch break. On his 2nd day, he went to sit in the bleachers to eat his sandwich. Maybe
the dolphins would be rehearsing for the afternoon show, and he could get a sneak preview.
Suddenly, Diego heard someone behind him. “Hey.” Diego turned around. He saw a girl who looked like she worked
there. “Are you new?” she asked. “Yeah.” He said. “My name’s Rani.” She said. She sat down to eat beside him. When
they finished eating their sandwiches, she told him that she knew all the secret passages in the marine park. “Do
you want to go see the dolphin training tank?” she asked. “Are you kidding? That’s the reason I got a job here in the
first place,” Diego said.
He followed her up to a door marked “Restricted Access.” The minute they went through the door, they were blasted
with the smell of fish. At the dolphin training tank, it really smelled. They had to be careful not to fall because the
floor was wet and slippery. At the edge of the tank was a big bucket of dead fish.
“Watch this,” said Rani. She threw a fish up in the air, and one of the dolphins jumped up out of the water. It caught
the fish and came down making a giant splash that sloshed all over the floor. Diego picked up a fish and stood at
the edge of the tank. A dolphin put her head over the side. Diego nodded and held the fish out. The dolphin nodded
back. Diego nodded again and threw the fish to the dolphin. “That dolphin is named Frieda,” said Rani. Then, all of a
sudden, they heard a voice ask, “What are you two kids doing?”
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Supplementa l Material : "Th e Tank of Dr. Wong " story text (with vocabulary highlighted)
C hapter 3
Dr. Susan Wong was the park’s marine biologist, and she turned out to be cool. When they told her that they were
interested in learning about the ocean, she convinced them to visit the tide pool. It was a strange place full of
animals that looked more like vegetables. Dr. Wong said that barnacles stand on their head and eat with their feet.
The glue that barnacles use to stick to things is as strong as any glue you can buy in a store.
Diego picked up a green starfish and one of its arms fell off. Diego was scared he had hurt it, but Dr. Wong said that
it happened all the time. “Some starfish can grow up to nine or ten arms. Even if a starfish loses an arm, it can grow
the arm back,” said Dr. Wong. Rani picked up a hermit crab. “Don’t move, and the crab will come out of its shell,” said
Dr. Wong. The crab peeked out. Rani could hardly keep still, because the crab tickled as it explored her hand. Diego
spotted a purple sea squirt. When Diego tried to take a closer look, it squirted water in his face.
Suddenly, Diego remembered the time. “Oh no, what time is it?” he asked. Rani looked at her watch and told him
that lunch was almost over. Dr. Wong asked if they wanted to come after work and help her take care of the dolphins.
They both agreed, and Diego ran back to the gift shop. He didn’t want to get fired on his second day for being late
again.
C hapter 4
“How would you like to get in the tank with the dolphins?” asked Dr. Wong. Dr. Wong wanted them to scrub the sides
of the dolphin tank. Diego and Rani put on wet suits. The wet suits were cold and uncomfortable. Diego felt funny
walking around in his and wearing it was like having squishy wet noodles next to his skin.
Diego and Dr. Wong grabbed some brushes and jumped into the tank first. As soon as they were in the water, the
dolphins swam around them making strange noises.
“The dolphins like to get comfortable with the people who take care of them,” said Dr. Wong. “If they like you, they
might invite you to swim with them.” Diego touched a passing dolphin. It was Frieda. Diego thought that Frieda
smiled at him but remembered that dolphins always smile. Frieda swam up beside him. She seemed to nod at
him. Carefully, Diego grabbed Frieda’s dorsal fin and held his breath. Suddenly, he was moving fast through water.
Diego remembered to breathe out through his nose. Big air bubbles trailed out behind him, and his legs flew back.
The water became like the wind. Frieda swam along the surface of the water and blew air out of her blowhole near
Diego’s face. For the first time that day, Diego stopped caring about time. Then suddenly it was over, and Frieda
swam back to Dr. Wong.
Diego could see Rani anxiously waiting for her turn by the edge of the tank. Diego got out of the water shaking. Rani
said, “That looked pretty cool.” “Yeah,” said Diego. “That’s definitely the best part of the job.” Diego grabbed a fish
from the bucket and nodded to Frieda. Frieda nodded back, and Diego threw the fish.
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Lesson Topic: Cinematch (Lesson 4)

Supplementa l Material : "Something Abou t S ally" story text (with vocabulary highlighted)
C hapter 1
Sally got home from school late on Tuesday. She was having one of those days, you know the kind, when nothing
seems to go right. She got a C- on her history paper and a C on a math test. She forgot her lunch on the bus. And to
make matters even worse, today was the day she had to stay late to catch up on schoolwork. Needless to say, Sally
wasn’t in the best of moods.
So when she got home from school and saw an envelope with her name on it she figured it was probably an
overdue library book fine. But when she opened it up a giant blue and gold elephant-shaped card fell out along with
a bunch of temporary wild animal tattoos. “Wow, this is cool. It’s an invitation to a costume party this Saturday,”
Sally exclaimed. According to the invitation, only those people in costume would be allowed in. And the theme was
Wild and Exotic Animals. Plus there was going to be a costume contest, dancing, and music by the spotted Zebrasplaying some very endangered sounds.
Sally was so excited she forgot how bad her day had been. She grabbed the phone from her little brother and
immediately called her three best friends Thea, Rufus and Kris. Luckily, they all had been invited too. Since, the party
was only a few days away, Sally and her friends decided to meet after school the next day to work on their costumes.
C hapter 2
Rufus, Thea, Kris and Sally met at the Aardvark Café right after school. First, they got some chili cheese fries to
helpthem think. Then they decided to split up: Sally and Thea checked out the secondhand clothing stores,
Rufus scavenged the streets for discarded items and Kris hit the zoo for inspiration.
When they finished they hooked up at Sally’s house to show off their treasures. Kris had collected a bunch of
pamphlets and brochures from the zoo. Rufus had found a stack of old wildlife magazines and a TV antenna. Sally
and Thea came back with vintage clothes, wild hats, feathers and lots of funny looking props.
They dumped everything on the bed and started sorting through it. “Now comes the fun part figuring out what to
be,” said Sally. “I was thinking I might go as a stinkbug,” said Rufus. “You are so weird,” said Kris. Sally said she was
considering going as a zebra. “I will even dye my hair black and white!” she laughed. “Not bad,” commented Rufus.
“What about you, Thea?” he continued. “I can’t decide between a squid and a moose,” Thea said, while modeling
antlers made from coat hangers and scarves. They all looked at Kris. “I think these feathers would make a great
quail!” she said.
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Supplementa l Material : "Something Abou t S ally" story text (with vocabulary highlighted)
C hapter 3
On Saturday afternoon everyone met at Sally’s house to put on their costumes. Sally had dyed her hair black and
white so she could look like a zebra. Rufus had used the antenna from the TV to go as a stinkbug. Thea looked pretty
good as a moose and Kris looked funny as a quail. They decided the fastest way to get to the party would be to take
the bus.
When they climbed aboard, they were met by lots of really strange looks. It was pretty funny. Luckily, they were only
on the bus for three stops. The party was in the public garden behind Bernie’s Exotic Pet Shop. The dance stage
glowed with strings of lights and the picnic area was bright with tiki torches. The place was packed. Sally had never
seen so many crazy costumes. She saw a guy dressed from head to toe like a leopard and a woman with a snake
wrapped around her waist. There was also a fountain with colorful lights and fish, in one corner of the garden. This
was one of the coolest and strangest parties Sally had ever been to. The music was just starting up as they made
their way through the crowd.
C hapter 4
“It’s time for the Wild and Exotic Costume Contest,” the street-level D.J. announced. “And the lucky winner gets an
all-expense-paid trip for four to a wild animal park in San Diego.” The crowd went nuts. All Sally could think about
was trying to get to the stage before the contest started. As she rushed past a leopard she tripped and flew into the
fountain. Water splashed over the quail who was laughing. The leopard toppled backwards into a herd of moose.
The moose collapsed into a grumbling heap. There were antlers everywhere. By the time Sally struggled to her feet
it was too late. The contest was over. Rufus was on stage getting wild applause for his stinkbug outfit. “Well, it looks
like we have a winner,” the D.J. said pointing to Rufus. “So, who are you taking with you to San Diego, Mr. Stinkbug?”
Rufus paused for a moment. “I don’t know. I guess whoever bugs me the most.”
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LESSON TOPIC: Illuminat or

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use L1 to support L2 (e.g., cognates).

Writing:

Draw content-related pictures.
Fill in graphic organizers, charts, and tables.
Author multiple forms of writing (e.g., expository, narrative, persuasive) from models.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral commands/instructions.
Classify/sort content-related visuals per oral descriptions.
Use learning strategies described orally.

Speaking:

Connect ideas in discourse using transitions (e.g., “but”, “then”).
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).
Explain and compare content-based concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Emerging, Developing, Expanding

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to use comic strips to demonstrate understanding of new words in English.
CONTENT – Using the comic strip form students will be able to tell a short story using the vocabulary.

KEY VOCABULARY
Illuminator vocabulary list

MATERIALS
•

Printed words for students taken from word list

•

Various examples of comic strips, both actual and blank templates

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord product
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MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
This activity will help students use the Illuminator vocabulary words in the correct context by creating short stories in
the form of comic strips.

Good readers build their understanding of new words, so today we will build our
understanding of new words in English through comic strips. Who knows what a comic
strip is?
Give students time to talk about comic strips. Show examples if appropriate.

Why is it important that we build our understanding of new words? What does knowing
how to say and spell and use new words help us do?
Have students Think-Pair-Share their responses.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Start the lesson by sharing with the group of students various examples of comic strips/books from your library.
Read through a few strips with the students to make sure that everyone understands typical comic book reading
conventions concerning layout and order (right to left, top to bottom).

Today you’re going to make your own comic strips, but before you do, let’s practice
writing stories using the words we have. It’s important to keep in mind all the things we
know about good writing, including character traits, setting, and storyline. We’ll start
with story writing in pairs.
Pair students off for writing partners.

Using the first word list, use as many words as you can from the list in a story no longer
than 7 sentences. Use all you know about good writing to come up with an interesting
story. It can be either fiction or nonfiction.
Give students roughly 10-15 minutes to write their stories.
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PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Now that you have your stories written and your writing brain is limbered up and
ready to go, I’m going to pass around some blank comic strips. On these, you have a
couple of options.
You can a) pare down your story and put it into the comic strip, b) add on to your story
by writing the comic strip and continue with the same writing, or c) write something
different using the skills you practiced writing your first story. With any of these choices,
though, you must use words from the second word list on your handout in front of you.
Before we get started, what are some key differences between comic strips and stories?
What are some challenges cartoonists have working with comic strips?
Give students Think-Pair-Share time to respond to the guiding question above.

Now that we know what our challenges are, let’s get working.
Give students the option of working in pairs or individually on the comic strip where appropriate.
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Emerging: Present the lesson and activity in students’ native language to start where possible. Alternatively,
introduce and model the activity with high frequency words in English before moving onto the word list to get
students comfortable with story writing and comic strips.
It’s normal for the lesson to run across 2 to 3 mini-lessons. Don’t worry too much about grammar and spelling for the
stories; another lesson can use those stories as the jumping off point for editing and proofreading writing. Using a
Venn Diagram or other graphic organizer to compare prose with comics is a good support for students still working
with producing English consistently in speaking and writing.
If appropriate, have students translate the words from the word list into their native language first and write a story
in students’ native language first, then in English.
Developing, Expanding: Have students work in pairs for more scaffolding for language support or individually for
more of a challenge. Have students read one another’s work and help correct spelling and grammar in the comic
strips or stories if there is time. Encourage students to create another comic strip for more words from the second
word list and then moving onto the third, etc.
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RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Collect students’ work and have them log in and begin working on Illuminator.

It’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today you will practice Illuminator.
Let’s log in and begin working in Illuminator.
Have students work in the Fast ForWord exercise until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1.

Have the students make complex stories by joining word lists and making 6 panel comics.

2.

Have students create their own word list for their favorite subject and pass it to a partner. The partner then
creates a comic using as many of those words as possible while still having the comic strip make sense.

3.

For students who struggle to get engaged, provide a prize for the most vocabulary words used either in
students’ stories or comic strips. Tally only the words that make sense in the story/comic.
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Supplementa l Material : Word list
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Supplementa l Material : Word list
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Supplementa l Material : Word list

Math Vocabulary: Geometer Terms and Tools
acute angle
angle
center
circle
clock
closed figure
compass
cone
crescent
cube cylinder
diameter
hexagon
horizontal
intersect
line
measuring tape
obtuse angle
parallel
parallelogram
pentagon

perimeter
perpendicular
plane
prism
protractor
radius
rectangle
rhombus
right
right angle
round
ruler
scale
segment
sphere
square
triangle
vertex
vertical
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Supplementa l Material : Comic strip template
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Supplementa l Material : Comic strip template
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Supplementa l Material : Comic strip template
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LESSON TOPIC: Mission C ontrol

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Listening:

Complete content-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.
Apply learning strategies to new situations.
Follow multi-step oral directions.

Speaking:

Communicate in social situations.
Repeat words, short phrases, memorized chunks.
Describe pictures, events, objects, or people using phrases or short sentences.
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to listen to, comprehend, and say basic directions with common prepositions in
English using vocabulary words and flash cards.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use what they know about following directions to succeed in the Mission Control
exercise within Fast ForWord Elements II.

KEY VOCABULARY
on
between
beside
away from
touch
big
little
(and any additional key words from commands chosen at teacher’s discretion)
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Lesson Topic: Mission Control

MATE RIALS
•

Everyday objects like books to represent little and big squares and balls to represent little and big circles. If you
have no objects, you can use paper cutouts, attached, or cut out circles and squares in 2 sizes—little and big—on
paper and color them blue, green, red, yellow, and leave some white

•

Flash cards with the key vocabulary written or those words written on the board in large print

•

Mission Control directional prompts

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord product

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Today, we will learn how to use words in English to describe where things are. This will
help you with an activity in Fast ForWord. In school, we have to move things around all
the time, like books and chairs. We use words to help us know where to put things.
Today we will practice moving around using English words to help us know what to do.
Why do you think it’s important to know how to hear and say different things for moving
things around? Why should we be able to understand when we need to do something?
Give students wait time to respond (10-25 seconds).
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Right now, let’s practice moving around. When we move, we will use words in English to
help us explain what we are doing. Before we get started, let’s review some key words. As
we read these words, think about what you know about the word. Maybe you have heard
it before. Think about what the word means.
Go through the list of words either on the board or the flash cards saying each word once alone, saying it with
students, and then having students say the word, in I-do, We-do, You-do format. Model this behavior as needed until
students grasp the idea for the remainder of the vocabulary words.

Now that we know what these words sound like, let’s listen carefully to the following
directions. Student 1, please stand up.
Student stands (if student doesn’t stand, model by calling your own name and standing up). You may use “good job”
or “great work” or some other response after students complete each direction correctly.

Student 2, move to the front of the room.
Again, if Student 2 doesn’t understand, model the behavior.
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Student 3, stand BESIDE Student 2.
Show flash card that reads “beside”. Have everyone practice saying “beside” by repeating after the teacher. Stand
beside Student 2 to model for Student 3. Place the “beside” flash card on the board.

Student 4, stand BETWEEN Student 2 and Student 3.
Show flash card that says “between.” Place the “between” flash card on the board next to “beside.” Have students
practice saying “between.” Model here as well. Continue modeling each behavior as needed.

Student 5, TOUCH this desk.
Show the flash card for “touch.” Have everyone practice saying “touch.”
Repeat this for “away from,” “on,” “big,” “little,” and the other key words on the board/flash cards
(“Student X, touch the BIG book”).
Once you have gone through all the flash cards once (or words on the board once), set them on the blackboard or
somewhere visible to have students refer to them throughout the lesson. Repeat these words with new commands
or using different students until your students understand the words and directions.
Have some fun with this activity and allow students to give directions if they so choose. Then have students say
them to a partner. The partner follows the directions and after a few turns, students switch roles so both get an
opportunity to say directions.
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Now that you have had some practice with some new words, we will practice them with
some objects we use every day. This is like the activity you will do on Fast ForWord.
Just like with one another, we will practice moving objects using directions. I’ll start and
then we’ll do it together.
‘Touch the big red circle.’
Model touching the big red circle.
Have students repeat the direction after you, saying it and doing the action. Feel free to model again as needed and
give verbal praise or some other reward as appropriate as students complete the actions correctly.

Ok great, let’s try another one.
‘Touch the big blue square.’
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Now have students repeat the direction and complete the action with you saying the prompt only.

‘Touch the little white
circle.’ ‘Touch the little
red square.’
‘Move the big blue circle away from the big green square.’
Continue with your own commands until students feel comfortable saying it and complete the action.
If students feel comfortable and there is time, have them give basic directions to a partner just as you did here.
Remind students to check the words on the board to know what words to use in their directions. They may also use
the additional commands.
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Alongside explicit modeling, give students think time to process each command before acting
out, which can range from a few seconds to about 30 seconds. If students do not act or speak by then, rephrase the
command using different words, define the key word with examples, or model or point to the action as you say the
command.
Developing, Expanding: Encourage students to get creative with their commands and prepositions. Add to the
list of key words by adding them to the list on the board or written on an index card to add to the flash card deck
as students work. Words to add: “except for,” “along with,” “instead of,” “before,” “after,” “cover,” “in addition to,”
“through,” “in place of,” and so on.
For even more of a challenge, add increasingly complex prepositions/transitional phrases.
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Now that we have practiced saying directions and moving things around, it is your turn to
practice your English in Fast ForWord. When you get to Mission Control today, remember
what we practiced.
Have students work on the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1. Have students practice writing by making up a few commands and writing them out.
2. Have students practice forming compound and complex sentences using the key words.
3. Have students imagine what they would do if they were President of the United States. What would their first
commands be? Have students write responses to that prompt, thinking about the definition of commands and
what they would like to see as president. Encourage students to get creative (Free pizza every Wednesday! New
toys for every child every month!).
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Supplementa l Material : Directional prompts

Touch the green circle.

Touch the yellow circle.

Touch the little yellow circle.

Touch the yellow square.
Touch the blue square.
Touch the white circle.
Touch the red circle.
Touch the blue circle.

Touch the red square.
Touch the white square.
Touch the little green circle.
Touch the big red circle.
Touch the big white circle.

Touch the big green circle.
Touch the big green square.
Touch the little white circle.
Touch the little blue square.
Touch the big red square.

Touch the green square.

Touch the big red square.

Touch the white circle and the blue square.

Put the green square between the red circle and the blue circle.

Touch the blue square and the red circle.
Touch the red square and the green square.
Touch the green square and the blue square.

Cover the green circle with the blue square.
Cover—with the green circle—the blue square.
Touch the green circle and the blue square.

Touch the yellow circle and the red circle.
Touch the blue square and the yellow square.
Touch the red square and the yellow circle.
Touch the white square and the red circle.

Touch the green circle and the blue square.
Put the white square away from the yellow square.

Touch the green circle and the green square.
Touch the blue square and the yellow circle.
Touch the little green circle and the big yellow square.
Touch the little red square and the little yellow circle.
Touch the big green square and the big blue circle.
Touch the big red square and the big blue square.
Touch the little red square and the little green circle.
Touch the little white circle and the little blue circle.
Touch the big red square and the big white square.
Touch the big green circle and the big red circle.
Touch the little blue square and the little white circle.
Touch the little yellow square and the big blue square.
Put the blue circle on the red square.

Touch the squares, except the yellow one.
Put the white square beside the red circle.
Put the blue circle between the yellow square and the white
square.
Except for the blue one, touch the circles.
Touch the red circle—No!—the green square.
Instead of the yellow square, touch the white circle.
Along with the yellow circle, touch the green circle.
First, touch the yellow square, then, touch the blue circle.
After touching the yellow square, touch the blue circle.
Put the red circle beside the yellow square.
First, touch the blue square, then touch the white circle.
Before touching the white circle, touch the blue square.
Put the yellow square on the red square.
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LESSON TOPIC: PicFlip

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use L1 to support L2 (e.g., cognates).
Use bilingual dictionaries and glossaries/Use English dictionaries and glossaries.

Writing:

Draw content-related pictures.
Fill in graphic organizers, charts, and tables.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral commands/instructions.
Classify/sort content-related visuals per oral descriptions.
Use learning strategies described orally.

Speaking:

Connect ideas in discourse using transitions (e.g., “but”, “then”).
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).
Explain and compare content-based concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to define and explain new vocabulary using a graphic organizer.
CONTENT – Using the Frayer Model, students will be able to visually explain their understanding of a word.

KEY VOCABULARY
PicFlip word list

MATERIALS
•

Paper, pencils

•

Blank Frayer Model graphic organizer for students, and a large version for teacher

•

Dictionaries/Thesauri

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord product
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MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
This activity will help students use the PicFlip vocabulary words in the correct context by creating graphic organizers
for each word.

Good readers build their understanding of new words, so today we will use something
called a Frayer Model to help build our understanding of new words in English. Why do
you think it is important to always be learning new words?
Give students wait time to respond (10-25 seconds).
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Display example of the Frayer Model.

This is a way to organize our thoughts as well as information about something. For the
purpose of this activity, we are going to use this model to display our understanding of
different words.
Model by writing “antlers” in the center circle, and have the students do the same with their practice model.
Next, find the definition of antlers from the dictionary and write it in the appropriate spot, followed by filling in the
other 3 spots with the help of student volunteers. Be sure to explicitly model this behavior, answering questions
about how to use the dictionary/thesaurus where relevant.
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Have the students begin by making their own Frayer Models and filling them in with words from the word list they do
not yet know.
As students work, check-in individually to make sure they understand how to complete each area of the model.
Collect up to three examples to see if the students understand.
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ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Present the first half of the lesson and introduce the task in students’ native language where
possible. Alternatively, complete the Frayer Model for a high frequency word students will know to get them
comfortable with the activity before venturing onto more challenging words. Team students up into pairs or do work
as a group until students feel comfortable to work on their own.
Developing, Expanding: Replace the Frayer Model boxes with more demanding tasks, such as, “Use the word in a
sentence,” “write a short story about how the word came to be,” or, “in what situations would this word be used in
speaking or writing?” As soon as students complete a word’s Frayer Model, have students use that word in a story
about the characters in other Fast ForWord exercises or from a book or movie students like.
Encourage students to talk about their work with a partner to share ideas and create strong stories. Alternatively, you
could have students write stories in their native language and then in English.
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
It’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today you will practice PicFlip. Let’s
log in and begin working in PicFlip.
Have students work in the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1. Complete a ‘Frayer Model Wall’ by having the students color and design one word to place on the bulletin board.
2. Have students incorporate their native language in writing or speaking into the activity through adding a box for
the word in students’ native language, have them write out the definition or synonyms in the students’ native
language, and/or have students find cognates if they exist and add them to a “cognate wall”.
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Supplementa l Material : Frayer Mode l graphic organizer
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Supplementa l Material : Word list
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Lesson Topic: PicFlip

Supplementa l Material : Word list
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Fast ForWord Reading Level 1
This chapter includes the offline lessons for the Reading Level 1 component.
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240
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247
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254
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269
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LESSON TOPIC: Bear Bags

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use context clues and illustrations to determine meaning of words/phrases.
Sort/group pre-taught words/phrases.
Use pre-taught vocabulary (e.g., word banks) to complete simple sentences.
Use L1 to support L2.

Listening:

Classify/sort content-related visuals per oral descriptions.
Categorize content-based examples from oral directions.

Speaking:

Describe situations from modeled sentences.
Describe pictures, events, objects, or people using phrases or short sentences.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to define key vocabulary used in Bear Bags in speaking.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use their comprehension of new vocabulary to succeed in the Bear Bags exercise
in Fast ForWord Reading Leve l 1.

KEY VOCABULARY
Bear Bags word list (page 5)

MATERIALS
•

Sets of 3 words randomly chosen from Bear Bags word list, copied onto sentence strip paper

•

Pencils and paper for writing

•

Pictures of the words (tub, tin, gear, gate) printed or somewhere clearly visible

•

Sentence frames written somewhere clearly visible (see page 3)

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program
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MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
What are some things you like to do when you see a word in class that you don’t know?
Have students share out strategies or thoughts they have when they want to figure out unknown words. If students
don’t have a great deal to contribute, have them think about words they hear in other places like movies or watching
TV in English or their native language. What do they do when they don’t know a word? Do they ignore it and keep
watching, use the images on the screen to help them figure it out, or if they’re reading, use the pictures…?
Give students wait time to respond and allow students to share in English or their native language where
appropriate.

When we read, one thing good readers do is think about what words mean. That way, they
can fully understand the whole story. When we read we learn new information or are told a
story, and the way we learn the new information or understand the story is by
understanding what the words mean.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Today we’ll play a game to help us learn what words mean.
Show a picture with a set of 3 words and have students guess what the picture shows. For example, show students a
picture of a bathtub with the words “did, rip, tub” and have students guess if the picture is a did, a rip, or a tub. Have
students pronounce the word once they’ve correctly guessed it.

did

rip

tub
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PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Repeat this a few times for a few different words to model the student behavior. Then, do a few with students.
Finally, have students do the activity without teacher support. Repeat this for all the words on the word lists.
Not all words are nouns, so for words that can be easily shown through an action, replace the image with an action
and have students do the action, then guess the word. To make the game more complex, show two sets of 3 words,
where students must select what the picture shows from the list of 6 words.
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging, Developing: If appropriate, begin by assigning 2 words from the word list to a sentence strip.
Then, have students practice pronouncing each of the words before deciding which word matches the picture.
Practice I-do, We-do, You-do vocabulary with each word ([me]Hen, [us]hen, [you]hen). If needed, have students use
these sentence frames to play the game:

The word that matches this picture is
. I think the
right word is
.
This picture is
This action is
This looks like a
I think it’s

.
.
.
.

Direct students to the sentence frames as they speak to encourage speaking in complete sentences. As students
get more familiar with the task and the vocabulary, move to 3 words per sentence strip. Before moving on to the
next picture/set of words, have students work on oral language development by describing the picture using the
following sentence frames.

This picture has a
I see the color(s)
I think this is a

.
.
.

It looks like a
.
One thing you can do with it is
This is good for
.
The object is (big/small).
I think this picture is a

.

.

If relevant, introduce the task and student role in students’ native language before moving to English. Have
students do a few in their native language to get comfortable with the tasks. Encourage students to interpret
their L1 statement into English (with teacher support). Model the student role as many times as needed for clear
understanding.
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RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Choose 2-5 words students identified and learned in the lesson and ask them to explain what each word means,
speaking with a partner or with the whole group.

It’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today you will practice Bear Bags.
Let’s log in and begin working in Bear Bags.
Have students work in the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1. Have students write out their own definitions or orate their own definitions of the words as they learn them in
the lesson activity.
2. Alternatively, have students write a story using some of the words students learned that day.
3. Have students translate the words into their native language, if they know them, as students guess new words
correctly throughout the activity.
4. Have students write out the word they guessed correctly in English and their native language as they play.
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Supplementa l Material : Word list
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Supplementa l Material : Word list
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Supplementa l Material : Word list
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Supplementa l Material : Word list
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LESSON TOPIC: Magic Rabbit

STANDARDS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use context clues and illustrations to determine meaning of words/phrases.
Sort/group pre-taught words/phrases.
Use pre-taught vocabulary (e.g., word banks) to complete simple sentences.
Use L1 to support L2.

Listening:

Classify/sort content-related visuals per oral descriptions.
Categorize content-based examples from oral directions.

Speaking:

Describe situations from modeled sentences.
Describe pictures, events, objects, or people using phrases or short sentences.

TARGE TE D E NGL ISH L ANGUAGE PROFIC IE NC Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing
OBJE C TIVE S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to define key vocabulary used in Magic Rabbit in speaking.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use their comprehension of new vocabulary to succeed in the Magic Rabbit
exercise in Fast ForWord Reading Level 1.
KEY VOC ABUL ARY
Magic Rabbit word list (page 5)
MATE RIAL S
•

Sets of 3 words randomly chosen from Magic Rabbit word list, copied onto sentence strip paper

•

Pencils and paper for writing

•

Pictures of the words (tub, tin, gear, gate, etc.) printed or somewhere clearly visible

•

Sentence frames from ELD Differentiation somewhere clearly visible

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program
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MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
What are some things you like to do when you see a word in class that you don’t know?
Have students share out strategies or thoughts they have when they want to figure out unknown words. If students
don’t have a great deal to contribute, have them think about words they hear in other places like movies or watching
TV in English or their native language. What do they do when they don’t know a word? Do they ignore it and keep
watching, use the images on the screen to help them figure it out, or if they’re reading, use the pictures…?
Give students wait time to respond and allow students to share in English or their native language where
appropriate.

When we read, one thing good readers do is think about what words mean. That way, they
can fully understand the whole story. When we read, we learn new information or are told a
story, and the way we learn the new information or understand the story is by
understanding what the words mean.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Today we’ll play a game to help us learn what words mean.
Show a picture and have students guess what the picture shows from the set of three words where the correct
answer lies. For example, you have a word set with: “did, rip, tub.” Show students a picture of a bathtub and have
students guess if the picture is a did, a rip, or a tub. Have students pronounce the word once they’ve correctly
guessed it.

did

rip

tub
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PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Repeat this a few times for a few different words to model the student behavior. Then, do a few with students.
Finally, have students do the activity without teacher support. Repeat this for all the words on the word lists.
Not all words are nouns, so for words that can be easily shown through an action, replace the image with an action
and have students do the action, then guess the word. To make the game more complex, show 2 sets of 3 words,
where students must select what the picture shows from the list of 6 words.
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging, Developing: If appropriate, begin by designating 2 words from the word list to each sentence
strip. Then, have students practice pronouncing each of the words before deciding which word matches the picture.
Practice I-do, We-do, You-do vocabulary practice with each word ([me]Hen, [us]hen, [you]hen). If needed, have
students use sentence frames here to play the game:

The word that matches this picture is
I think the right word is
.
This picture is
This action is
This looks like a
I think it’s

.

.
.
.
.

Direct students to the sentence frames as they speak to encourage speaking in complete sentences. As students get
more familiar with the task and the vocabulary, move to three words per sentence strip. Finally, have students work
on oral language development by describing the picture with sentence frames below before moving on to the next
picture/set of words.

This picture has a
I see the color(s)
I think this is a
It looks like a

.
.
.
.

One thing you can do with it is
This is good for
.
The object is (big/small).
I think this picture is a

.

.

If relevant, introduce the task and student role in students’ native language before moving to English. Have
students do a few in their native language to get comfortable with the tasks. Encourage students to interpret
their L1 statement into English (with teacher support). Model the student role as many times as needed for clear
understanding.
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RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Choose 2-5 words students identified and learned in the lesson and ask them to explain what it means in speaking
with a partner or in the whole group. When done, have students work in the Fast ForWord program

Now it’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today you will practice Magic
Rabbit. Let’s log in and begin working on Magic Rabbit.
Have students work in the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1.

Have students write out their own definitions or orate their own definitions of the words as they learn them in
the lesson activity.

2.

Alternatively, have students write a story using some of the words students learned that day.

3.

Have students translate the words into their native language if they know them as students guess new words
correctly throughout the activity.

4.

Have students write out the word they guessed correctly in English and their native language as they play.
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Easy Alternatives
Initial Consonants
Category (G, M, S, T)
g
m
gab
gag
game
gap
gate
gave
get
gum
gut

mad
make
man
map
mat
men
met
mine
mud
mug

s

t

sad
sag
same
sap
sat
set
side
sip
sit
sum

tag
take
tan
tape
ten
time
tin
tip
top
tug

Category (D, C, R, F)
d
c

r

f

dad
date
den
did
dig
dim
dime
dip
dot
dude

rag
rake
ran
rat
red
rim
rip
rope
rot
run

fade
fan
fat
fig
fin
fit
fog
fun

cab
cake
came
can
cap
cat
cave
cone
cop
cut
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Category (P, L, H, J)
p
l

h

j

had
ham
hat
hen
hide
him
hit
hope
hot
hug

jab
jab
jam
jet
jig
jog
joke
jot
jug

Category (B, K, N, W)
b
k

n

w

bad
bag
bake
bat
bed
bib
big
bone
bug
but

nab
nag
name
nap
nine
nod
not
note
nun
nut

wag
wave
wed
wet
wide
wife
wig
win
wipe
wit

pan
pat
pen
oet
pin
pipe
pop
pot
pup

1

lap
led
let
like
lip
lit
live
log
lone
lot

kale
keg
kid
kin
kit
kite

Magic Rabbit Word Lists

Easy Alternatives
Final Consonants
Category (G, M, B, T)
g
m
bag
big
bug
dig
dog
fig
hug
log
rag
tag

gum
ham
him
hum
jam
mom
ram
rim
sum

b

t

Category (D, N, P, G)
d
n

bib
cab
gab
job
lab
rib
web

bat
cat
fit
hat
met
not
nut
pot
rat
sit

bad
bed
did
had
kid
led
mud
nod
sad
wed

can
fin
kin
man
nun
pan
pen
run
sun
tin

p

g

cap
cup
hip
lap
lip
map
mop
rip
sip
tip

bag
big
bug
dig
dog
fig
hug
log
rag
tag

Medial Vowels
Category (Short-A, Short-E, Short-I, Short-O, Short-U)
a
e
i
o
u

Category (Long-A, Long-I, Long-O)
a
i
o

bag
bat
cap
cat
hat
jab
man
map
ram
rat

bake
cane
cape
fade
lake
made
rate
tape

bed
get
jet
let
men
pen
pet
red
set
ten

big
did
fig
fin
fit
him
hit
pig
rib
wig

fog
got
hot
job
log
lot
mom
mop
not
top
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bug
but
cup
cut
fun
jug
nut
rug
run

2

bite
dime
hide
kite
like
line
ride
time

cone
hope
lone
mole
note
rode
rope

Magic Rabbit Word Lists

Difficult Alternatives
Initial Consonants
Category (B, P, C, T)
b
p

c

t

bad
bag
bake
bat
bed
bib
big
bone
bug
but

cab
cake
came
can
cap
cat
cave
cone
cop
cut

tag
tan
tape
ten
time
tin
tip
top
tug

pan
pat
pen
pet
pin
pipe
pop
pot
pup

Category (D, G, K, J)
d
g
dad
date
den
did
dig
dim
dime
dip
dot
dude

gab
gag
game
gap
gate
gave
get
gum
gut

Category (F, H, S, W)
f
h

s

w

Category (M, N, L, R)
m
n

fad
fade
fan
fat
fed
fig
fin
fit
fog
fun

sad
same
sap
sat
set
side
sip
sit
sum

wag
wave
wed
wet
wide
wife
wig
win
wipe
wit

mad
make
man
map
mat
men
met
mine
mud
mug

had
ham
hat
hen
hide
him
hit
hope
hot
hug
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nab
nag
name
nap
net
nine
nod
not
note
nun

k

j

kale
keg
kid
kin
kit
kite

jab
jag
jam
jet
jig
jog
joke
jot
jug

l

r

lap
late
led
let
like
lip
lit
live
log
lot

rag
rake
ran
rat
red
rim
rip
rope
rot
run

Magic Rabbit Word Lists

Difficult Alternatives
Final Consonants
Category (D, M, P, T)
d
m

p

wed
led
had
bad
sad
did
kid
mud
nod
bed

cap
map
mop
rip
tip
lap
hip
lip
cup
sip

dim
gum
ham
him
hum
jam
mom
ram
rim
sum

t

Category (M, N, B, G)
m
n

b

g

bat
met
pot
nut
cat
rat
not
hat
fit
sit

dim
gum
ham
him
hum
jam
mom
ram
rim
sum

cab
bib
rib
job
lab
gab
nab
tab
jab
web

fig
dog
bag
log
rag
tag
bug
hug
dig
big

can
man
sun
tin
pen
fin
pan
men
run
nun

Medial Vowels
Category (Short-A, Short-E, Short-I, Short-O, Short-U)
a
e
i
o
u

Category (Long-A, Long-I, Long-O)
a
i
o

bag
bat
cap
cat
hat
jab
man
map
ram
rat

bake
cane
cape
fade
lake
lane
made
rate
tape

bed
get
jet
let
men
pen
pet
red
ten

big
did
fig
fin
fit
him
hit
pig
rib
wig

fog
got
hot
job
log
lot
mom
mop
not
top
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nut
rug
run
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bite
dime
fine
hide
kite
like
line
pine
ride
time

bore
cone
hope
lone
mole
note
pole
rode
rope

Lesson Topic: Quail Mail

LESSON TOPIC: Quail Mail

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use context clues and illustrations to determine meaning of words/phrases.
Sort/group pre-taught words/phrases.
Use pre-taught vocabulary (e.g., word banks) to complete simple sentences.
Use L1 to support L2.

Listening:

Classify/sort content-related visuals per oral descriptions.
Categorize content-based examples from oral directions.

Speaking:

Describe situations from modeled sentences.
Describe pictures, events, objects, or people using phrases or short sentences.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to use background knowledge to categorize new words in English through the use
of pictures and teacher support.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use their comprehension of new vocabulary to succeed in the Quail Mail exercise
in Fast ForWord Reading Level 1.

KEY VOCABULARY
Quail Mail Word List

MATERIALS
•

Pencils and paper for writing

•

Flash cards for the Quail Mail word list (or a selection of 25-30 flash cards for the purpose of this activity) and a
list of the flash cards somewhere clearly visible in random order for students to see

•

Categories written on sentence strip paper (hidden from view to start)

•

Sentence frames written on a board or somewhere clearly visible (see page 2)

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program
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MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Today we’re going to learn some new words to help us be successful in Quail Mail. When we
work with many new words like we do in Quail Mail, we sometimes have to use what we
already know to do what it asks us.
Good readers use what is called background knowledge to understand new things in
the books they read or the words they see. Let’s say that together: background
knowledge. Now you try it: background knowledge.
Background knowledge is what we already know.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Let’s look at these words in front of us. We have words here that have things in common. As
we say them, think about if you’ve heard this word before. Think about what you know
about these words. Maybe you’ve heard one of these before. Think about how you know the
word and what you think it means. Let’s say them together first.
Read through the list of words with students in I do-We do-You do order.

Now that we’ve read all these words, you’re going to use what you remember of these words—
your background knowledge—to group them into piles.
Put all the flash cards on the table in a pile in front of students.

Work together to put all these words into separate piles. Put words that are alike together. I
will not tell you how the objects are alike. You’ll try this in a team first, then we’ll talk
about it.
To help you group words together, you can use these sentence
frames: I know this word means

.

These two words are the same because
I remember that this is
I know this means

.

.
because

.

This word is like this one because
is like

.

because they both

.

I think this word goes over here.
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I think this pile is all alike because

.

These words are different because
I heard this word one time when

.
.
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PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Have students work together to put all words into piles. Do not give students any clues, like how many categories
there are or any hints as to what the categories are. If students separate words into many more piles than there are
categories, that’s okay. Let them work through it. Encourage students to use their background knowledge to think
about what words mean as they work.
Confirm when students are finished. When students are finished, give them the name of the categories of the flash
cards you used. For example, “Animals on a farm,” “Clothes,” or “Things on Someone’s Head.”
Now that students have the categories, have them work together to reorganize the words into those categories. If
they got it correct the first time, move on to the extension activities.
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Introduce the activity and categories in students’ native language where possible. If using
English, spend some time describing some categories and giving examples. You may pull examples from the word
list to show students, and then remove them from the pile for students to sort.
When giving the students directions, model the sentence frames for students using a couple of words in the pile
and have students say it with you, then alone. Give students extra time to practice pronunciation and saying the
sentence frame with a few words. Remove the words you and the students used to learn the sentence frames from
the pile students are to sort.
If possible, give students the words they’ll be working with in a list in students’ native language on the board or
somewhere clearly visible. Encourage students to interpret the words into their native language in speaking while
they work if it helps students. Allow students to use their native language to compare words and characteristics as
they work if appropriate.
Developing, Expanding: Have students interpret the words into their native language as they work if that helps
students. Only provide the sentence frames above if students need them—if they are not producing language in
speaking as they work.
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Now it’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today you will practice Quail
Mail. Let’s log in and begin working on Quail Mail.
Have students work in the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
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E XTE NSION
1.

Have students pick a few words from the list and draw a picture of the words (combining the objects into one
picture) or writing a story using those couple of words. For more of a challenge, have students use as many
words as possible.

2.

Have students write sentences about how they already knew the meanings of some of the words using the
sentence frames, or for added challenge, without the sentence frames.
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Supplement al Material : Word list

A

B

C

D

E

F

actor
after
airplane
almond
ant
ape
apple
April
arm
artist
author

backpack
bag
balloon
banana
barn
bat
bath mat
bathing suit
bats
beach
bean
bear
bed
beds
bee
beetle
before
belt
bib
bird
blackberry
block
blocks
boat
book
boot
boots (winter)
bowl
box
bridge
broccoli
broom
bubble bath
bucket
bug
bugs
burned
burning
bus
butterfly
button

cab
cactus
cake
candle
cap
cape
captain
car
carrot
cat
cats
celery
Chair
chalkboard
city
clam
clay
clown
coals
coat
collar
cookie
corn
cow
coyote
crab
cricket
crown
cuff
Cup
cups

day
desk
dimes
Dog
dress
duck
duster

eagle
ear
ear muffs
Ears
elephant
eraser
eye

fan
farmer
fig
fire
fish
Flower
foot
fork
fox
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G

H

I, J, K

L, M

N, O

P

giraffe
glass
glasses
gloves
glue
goat
goose
grapes
grasshopper
guitar

hair
hamster
hat
head
heating pad
heater
hen
hoe
horse
house

iron (clothes)
island
jet
kangaroo
kicked
kicking (ball)
king
kings
kite
kites

laces
lamb
lawn mower
lion
lizard
map
measuring cup
microwave
milk
mittens
Monday
mop
morning
moth
mouse
mouth
mug

nail
night
noon
nose
nut
onion
opened
opening
orange
oven

heating pad
pail
paint
paintbrush
pan
pants
paper
patch
peacock
pear
pencil
pig
pigeon
planted
planting
plate
playground
pocket
popcorn
porcupine
purse

T

V, W, Z

spinach
spoon
squash
stamp
stove
straw
strawberry
suit
suitcase
sun hat
sundress
sunglasses
sweater
swim trunks

tape
teacher
teeth
tent
tiger
toe
towel
train
tree (redwood)
truck
t-shirt
turkey

vacuum
wagon
walked
walking
washcloth
wasp
watering can
waves
wig
wool hat
zebra
zipper

R
rabbit
rag
raked
raking
reached
reaching
ring
ringmaster
robe
robin
rolling pin
rubber duck

S
sandals
scarf
scissors
seeds w/packet
shampoo
Shoe
shorts
Sign
skate
sleeves
snake
sock
soil
sorted
spatula
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LESSON TOPIC: Bedtime Beasties

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use context clues and illustrations to determine meaning of words/phrases.
Use L1 to support L2.

Writing:

Copy words, phrases, and short sentences.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral directions.
Complete content-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.
Use learning strategies described orally.

Speaking:

Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).
Answer simple content-based questions.
Discuss stories, issues, and concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Emerging, Developing, Expanding

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to use teacher support and primary resources to learn the meanings of new words
in English.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use new vocabulary to comprehend passages in the Bedtime Beasties exercise
in Fast ForWord Reading Level 1.

(NOTE: This lesson will last for more than one session.)
KEY VOCABULARY
Story word lists (starts on page 8)
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MATE RIALS
• Copy of story for each student (starts on page 8)
• Highlighters for each student
• Whiteboard or other clearly visible surface for the teacher to write
• Graphic organizer for students and a copy for the teacher to model (page 18)
• Computer or tablet with internet access per student or per pair of students
• Student logins for the Fast ForWord program
MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Emergent bilinguals need exposure to the new vocabulary and sayings in English before working in Bedtime
Beasties.

Before playing Bedtime Beasties today, we are going to learn some new words. These words
will help you understand the stories in Bedtime Beasties. Can you say Bedtime Beasties?
Everyone practices saying Bedtime Beasties.

In Bedtime Beasties, you have to listen carefully to the sentence and fill in the blank with
the correct word. Today we’re going to learn some new words by reading a story.
Learning new words is something good readers do to help understand stories. Why is
it good to understand what we read?
Give students time to think and respond about why it’s important to understand what we read.
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PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Show students a story and have them follow along as you read the story aloud. Then, have students read the story
with you, highlighting words they don’t know as they read.
When the story is complete, have students share 3-5 of their unknown words with a partner or the group. Model this
activity with a student before pairing students off and support them in the beginning of their conversations. Have
students explain and give examples for the words they already know using the sentence frames below:

I think

means

.

I know that word. It means
One example of

.
is

One example I can think of is

.
.

For example, Student A highlights “chicken,” and student B knows the word “chicken”. When Student A shares his
word, Student B says, “I know that word. It means
.”
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
After students finish sharing their words and learning from a peer, bring students together and collect all the words
students weren’t able to define. Compile a list on a whiteboard or some other clearly visible surface and pass out
the graphic organizer included with this lesson. Walk through the example on the graphic organizer and model
looking a word up in the dictionary and searching for its definition on the internet.
After asking the teacher, looking it up, or learning it from another student, students should write their unfamiliar
word along with its definition on their graphic organizer. Then, use the word in a sentence and sketch or draw a
picture if applicable.
Have students continue to ask questions for clarification and use the graphic organizer to complete words from the
list until the students fully understand their role. Once students feel comfortable, have them pair off into new pairs
or groups and work together to complete the graphic organizer for the rest of the words on the board.
Once students have learned all the words from the story, have students re-read the story if there is time. Repeat this
for each story included in the lesson. All of the words from the stories come from Bedtime Beasties and students will
see them in the exercise.
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ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Have students say the words aloud and create definitions in speaking together, as opposed
to writing the definition or working alone. In that space have students write the word in their L1 if appropriate and
possible. Introduce the lesson and model the graphic organizer in students’ L1 if appropriate and possible. Add or
remove columns to the graphic organizer as appropriate for time and as students’ reading and writing proficiency in
English dictates.
Developing, Expanding: After modeling and completing a few with students, have students work independently
where dictionary and computer/tablet supplies permit. If reading levels permit, have students read the story below
and complete the graphic organizer independently or with a partner. Finally, have students write a summary of the
story once students complete the graphic organizer to practice writing about reading. This can be done in students’
L1 or English.
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with vocabulary, assess learning)
Now that we know these new words, it’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today
you will practice Bedtime Beasties. Let’s log in and begin working in Bedtime Beasties.
Have students work on the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1.

Have students come up with a new ending to the story they read.

2.

Have students practice looking up new words on their own with a book or with a selection in Reading Assistant
(if they are using the Reading Assistant program).

3.

Have students add a column to the graphic organizer. Have students translate the words and their definitions
into their native language if appropriate and possible.

4.

After students complete the graphic organizer for the words on the board, have students use them in a story
they write on their own in their native language or in English.
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Supplementa l Material : Story 1
Word list
draw
woods
beehive
soup boil
pieces
airplane
pair of
ticket
wear
sandal
head cool
lots of
class play
crown
Story
Last summer, my family and I went camping in the woods. The place we were going was far from our house. We
had to take an airplane and then a car. I like to draw, so I drew pictures in my notebook on the trip. We got to the
campsite and started setting up. My mom boiled some beans to make soup. It wasn’t very good.
I forgot to pack my hiking boots. I had to wear a pair of sandals the whole time. It didn’t matter because we found a
big lake. We went swimming! I was glad I brought a hat to keep my head cool. On one of our hikes, we came upon a
beehive with lots of bees. We tiptoed away. I wondered how much honey was inside it.
The last day we were there, we met another family. We spent all day together. We made up a game that we were
fairies at a fairy school. We even put on a class play. I was a prince and wore a crown of leaves. Our parents
pretended to buy tickets and everything. It was a great trip.
(ATOS 2.9)
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Supplementa l Material : Story 2
Word list
hold
plates
first thing
diamond shape
flat
frame
tiny
spot
4th of July
brass
marching songs
sprayed
picnic
fireworks
cheered
float
stream
fluttered
took a ride
crew of sailors
landed
Story
The first thing my family did on the 4th of July was take a ride on a boat. We floated down the stream with a bunch of
sailors. We came to a big lake and landed on a big beach. We ate our picnic lunch on paper plates. My dad held the
camera while we all posed for pictures in the clear water. It was a tiny spot to find. It was the perfect place to watch
the fireworks and hear the marching songs of the parade.
The boat was shaped like a diamond. It had a flat bottom with a frame like a canoe. The steering wheel was made of
brass. It made me think of adventures at sea. We left when the sun started to set. The sailors barely missed crashing
into a big rock. We cheered. The water sprayed us all as we screamed. My heart fluttered with fear. Fortunately, we
made it home safe and sound.
(ATOS 3.7)
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Supplementa l Material : Story 3
Word list
cat’s paw
bite
part
washcloth
circus
gasoline
hay
oats
measuring cup
pour
sun comes up
towards
instrument
pleases the ear
baked
tomatoes
polite
Story
I live on a farm with horses and cows and dogs and cats. I wake up when the sun comes up and head towards
the barn to feed the horses. They like to eat hay and oats. After that I put gasoline into the tractor and a cat’s paw
touches my leg. It’s my cat Bill. He loves riding the tractor. This morning I’m going out to the garden. I have to pick the
tomatoes and use a washcloth to clean them off.
This morning my mom baked biscuits for breakfast and it’s only polite to eat what Mom makes me. I get out the
measuring cup and pour the flour. Mom likes it when I help. Dad is waking up while Fran is playing the guitar. She
loves that instrument. For all the playing she does, it never pleases the ear. I take a big bite of a biscuit and grab my
bag for school.
(ATOS 3.6)
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Supplementa l Material : Story 4
Word list
ripe
remove
waist
contains
leave
silly
herd
sea of stripes
hump
inside
far
wander
wriggle
squirm
leak
peek
Story
Far away the whale just looked like a big hump in the water. I took a peek with my binoculars. When we got closer it
looked like a sea of stripes with the water and the rest of the whale herd. This is the time of year when whales come
here and eat. They like the ripe plants and algae in this part of the ocean.
Mom removed our lunches from inside the picnic basket and we watched the whales as we ate. Whales never leave
their mothers, and a single whale meal contains around 5000 pounds of food!
Soon the whales went down. They wandered far into the deep water. Small fish squirm and wriggle around the boat.
We can see from above the water. They don’t want to be in the way, the captain tells us.
It was time to leave, but we didn’t want to go. The boat was old, the captain told us, and he needed to patch it up to
keep out leaks. He is always working on his boat, he says. I kept my binoculars close by my waist while we watched
the sunset. It was a wonderful day of whale watching that I will never forget.
(ATOS 4.4)
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Supplementa l Material : Story 5
Word list
forgot
museum
shining
heard
snow
skip
polite
Story
My class went on a field trip to the museum. I love field trips! But there was snow on the ground, and we heard that
many exhibits were closed. Then, my teacher forgot our tickets. The museum guide was polite, but we needed our
tickets. Luckily Jose’s mom knew the guide. She let us skip the ticket booth! We saw so many interesting things.
There was shining gold armor and jewelry from pirate ships. There were statues and paintings. Nothing was closed
like Marcy had said. It was one of the most amazing field trips in my life.
(ATOS 3.6)
Supplementa l Material : Story 6
Word list
fur
grizzly bear
sail
ship
hungry
ghost story
scratches
hoped
tightly
Story
Tom’s dad took everyone on a camping trip. There were ghost stories and furry grizzly bears. There were stories
about pirates and sailing ships around the campfire. But above all other things, Tom hoped there would be s’mores.
When the time came, he grabbed his stick tightly. He was ready for s’more! That evening, the scratches on his back
from the bug bites bothered him. He was so hungry he didn’t care.
(ATOS 4.1)
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Supplementa l Material : Story 7
Word list
gorillas
hurry
beach
far
skunk
sweet
Story
Peter the Gorilla loved the beach. He loved the crashing waves and the salty water. The ice cream truck in the parking
lot sold sweet treats for a hot day. He always made the far walk to get an ice cream cone.
Peter was playing in the sand one day when a skunk hurried up the shore from the water. Peter rubbed his eyes. A
skunk?! What was a skunk doing in the ocean?
As he ran by, he yelled “I’m okay! I’m okay! Just almost drowned, but I’m okay.” The lifeguard must not have seen
him in the water. His fur is so dark!
(ATOS 3.0)
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Supplementa l Material : Story 8
Word list
winter
spelling bee
monkey
huge
elephant
leaning on
rolls off
sour
crept
seemed
spider’s web
colored wax
whole world
decided
vine
igloo
Story
The huge elephant passed the winter in an ingloo, when the whole world was covered in ice. After many months it
warmed up. One day he saw a spider’s web on a branch and decided to go exploring. After walking a short time he
came across a monkey. He crept closer and closer to the tiny monkey leaning on a tree and shouted, “Hello there
monkey! What are you doing?” The monkey screamed and ran into the bushes. “Weird,” thought the elephant. He
kept walking. He walked for what seemed like hours.
He came across a nest. The nest was made of bright green leaves. They looked like colored wax. Rain rolls off the
leaves and onto the ground. In the nest was a big blue bird. It saw the elephant and sreamed! It flew off into the
trees. “Weird,” thought the elephant. He kept walking.
Soon he came upon an elementary school. The students were in the gym hosting a spelling bee. The curious
elephant walked up to the window and looked in. The students saw the elephant and screamed. The elephant
wondered why the students ran away. He was a friendly guy. “Weird,” thought the elephant. He kept walking.
After a while he came across a pond. He bent down to get a drink of water, and that’s when he saw it. While the
elephant was sleeping someone came and painted his face with bright colors in a sour expression. He looked like a
crazy elephant!
(ATOS 3.2)
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Supplementa l Material : Story 9
Word list
furry
bites
sandals
bake
sugar
eggs
flour
batter
dressed
Story
Mom and Cindy baked on Sunday. They had eggs, flour, sugar, and butter. They mixed it all together to make a batter.
Then they put it in the oven. Cindy got dressed for a tea party. She put on her best pair of sandals. Once the desserts
were out of the oven, Cindy and Mom had some bites. Mmm! It was delicious. Cindy and Mom sat down for the tea
party with Cindy’s furry stuffed animals and a delicious dessert.
(ATOS 3.0)
Supplementa l Material : Story 10
Word list
hike
weird
ship
branch
ripe
packed
dressed
Story
I went for a hike with my friend John yesterday. We packed a lunch. We made sure to dress for the weather. We hiked
over a hill and saw the ocean. There was a ship on the water we could see from where we were. We also found a cool
rock and saw some pretty birds. After a while we sat. We had a snack under a big tree branch. I had a ripe banana
and John had trail mix. Soon it started to rain. We walked quickly to finish the hike. We had raincoats, but it was cold.
It was weird to be sunny and warm one minute and rainy and cold a few minutes later. It was still really fun.
(ATOS 3.0)
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Lesson Topic: Bedtime Beasties

Supplementa l Material : Story 11
Word list
life
tab
cave
stuck
stick
nap
muddy
jog
wall
Story
Henry was a scaredy cat. He never wanted to do anything dangerous. He went through life worrying about getting
wet, running too fast, or eating too much.
Henry’s teacher announced a contest the school was having. All of Henry’s classmates signed up. You had to run
through an obstacle course, and in the end, you could win a family vacation to Disney World. Henry wanted to go to
Disney World more than anyone he knew! He had to win this contest.
Henry had to get brave.
The day of the contest came. The obstacle course was ready. Everybody was excited. Henry was so nervous he could
barely touch his breakfast. The teachers shouted, “Go!” and everyone started running.
They ran to a cave and found a box. You had to pull on the tab to open it. In it was the next step: climb the wall.
Henry hit a huge muddy puddle and got stuck in the cave! Everyone ran past as he struggled to get out.
The last one to the wall, he ran as fast as he could and jumped all the way to the top. He made it! Everyone was still
in the lead. He hopped down off the wall ready to win.
After a short time, other students got tired and started walking. They were out of breath! Henry jogged passed them
and made it to the next challenge: using a stick to get over a steep hill. Everyone was holding the stick and walking
over the hill. Henry used it like a hiking stick to pull himself up. He made it over the hill faster than anyone else.
He raced for the finish line and won! That afternoon, he took a nap. He needed all the rest he could get because his
family was going to Disney World!
(ATOS 3.7)
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Lesson Topic: Bedtime Beasties

Supplementa l Material : Story 12
Word list
sand
bare feet
cards
hot dog
balloon
neck
jar
hopscotch
roll in
hike
Story
In Santa Cruz you can see the boardwalk and the shore at the same time. You can have your bare feet in the sand
while you eat a hot dog from the carnival. You can roll in the water and hike to the theme park. You can guess how
many jellybeans are in the jar. Then you can buy a balloon from a clown. The pavement has hopscotch. The vendors
sell you baseball cards. You can turn your neck up to see the rides rise high above your head.
(ATOS 4.8)
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Name :

Bedtime Beasties

Date:

Supplementa l Material : Graphic Organizer

Unfamiliar
Word

Where did
I learn it?

Definition

Sent ence

Pict ure

Lesson Topic: Buzz Fly

LESSON TOPIC: Buzz Fly

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use context clues and illustrations to determine meaning of words/phrases.
Use L1 to support L2.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral directions.
Complete content-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.
Use learning strategies described orally.

Speaking:

Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).
Paraphrase and summarize ideas orally.
Answer simple content-based questions.
Discuss stories, issues, and concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Emerging, Developing, Expanding

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to use new words through group definitions in speaking and listening.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use new vocabulary to comprehend passages in the Buzz Fly exercise in
Fast ForWord Reading Level 1.

KEY VOCABULARY
Buzz Fly vocabulary and expressions/idioms list (page 4)

MATERIALS
•

Buzz Fly vocabulary and expressions/idioms list (page 4)

•

Copies of the stories from Buzz Fly projected for all students to see, with questions blacked out or covered up
with pieces of paper, sticky notes, etc.

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program
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Lesson Topic: Buzz Fly

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Emergent bilinguals need exposure to the new vocabulary and sayings in English before working in Buzz Fly.

Before playing Buzz Fly today, we are going to learn some new words. These words will help
you understand the stories in Buzz Fly.
Can you say Buzz Fly?
Everyone practices saying Buzz Fly.

In Buzz Fly, you have to listen carefully to the story because the horse asks you questions about
it.
Today we’re going to learn some new words by reading the story. Learning new words is
something good readers do to help understand stories. Why is it good to understand what we
read? Give students time to think and respond about why it’s important to understand what we
read.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Show students the story and point out each vocabulary word from the list below. Model using context clues to figure
out what the words might mean. As you say each new word have students practice saying the new word with you,
then without the teacher.
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Hold up the next story and have students work out the possible meanings of words along with you. Probe students
to share their thinking through Think-Pair-Share opportunities with guiding questions like below:

Hmm…what do you think this word might mean? Let’s look at the sentence again. What clues do
we have to tell us what this word could mean?
What other words in the sentence help us to guess what this word means?
Have students clearly articulate the meanings of words with a partner as you move through content.
To ensure understanding, have students come up with a class definition for each new word students learn before
moving on to the next and record the definition on a whiteboard or somewhere clearly visible.
As students get comfortable with the activity and if it is appropriate, break off students into pairs and have them
work on a new story with a partner or alone.
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Lesson Topic: Buzz Fly

ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Along with coming up with a group definition, have students draw the meaning of the word
if appropriate. For words where pictures don’t apply – as in with verbs or adjectives – work as a group to create
an action or movement to represent the word and practice it a couple of times before moving on. Further, give
examples of the meaning of words and illustrate where appropriate before working with students to create a group
definition. Where appropriate and possible, have students draw connections between words in their L1 and English,
creating definitions first in their L1 and then translating it to English. Students may use their L1 as context for
knowing what a word means.
Feel free to get creative with having students define words: look them up in the dictionary, look them up on the
internet; have students guess the meanings and then look up the word to see who gets points, have students work
in teams to come up with group definitions and the most accurate gets points, time students to see who can find
and paraphrase a definition first, etc. This approach works well for students needing more support to stay engaged
in the lesson.
With a game-like approach, emphasize correct definitions over grammatical and syntactical accuracy in speaking.
With a faster moving game students will inevitably produce less than perfect speech; this is natural and should not
hinder progress of the game. If speech is so choppy that it impedes meaning, recast the student’s response or give
them a verbal sentence frame to use in organizing what they’d like to say. This helps maintain the flow of the lesson
while giving the student opportunity to practice forming sentences and ideas in speaking.
Use native language support where appropriate and possible for students to fully understand the task.
Developing, Expanding: Encourage students to work together to find definitions, adopting a more game-like
approach as described above. Have students work through the stories and words together with supports like a
dictionary, thesaurus, and computer with internet access. Have students write down their definitions and award
points as appropriate for correct definitions. Where appropriate and possible, have students draw connections
between words in their L1 and English, creating definitions first in their L1 and then translating it to English.
Students may use their L1 as a clue to knowing what a word means.
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Now that we can use context clues to learn new words, it’s time to practice these skills
in Fast ForWord. Today you will practice Buzz Fly. Let’s log in and begin working on Buzz
Fly.
Have students work in the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1.

Have pre-emergent students draw pictures to represent what words mean as opposed to forming definitions.

2.

Have students write down their own definitions of words based on class discussion and then share their
definitions with a partner or group.

3.

Have students come up with their own stories using key vocabulary from a few stories in Buzz Fly.

4.

Have students create their own comprehension questions from the story for partners to answer either in
speaking or writing.
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Lesson Topic: Buzz Fly

Supplement al Material : Vocabulary list (by story)
Story 1
Vocabulary

Story 2

Story 3

Story 4

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

hog
frog
jog
fog
dog

woods
pals
bird
flowers
leaves

air
hair
alone
apples
pie

scared
deer

log
hop
top
flop

sticks
grass
Expressions/idioms
make believe

Expressions/idioms

Expressions/idioms
time for bed
go right to sleep
made fun of

you’re back
pie for two
one full week

Expressions/idioms
What’s his beef?
He’s a ham
Can’t see a thing
Ran off
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Lesson Topic: Buzz Fly

Supplement al Material : Vocabulary list (by story)

Story 5
Vocabulary
camel
count
mad
sad
cried
pals
bumps
Expressions/idioms
oh dear
comes next
head in the sand

Story 6
Vocabulary
winter
night
candle light
quite
Expressions/idioms
by day
grown ups

Story 7
Vocabulary

Story 8
Vocabulary

hippo
hike
baboon
leopard

pollywog
puddle
seems
splashed about

lake
cricket

hopped out

moose
mountain
fed
fountain
turtle
rat
rooster
ranch

Expressions/idioms
middle of the street
my my
say there
fine day
hurray
you bet

bluebird
branch
dome
Expressions/idioms
hi honey
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Lesson Topic: Buzz Fly

Supplement al Material : Vocabulary list (by story)
Story 9
Vocabulary

Story 10
Vocabulary

Story 11
Vocabulary

Story 12
Vocabulary

furry
hard
warm
cold
worms

farm
barn
hay
cows
sells

wings
fly
sky
plane
fins

yuck
taste
fuzzy
blech
jam

anywhere
turtles

pigs
bats

float
boat

freeze
peas

funny
carries

roof

wheels
vehicles

Expressions/idioms
N/A

Expressions/idioms
line up
milk cows
in town

Expressions/idioms
stay fresh

Expressions/idioms
one place to another

soon after
of course
last longer
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Lesson Topic: Buzz Fly

Supplement al Material : Vocabulary list (by story)

Story 13
Vocabulary

Story 14
Vocabulary

Story 15
Vocabulary

Story 16
Vocabulary

forest
plants
shade

face (of a clock)
hands (of a clock)
point

bridges
parts
ferry

satellites
machines
rockets

seeds
monkey
deer

gears
lock
pendulum
weight

trips (excursion)
simple
creek
river

gas
burn (gas)
forces
path

Expressions/idioms
N/A

string
cable
Expressions/idioms
where the real work goes
on
just as long

Expressions/idioms
as if the
won’t work

fix
break
Expressions/idioms
outer space
other side of the world
by themselves
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Lesson Topic: Buzz Fly

Supplement al Material : Vocabulary list (by story)
Story 17
Vocabulary

Story 18
Vocabulary

Story 19
Vocabulary

Story 20
Vocabulary

ball
bat
tap

since
pumpkin
slice

scarecrow
bean
patch (garden)

ravenous
appetite
bite

hit
mitt

city
tuna

leaned
garden

plate
jam

holler
heap
feelings

bread
silverware
bare
instead

strike
smack
Expressions/idioms
let’s play ball
nearly as good
drat
you’re out (baseball)
batter up
come close
home run

Expressions/idioms
on holiday
to your health
digs in
not sure

Expressions/idioms
hey you
tired of
felt silly
at once
so long

crunching
nibbled
china (dishes)
bits
dial tone
gobbled up
tummy
ache
Expressions/idioms
more please
don’t care
time for supper
having fits
chewed up
to the ground
lucky break
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Lesson Topic: Buzz Fly

Supplement al Material : Vocabulary list (by story)

Story 21
Vocabulary

Story 22

Story 23

Story

24

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

camping
woods
sturdy
plenty

ordinary
munch
hay
hoof

quiet
feeling
each

pals
a lot
may
closely

cupboard
hardly
plenty

flap
glen
leap
hip (cool)

Expressions/idioms
pots and pans

booed
brooded
rude

Expressions/idioms
take a nap
lie down
counting sheep
fall asleep
at last
down below

fans
yell
Expressions/idioms
just as many

get up (awaken)

Expressions/idioms
by no means
stand around all day
big cheese
act a fool
what’s the matter
cheers me up
be gone
take a bow
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Lesson Topic: Buzz Fly

Supplement al Material : Vocabulary list (by story)

Story 25
Vocabulary

Story 26
Vocabulary

Story 27
Vocabulary

Story 28
Vocabulary

important
any
sharp
thin

downtown
interesting
busy
noise

government
forms
services
connect

feed
themselves
refrigerator
whales

dull
thick

often
better

vote
judges

shrimp
tasty

different
fit
mouths

escape
country
mostly

congress
disagree
power

soil
roots
luckily

beyond
visit

limited
tax
decide
countries
collects

sources
reach
imagine

Expressions/idioms
part of the body
are born
fall out
make way

Expressions/idioms
city life
from all over
very much
understand what the
fuss is

laws
follow
local
Expressions/idioms

Expressions/idioms
take a trip
go looking
fast as you can
in order to
the rest of

branches of
government
picks up (trash)
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6

Fast ForWord Reading Level 2
This chapter includes the offline lessons for the Reading Level 2 component.

What's in this chapter
Reading Level 2 - Bear Bags More Lunch

280

Reading Level 2 – Magic Bird

289

Reading Level 2 - Leaping Lizards

300

Reading Level 2 - Ant Antics

306

Reading Level 2 - Dog Bone

317
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Lesson Topic: Bear Bags: More Lunch

LESSON TOPIC: Bear Bags: More Lunch

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use L1 to support L2 (e.g., cognates).
Use pre-taught vocabulary (e.g., word banks) to complete simple sentences.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral commands/instructions.

Speaking:

Connect ideas in discourse using transitions (e.g., “but”, “then”).
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).
Explain and compare content-based concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to build sentences in English using key vocabulary.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use their comprehension of new vocabulary to succeed in the Bear Bags: More
Lunch exercise in Fast ForWord Reading Level 2.

KEY VOCABULARY
Bear Bags: More Lunch word list (page 4)

MATERIALS
•

20-30 words from word list copied onto sentence strip paper and cut into individual words (like flash cards)

•

Pencils and paper for writing

•

Common articles, pronouns, adverbs, conjugations and high frequency words not found in the word lists on
sentence strips cut into the individual words like flash cards (ex: a, an, at, the, we, they, he, around, in, -ed, -ing,
am, was, etc.); consider duplicates if you’d like students to build sentences in pairs or individually

•

Student logins for the the Fast ForWord program
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Lesson Topic: Bear Bags: More Lunch

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
What are some things you like to do when you see a word in class that you don’t know?
Have students share out strategies or thoughts they have when they want to figure out unknown words. If students
don’t have a great deal to contribute, have them think about words they hear in other places like movies or watching
TV in English or their native language. What do they do when they don’t know a word? Do they ignore it and keep
watching, use the images on the screen to help them figure it out, or if they’re reading, use the pictures?
Give students time to respond and allow students to share in English or their native language where appropriate.

When we read, one thing good readers do is think about what words mean as they read.
That way, they can fully understand the whole story. When we read we learn new
information or are told a story, and the way we learn the new information or understand
the story is by understanding what the words mean. Today we’ll build our own meaning
through sentences in a game called “Build It Up.”
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Today we’ll play “Build It Up” to help us learn what words mean.
Model building a sentence with the words on sentence strips in a pile. Read the sentence aloud. Use whatever
words you need to make a sentence. Define new words as needed and have students ask for teacher support, ask
a neighbor, or look up a new word in the dictionary or thesaurus as they build their own sentences. Model this
behavior.
To start, consider showing only a certain number of cards at a time to support building sentences along with
meaning. For example, from the Bear Bags: More Lunch Word List, show 25-30 words as opposed to 50-60 words.
Once students have the meanings understood for 25-30 words, add words or replace words students have mastered
in speaking and reading.
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Build a few sentences with students using words from the pile of words to choose from. Spread them out as needed
for students to use. Continue to have students participate in looking up words or asking neighbors for support
learning new words from the pile. (Students’ first instinct is to avoid using any words they don’t already know. You
can avoid this by picking a word or two and requiring that students build a sentence with it before moving on to
other words or sentences. If giving students words to build sentences is too free-form an activity, choose a flash card
from the pile and have students build a sentence with it together, then change the word to a new word students
probably don’t know and have them practice building a sentence with that word. Do this for 5 or 10 words.)
Then, have students work in pairs or for added challenge, individually, to build sentences in English. Model and
require that students read the sentence aloud before deconstructing it and building a new sentence. Have students
record their sentences on a piece of paper as they work for added practice with correct grammar and spelling.
Correct grammar and pronunciation where appropriate.
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ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Provide copies of the words translated into students’ native language where possible and
have students practice building sentences first in their L1. As students get comfortable with the task, have students
transition to English sentences. In any event, spend time modeling the student role and explicitly thinking aloud for
what words could go together or sound right in a sentence.
Developing: Model the student role explicitly thinking aloud and encouraging students to form sentence structures
that make sense. If students would like more of a challenge, have students add their own words (or have you add
words) to the pile to make the sentences interesting (i.e. “dragon,” “glared,” “furiously,” “kindness,” “confused,” etc.).
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Choose 2-5 words students learned through the activity and ask them to explain what it means in speaking with a
partner or in the whole group.

Now that we know these new words, it’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today
you will practice Bear Bags: More Lunch. Let’s log in and begin working in Bear Bags: More
Lunch.
Have students work in the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1. Have students interpret or translate the sentences into their native language.
2. Alternatively, have students write a story using the sentence or sentences they created as a story prompt.
3. To add colorful language to sentences, add proper nouns, unique objects, and playful verbs to the pile for
students to use.
4. For competitive students, have them race to see who can come up with the most sentences and who can come
up with the longest sentences. Be sure to have enough of each article, pronoun, and verb tense for students to
do this.
5. Remove and add cards when appropriate to continue vocabulary growth for students
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Supplementa l Material : Word list
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Lesson Topic: Bear Bags: More Lunch

Supplementa l Material : Word list
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Lesson Topic: Bear Bags: More Lunch

Supplementa l Material : Word list
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Lesson Topic: Bear Bags: More Lunch

Supplementa l Material : Word list
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Supplementa l Material : Word list
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Supplementa l Material : Word list
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Lesson Topic:

Supplementa
Material : Word
list
LESSON l TOPIC:
Magic

Bird

STANDARDS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use L1 to support L2 (e.g., cognates).
Use pre-taught vocabulary (e.g., word banks) to complete simple sentences.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral commands/instructions.

Speaking:

Connect ideas in discourse using transitions (e.g., “but”, “then”).
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).
Explain and compare content-based concepts.

TARGE TE D E NGL ISH L ANGUAGE PROFIC IE NC Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing
OBJE C TIVE S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to build sentences in English using key vocabulary.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use their comprehension of new vocabulary to succeed in the Magic Bird
exercise in Fast ForWord Reading Level 2.
KEY VOC ABUL ARY
Magic Bird word list (page 5)
MATE RIAL S
•

20-30 words from word list copied onto sentence strip paper and cut into individual words (like flash cards)

•

Pencils and paper for writing

•

Common articles, pronouns, adverbs, conjugations and high frequency words not found in the word lists on
sentence strips cut into the individual words like flash cards (ex: a, an, at, the, we, they, he, around, in, -ed, -ing,
am, was, etc.); consider duplicates if you’d like students to build sentences in pairs or individually
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Lesson Topic:

MOTIVATIONl Material : Word list
Supplementa

(Building Background)
What are some things you like to do when you see a word in class that you don’t know?
Have students share out strategies or thoughts they have when they want to figure out unknown words. If students
don’t have a great deal to contribute, have them think about words they hear in other places like movies or watching
TV in English or their native language. What do they do when they don’t know a word? Do they ignore it and keep
watching, do they use the images on the screen to help them figure it out, or if they’re reading, do they use the
pictures, etc.?
Give students time to respond and allow students to share in English or their native language where appropriate.

When we read, one thing good readers do is think about what words mean as they read.
That way, they can fully understand the whole story. When we read we learn new
information or are told a story, and the way we learn the new information or understand
the story is by understanding what the words mean. Today we’re going to build our own
meaning through sentences in a game called Build It Up.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Today we’ll play Build It Up to help us learn what words mean.
Model building a sentence with the words on sentence strips in a pile. Read the sentence aloud. Use whatever
words you need to make a sentence. Define new words as needed and have students ask for teacher support, ask a
neighbor, or look up new words in the dictionary/thesaurus as they build their own sentences. Model this behavior.
To start, consider including only a certain number of cards at a time to support building sentences along with
meaning. For example, from the word list, include 25-30 words as opposed to 50-60 words. Once students
understand the meanings of 25-30 words, add or replace words students have mastered in speaking and reading.
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Build a few sentences with students using words from the pile of words to choose from. Spread them out as needed
for students to use. Continue to have students participate in looking up words or asking neighbors for support
learning new words from the pile. (Students’ first instinct is to avoid using any words they don’t already know. You
can avoid this by choosing a word or two and requiring that students build a sentence with it before moving on to
other words or sentences. If giving students words to build sentences is too free-form an activity anyway, pick a flash
card from the pile and have students build a sentence with it together, then change the word to a new word students
probably don’t know and have them practice building a sentence with that word. Do this for 5 or 10 words).
Then, have students work in pairs or for added challenge, individually, to build sentences in English. Model and
require that students read the sentence aloud before deconstructing it and building a new sentence. Have students
record their sentences on a piece of paper as they work for added practice with correct grammar and spelling.
Correct grammar and pronunciation where appropriate.
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ELD Dif ferent
iat io n : Word list
Supplementa
l Material
Entering, Emerging: Provide copies of the words translated into students’ native language where possible and
have students practice building sentences first in their L1. As students get comfortable with the task, have students
transition to English sentences. In any event, spend time modeling the student role and explicitly thinking aloud for
what words could go together or sound right in a sentence.
Developing: Model the student role explicitly thinking aloud and encouraging students to form sentence structures
that make sense. If students would like more of a challenge, have students add their own words (or have you add
words) to the pile to make the sentences interesting (i.e. “dragon,” “glared,” “furiously,” “kindness,” “confused,” etc.).
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Choose 2-5 words students learned through the activity and ask them to explain what it means in speaking with a
partner or in the whole group.

Now that we know these new words, it’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today
you will practice Magic Bird. Let’s log in and begin working in Magic Bird.
Have students work in the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1. Have students interpret or translate the sentences into their native language.
2. Alternatively, have students write a story using the sentence or sentences they created as a story prompt.
3. To add colorful language to sentences, add proper nouns, unique objects, and playful verbs to the pile for
students to use.
4. For competitive students, have them race to see who can come up with the most sentences and who can come
up with the longest sentences. Be sure to have enough of each article, pronoun, and verb tense for students to
do this.
5. Remove and add cards when appropriate to continue vocabulary growth for students.
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Magic Bird Word Lists

Easy Alternatives
Initial Consonant Blends & Digraphs
Category (BL, FR, SH, ST)
bl
fr
sh

st

black
blade
blame
blast
blaze
bleach
blank
block
blow
blush

stand
state
stay
steam
steep
still
stink
stock
stove
stuff

frame
free
fresh
frock
frog
frost
frown
fry

shape
shave
sheep
shell
shine
ship
shock
shop
shut

Category (GL, SM, TH, TR)
gl
sm
th
glad
gleam
glide
glitter
globe
glum

smart
smash
smear
smell
smile
smock
smog
smoke

thank
thick
thin
thing
think
thirty
three

Category (BR, CR, FL, SK)
br
cr
fl
brag
braid
brain
brand
brat
brave
brick
bride
bring
brush

craft
crane
crash
cream
creep
crib
crime
crop

flag
flake
flat
flip
float
flock
floss
flower
flute
fly

sw

clap
clay
clean
cliff
clip
clock
cloth
club

sway
sweep
sweet
swell
swift
swim
swing
swish

preen
press
pride
print
prune

scale
scare
scatter
score
scout

Category (CH, GR, PL, SN)
ch
gr
pl

tr

chain
chase
check
cheek
chest
chicken
chin
choke
chop

train
trash
tray
treat
tree
trend
trick
trip
truck
trust

grade
grand
grant
grape
gray
green
greet
grin
gruff

plan
plane
plant
plate
play
plop
pluck
plum
plus

Category (DR, SL, SP, TH)
dr
sl
sp

sk

drank
dream
dress
drift
drill
drink
drip
drive
drop
drum

skate
skill
skin
skip
skull
skunk
sky
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Category (CL, PR, SC, SW)
cl
pr
sc

1

slap
slate
sleek
sleep
slide
slip
slope
sly

speak
speed
spell
spend
spider
spill
spin
spoke
spot

sn
snack
snail
snake
snap
sneak
sniff

th
thank
thick
thin
thing
think
thirty
three

Magic Bird Word Lists

Easy Alternatives
Final Consonant Blends & Doubles
Category (CH, LF, NT, SS)
ch
lf
nt

ss

beach
coach
much
peach
reach
rich
speech
such
teach
which

boss
chess
floss
fuss
kiss
less
loss
mess
miss
moss

golf
gulf
self
shelf

bent
bunt
hint
hunt
lent
paint
plant
sent
tent
went

Category (FT, MP, NG, ZZ)
ft
mp
ng
craft
drift
gift
left
lift
soft

bump
camp
dump
jump
lamp
stamp
stomp
stump

hang
king
long
ring
song
swing
think
wing

Category (LL, ND, TH, X)
ll
nd
th
bell
chill
doll
drill
dull
shall
skill
spell
spill
tell

band
grand
hand
land
mend
pond
send
spend
stand
wind

bath
cloth
math
moth
path
teeth
with
youth

Category (FF, LL, NK, ST)
ff
ll
nk
cliff
cuff
gruff
huff
puff
sniff
stiff
stuff

bank
drink
junk
mink
pink
skunk
stink
think
wink
yank

Category (CH, LT, ND, SH)
ch
lt
nd

zz

black
buck
check
click
clock
flock
shock
snack
thick
truck

buzz
fizz
frizz
fuzz
jazz

x
box
fax
fix
fox
mix
six
tax
wax
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bell
chill
doll
drill
dull
shall
skill
spell
spill
tell

2

belt
felt
malt
melt
wilt

band
grand
hand
land
mend
pond
send
spend
stand
wind

st
best
chest
coast
cost
feast
just
least
must
nest
twist

sh
cash
crash
dish
fish
flash
hush
rush
trash
wish

Magic Bird Word Lists

Easy Alternatives
Medial Vowels, Vowel Digraphs, Silent -e
Category (A_E, E, OA, U_E)
a_e
e
oa
bake
base
date
flake
game
grape
plane
same
skate
snake

beg
best
fed
get
hem
less
melt
men
pest

board
boat
coast
coat
float
goat
load
loaf
road

Category (AY, EA, I_E, U)
ay
ea
i_e
clay
gray
hay
play
say
stay
sway
tray
way

bead
bean
dream
heat
least
mean
neat
reach
speak
steam

bike
drive
kite
life
like
mine
slide
smile
time
vine

Category (AI, EE, I, O_E)
ai
ee
i

u_e

chain
mail
paid
paint
plain
rain
sail
tail
wait

flute
jute
prune
rude
rule
tube
tune

u
brush
bun
dump
fun
hunt
rush
shut
sun
truck
tub
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cheek
creep
free
green
sheep
sheet
sleep
teeth
tree

bin
chick
click
drip
fist
flip
list
ship

o_e
bone
choke
froze
home
hope
rope
smoke
spoke
stole
vote

Magic Bird Word Lists

Easy Alternatives
Grammatical Endings
Category (-ED, -ING, -S)
-ed
-ing
-s
acted
aided
dented
ended
handed
heated
landed
listed
needed
planted
rested

asking
eating
feeling
fishing
helping
landing
longing
mixing
reading
teaching
telling

bats
bits
blocks
boats
bricks
cats
cliffs
crops
grapes
lips
sheets
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Magic Bird Word Lists

Difficult Alternatives
Initial Consonant Blends & Digraphs
Category (BL, BR, PL, PR)
bl
br
pl
black
blade
blame
blank
blast
blaze
bleach
block
blow
blush

brag
braid
brain
brand
brat
brave
brick
bride
bring
brush

plan
plane
plant
plate
play
plop
pluck
plum
plus

Category (FL, FR, SL, SW)
fl
fr
sl
flag
flake
flash
flat
flip
float
flock
floss
flower
flute
fly

frame
free
fresh
frock
frog
frost
frown
fry

slap
slate
sleek
sleep
slide
slip
slope
sly

Category (SC, SM, SN, SP)
sc
sm
sn
scale
scare
scatter
score
scout

smart
smash
smear
smell
smile
smock
smog
smoke

snack
snail
snake
snap
sneak
sniff

pr
preen
press
pride
print
prune

sw
sway
sweep
sweet
swell
swift
swim
swing
swish

Category (CL, CR, GL, GR)
cl
cr
gl

gr

clam
clap
clay
clean
cliff
clip
clock
cloth
club

grade
grand
grant
grape
gray
green
greet
grin
gruff

craft
crane
crash
cream
creep
crib
crime
crop

glad
gleam
glide
glitter
globe
glum

Category (DR, SK, ST, TR)
dr
sk
st

tr

drank
dream
dress
drift
drill
drink
drip
drive
drop
drum

train
trash
tray
treat
tree
trend
trick
trip
truck
trust

skate
skill
skin
skip
skull
skunk
sky

stand
state
stay
steam
steep
still
stink
stock
stove
stuff

sp

Category (CH, SH, SW, TH)
ch
sh
sw

speak
speed
spell
spend
spider
spill
spin
spoke
spot

chain
chase
check
cheek
chest
chicken
chin
choke
chop
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shape
shave
sheep
shell
shine
ship
shock
shop
shut

sway
sweep
sweet
swell
swift
swim
swing
swish

th
thank
thick
thin
thing
think
thirty
three
thud

Magic Bird Word Lists

Difficult Alternatives
Final Consonant Blends & Doubles
Category (FF, FT, LF, LL)
ff
ft
lf
cliff
cuff
gruff
huff
puff
sniff
stiff
stuff

craft
drift
gift
left
lift
soft

golf
gulf
self
shelf

Category (ND, NG, NK, NT)
nd
ng
nk
band
grand
hand
land
mend
pond
send
spend
stand

hang
king
long
ring
song
swing
thing
wing

bank
drink
junk
mink
pink
skunk
stink
think
wink
yank

ll

Category (CH, CK, SH, X)
ch
ck
sh

bell
chill
doll
drill
dull
shall
skill
spell
spill
tell

beach
coach
much
peach
reach
rich
speech
such
teach
which

nt

Category (SS, ST, TH, ZZ)
ss
st
th

Category (LL, LT, MP, NT)
ll
lt
mp

nt

bell
chill
doll
drill
dull
shall
skill
spell
spill
tell

bent
bunt
hint
hunt
lent
paint
plant
sent
tent
went

belt
felt
malt
melt
wilt

bump
camp
dump
jump
lamp
stamp
stomp
stump

boss
chess
floss
fuss
kiss
less
loss
mess
miss
moss

bent
hint
hunt
lent
paint
plant
sent
tent
went
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black
buck
check
click
clock
flock
shock
snack
thick
truck

best
chest
coast
cost
feast
just
least
must
nest
twist

cash
crash
dish
fish
flash
hush
rush
trash
wish

bath
cloth
math
moth
path
teeth
with
youth

x
box
fax
fix
fox
mix
six
tax
wax

zz
buzz
fizz
frizz
fuzz
jazz

Magic Bird Word Lists

Difficult Alternatives
Medial Vowels, Vowel Digraphs, Silent -e
Category (A_E, I, I_E, O_E)
a_e
i
i_e

o_e

bake
base
date
flake
game
grape
plane
same
skate
snake

bone
choke
froze
home
hope
rope
smoke
spoke
stole
vote

bin
chick
click
drip
fist
flip
grin
ship
slid

bike
drive
kite
life
like
mine
slide
smile
time
vine

Category (AI, E, EA, OA)
ai
e
ea

oa

chain
claim
fail
mail
paid
paint
plain
rain
sail
tail
wait

board
boat
coast
coat
float
goat
groan
load
loaf
road

best
fed
get
less
melt
men
pest
vet

bead
bean
dream
heat
least
mean
neat
reach
speak
steam
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Category (AY, EE, U, U_E)
ay
ee
u
clay
gray
hay
play
say
stay
sway
tray
way

7

cheek
creep
free
green
sheep
sheet
sleep
teeth
tree

brush
bun
dump
fun
hunt
rush
shut
sun
truck
tub

u_e
flute
jute
prune
rude
rule
tube
tune

Magic Bird Word Lists

Difficult Alternatives
Grammatical Endings
Category (-ED, -ING, -S)
-ed
-ing
-s
acted
aided
dented
ended
handed
heated
landed
listed
needed
planted
rested

asking
eating
feeling
fishing
helping
landing
longing
mixing
reading
teaching
telling

bats
bits
blocks
boats
bricks
cats
cliffs
crops
grapes
lips
sheets
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Lesson Topic: Leaping Lizards

LESSON TOPIC: Leaping Lizards

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use context clues and illustrations to determine meaning of words/phrases.
Use L1 to support L2.

Writing:

Copy words, phrases, and short sentences.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral directions.
Complete content-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.
Use learning strategies described orally.

Speaking:

Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to understand rules in writing in English using a game called Tell It!.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use their understanding of writing conventions to succeed in the Leaping Lizards
exercise in Fast ForWord Reading Level 2.

NOTE: This lesson is written to last for 15-20 minute sessions over five days. This task is challenging for
students across grade levels and language proficiency levels to start. Encourage students to be patient with
themselves. If student engagement is needed, award prizes to students with perfect work/the fewest errors at the
end of the day or week.
KEY VOCABULARY
Relevant words from Tell It! paragraphs (page 4)

MATERIALS
•

Tell It! paragraphs written somewhere clearly visible that can be removed from view and brought back, on chart
paper for example

•

Pencils, pens, paper or journals for writing

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program
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Lesson Topic: Leaping Lizards

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Emergent bilinguals need exposure to the new vocabulary and sayings in English before working in Leaping Lizards.

Before playing Leaping Lizards today, we are going to learn some new things about
English. These things will help you understand the activities in Leaping Lizards. Let’s
say “Leaping Lizards.”
Everyone practices saying Leaping Lizards.

In Leaping Lizards, you have to listen carefully to the sentence and put the correct
punctuation or letter in the sentence where it belongs. Reading with punctuation is
something good readers do to help them understand stories. Why is it important to
understand what we read?
Give students time to think and respond about why it’s important to understand what we read.

Today we’re going to learn some new things about writing in English from an activity called
‘Tell It!’
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Show students the first story and point out vocabulary words, spelling, and punctuation for the students to
remember. Read the story aloud once, then have students read it with you, then have students read it aloud.
Remove the story from view. Read the story aloud in whole, slow sentences, one at a time as students write what you
say. Give students wait time to write, but not so much that all are waiting on one student. The object of this activity is
to build listening skills and writing speed at the same time as vocabulary and punctuation accuracy.
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Read the story aloud once more through for students to check their work before moving to correcting. The first few
times you do this activity you might have to read it a third time. The third time is usually when students have finished
all their writing and they listen to you to go back and fix any errors they made, add words or punctuation.
It is perfectly acceptable for students to not complete the passage. This will be the case earlier on and for slower
writers, and that’s okay. Remind them to be patient with themselves and the process. If most students did not
complete the passage, try slowing down in and experiment with saying each sentence twice. You may attempt to
break out the sentences by phrases, but maintain prosody in your voice.
Part of this process is teaching students where pauses naturally occur in writing and how punctuation supports that.
If you are speaking in phrases that sound choppy, modify your approach.
You can differentiate this activity in a myriad of ways: by slowing down or speeding up your rate of speech, by
varying the wait time for students to write, by chunking sentences into phrases while maintaining prosody (modeling
prosody important here, as mentioned above), and by shortening or extending the length of what you say (for
example, saying one and a half sentences rather than one).
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When students finish writing, have them put their pencils away and take out a pen. Put the original story/set of
sentences back into view for students. Have students correct their writing. Take each mini-lesson to emphasize a
different aspect of the writing according to these guidelines:
•
•

Day 1: Spelling
Day 2: Punctuation

•

Day 3: Capitalization

•
•

Day 4: Mechanics – verb tense, syntax, and morphology
Day 5: Comprehension/meaning

Each paragraph/set of sentences will take a week for students to master. Repeat for all paragraphs.
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging, Developing: Launch this lesson and activity in students’ native language if possible, and begin
by conducting this activity with a “beginning” passage translated into students’ native language. Spend some time
emphasizing the importance of the five categories above in students’ native language in writing, as it impacts writing
across languages.
Alternatively, model the student role in English or students’ native language with a different passage before
introducing the passage students will write. For students still working on writing skills, introduce one sentence at a
time and teach with one-sentence-length tasks, varying the length of the sentence as students grow in their mastery
of this task and English writing rules.
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Now that we can use what we know in spelling and punctuation to practice in Fast
ForWord. Today you will practice Leaping Lizards. Let’s log in and begin working on
Leaping Lizards.
Have students work on the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1. Have students draw pictures to represent the passage.
2. Have students translate or interpret the passage into their own language through speaking or writing.
3. Have students write different endings to the passages, or have students write about the main character.
4. Have students create their own comprehension questions from the passage for partners to answer in speaking.
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Supplementa l Material : Tel l It ! paragraphs
Beginner
1. Have you ever seen a snake? Between colorful grasses they hide. They like warm sun and rats to eat.
2. One common snake is called a garter snake. Not much is known about how many different species there are.
3. Garter snakes sometimes get close to humans because they live in many parts of North America—in forests,
grasslands, coastlines, and prairies. If you ever find one, it won’t bother you if you don’t bother it.
4. Larissa was standing in a meadow when she saw the most beautiful butterfly. It was marked with bright blue and
black wings. She wanted to see where it went.
5. Larissa was a runner. She followed it for a long while. The butterfly was big and grew smaller the further away it
flew. Before long it was just a spot.
6. Walking home, she wished she could have a butterfly of her own, and together they could become friends.
Having a butterfly for a friend would be amazing!
7. In the beginning, Mark hated school. He hated being away from home. He hated having to do work. He hated
having to make friends. He didn’t even like recess.
8. He didn’t want to spend a second at stinky school. Every day he would sleep late, eat breakfast, and run around
the rooms of his house so he didn’t have to get dressed. Yet one day, his mother had a plan.
9. One morning Mark tasted a delicious breakfast. Mom held his hand and went walking with him to school. She
tells the teacher he’s not feeling well. They leave. Why is mother being so helpful?
10. Mother and Mark played all day. She gave him hugs and they played games. All he wanted was to spend some
time with Mom! The next day Mark went to school and was ready to make friends.
11. Plants sit in the sun until someone waters them to grow. Either they get nutrients or they die. Shorter plants can
grow tall.
12. One moment plants are small, and the next they are more full than ever. Lisa, a student in my class, loves plants.
She has several plants.
13. Lisa is thoughtful with how she cares for her plants. Often she will water them and then check on them later to
make sure they are okay.
14. She uses cleaner to keep her garden tidy. Lisa made her garden. She decorated it with pretty letters that spell the
words, “Lisa’s Garden” in the front.
15. I just had the worst day. I broke my pencil, forgot my favorite book, and the teacher told me to go inside from
recess. Stan took my jacket. The teacher didn’t believe me.
16. I’m stuck sitting in the classroom with Stan. I didn’t even get a good lunch! At least dad could have packed me
something good to eat!
17. I opened my lunch and saw a hot dog with no bun and a whole orange. I can’t peel a whole orange. What’s
worse, Ms. Spitz is giving us a quiz in math later. We have to add many digits.
18. I’m not ready for the math test! The best part about this day will be getting home. I will be done with my test fast.
Tonight will be much better.
19. Nouns, verbs, and adjectives are all parts of speech. They describe what a word is in a sentence.
20. They are words composed of syllables, and they make up the things we say. A noun is a person, place, or thing. A
verb is an action or a thing one does.
21. An adjective describes how something is. For example, in the sentence: “The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy
dog,” there are parts of speech.
22. What are the nouns? The nouns are “fox” and “dog.” What are the verbs? There is only one. It is “jumps.”
23. What are the adjectives? The adjectives are “quick,” “brown,” and “lazy.” Now you try: what are the parts of
speech in the sentence, “Cherries are dark and delicious”?
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Supplementa l Material : Tel l It ! paragraphs
Int ermediate
1. Have you ever seen a snake? Between colorful grasses they hide. They like warm sun and rats to eat. One
common snake is called a garter snake. Not much is known about how many different species there are.
2. Garter snakes sometimes get close to humans because they live in many parts of North America—in forests,
grasslands, coastlines, and prairies. If you ever find one, it won’t bother you if you don’t bother it. One important
thing to remember is to stay calm. Most usually slide away quickly.
3. Larissa was standing in a meadow when she saw the most beautiful butterfly. It was marked with bright blue and
black wings. She wanted to see where it went. Larissa was a runner. She followed it for a long while.
4. The butterfly was big and grew smaller the further away it flew. Before long it was just a spot. Walking home, she
wished she could have a butterfly of her own, and together they could become friends. Having a butterfly for a
friend would be amazing!
5. In the beginning, Mark hated school. He hated being away from home. He hated having to do work. He hated
having to make friends. He didn’t even like recess. He didn’t want to spend a second at stinky school. Every day
he would sleep late, eat breakfast, and run around the rooms of his house so he didn’t have to get dressed.
6. Yet one day, his mother had a plan. He tasted a delicious breakfast. Then she held his hand and went walking
with him to school. She tells the teacher he’s not feeling well. They leave. Why is mother being so helpful? They
went home.
7. Mother and Mark played all day. She gave him hugs and they played games. All he wanted was to spend some
time with Mom! The next day Mark went to school and was ready to make friends. He was ready to learn!
8. Plants sit in the sun until someone waters them to grow. Either they get nutrients or they die. Shorter plants can
grow tall. One moment they are small, and the next they are more full than ever. Lisa, a student in my class, loves
plants.
9. Lisa has several plants. She is thoughtful with how she cares for her plants. Often she will water them and then
check on them an hour later to make sure they are okay. She uses cleaner to keep her garden tidy. Lisa made her
garden. She decorated it with pretty letters that spell the words, “Lisa’s Garden” in the front.
10. I just had the worst day. I broke my pencil, forgot my favorite book, and the teacher told me to go inside from
recess. Stan took my jacket. The teacher didn’t believe me. Now I’m stuck sitting in the classroom with Stan.
11. I didn’t even get a good lunch! At least dad could have packed me something good to eat! I opened my lunch
and saw a hot dog with no bun and a whole orange. I can’t peel a whole orange. What’s worse, Ms. Spitz is giving
us a quiz in math later.
12. We have to add many digits. I’m not ready! The best part about this day will be getting home. I’m done trying to
have a good day. Tonight will be much better.
13. Nouns, verbs, and adjectives are all parts of speech. They describe what a word is in a sentence. They are words
composed of syllables, and they make up the things we say. A noun is a person, place, or thing. A verb is an
action or a thing one does.
14. An adjective describes how something is. For example, in the sentence: “The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy
dog,” there are parts of speech. What are the nouns? The nouns are “fox” and “dog.”
15. What are the verbs? There is only one. It is “jumps.” What are the adjectives? The adjectives are “quick,” “brown,”
and “lazy.” Now you try: what are the parts of speech in the sentence, “Cherries are dark and delicious”?
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Supplementa l Material : Tel l It ! paragraphs
Advanc ed
1. Have you ever seen a snake? Between colorful grasses they hide. They like warm sun and rats to eat. One
common snake is called a garter snake. Not much is known about how many different species there are. They
sometimes get close to humans because they live in many parts of North America—in forests, grasslands,
coastlines, and prairies. If you ever find one, it won’t bother you if you don’t bother it. One important thing to
remember is to stay calm. Most usually slide away quickly.
2. Larissa was standing in a meadow when she saw the most beautiful butterfly. It was marked with bright blue and
black wings. She wanted to see where it went. Larissa was a runner. She followed it for a long while. The butterfly
was big and grew smaller the further away it flew. Before long it was just a spot. Walking home, she wished she
could have a butterfly of her own, and together they could become friends.
3. In the beginning, Mark hated school. He hated being away from home. He hated having to do work. He hated
having to make friends. He didn’t even like recess. He didn’t want to spend a second at stinky school. Every day
he would sleep late, eat breakfast, and run around the rooms of his house so he didn’t have to get dressed.
4. Yet one day, his mother had a plan. He tasted a delicious breakfast. Then she held his hand and went walking
with him to school. She tells the teacher he’s not feeling well. They leave. Why is mother being so helpful? They
went home. Mother and Mark played all day. She gave him hugs and they played games. All he wanted was to
spend some time with Mom! The next day Mark went to school and was ready to make friends. He was ready to
learn!
5. Plants sit in the sun until someone waters them to grow. Either they get nutrients or they die. Shorter plants can
grow tall. One moment they are small, and the next they are more full than ever. Lisa, a student in my class, loves
plants. She has several. She is thoughtful with how she cares for her plants.
6. Often she will water them and then check on them an hour later to make sure they are okay. She uses cleaner
to keep her garden tidy. Lisa made her garden. She decorated it with pretty letters that spell the words, “Lisa’s
Garden” in the front.
7. I just had the worst day. I broke my pencil, forgot my favorite book, and the teacher told me to go inside from
recess. Stan took my jacket. The teacher didn’t believe me. Now I’m stuck sitting in the classroom with Stan. I
didn’t even get a good lunch! At least dad could have packed me something good to eat! I opened my lunch and
saw a hot dog with no bun and a whole orange. I can’t peel a whole orange. What’s worse, Ms. Spitz is giving us a
quiz in math later. We have to add many digits. I’m not ready! The best part about this day will be getting home.
I’m done trying to have a good day. Tonight will be much better.
8. Nouns, verbs, and adjectives are all parts of speech. They describe what a word is in a sentence. They are words
composed of syllables, and they make up the things we say. A noun is a person, place, or thing. A verb is an
action or a thing one does. An adjective describes how something is. For example, in the sentence: “The quick
brown fox jumps over the lazy dog,” there are parts of speech. What are the nouns? The nouns are “fox” and
“dog.” What are the verbs? There is only one. It is “jumps.” What are the adjectives? The adjectives are “quick,”
“brown,” and “lazy.” Now you try: what are the parts of speech in the sentence, “Cherries are dark and delicious”?
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LESSON TOPIC: Ant Antics

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use L1 to support L2 (e.g., cognates).
Use pre-taught vocabulary (e.g., word banks) to complete simple sentences.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral commands/instructions.

Speaking:

Connect ideas in discourse using transitions (e.g., “but”, “then”).
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).
Explain and compare content-based concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to form sentences about pictures that are true and false.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use new vocabulary to comprehend passages in the Ant Antics exercise in Fast
ForWord Reading Level 3.

KEY VOCABULARY
Create your own list as needed, based on the pictures you choose to include in the lesson

MATERIALS
•

Pictures (page 5)

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program
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MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Emergent bilinguals need exposure to varying sentence structures to understand the sentences in Ant Antics.

Before playing Ant Antics today, we are going to practice making sentences. These
sentences will help you understand the activity in Ant Antics. Can you say ‘Ant Antics?’
Everyone practices saying Ant Antics.

In Ant Antics, you have to read each sentence carefully because you need to click the
sentence that correctly describes the picture you see. Sometimes it gets tricky.
Reading carefully is something good readers do to help understand stories. Why is it
important to understand what we read?
Give students time to think and respond about why it’s important to understand what we read.

Today we’re going to learn some new sentence structures by practicing making our own.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Start by showing the first picture below and say a sentence about the picture that is false. Ask students if you are
correct. Say another sentence that is also false. Ask again if you are correct. Say a sentence that is true. Ask students
if you are correct.
Be sure to model sentences with details about the picture that students might not catch at first. Ant Antics tests
students on their ability to compare two or more objects in a picture, so be as detailed as possible with your
statement without giving too much away. For example, with the first picture:
1. No birds fly. (false)
2. Two birds fly. (false)
3. One bird flies away. (true)
4. Two birds have blue wings. (false)
5. The bird takes off. (true)
6. The birds take off. (false)

Today you will play a game: you will examine a picture and write a sentence about the
picture that is false or true. Then you’ll pass your sentence to the person next to you and
that person has to figure out if the statement is true or false. You will exchange with your
partner on either side of you.
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PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
1. Hold up a picture.
2. Have students write a single sentence—true or false—about the picture.
3. Students pass it to the student on the left.
4. Students on the left write “true” or “false.”
5. Students pass the sentences and answers to the teacher.
6. Read a sentence aloud to the students.
7. Have the class answer whether it is true or false. Discussion happens here if needed. Most likely you will need to
encourage students to play around with writing about one and more than one in their sentences, and correct
students on their sentence structures. Don’t worry about spelling or punctuation—the goal of this activity is to
get students comparing and contrasting details in pictures and forming complete sentences about it. Continue
with this process until you have discussed each student’s sentence.
8. Have students write another true or false sentence about the picture and pass it to the student on the right.
Repeat steps 4-8.
9. Show a new picture and repeats steps 2-8.
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Instead of writing, have students say a statement about the picture. Model this several times
with the first couple of pictures and have students take turns creating their own sentences. If students feel more
comfortable, have them create sentences about the picture in their native language first and then transition to
English as they get more comfortable with the task. Encourage students to get creative with their sentences and
provide verbal sentence frames or recasting to ensure clear sentences.
Repeat students’ statements after they make them a couple of times and give the group wait time (10-25 seconds)
to respond if the statement is true or false. If needed, define any vocabulary in the statement other students might
not know.
To help with students creating sentences, write some key words on the board to use with each new picture—words that
identify the object(s) in the picture and anything overtly noticeable in the picture.
Developing, Expanding: Encourage students to get creative with their statements in writing. Start the lesson and
model the student role in students’ native language if possible and appropriate. Have students play a couple of
practice rounds of writing sentences about a picture below before following the steps above exactly.
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RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with vocabulary, assess learning)
Now that we can compare and contrast pictures using sentences in English, let’s
practice what we know in Ant Antics.
Have students work in the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1.

Have students draw pictures to represent some key words for pre-emergent students, for example: “red,
umbrella, daytime”, “jeans, cleaning, house,” and so on.

2.

Have students come up with their own stories using the pictures as their guide and inspiration.

3.

Have students create their own questions about the pictures for partners to answer either in speaking or
writing.
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Supplementa l Material : Pictures
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Supplementa l Material : Pictures
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Supplementa l Material : Pictures
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Supplementa l Material : Pictures
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Supplementa l Material : Pictures
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Supplementa l Material : Pictures
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Supplementa l Material : Pictures
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LESSON TOPIC: Dog Bone

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Cluster 6-8
Reading:

Use L1 to support L2 (e.g., cognates).
Use bilingual dictionaries and glossaries.
Use English dictionaries and glossaries.

Writing:

Draw content-related pictures.
Complete graphic organizers/forms with personal information.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral commands/instructions.
Classify/sort content-related visuals per oral descriptions.
Use learning strategies described orally.
Complete content-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.

Speaking:

Connect ideas in discourse using transitions (e.g., “but”, “then”).
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).
Explain and compare content-based concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Emerging, Developing, Expanding

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to use new words to understand stories in Dog Bone using Frayer Models and
team work to compose spoken definitions.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use new vocabulary to comprehend passages in the Dog Bone exercise in Fast
ForWord Reading Level 2.

KEY VOCABULARY
Dog Bone key vocabulary from the stories (page 6)
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MATE RIALS
•

Whiteboard or writing surface for the teacher

•

Dictionaries in English and students’ native language if available

•

Frayer Models for the appropriate language proficiency (page 5)

•

Dog Bone story vocabulary and guiding questions (page 6)

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Emergent bilinguals need exposure to the new vocabulary and sayings in English before working in Dog Bone.

Before playing Dog Bone today, we are going to learn some stories with new words. We’ll
spend some time learning those new words.
Learning new words is something good readers do to help understand stories. Why is
it good to understand what we read? Give students time to think and respond about why
it’s important to understand what we read.
Use the guiding questions for the story you are teaching.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Use the key vocabulary for the story you are teaching, written somewhere clearly visible.
Model presenting the meaning of a key word from the list using a Frayer Model you complete with student support.
Think aloud as you work so students understand clearly what to do. Answer any clarifying questions the students
may have around the meaning of the word.
Have students come up with a definition for the word you presented without your support. They may use the Frayer
Model you completed as support and you can explain aspects of the Frayer Model but may not contribute directly
to the student definition of the word. Copy the definition students come up with onto a white board or somewhere
clearly visible.
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PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Have students choose words or phrases from the word list from a story and complete a Frayer Model using a
dictionary to look up the terms. Alternatively, assign each student a couple of words to build Frayer Models on and
have them present their Frayer Models to the other students.
After each student presents, have the other students define the words they just learned orally in a group definition.
Record the group definition somewhere clearly visible like a whiteboard. For example, Kim was given “trapped” and
“sing-song” to compose Frayer Models. Tom was given two other words, and Lisi two different words.
When Kim presents his Frayer Models, students can ask clarifying questions or just listen and look. When Kim
finishes presenting, the teacher asks Tom and Lisi to come up with a group definition for each word. Kim can
clarify misunderstanding using his Frayer Models as visual support for the definition of the word, but Kim cannot
contribute to the group definition of “trapped” and “sing-song.”
Then Tom presents his two words. Kim and Lisi come up with a group definition for each of those words. Then Lisi
presents, and now it’s Tom and Kim’s turn to come up with a definition for each of the words Lisi presented.
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Introduce the activity and guiding questions in students’ native language where possible and
have students respond first in their L1 and then in English. Model the student role explicitly and show a completed
Frayer Model if available. If this is students’ first pass with Frayer Models, spend some time completing one together
before having students work in pairs or individually. Allow students an opportunity to ask clarifying questions.
Select the word each student will use to complete their Frayer Model and model using a dictionary before sending
students off to work individually. Alternatively, you could have students work in pairs and present together.
If students need something a bit more engaging, have students create a poster that represents the word and have
students include: the native language translation, a picture, the definition in English and their L1 where possible.
Have students present their posters to the group. With a poster the required writing is not as extensive and gives
students creative liberty to play with what a word means. Add or remove criteria to be included in the poster as
students get more comfrotable with the activity.
Developing, Expanding: Introduce the activity and guiding questions and have students respond first in their L1 and
then in English. Model the student role explicitly and show a completed Frayer Model if available. If this is students’
first pass with Frayer Models, spend some time completing one together before having students work in pairs or
individually. Allow students an opportunity to ask clarifying questions. Please see the “Extension” portion of this
lesson for additional ways to enrich this activity with students.
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RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Repeat the Motivation through Practice/Application activities for the next story or two, according to what students
will see that day in the Dog Bone exercise.

Now that we know these new words, it’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today
you will practice Dog Bone. Let’s log in and begin working in Dog Bone.
Have students work in the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1. Select a more challenging Frayer Model graphic organizer for students to use.
2. Have students write definitions of the words in their native language if applicable.
3. Give a timer to students so that they may only present their Frayer Model for a certain amount of time before
they stop presenting.
4. Give students the ability to ask 3 clarifying questions to the presenter before coming up with their definition.
5. Have students write out a group definition instead of orally creating one.
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Supplementa l Material : Frayer Mode l graphic organizer
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Supplementa l Material : Gary the Goose
Key voc abulary
woods
nearby
fly south
worried
wise
trust
bad news
silly goose
prepared
deal

G uidi ng quest ions
When is a time you missed your best friend?
Who is your best friend?
Have you ever seen a cave?
Have you ever been on a trip or vacation? Did you miss your friends? What did you do on your trip?
Supplementa l Material : C harisse Write s a Story
Key voc abulary
skinny
secret
notices

G uidi ng quest ions
Have you ever tried to do something you really wanted to do, and you couldn’t do it?
Have you ever had to practice to get good at something? What was it? How did you practice?
Let’s take a minute and think: How did you know if you were left-handed or right handed when you write? What
happened that you knew you were writing with the correct hand?
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Supplementa l Material : Th e Little Land
Key voc abulary
pleasant
according
clover tops
overhead
hums
to and fro
parcels
made of
Guiding quest ions
Do you ever daydream? Daydreaming is when you close your eyes and imagine you are somewhere else.
What do you daydream about?
Where do you imagine you go?
What’s the wildest thing you have ever imagined or pretended to do?
Supplemental Material : Foreign Lands
Key voc abulary
trunk
abroad
adorned
dimpling
tramping
grown up
onward
dine
Guiding quest ions
Have you ever climbed a tree?
What do you see when you climb a tree?
My favorite part about climbing trees was always being able to see as far as I could. What is your favorite part about
climbing trees?
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Supplemental Material : Com e an d Eat You r Meat
Key voc abulary
wonder
narrow
Guiding quest ions
What do you think living 100 years ago would be like?
What would be different?
Let’s think about all the ways that life would be different.
Supplemental Material : Kijoo Want s to Play
Key voc abulary
peeks
pretends
invented
busy
explain
Guiding quest ions
Do you have any older brothers or sisters?
What do you like about having older brothers or sisters?
What do you not like about having them? Do they sometimes ignore you?
What do you do without them and what do you like to do with them?
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Supplemental Material : Th e Moon
Key voc abulary
thieves
harbors
fork of a tree
yowling
cuddle
shall arise
Guiding quest ions
What is the moon?
What do you like about the moon?
What do you know about the moon?
What is your favorite thing to do when the moon is really bright?
Supplemental Material : Th e L ibrary
Key voc abulary
borrow
subject
mess
impossible
Guiding quest ions
Do you have a library card?
Do you visit the public library?
What is a difference between the library and a bookstore?
How do they organize books at a library?
What do you think libraries looked like before books were organized?
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Supplemental Material : Computers
Key voc abulary
although
command
respond
decide
itself
Guiding quest ions
Do you know how a computer works?
What are some things a computer can do?
What do you like to do on computers?
Supplemental Material : Bread
Key voc abulary
basic
yeast
packet
Guiding quest ions
What is your favorite kind of bread?
What kind of breads do you eat?
What kind of bread does your family eat at home?
What other kinds of bread are there?
Do you know how to make bread?
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Supplemental Material : Dinosaur Bones
Key voc abulary
cliff
a sight
realized
skeleton
museum
Guiding quest ions
Have you ever seen a dinosaur? In movies or books?
What is a dinosaur?
Who studies dinosaurs?
What do they do when they find a dinosaur?
Supplemental Material : Th e Pie and the Patty- Pan
Key voc abulary
invited
rim
my dear
polite
postman
dreadfully
Guiding quest ions
Have you ever had to eat something you didn’t want to?
What did you do? How did you handle eating it?
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Supplementa l Material : Squirrel Nutkin
Key voc abulary
hollow
hazel
rafts
oar
Guiding quest ions
Have you ever seen a squirrel? What do squirrels look like?
What do they eat?
What do you like/don’t like about squirrels?
Supplementa l Material : Art
Key voc abulary
in this manner
just for fun
thousands
tents
beads
scenes
Guiding quest ions
What do you like about art?
What are some kinds of art you know?
What can artists do very well?
What was considered art a long time ago, before we had canvasses and paints?
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Supplementa l Material : Fantasy C haracters
Key voc abulary
riddles
stuffed
hunted
tools
mystery
Guiding quest ions
What’s your favorite fairy tale or fantasy story?
What are some things that are in fantasies or fairy tales that don’t exist in real life?
Supplementa l Material : Pete r C ottontail
Key voc abulary
sand bank
fir tree
currant buns
naughty
behave
Guiding quest ions
Do you have a brother or sister that doesn’t follow the rules sometimes? Or, are you the one who doesn’t like to
follow rules?
When is a time that your parents told you not to do something and you did it anyway? What happened?
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Supplementa l Material : Antonio Ant
Key voc abulary
yucky
spill
individual
experiment
escape
realize
Guiding quest ions
Have you ever had a time when you wish you could just be on your own and not have to worry or rely on anyone
else?
Do you ever wonder what life is like if you didn’t have parents that told you what you had to do and you could do
whatever you wanted and didn’t have to take care of your little sister or brother?
What would you do if you could be on your own?
Supplementa l Material : Light
Key voc abulary
seem
during
gradually
Guiding quest ions
What do you like more, daytime or night? Why?
What do you like about the day?
What do you like about nighttime?
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Lesson Topic: Book Monkeys

LESSON TOPIC: Book Monkeys

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use L1 to support L2 (e.g., cognates).

Writing:

Fill in graphic organizers, charts, and tables.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral commands/instructions.
Classify/sort content-related visuals per oral descriptions.
Use learning strategies described orally.

Speaking:

Connect ideas in discourse using transitions (e.g., “but”, “then”).
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).
Explain and compare content-based concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Developing, Expanding

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to build imaginative stories using listening and reading and writing skills in their
native language and English.
CONTENT – Students will be able to comprehend the main idea and details from the stories in the Book Monkeys
exercise in Fast ForWord Reading Level 3.

KEY VOCABULARY
Book Monkeys vocabulary list (page 4)

MATERIALS
•

Pencils, paper or journals for writing

•

Concept maps for each student, and teacher model copy (page 10), and story starters (page 6)

•

Whiteboard or chalkboard or some other clearly visible writing surface to model writing a paragraph/short story

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program
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MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Good readers and writers use their imaginations to help them build meaning and
understand a story or write a story. Why is it important to understand what we read?
Give students time to think and respond about why it’s important to understand what we read.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Book Monkeys passages are all about a fictional place called Animal City. The passages range across fiction and
nonfiction. With this activity, students will use the fiction reading passages used in Book Monkeys as story starters for
their own stories about life in Animal City.

Today we are going to practice writing our own stories using some of the passages from an
exercise in Reading 3 called Book Monkeys. These passages are about things that happen in a
place called Animal City. Let’s take a minute to think about the kinds of things we might see in
a place called Animal City.
Give students 10-25 seconds to think about what they imagine Animal City to be like.

As we read, think about what exists in Animal City.
Read the first story starter aloud to students. Then, have students read the story starter with you. Think aloud about
what you envision is also in this world where goats play donkeys. For example:

Hmm, this is really interesting. If I were to add on to this story as a writer, I’m thinking
about what would also be in this world where donkeys play goats in soccer. If donkeys play
goats in soccer, then I would think deer are the referees… I bet the field is bigger than the
soccer fields humans use… and I bet the goal boxes are bigger, too. Hmm..
Continue this thinking aloud, modeling adding features to your concept map.
Model moving your ideas from the concept map to a paragraph, getting as imaginative as you can. Use descriptive
language in your ideas, and model incorporating them into your writing. Have students read the paragraph aloud
with you.
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Have students do the same for the next story starter about Animal City. Encourage students to be imaginative and
that the more original ideas, the better. Give students 3-5 minutes to brainstorm and talk about their ideas. Then,
walk them through their concept maps (each branch can represent a topic or subject or paragraph).
Finally, have students transfer the content of their concept maps onto paper and pencil into complete sentences.
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ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Emerging, Developing, Expanding: Have students Think-Pair-Share their ideas about Have students complete
concept maps for 1 class session and start their own stories in the next class session. If appropriate, have
students translate the reading into their L1 and then brainstorm adding on in their L1 and transferring to English
for their concept map. Continue to model brainstorming for as long as it takes for students to feel comfortable
brainstorming. Students may brainstorm in their first language in their head and in speaking and write in English or
any combination thereof.
Where possible, have students first write their paragraph in their first language and then translate it to English with
partner, dictionary, and teacher support. Alternatively, provide a few creative words somewhere clearly visible
students can use to inspire their thinking. A few commonly used words in creative writing are below. Finally, have
students use other resources or partners in the classroom to support their writing, be it a rubric or thesaurus or
teacher’s aide.
Once students have a paragraph or so for the story starter below, have students pick another and branch off from
there. Alternatively, have students incorporate more than one story starter into their concept map.
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Collect and review student’s paragraphs and/or concept maps to measure student understanding and language
development in writing. Have students share out their paragraphs or stories at the end of class to practice reading
aloud.

Now it’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today you will practice Book Monkeys.
Let’s log in and begin working on Book Monkeys.
Have students work in the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1. Have students answer questions about their own stories (probing questions about setting or characters or
plot) or have students take turns asking questions about another student’s writing. This builds students literal
comprehension skills in reading and listening.
2. Have students compare and contrast Animal City to another book or movie where animals live freely using a
Venn Diagram.
3. Have students read all the story starters and write a separate story about some of the main themes, having
students pull out the characters, setting, and themes overall.
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Supplementa l Material : Easy vocabulary
busy
careless
clumsy

wild
crazy
fussy

challenging
easy
simple

spiky
rusty
smelly

nimble
brave
mighty
meek
clever

still
odd
starving
stuffed
alert

chilly
freezing
icy
steaming
sizzling

foul
stinky
curly
fuzzy
plush

dull
afraid
scared
cowardly
bashful

sleepy
surprised
tense
rude
selfish

muggy
cozy
huge
great
vast

lumpy
wrinkly
smooth
glassy
snug

proud
fair
greedy
wise
foolish

strict
tough
polite
amusing
gentle

sturdy
grand
heavy
plump
deep

stiff
ugly
hideous
horrid
dreadful

tricky
truthful
loyal
happy

quiet
caring
hopeful
rich

puny
small
tiny
petite

nasty
cruel
creepy
loud

cheerful
carefree
friendly
moody
crabby

thrifty
stingy
spoiled
generous
quick

long
endless
beautiful
adorable
shining

shrill
muffled
creaky

cranky
awful
gloomy
angry
worried

speedy
swift
hasty
rapid
good

sparkling
glowing
fluttering
soaring
crawling

excited
calm
bored
hardworking
silly

fantastic
splendid
wonderful
hard
difficult

creeping
sloppy
slimy
grimy
crispy
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Supplementa l Material : More challenging vocabulary
•

articulate: the ability to speak fluently and coherently; synonyms include eloquent, fluent, persuasive, and
expressive.

•

bossy: enjoys giving out orders to others, domineering; synonyms include pushy, overbearing and controlling.

•

careful: avoiding danger, or doing things with thought and attention; synonyms include cautious, alert, wary,
diligent, scrupulous, deliberate, and attentive.

•

defiant: showing resistance and disobedience; synonyms include resistant, obstinate, uncooperative, and
noncompliant.

•

energetic: showing an excessive amount of activity or vitality; synonyms include spirited, animated, bouncy,
bubbly, and active.

•

frustrated: expressing distress or annoyance especially because of a character’s inability to change or complete
something; synonyms include defeated, disappointed, and crushed.

•

giving: being of a generous nature; synonyms include generous.

•

honest: free of deceit and untruthfulness, sincere; synonyms include truthful, sincere, frank, open, and straight.

•

imaginative: having or showing creativity or inventiveness; synonyms include creative, inspired, inventive, and
resourceful.

•

joyful: feeling, expressing, or causing great pleasure and happiness; synonyms include happy, cheerful, jolly, and
joyous.

•

kind: having or showing a friendly, generous, and considerate nature; synonyms include loving, affectionate,
caring, and good-natured.

•

lazy: unwilling to work or use energy; synonyms include inactive, sluggish, idle, and lethargic.

•

messy: untidy or dirty; synonyms include dirty, grubby, and grimy.

•

nervous: a person who is easily agitated or alarmed, tends to be anxious or high strung; synonyms include
anxious, edgy, and neurotic.

•

obnoxious: a person who is annoying to others around him; synonyms include unpleasant, nasty, repugnant,
and insufferable.

•

prim: someone who acts stiffly formal and respectable, someone who shows disapproval of anything seen as
improper; synonyms include proper, formal, stuffy, and prudish.

•

reliable: someone who can be trusted and consistently performs well; synonyms include dependable, genuine,
and trustworthy.

•

stubborn: someone unwilling to change their attitude or position on something especially when shown good
arguments or reasons against their position; synonyms include obstinate, strong-willed, and inflexible.

•

tricky: someone who is crafty, deceitful, or sly; synonyms include sharp, calculating, slick, and slippery.

•

unique: a person who is unlike any other or goes against the grain of society; synonyms include individual,
special, and distinctive.
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Supplementa l Material : More challenging vocabulary
•

vain: a person who has a high opinion of their appearance, abilities, or worth; synonyms include conceited,
narcissistic, egotistic, and self-obsessed.

•

wild: a person who is uncontrolled or unrestrained in their actions; synonyms include unrestrained, unruly,
disorderly, and rowdy.

Sources: https://blog.udemy.com/descriptive-adjectives, http://supereasystorytelling.com/creative-writing-wordslists. html
Supplementa l Material : Story starters
1. Today I’m going to the big soccer game. The Daring Donkeys are playing the Great Goats. Both teams run very
fast. The donkeys are very good at kicking with their back feet. The goats are great at using their heads to send
the ball flying. Whoever wins today will be the city champions!
2. The Animal City swimming pool is a popular place. Everyone is welcome as long as they act nicely. In hot
weather you might see dogs, ducks, alligators, and even a hippopotamus swimming together. In the winter the
pool is full of polar bears, seals, and penguins. Hot or cold, you won’t see lions, panthers, or house cats. Most
cats don’t like getting wet!
3. Most big cities are busy by day and much quieter at night. Animal City is very active at night. That’s because
many animals come out only at night. These nighttime animals sleep all day. Once it gets dark, bats, owls,
hamsters, and many others wake up. They will stay awake until the sun comes up again.
4. My friend Roger is a fennec fox. He comes from the desert in Africa and has huge ears. His big ears help him hear
very, very well. He can hear tiny bugs moving under the sand. Roger has a very special job in Animal City. He goes
from house to school to music hall tuning pianos.
5. We just saw a show called “Mice on Ice.” We joined the crowd at the ice-skating rink. On the ice were hundreds of
mice in beautiful costumes. They wore tiny ice skates and did spins and jumps to music. At the end, they formed
a long line holding each other’s tails. As they raced across the ice, the crowd clapped and clapped.
6. Let’s visit the Farm-Animal Food Market. There is a large department with seeds for chickens, ducks, and geese.
There is a room full of dried oats for the horses. There are piles of different grasses for the cows and sheep. Most
farm animals like the fruit and vegetable department. Because pigs will eat rotten food, there is a smelly room
just for them.
7. Spring is a special time in Animal City. That’s because so many animals have their babies in spring. You can see
new lambs playing in flocks of sheep. I n the parks, you can watch calves following their mother cows. You can
hear baby birds chirping from nests high in the trees. I especially like watching foals learning to run like stallions
and mares.
8. All people need fresh water to live. That is why most large cities are near fresh water. Cities near a lake or river
have a steady supply of fresh water close-by. Those in the desert or near the saltwater ocean may not. These
cities must get fresh water from other places. Their water is carried to them through pipes from freshwater rivers
and lakes.
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Supplementa l Material : Story starters
9. Most tall buildings have elevators. Elevators carry people and things between floors. First, you press a button
to choose whether to go up or down. W hen the elevator arrives, get in and choose the number for the floor you
want. A bell rings to signal that you have arrived at the right floor. I like elevators because I ’d rather not climb
hundreds of stairs!
10. Cities often honor important people and events. They might build a monument to help people remember
a special time. Some monuments honor war heroes. Other monuments honor important leaders, such as
presidents. Most have a sign telling you what the monument is for. When you look at the monument and read
the sign, you are learning about a city’s history.
11. If you like baseball, you might enjoy living in a big city. Almost every large city in America has its own baseball
team. I f you buy a ticket, you can visit the ballpark. You can sit with other fans and cheer for your favorite team.
Chicago and New York have two teams each! I guess people in those cities are crazy about baseball.
12. Big cities usually have several large highways. I t takes many years to plan and build them. First, the city
government uses a map to decide where the highway should go. Next, they buy all the necessary land. Then,
hundreds of workers remove anything on that land. Over several years, the new road is built. When it is finished,
cars, trucks, and busses will use it every day.
13. Many animals work together at the City Flower Garden. First, dogs and foxes dig all the holes for the plants. Then
birds drop seeds into the holes. Raccoons water the seeds so they will grow. Sheep and cows especially like
eating grass.
14. The city needs a leader to be in charge. E very four years, the animals vote for mayor. This year, a tiger won and
now she runs the city. She is very smart and strong. All the animals like her even though she has sharp teeth!
15. The city has busses and trains. They take the animals from place to place. A lot of the slower animals ride on
them. You might ride with a hen, a turtle, or some pigs. Fast animals would rather run or fly.
16. Many snakes are good at climbing trees. That is why they fix the city’s streetlights. When a light breaks, a snake is
called to that street. The snake ascends the light pole. Soon the city night is bright again.
17. A building is on fire! Quickly someone calls the fire department. Here come the elephants, racing to the scene.
They shoot water from their trunks and soon the fire goes out. The animals are lucky to have elephant heroes.
18. In a zoo, animals live in cages and glass houses. Our city does not have a zoo. If people visit our city, they will
see all kinds of animals. They might even think that Animal City is a giant zoo. Except, of course, the animals are
running free.
19. The streets in a big city can get very dirty. Most cities have special trucks called street sweepers to clean up the
litter. These trucks have large brushes that remove the litter from the street. All the cars must move off the street
when it is being cleaned.
20. Many cities have theaters where you can watch a play. If you buy a ticket, you can see actors work on stage.
Actors wear costumes and pretend to be someone else. They might sing, dance, or make you laugh. When the
play is over, you clap to show you enjoyed it.
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21. Big ships come to the city harbor. The ships are bringing necessary supplies. The ships come across oceans and
rivers. The ships dock at the city’s harbor and unload their cargo. Everyone in the city is thankful for this cargo.
Now they have things they need to live and work.
22. A taxi is a car that takes someone from place to place. Each taxi has a meter that keeps track of how long the ride
took. The taxi driver starts the meter as soon as the rider gets in the car. When the cab gets to the right address,
the driver stops the meter. The rider must pay the amount the meter shows.
23. The blues band is playing in the park tonight. They are expecting a huge crowd because the concert is free.
Some of the animals bring chairs so they will feel comfortable. They like to arrive early to get a good spot. Other
animals bring blankets. They will lie out under the stars as the music plays. Giraffes and elephants usually stand
in the back because they are so tall.
24. Many artists live in the city. Some of them like to mold things out of clay. Others like to draw or paint. A gorilla
named John is famous for his paintings. He stands in his studio wearing a plastic suit and gloves. He reaches into
cans and throws paint of all colors. The paint splashes against big pieces of paper.
25. The city streets are crowded and busy. Sometimes the cars and trucks are backed up for miles! No one likes all
that traffic. You hear a lot of honking horns and squeaking brakes. You also hear angry barking and growling!
When drivers aren’t careful, there may be a crash. To avoid trouble, many animals walk.
26. Martha is a canary who loves to sing. She is studying to improve her voice. Living in a big city gives her an
advantage. There are many teachers and schools to help Martha. Every Thursday, she goes to see Master
Mockingbird. He is an expert singer. With his teaching, Martha will become a great singer, too.
27. Every home and business in the city needs water. The water travels from the city’s lakes through pipes. The pipes
lie under the city’s streets in tunnels. These tunnels were dug by moles. Thousands of moles spent many years
digging. They worked day and night to complete the task. Every thirsty animal is grateful to those moles.
28. Bob is a bear who hates to cook. Life in the city is perfect for Bob. When he is hungry, he goes out to eat. The
city has many places to dine. Bob’s favorite meal is salmon with honey. He goes to a restaurant and orders three
plates full! The cook works quickly to feed that hungry bear.
29. Every city needs a government to help it run smoothly. The government is elected by the citizens of the city. The
members of the government make important decisions every day. They create a budget to decide how to spend
the city’s money. For example, the budget tells how much money goes to fix roads, schools, and hospitals. When
more money is needed, the government raises taxes.
30. Just imagine the amount of mail arriving in a city each day! Now consider all the mail leaving the city. The postal
service is very busy. The postal workers have to sort the mail to get it to the right address. They must transport all
the mail from place to place. It takes a lot of work just to get one letter through. A single letter may travel on four
trucks and several airplanes!
31. Every city takes pride in its tall buildings. Special buildings, new and old, give the city a certain look. When you
see a postcard of a city, you may recognize it by its skyline. You know the city by the shape and outline of the
buildings. Only the skyline of Chicago has the huge, black Sears Tower. The city of Seattle is known for the Space
Needle. These landmarks make each city individual.
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32. If you like watching sports, a city is great! You can see a big league baseball team play on their home field. You
might go to an indoor arena. Many cities have hockey, basketball, and football teams. Sports fans fill the arena to
cheer for their favorite team. I f you buy a ticket, you can join the crowd. Indoors or outdoors, you can see a game
throughout the year.
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LESSON TOPIC: Chicken Dog (Lesson 1)

STANDARDS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use L1 to support L2 (e.g., cognates).
Use pre-taught vocabulary (e.g., word banks) to complete simple sentences.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral commands/instructions.

Speaking:

Connect ideas in discourse using transitions (e.g., “but”, “then”).
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).
Explain and compare content-based concepts.

TARGE TE D E NGL ISH L ANGUAGE PROFIC IE NC Y
Emerging, Developing, Expanding
OBJE C TIVE S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to use stories to practice beginning, middle, and ending sounds of key words.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use their knowledge of letter sounds to succeed in the exercise Chicken Dog in
Fast ForWord Reading Level 3.
KEY VOC ABUL ARY
Chicken Dog word list (page 5)
MATE RIAL S
•

Chicken Dog word list (page 5)

•

Highlighters

•

Printouts of example sentences for students where necessary

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program
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MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
The basic elements of reading and understanding English are spelling and lettersound correspondences. For a reminder, what are letter-sound correspondences?
Give students wait time to respond (10-25 seconds).

Why is it important to know these?
Have students Think-Pair-Share their responses. Have students brainstorm why it’s important to read and
understand what you read, be it English or any other language.

Chicken Dog, as well as this activity, focuses on building on your knowledge of vowel,
consonant, and sound groups.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Using the word list from Chicken Dog, give your students one of the words; “queen” for example, as well as a location
(“castle” or whatever you’d like).
Next, have your students tell a story (or say a sentence) using the word and location that you gave. In the story, have
students include two other words that also begin with the same sound as the first word “queen” (or middle sound,
ending sound, whichever category needs work). For example:

“I am a queen at the castle, and I will go on a quest to find a cucumber.”
Think aloud with a couple more examples. Have students practice this along with you as many times as needed until
it is clear students understand the activity.
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Break off students into pairs or maintain a whole group setting for students to begin creating their own stories. This
is primarily a speaking activity to be done in a group or with partners but consider having students draw pictures or
write their stories.
You may decide how long student stories should be and whether you would like stories to have certain parts that
students must include, for example: all stories must have a character, a setting, and a series of events (or whatever
criteria you would like). You may also give students the option of choosing the target word from the list for their
stories or if you’d like to pick the words based on the sounds and concepts students need practice with.
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ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Emerging: Before the start of this lesson, create a handout for students with two main parts:
1.

A selection of high frequency words and/or nouns from the word list below. Next to it or below, a list of
locations (feel free to use some creativity here; this will make a more engaging experience).

2.

Write five to ten sentences using a word and location from the list you created, including another word with the
same beginning sound as the target word somewhere in the sentence.

Introduce this handout by previewing it with students. Then, model a think aloud for identifying the beginning sound
in the target word by highlighting the letter or letters that make up the sound. In the example here, the beginning
sound consists of /qu/. Model saying that sound aloud, reading and re-reading the sentence, and highlighting that
same sound in another word in the sentence (quest). You may also use the location’s beginning sound and another
word (castle, cucumber). Handouts should look like this:

I am a queen at the castle, and I will go on a quest to find a cucumber.
Then, model a sentence more, and then another as needed to show what students are to do. Then, complete some
sentences with students. Allow students to lead the discussion/activity in speaking. Finally, have students work
individually or in partners to complete the rest of the sentences on the handout you created. Practice reading the
sentences aloud with students and require that they read them aloud as they work to help them.
Finally, have students use the word list on the handout to create their own sentences in speaking, adding words with
beginning sounds.
If you anticipate students will struggle with finding words to use in their own sentences, using the word list below as
well as some high frequency vocabulary, add a word bank to the handout for students to use in building their own
sentences in speaking.
Alternatively, introduce and model the activity in students’ native language and then transition to English in
speaking.
Developing, Expanding: Consider launching the activity with the written handout as described above, using
highlighters to introduce the concept of beginning word sounds. As students get comfortable in reading and
speaking, add a challenging element to the activity by transitioning to middle and ending word sounds.
Adding another element of challenge, have students tell stories rather than formulate single sentences. Have
students use a concept map or illustration to help them plan their story.
Students can compete by tallying how many words they use that have the target sound. Award prizes where
appropriate to ensure student engagement, utilizing timers so long as students are still producing language either in
speaking or writing.
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RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Now it’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today you will practice Chicken
Dog. Let’s log in and begin working on Chicken Dog.
Have students work in the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1.

Have students comb the Chicken Dog word list to find all the beginning or middle or ending word sounds
identified by the instructor. (ex: “Find all the words with a beginning word sound /p/.”)

2.

Have students comb the Chicken Dog word list to write a story on their own using a certain set of words to
practice a given set of sounds.
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Chicken Dog Word Lists

Initial Consonants
Simple Singles: b, d, f, h, l, m, n, p, r, s, t, v, w, y, z
been
believe
both
days
done
door

face
found
future
hands
heard
high

large
leave
longer
make
modern
most

near
next
nothing
people
position
put

rather
real
right
several
some
system

too
toward
turned
very
view
volume

were
world
women
years
young
yours

zero
zipper
zone

wreath
wrinkle
wrist
written
wrong

knee
knife
knock
known
knuckle

Digraphs and Silent Letters: ch, sh, th, wh, ph, wr, kn
change
check
child
chin
church

shall
she
short
should
show

than
the
their
this
thing

think
though
thought
three
through

what
white
who
whole
why

pharmacy
pheasant
phone
photo
physical

Two Letter Blends: bl, cl, fl, gl, pl, sl, br, cr, dr, fr, gr, pr, tr, sc, sk, sm, sn, sp, st, sw
black
blanket
blue
clear
clock
close

flight
flower
fly
glad
globe
gloves

place
plan
play
sleep
slow
sly

branch
breakfast
brought
crash
creek
crop

dragon
dress
dropped
free
from
front

grab
great
group
present
problem
provide

tractor
tricycle
true
scare
scarlet
scout

Three Letter Blends: scr, spr, spl, str, squ, shr, thr
scramble
scrap
screwdriver

spray
sprinkle
spruce

splash
splendid
split

strawberry
street
strong

square
squeak
squid

shriek
shrub
shrug

thrill
through
throughout

queen
question
quite

general
genius
get

giraffe
given
going

join
juice
justice

Special Cases: c, k, qu, g, j
came
center
certain

city
cost
could

kilometer
kind
kitchen
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skateboard
skeleton
skin
small
smoke
smooth

snap
sneak
snowstorm
special
spin
sponge

state
still
students
swallow
sweets
swim

Chicken Dog Word Lists

Final Consonants
Simple Singles: b, d, g, m, n, p, t
bathtub
bib
job
shrub

had
head
period
squid

big
bug
flag
frog

am
from
problem
room

all
full
small
tell

across
address
less
miss

can
human
situation
upon

group
keep
top
up

great
scout
without
yet

elf
golf
himself
itself

first
interest
last
west

Doubles: zz, ff, ll, ss
buzz
fizz
fuzz
jazz

cliff
off
puff
stuff

Two Letter Blends: mp, nd, ft, lt, nt, lf, st, nk, ng
bump
camp
jump
stomp

and
around
mind
second

craft
gift
left
swift

felt
result
salt
wilt

government
important
point
want

Digraphs and Silent Letters: ck, lk
back
clock
thick

chalk
stalk
yolk

Special Cases: s, x
always
areas
does
his

lines
minutes
perhaps
seems

socks
states
students
themselves

things
this
us
various

ax
fix
mailbox
relax
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chipmunk
honk
thank
think

along
among
following
something

Chicken Dog Word Lists

Medial Consonants
Singles: b, c, d, f, g, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, t, v, w, z
about
above
probably
became
education
local

already
idea
president
before
life
therefore

age
figure
together
ahead
behind
somehow

enjoy
major
project
looked
making
taken

political
relax
value
family
human
members

money
national
united
department
open
type

experience
history
period
music
position
reason

sometimes
total
united
having
individual
never

anything
either
further

amphibian
elephant
telephone

away
following
power
blazing
citizen
horizon

Digraphs and Silent Letters: ch, ck, dg, gh, lk, sh, th, ph
approached blackberry
peaches
cracker
punching
knuckle

bridge
fudge
lodging

might
throughout
weight

folksong
talking
walkway

freshwater
friendship
mushroom

Two Letter Blends: bl, cr, mp, nc, nd, nt, rm, rs, rt, st
possible
problem
table
across
piecrust
scarecrow

company
important
umpire
entrance
once
since

calendar
individual
under
center
into
until

armadillo
information
watermelon
course
personal
university

certain
party
started
history
question
system

Three Letter Blends: btr, bst, ctr, rtm, ldr, ncl, ncr, nds, ngr, ntr, rnm, rtr, spl str, tst, xpl
subtract
lobster
electric

department increase
children
handsome
conclude
ingredient

control
country
entrance

government destroy
courtroom footstep
display
explode

Doubles: cc, dd, ff, gg, ll, mm, nn, pp, ss, tt
occupy
raccoon
soccer

address
fiddle
pudding

different
effect
office

bragging
struggle
suggest

million
really
usually
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annual
cannot
channel

opposite
missing
peppermint necessary
supper
possible

better
little
matter

Chicken Dog Word Lists

Vowels
Short: a, e, i, o, u
action
began
example
family
has

best
economic
help
them
well

history
if
important
little
public

college
got
modern
often
upon

just
much
number
run
study

Long with Silent E: a_e, e_e, i_e, o_e, u_e
able
case
name
place
state

delete
extreme
here
theme
these

five
like
outside
quite
wife

alone
close
home
those
whole

excuse
flute
perfume
rule
use

R-Controlled and Special Cases: y (as in happy), oo (as in foot), ar, er, ir, or, ur
anything
every
many
only
probably

book
good
look
stood
took

are
art
car
far
party

her
later
mother
other
over

birthday
first
giraffe
girl
shirt

for
important
more
morning
story

during
further
nature
surface
turn

Diphthongs and Other Special Cases: y (as in sky), au, aw, oo (as in boot), ew, ou, ow, oi, oy
cry
my
reply
type
why

autumn
because
daughter
fault

awful
crawling
law
lawn
saw

balloon
room
school
smooth
soon

few
grew
nephew
new
screwdriver

amount
house
our
outside
sound

between
queen
seen
street
three

amateur
feud
maneuver
neutral
sleuth

Digraphs: ai, ay, oa, ea, ee, eu
again
jail
mailbox
raincoat
said

always
play
says
today
way

board
overload
raincoat
roads
soap

early
great
increased
least
really
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down
however
now
power
town

coin
join
point
poison
voice

boy
destroy
enjoy
royal
toy

Lesson Topic: Chicken Dog (Lesson 2)

LESSON TOPIC: Chicken Dog (Lesson 2)

STANDARDS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use context clues and illustrations to determine meaning of words/phrases.
Use L1 to support L2.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral directions.
Complete content-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.
Use learning strategies described orally.

Speaking:

Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).
Answer simple content-based questions.
Discuss stories, issues, and concepts.

TARGE TE D E NGL ISH L ANGUAGE PROFIC IE NC Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing
OBJE C TIVE S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to use a game called Bazoo! to learn new words in English.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use their comprehension of new vocabulary to succeed in the Chicken Dog
exercise in Fast ForWord Reading Level 3.
KEY VOC ABUL ARY
Chicken Dog word list (page 6)
MATE RIAL S
•

Chicken Dog word list (page 6)

•

Chicken Dog flash cards

•

Sentence frames, written somewhere clearly visible (page 3)

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program
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MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
When we write in English it is important to remember how to spell the words correctly so
that our readers understand what we say. We will practice learning and spelling some new
words today, but before we get started, let’s think: What can be challenging about spelling
words in English?
Give students wait time and have them share what they find hard about writing words in English. This can be certain
spelling patterns, or how letter sounds change, or letters in words that aren’t pronounced, etc. Encourage students
to open up and real challenges they have and give wait time as needed.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Now, I’m going to say a word and then we’ll say it together and then you’ll say it. After that,
we’ll say the letters of the word, then, we’ll guess what it means. After we guess what it
means, I’ll either tell you, show you, or have you look up the word to find its meaning.
If you already know what a word means, say ‘Bazoo!’ Then you tell us what the word
means. If you are correct, you get a point. If you are not correct, another student has an
opportunity to say what the word means.
1.

Model saying a few words from the word list (below) or presenting words from the flash cards and saying
“Bazoo!” to give the correct definition.

2.

After saying the word, give students 10-15 seconds to think about how they might know the word.

3.

If nobody yells Bazoo! in time, give the definition as described above.

4.

Repeat words frequently early on to give students an opportunity to practice saying “bazoo!”, articulating
definitions, and racking up points.

5.

For added support, you may have students give an example of the word if articulating definitions is something
students are still working on.

PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Have students play Bazoo! until time is up. Tally up points and award prizes per needs for student engagement/
investment.
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ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Have students draw pictures of what words mean or practice saying the definition after you
provide students with the definition. Alternatively, have students hunt the definition down on their own using a
bilingual dictionary, English dictionary, thesaurus, or internet-enabled computer or tablet. Have students work
together to come up with group definitions for words and record them on a group poster or have students record
them on paper or in a journal for the next round.
The game will start slow and pick up as students learn new words. To get students comfortable, intermingle the
words from the list with high frequency words students hear and use every day. To start, you could have students
give the equivalent word in their native language rather than a definition or example in English. Provide the
sentence frames below if needed to support students’ speaking in defining or explaining the words they know:

means that

.

An example of

is

The definition of

is
is when a person

.
.
.

is what you say when
is another way to say

.
.

To create a more game-like atmosphere, have students touch a buzzer-like object or other stationary object on the
table when they yell out Bazoo!
Keep score and offer prizes or awards to build student engagement. You may also break students off into teams and
have students come together to see if they can provide a definition or example for a word.
Developing, Expanding: Have students use complete sentences for their definitions. Keep score to engage students
and provide prizes where applicable. To create a more game-like atmosphere, have students touch a buzzer-like
object or other stationary object on the table when they yell out Bazoo!
You may also break students off into teams and have students come together to see if they can provide a definition
or example for a word. For added challenge and where possible, have students write out their definitions in English
or their native language and encourage students to keep them handy in case the word is called out again.
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RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Now it’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today you will practice Chicken
Dog. Let’s log in and begin working on Chicken Dog.
Have students work in the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1.

Have the teacher earn a point for every word the teacher defines to add a challenging element to the game.

2.

Have students compete for highest number of points for a prize. Empower students with dictionaries if
appropriate to practice looking words up in a dictionary. Add a timer for students/to engage students who may
otherwise be unengaged.
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Chicken Dog Word Lists

Initial Consonants
Simple Singles: b, d, f, h, l, m, n, p, r, s, t, v, w, y, z
been
believe
both
days
done
door

face
found
future
hands
heard
high

large
leave
longer
make
modern
most

near
next
nothing
people
position
put

rather
real
right
several
some
system

too
toward
turned
very
view
volume

were
world
women
years
young
yours

zero
zipper
zone

wreath
wrinkle
wrist
written
wrong

knee
knife
knock
known
knuckle

Digraphs and Silent Letters: ch, sh, th, wh, ph, wr, kn
change
check
child
chin
church

shall
she
short
should
show

than
the
their
this
thing

think
though
thought
three
through

what
white
who
whole
why

pharmacy
pheasant
phone
photo
physical

Two Letter Blends: bl, cl, fl, gl, pl, sl, br, cr, dr, fr, gr, pr, tr, sc, sk, sm, sn, sp, st, sw
black
blanket
blue
clear
clock
close

flight
flower
fly
glad
globe
gloves

place
plan
play
sleep
slow
sly

branch
breakfast
brought
crash
creek
crop

dragon
dress
dropped
free
from
front

grab
great
group
present
problem
provide

tractor
tricycle
true
scare
scarlet
scout

Three Letter Blends: scr, spr, spl, str, squ, shr, thr
scramble
scrap
screwdriver

spray
sprinkle
spruce

splash
splendid
split

strawberry
street
strong

square
squeak
squid

shriek
shrub
shrug

thrill
through
throughout

queen
question
quite

general
genius
get

giraffe
given
going

join
juice
justice

Special Cases: c, k, qu, g, j
came
center
certain

city
cost
could

kilometer
kind
kitchen
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skateboard
skeleton
skin
small
smoke
smooth

snap
sneak
snowstorm
special
spin
sponge

state
still
students
swallow
sweets
swim

Chicken Dog Word Lists

Final Consonants
Simple Singles: b, d, g, m, n, p, t
bathtub
bib
job
shrub

had
head
period
squid

big
bug
flag
frog

am
from
problem
room

all
full
small
tell

across
address
less
miss

can
human
situation
upon

group
keep
top
up

great
scout
without
yet

elf
golf
himself
itself

first
interest
last
west

Doubles: zz, ff, ll, ss
buzz
fizz
fuzz
jazz

cliff
off
puff
stuff

Two Letter Blends: mp, nd, ft, lt, nt, lf, st, nk, ng
bump
camp
jump
stomp

and
around
mind
second

craft
gift
left
swift

felt
result
salt
wilt

government
important
point
want

Digraphs and Silent Letters: ck, lk
back
clock
thick

chalk
stalk
yolk

Special Cases: s, x
always
areas
does
his

lines
minutes
perhaps
seems

socks
states
students
themselves

things
this
us
various

ax
fix
mailbox
relax
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chipmunk
honk
thank
think

along
among
following
something

Chicken Dog Word Lists

Medial Consonants
Singles: b, c, d, f, g, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, t, v, w, z
about
above
probably
became
education
local

already
idea
president
before
life
therefore

age
figure
together
ahead
behind
somehow

enjoy
major
project
looked
making
taken

political
relax
value
family
human
members

money
national
united
department
open
type

experience
history
period
music
position
reason

sometimes
total
united
having
individual
never

anything
either
further

amphibian
elephant
telephone

away
following
power
blazing
citizen
horizon

Digraphs and Silent Letters: ch, ck, dg, gh, lk, sh, th, ph
approached blackberry
peaches
cracker
punching
knuckle

bridge
fudge
lodging

might
throughout
weight

folksong
talking
walkway

freshwater
friendship
mushroom

Two Letter Blends: bl, cr, mp, nc, nd, nt, rm, rs, rt, st
possible
problem
table
across
piecrust
scarecrow

company
important
umpire
entrance
once
since

calendar
individual
under
center
into
until

armadillo
information
watermelon
course
personal
university

certain
party
started
history
question
system

Three Letter Blends: btr, bst, ctr, rtm, ldr, ncl, ncr, nds, ngr, ntr, rnm, rtr, spl str, tst, xpl
subtract
lobster
electric

department increase
children
handsome
conclude
ingredient

control
country
entrance

government destroy
courtroom footstep
display
explode

Doubles: cc, dd, ff, gg, ll, mm, nn, pp, ss, tt
occupy
raccoon
soccer

address
fiddle
pudding

different
effect
office

bragging
struggle
suggest

million
really
usually
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annual
cannot
channel

opposite
missing
peppermint necessary
supper
possible

better
little
matter

Chicken Dog Word Lists

Vowels
Short: a, e, i, o, u
action
began
example
family
has

best
economic
help
them
well

history
if
important
little
public

college
got
modern
often
upon

just
much
number
run
study

Long with Silent E: a_e, e_e, i_e, o_e, u_e
able
case
name
place
state

delete
extreme
here
theme
these

five
like
outside
quite
wife

alone
close
home
those
whole

excuse
flute
perfume
rule
use

R-Controlled and Special Cases: y (as in happy), oo (as in foot), ar, er, ir, or, ur
anything
every
many
only
probably

book
good
look
stood
took

are
art
car
far
party

her
later
mother
other
over

birthday
first
giraffe
girl
shirt

for
important
more
morning
story

during
further
nature
surface
turn

Diphthongs and Other Special Cases: y (as in sky), au, aw, oo (as in boot), ew, ou, ow, oi, oy
cry
my
reply
type
why

autumn
because
daughter
fault

awful
crawling
law
lawn
saw

balloon
room
school
smooth
soon

few
grew
nephew
new
screwdriver

amount
house
our
outside
sound

between
queen
seen
street
three

amateur
feud
maneuver
neutral
sleuth

Digraphs: ai, ay, oa, ea, ee, eu
again
jail
mailbox
raincoat
said

always
play
says
today
way

board
overload
raincoat
roads
soap

early
great
increased
least
really
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down
however
now
power
town

coin
join
point
poison
voice

boy
destroy
enjoy
royal
toy

Lesson Topic: Scrap Cat

LESSON TOPIC: Scrap Cat

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use context clues and illustrations to determine meaning of words/phrases.
Sort/group pre-taught words/phrases.
Use pre-taught vocabulary (e.g., word banks) to complete simple sentences.
Use L1 to support L2.

Listening:

Classify/sort content-related visuals per oral descriptions.
Categorize content-based examples from oral directions.

Speaking:

Describe situations from modeled sentences.
Describe pictures, events, objects, or people using phrases or short sentences.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to use background knowledge to categorize new words in English through the use
of pictures and teacher support.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use their comprehension of new vocabulary to succeed in the Scrap Cat exercise
in Fast ForWord Reading Level 3.

KEY VOCABULARY
Scrap Cat Word List
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Lesson Topic: Scrap Cat

MATE RIALS
•

Pencils and paper for writing

•

Flash cards for the Scrap Cat word list (or a selection of 25-30 flash cards for the purpose of this activity) and a list
of the flash cards somewhere clearly visible in random order for students to see

•

Sentence frames from Presentation section, written on a board or somewhere clearly visible

•

Categories written on sentence strip paper (hidden from view to start)

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Today we’re going to learn some new words to help us be successful in Scrap Cat. When we
work with many new words like we do in Scrap Cat, we sometimes have to use what we
already know to do what it asks us.
Good readers use what is called background knowledge to understand new things in the
books they read or the words they see. Let’s say that together: “background knowledge”
Now you try it: “background knowledge”
Background knowledge is what we already know.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Let’s look at these words in front of us. We have words here that have things in common. As
we say them, think about if you’ve heard this word before. Think about what you know
about these words. Maybe you’ve heard one of these before. Think about how you know the
word and what you think it means. Let’s say them together first.
Read through the list of words with students in I-do-We do-You-do order.

Now that we’ve read all these words, you’re going to use what you remember of these words—
your background knowledge—to group them into piles.
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Lesson Topic: Scrap Cat

Put all the flash cards on the table in a pile in front of students.

Work together to put all these words into separate piles. Put words that are alike together. I
will not tell you how the objects are alike. You’ll try this in a team first, then we’ll talk
about it.
To help you group words together, you can use these sentence frames:
I know this word means

.

These two words are the same because
I remember that this is
I know this means

.

.
because

.

This word is like this one because
is like

.

because they both

.

I think this word goes over here.
I think this pile is all alike because

.

These words are different because
I heard this word one time when

.
.

PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Have students work together to put all words into piles. Do not give students any clues, like how many categories
there are or any hints as to what the categories are. If students separate words into many more piles than there are
categories, that’s okay. Let them work through it. Encourage students to use their background knowledge to think
about what words mean as they work.
Confirm when students are finished. When students are finished, give them the name of the categories of the flash
cards you used. For example, “Animals on a farm,” “Clothes,” or “Things on Someone’s Head.”
Now that students have the categories, have them work together to reorganize the words into those categories. If
they got it correct the first time, move on to the extension activities.
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ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Introduce the activity and categories in students’ native language where possible. If using
English, spend some time describing some categories and giving examples. You may pull examples from the word
list to show students, and then remove them from the pile for students to sort.
When giving the students directions, model the sentence frames for students using a couple of words in the pile and
have students say it with you, then alone. Give students extra time to practice pronunciation and saying the sentence
frame with a few words. Remove the words you and the students used to learn the sentence frames from the pile
students are to sort.
If possible, give students the words they’ll be working with in a list in students’ native language on the board or
somewhere clearly visible. Encourage students to interpret the words into their native language in speaking while
they work if it helps students. Allow students to use their native language to compare words and characteristics as
they work if appropriate.
Developing, Expanding: Have students interpret the words into their native language as they work if that helps
students. Only provide the sentence frames above if students need them (if they are not producing language in
speaking as they work).
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Now it’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today you will practice Scrap
Cat. Let’s log in and begin working on Scrap Cat.
Have students work on the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1.

Have students choose a few words from the list and draw a picture of the words (combining the objects into
one picture) or writing a story using those couple of words. For more of a challenge, have students use as many
words as possible.

2.

Have students write sentences about how they already knew the meanings of some of the words using the
sentence frames, or for added challenge, without the sentence frames.
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Lesson Topic: Twisted Pictures (Lesson 1)

LESSON TOPIC: Twisted Pictures (Lesson 1)

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use L1 to support L2 (e.g., cognates).
Use pre-taught vocabulary (e.g., word banks) to complete simple sentences.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral commands/instructions.

Speaking:

Connect ideas in discourse using transitions (e.g., “but”, “then”).
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).
Explain and compare content-based concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to form sentences about pictures that are true and false.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use new vocabulary to comprehend passages in the Twisted Pictures exercise in
Fast ForWord Reading Level 3.

KEY VOCABULARY
Create your own list as needed, based on the pictures you choose to include in the lesson

MATERIALS
•

Pictures (page 5)

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program
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Lesson Topic: Twisted Pictures (Lesson 1)

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Emergent bilinguals need exposure to varying sentence structures to understand the sentences in Twisted Pictures.

Before playing Twisted Pictures today, we are going to practice making sentences. These
sentences will help you understand the activity in Twisted Pictures. Can you say Twisted
Pictures?
Everyone practices saying Twisted Pictures.

In Twisted Pictures, you have to read each sentence carefully because you need to click the
sentence that correctly describes the picture you see. Sometimes it gets tricky.
Reading carefully is something good readers do to help understand stories. Why is it
important to understand what we read?
Give students time to think and respond about why it’s important to understand what we read.

Today we’re going to learn some new sentence structures by practicing making our own.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Start by showing the first picture and say a sentence about the picture that is false. Ask students if you are correct.
Say another sentence that is also false. Ask again if you are correct. Say a sentence that is true. Ask students if you
are correct.
Be sure to model sentences with details about the picture that students might not catch at first. Twisted Picture
tests students on their ability to compare two or more objects in a picture, so be as detailed as possible with your
statement without giving too much away. For example, here are some sentences for the first picture:
•

No birds fly. (false)

•

Two birds fly. (false)

•

One bird flies away. (true)

•

Two birds have blue wings. (false)

•

The bird takes off. (true)

•

The birds take off. (false)

Today you will play a game: you will examine a picture and write a sentence about the
picture that is false or true. Then you’ll pass your sentence to the person next to you and
that person has to figure out if the statement is true or false. You will exchange with your
partner on either side of you.
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PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
1. Hold up a picture.
2. Have students write a single sentence—true or false—about the picture.
3. Students pass it to the student on the left.
4. Students on the left write “true” or “false.”
5. Students pass the sentences and answers to the teacher.
6. Read a sentence aloud to the students.
7. Have the class answer whether it is true or false. Discussion happens here if needed. Most likely you will need to
encourage students to play around with writing about one and more than one in their sentences, and correct
students on their sentence structures. Don’t worry about spelling or punctuation—the goal of this activity is to
get students comparing and contrasting details in pictures and forming complete sentences about it. Continue
with this process until you have discussed each student’s sentence.
8. Have students write another true or false sentence about the picture and pass it to the student on the right.
Repeat steps 4-8.
9. Show a new picture and repeats steps 2-8.
ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Instead of writing, have students say a statement about the picture. Model this several times
with the first couple of pictures and have students take turns creating their own sentences. If students feel more
comfortable, have them create sentences about the picture in their native language first and then transition to
English as they get more comfortable with the task. Encourage students to get creative with their sentences and
provide verbal sentence frames or recasting to ensure clear sentencs.
Repeat students’ statements after they make them a couple of times and give the group wait time (10-25 seconds)
to respond if the statement is true or false. If needed, define any vocabulary in the statement other students might
not know.
To help with students creating sentences, write some key words on the board to use with each new picture. Include
words that identify the object(s) in the picture, and anything overtly noticeable in the picture.
Developing, Expanding: Encourage students to get creative with their statements in writing. Launch the lesson and
model the student role in students’ native language if possible and appropriate. Have students play a couple of
practice rounds of writing sentences about a picture below before following the steps above exactly.
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RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Now that we can compare and contrast pictures using sentences in English, let’s
practice what we know in Twisted Pictures.
Have students work in the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1.

Have students draw pictures to represent some key words for pre-emergent students, for example: “red,
umbrella, daytime”, “jeans, cleaning, house”, and so on.

2.

Have students come up with their own stories using the pictures as their guide and inspiration.

3.

Have students create their own questions about the pictures for partners to answer either in speaking or
writing.
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Supplementa l Material : Pictures
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LESSON TOPIC: Twisted Pictures (Lesson 2)

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use L1 to support L2 (e.g., cognates).
Use pre-taught vocabulary (e.g., word banks) to complete simple sentences.

Writing:

Fill in graphic organizers, charts, and tables.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral commands/instructions.

Speaking:

Connect ideas in discourse using transitions (e.g., “but”, “then”).
Ask for clarification (e.g., self-monitor).
Explain and compare content-based concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Emerging, Developing, Expanding

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to use a graphic organizer and visuals to create various syntactic structures in
speaking and writing.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use what they know of syntactic structures to succeed in the Twisted Pictures
exercise in Fast ForWord Reading Level 3.

KEY VOCABULARY
Create your own list as needed, based on the pictures you choose to include in the lesson

MATERIALS
•

Picture books/magazines/pictures from some other medium

•

Graphic organizer for each student and model copy for teacher (page 5)

•

Pencils

•

Whiteboard or other clearly visible writing surface

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program
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MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
This lesson will rely mainly on conversation with you and your students, however a graphic organizer is also provided
to record your thoughts. By using picture books (or magazines, etc.) from your classroom library the connections to
vocabulary and syntax will be more authentic.

Today we will practice something called syntactic structures. Syntactic structures are all the
ways sentences can be formed to say the same thing. Let’s practice saying that: syntactic
structures.
Syntactic structures. For example: I’m going to the store in a few minutes; In a few
minutes I’m going to go to the store; I am planning on going to the store in a few
minutes. Why do you think it is important to know and understand many different
syntactic structures?
Have students Think-Pair-Share their response.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
From our picture books/magazines/internet today we’re going to create sentences with
varying syntactic structures. Let’s look at this picture (show picture) here. What sentences
can we say about this picture?
After modeling several—saying the same thing a few different ways—have students create sentences in speaking in
English about the picture. Record the sentences students create on the board.

Now that we have some sentences about this picture, let’s change the syntactic structure.
So earlier we talked about syntactic structure being the ways you can say something. So
now let’s change the ways you can say the same things we have here.
Model changing the syntactic structure of the first sentence on the board/writing surface). Ensure you are saying the
same thing as the sentence. Then model changing the same sentence into a question.

Now, let’s try it with these other statements.
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Have students think aloud to re-say the statements on the board in different ways. Correct or support students
where needed in terms of what is still grammatically correct and what is not.
Once students have come up with a different way to say the sentence and/or turned the same statements into
questions, show the next picture and have students work in pairs to come with two sentences about the picture
saying the same thing two different ways, as practiced with the first. Have students either say or write their
sentences or both for each picture.
Once students feel comfortable with that, introduce the graphic organizer and have students work together (or
individually for more of a challenge) in answering the questions about pictures given to the students.
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ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging: Follow the lesson as written in Practice/Application, allowing students ample time to think
about their sentences and launching the activity using the sentence frames below. Spend some extra time using the
sentence frames below to practice varying syntactic structures in speaking before moving to the pictures. If possible,
create some sentence frames that accommodate various syntactical structures about the pictures you will show. Use
these with the activity before modeling and encouraging students to begin creating their own sentences.

Yesterday, I
I

.
yesterday.

Did you know that yesterday I
?One time I
saw

.

I saw
Didn’t I see

one time.
one time?

Is there always

on Fridays?

There is always
Fridays. On Fridays there is always
I always notice that there is

on
.
on Fridays.

Additionally, if possible and relevant, have students begin the activity by doing it in the native language first, coming
up with two different syntactic structures for 1 picture. Then have students move to English. If students are growing
writers and eager to practice, have students write their sentences in their L1 and then practice saying them in
English.
Developing, Expanding: Follow the lesson as written above, encouraging students to speak and using the above
sentence frames where needed. Students should be practicing writing in English, and feel free to incorporate native
language support in writing if that helps students practice with syntactic structures in English.
Students might not need extensive practice prior to moving to the graphic organizer but provide as much support as
needed for students to feel comfortable with the activity before moving on to the handout. If students like more of a
challenge, have them complete the handout individually about the same picture and award points for creativity and
mechanics and syntactic structural variance.
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RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Collect handouts and have students start working on Twisted Pictures.

Now it’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today you will practice Twisted
Pictures. Let’s log in and begin working on Twisted Pictures.
Encourage students to take their time with the activity and read every sentence carefully before making a selection.
Remind students that it’s okay to slow down and focus (it’s better to be right and slow than fast and wrong).
E XTE NSION
1.

Choose a picture and have students create their own plots based on just that picture and write a story.
Students can share their plot with another student, who can be given the task of drawing another picture and
writing their own paragraph that complements the original.

2.

Have students create various syntactic structures using English and their native language, and any other
language they are learning.

3.

Have students ask and answer questions to one another about the pictures to practice comprehension and
paying close attention to detail.
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Supplementa l Material : “What doe s it mean?” graphic organizer
Name:

Place the ill ust rat ion inside thi s box

1. Who are the characters inside this illustration?
a.
b.
c.
d.
2. What are the characters doing?
a.
b.
c.
d.
3. Where is this illustration happening?
a.
b.
c.
d.
4. Why is this illustration happening?
a.
b.
c.
d.
5. Write three sentences using the characters in the illustration and explain how their actions can be
interpreted in three different ways.
a.
b.
c.
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Fast ForWord Reading Comprehension
This chapter includes offline lessons that can be used with our Reading Comprehension
component.
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Lesson Topic: Cognobot

LESSON TOPIC: Cognobot

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Answer questions about explicit information in texts.
Find details that support main ideas.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral directions.
Complete content-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.

Speaking:

Answer simple content-based questions.
Discuss stories, issues, and concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Entering, Emerging, Developing

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to ask and answer comprehension questions about a paragraph using flash cards
with question word stems.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use their comprehension of passages about Animal City to succeed in Cognobot.

KEY VOCABULARY
who
what
when
where
why
how
(plus key words from paragraphs as needed)
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MATE RIALS
•

Paragraphs, written somewhere clearly visible for students (page 6)

•

Question word flash cards face down

•

Question stems from ELD Differentiation section (page 4)

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Open a group discussion using the following questions:

What do you know about cities? Do we live in a city?
What is living in a city like?
What do people do for fun in the city? What do people do for work in the city? How is a city
different than other places?
What do you like/dislike about living in the city? Or: What do you think you would like or
dislike about living in the city?
Give students wait time to talk and probe their thinking to elicit language from students.

Asking and answering questions is something good readers do to help understand
stories. Why is it good to understand what we read?
Give students time to think and respond about why it’s important to understand what we read.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Today we’re going to read about a place called Animal City. What do you think a place called
Animal City would be like? Have students talk about what an Animal City would be like.
Encourage students to get creative.
As we read, we’re going to ask one another questions about Animal City using these 5 question
words: what are question words?
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Give students an opportunity to brainstorm and guess at the definition of question words.

Question words are words we use when we ask questions. In English, there are 6 common
question words:
Who, what, when, where, why, and how?
Many questions in English start with one of these words. Today, we’ll practice reading
and using these words to ask questions about Animal City.
Show students first paragraph and read aloud, then have students read with you, then have students read on their
own. Define any words that students may be unfamiliar with and give examples.
Model drawing a question card, asking a question, giving students 10-20 seconds of wait time, and then saying a
student’s name who then must answer the question you asked aloud. The key is to:
1.

Come up with a question using the question word you drew from the deck,

2.

The question is about the paragraph everyone just read, and

3.

Give all students think time to come up with a response before choosing a student to answer.

Each student will do this activity, so be sure to model exactly how you’d like students to follow suit.
Next, have everyone read the second paragraph. Don’t worry too much about student pronunciation, so long as
they are familiar with most of the words and can pronounce most words correctly. If students are still struggling
with the level of text of the passage, have students practice their fluency and comprehension in class or on Reading
Assistant before coming back to this activity.
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Have students read the paragraph first by the teacher, then as a group, then just students. Each student takes a turn
drawing a question card, asking a question about the paragraph students just read, giving everyone think time to
formulate their answers, and calling on another student (or teacher) to answer the question. For each paragraph,
have up to 5 students take a turn asking a question.
Encourage students to get creative with their questions and give examples to start (some sentence frames are
below). Once the question is correctly answered, have the student put the card back in the pile. If the first student
called upon does not answer within 15-20 seconds move to the next student to keep the game going. If students
overall are struggling to answer, have the student repeat the question or write each question on a clearly visible
surface and read it aloud.
Keep score if desired to offer prizes at the end of a lesson or a week as needed for student motivation.
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ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Entering, Emerging, Developing: If students are struggling with the demand of the task, spend some time modeling
asking questions and have students practice responding to the questions with one another on a book or movie all
students are familiar with.
Read the passage to students and define any potentially challenging vocabulary in speaking and writing with
examples and visuals where possible. Write the following question stems on the board or some other clearly visible
surface to support speech production during the activity, modeling a few and pointing to the words as you read:

How does the character,

, do

?

How does the author help us understand

?

What clues in the story tell us

?

What do you think the author means by
What is

?

?

What does

mean?

Where is the story taking place?
Where do the

live?

Where in the text does it tell us
Why is

?

Why does
Why is

?
doing

When does the

do

When is

?

Who is

?

?
?

?

Who does the author tell us is

?

To support student thinking, for each question asked and only where needed (if students overall are struggling to
respond even after think time), write each question on the board or other clearly visible surface and read it aloud
pointing to the words as you read. Define any potentially challenging words in the question with examples or a
native language translation where possible and appropriate.
Keep score to build student engagement or tally best or complete sentence responses for extra points.
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Expanding: Encourage students to ask questions that require that readers think beyond the text, having students
infer or draw conclusions, answer if-then scenarios, and potentially even opinion questions, requiring students to
support their opinions with evidence in the text. See below in “Extension” for activities for enrichment.

RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Now it’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today you will practice Cognobot.
Let’s log in and begin working on Cognobot.
Have students work in the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1. Have students write their own paragraphs and questions for a partner to answer.
2. Have students add on to the paragraphs below with their own sentences or rest of the story for a creative writing
activity.
3. Have students think about the paragraph and come up with their own question using a key word you point
out: it could be a word from the story or a reading comprehension strategy term like “context clues”, “text-toself connection”, “compare”, or “main idea”. Then have students either say or pose the question in writing to a
partner and have the partners answer either in speaking or writing.
4. Alternatively, print out the paragraphs below and cut them out. Have students read the paragraphs in pairs (or
individually for more of a challenge) and categorize each paragraph as fiction or nonfiction or some other set of
categories.
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Supplementa l Material : Paragraphs

Today I’m going to the big soccer game. The Daring Donkeys are playing the Great Goats. Both teams
run very fast. The donkeys are very good at kicking with their back feet. The goats are great at using their
heads to send the ball flying. Whoever wins today will be the city champions!
The Animal City swimming pool is a popular place. Everyone is welcome as long as they act nicely. In hot
weather you might see dogs, ducks, alligators, and even a hippopotamus swimming together. In the winter
the pool is full of polar bears, seals, and penguins. Hot or cold, you won’t see lions, panthers, or house cats.
Most cats don’t like getting wet!
Most big cities are busy by day and much quieter at night. Animal City is very active at night. That’s
because many animals come out only at night. These nighttime animals sleep all day. Once it gets dark, bats,
owls, hamsters, and many others wake up. They will stay awake until the sun comes up again. My friend Roger
is a fennec fox. He comes from the desert in Africa and has huge ears. His big ears help him hear very, very
well. He can hear tiny bugs moving under the sand. Roger has a very special job in Animal City. He goes from
house to school to music hall tuning pianos.
We just saw a show called “Mice on Ice.” We joined the crowd at the ice-skating rink. On the ice were
hundreds of mice in beautiful costumes. They wore tiny ice skates and did spins and jumps to music. At the
end, they formed a long line holding each other’s tails. As they raced across the ice, the crowd clapped and
clapped.
Let’s visit the Farm-Animal Food Market. There is a large department with seeds for chickens, ducks, and
geese. There is a room full of dried oats for the horses. There are piles of different grasses for the cows and
sheep. Most farm animals like the fruit and vegetable department. Because pigs will eat rotten food, there is a
smelly room just for them.
Spring is a special time in Animal City. That’s because so many animals have their babies in spring. You
can see new lambs playing in flocks of sheep. I n the parks, you can watch calves following their mother cows.
You can hear baby birds chirping from nests high in the trees. I especially like watching foals learning to run
like stallions and mares.
All people need fresh water to live. That is why most large cities are near fresh water. Cities near a lake
or river have a steady supply of fresh water close-by. Those in the desert or near the saltwater ocean may
not. These cities must get fresh water from other places. Their water is carried to them through pipes from
freshwater rivers and lakes.
Most tall buildings have elevators. Elevators carry people and things between floors. First, you press a
button to choose whether to go up or down. When the elevator arrives, get in and choose the number for the
floor you want. A bell rings to signal that you have arrived at the right floor. I like elevators because I ’d rather
not climb hundreds of stairs!
Cities often honor important people and events. They might build a monument to help people
remember a special time. Some monuments honor war heroes. Other monuments honor important leaders,
such as presidents. Most have a sign telling you what the monument is for. When you look at the monument
and read the sign, you are learning about a city’s history.
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Supplementa l Material : Paragraphs

If you like baseball, you might enjoy living in a big city. Almost every large city in America has its own
baseball team. If you buy a ticket, you can visit the ballpark. You can sit with other fans and cheer for your
favorite team. Chicago and New York have two teams each! I guess people in those cities are crazy about
baseball.
Big cities usually have several large highways. I t takes many years to plan and build them. First, the
city government uses a map to decide where the highway should go. Next, they buy all the necessary land.
Then, hundreds of workers remove anything on that land. Over several years, the new road is built. When it is
finished, cars, trucks, and busses will use it every day.
Many animals work together at the City Flower Garden. First, dogs and foxes dig all the holes for the
plants. Then birds drop seeds into the holes. Raccoons water the seeds so they will grow. Sheep and cows
especially like eating grass.
The city needs a leader to be in charge. E very four years, the animals vote for mayor. This year, a tiger
won and now she runs the city. She is very smart and strong. All the animals like her even though she has
sharp teeth!
The city has busses and trains. They take the animals from place to place. A lot of the slower animals
ride on them. You might ride with a hen, a turtle, or some pigs. Fast animals would rather run or fly.
Many snakes are good at climbing trees. That is why they fix the city’s streetlights. When a light breaks, a
snake is called to that street. The snake ascends the light pole. Soon the city night is bright again.
A building is on fire! Quickly someone calls the fire department. Here come the elephants, racing to the
scene. They shoot water from their trunks and soon the fire goes out. The animals are lucky to have elephant
heroes.
In a zoo, animals live in cages and glass houses. Our city does not have a zoo. If people visit our city,
they will see all kinds of animals. They might even think that Animal City is a giant zoo. Except, of course, the
animals are running free.
The streets in a big city can get very dirty. Most cities have special trucks called street sweepers to clean
up the litter. These trucks have large brushes that remove the litter from the street. All the cars must move off
the street when it is being cleaned.
Many cities have theaters where you can watch a play. I if you buy a ticket, you can see actors work on
stage. Actors wear costumes and pretend to be someone else. They might sing, dance, or make you laugh.
When the play is over, you clap to show you enjoyed it.
Big ships come to the city harbor. The ships are bringing necessary supplies. The ships come across
oceans and rivers. The ships dock at the city’s harbor and unload their cargo. Everyone in the city is thankful
for this cargo. Now they have things they need to live and work.
A taxi is a car that takes someone from place to place. Each taxi has a meter that keeps track of how long
the ride took. The taxi driver starts the meter as soon as the rider gets in the car. When the cab gets to the right
address, the driver stops the meter. The rider must pay the amount the meter shows.
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Supplementa l Material : Paragraphs

The blues band is playing in the park tonight. They are expecting a huge crowd because the concert
is free. Some of the animals bring chairs so they will feel comfortable. They like to arrive early to get a good
spot. Other animals bring blankets. They will lie out under the stars as the music plays. Giraffes and elephants
usually stand in the back because they are so tall.
Many artists live in the city. Some of them like to mold things out of clay. Others like to draw or paint. A
gorilla named John is famous for his paintings. He stands in his studio wearing a plastic suit and gloves. He
reaches into cans and throws paint of all colors. The paint splashes against big pieces of paper.
The city streets are crowded and busy. Sometimes the cars and trucks are backed up for miles! No one
likes all that traffic. You hear a lot of honking horns and squeaking brakes. You also hear angry barking and
growling! When drivers aren’t careful, there may be a crash. To avoid such trouble, many animals walk.
Martha is a canary who loves to sing. She is studying to improve her voice. Living in a big city gives her
an advantage. There are many teachers and schools to help Martha. Every Thursday, she goes to see Master
Mockingbird. He is an expert singer. With his teaching, Martha will become a great singer, too.
Every home and business in the city needs water. The water travels from the city’s lakes through pipes.
The pipes lie under the city’s streets in tunnels. These tunnels were dug by moles. Thousands of moles spent
many years digging. They worked day and night to complete the task. Every thirsty animal is grateful to those
moles.
Bob is a bear who hates to cook. Life in the city is perfect for B ob. When he is hungry, he goes out to
eat. The city has many places to dine. Bob’s favorite meal is salmon with honey. He goes to a restaurant and
orders three plates full! The cook works quickly to feed that hungry bear.
Every city needs a government to help it run smoothly. The government is elected by the citizens of the
city. The members of the government make important decisions every day. They create a budget to decide
how to spend the city’s money. For example, the budget tells how much money goes to fix roads, schools, and
hospitals. When more money is needed, the government raises taxes.
Just imagine the amount of mail arriving in a city each day! Now consider all the mail leaving the city.
The postal service is very busy. The postal workers have to sort the mail to get it to the right address. They
must transport all the mail from place to place. It takes a lot of work just to get one letter through. A single
letter may travel on four trucks and several airplanes!
Every city takes pride in its tall buildings. Special buildings, new and old, give the city a certain look.
When you see a postcard of a city, you may recognize it by its skyline. You know the city by the shape and
outline of the buildings. Only the skyline of Chicago has the huge, black Sears Tower. The city of Seattle is
known for the Space Needle. These landmarks make each city individual.
If you like watching sports, a city is great! You can see a big league baseball team play on their home
field. You might go to an indoor arena. Many cities have hockey, basketball, and football teams. Sports fans fill
the arena to cheer for their favorite team. If you buy a ticket, you can join the crowd. Indoors or outdoors, you
can see a game throughout the year.
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LESSON TOPIC: Print Shop

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use context clues and illustrations to determine meaning of words/phrases.
Sort/group pre-taught words/phrases.
Use pre-taught vocabulary (e.g., word banks) to complete simple sentences.
Use L1 to support L2.

Listening:

Classify/sort content-related visuals per oral descriptions.
Categorize content-based examples from oral directions.

Speaking:

Describe situations from modeled sentences.
Describe pictures, events, objects, or people using phrases or short sentences.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Emerging, Developing, Expanding

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to create adjective clauses to combine sentences.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use what they know about adjective clauses to succeed in Print Shop.

KEY VOCABULARY

paraphrase
adjective clauses
edgy
messy

lived
extremely
every-day
creepy

bored
large
knock
running

prowls
carefree
calm
chubby
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MATE RIALS
•

Chart paper containing example sentences and sentences for students to use, 1 sentence for each chart paper
sheet; tape/adhesive

•

Sentences written on a board or other clearly visible surface

•

More examples of adjective clauses, if appropriate

•

Student logins for the Fast ForWord program

MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
Adjective clauses are parts of sentences that aren’t always required but that give us
additional information. For example:
•

My sister, who lives in Salt Lake City, was here last weekend for a visit.

•

The house, which has been on the market for months, was sold last week to the highest bidder.

•

The squirrel’s tree, loaded with acorns, is where a family of birds lives.

•

Standing near the drinking fountain, where she normally is, you’ll find Alice waiting for class to
begin.

•

At noon, and only on Sundays, the ice cream man comes by my house.

What is the adjective clause in these sentences? Let’s think.
Show students the adjective clause.

Why do you think it’s important to understand this and how sentences work like this?
Have students Think-Pair-Share their responses.
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PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
Today we will spend some time working with adjective clauses. In this lesson, I’m going
to give each of you (or pairs) one sentence. You will work together to combine your
sentences into one with an adjective clause. Each of your sentences has only one correct
pair.
Give each student an 8.5 x 11 piece of paper containing one sentence.

Before we begin, let’s look at an example.
Share the first example with students and model putting it together, thinking aloud. Have students do the second
example with you.

Note: The carat (^) shows the teacher where the clause should go.
E xample 1

1a The boy ^ was running toward him.
1b It was the boy who had waved to his friend earlier.
Answer: The boy, who had waved to his friend earlier, was running toward him.
E xample 2

1a. John ^ had seen the man knock on the door.
1b. It was John who lived across the street.
Answer: John, who lived across the street, had seen the man knock on the door.
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PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Now that we know what to do, I’m going to give you your own sentences and you’ll work
together to find your match and combine them into one sentence. When you find your match,
tape your posters together and write the correct sentence on the board or on your chart
paper.
1a. In front of the statue ^ April saw the hot dog stand.
1b. It was the stand which was there every day.

2a. The light from the lamp was blinking, so he checked the light bulb ^ and saw that it could not be removed until
later.
2b. It was the light which was extremely hot.

3a. The dogs love to be inside in the summer ^.
3b. It is cooler inside.

4a. The moldy sandwich ^ was immediately thrown away.
4b. This sandwich belongs to Jacob.

5a. Playgrounds ^ can be dangerous for young kids.
5b. Playgrounds sometimes have old equipment.

6a. Pretty days ^ are perfect for walks in the park.
6b. Pretty days happen some places more often than others.

7a. The penguin ^ swims underwater for long periods to catch dinner.
7b. Fish is the food of choice for penguins.

8a. The hardest thing about school ^ is that there is a great deal of homework.
8b. School lasts most of the day.
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ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Emerging, Developing: Model this activity in students’ native language where possible before transitioning to English.
Where appropriate and possible, begin the activity in students’ native language, comparing the two language
structures in writing on the board or somewhere clearly visible. Giving students an opportunity to compare and
contrast grammatical forms across languages builds background knowledge and cognitive functions.
Have students dissect the first examples from the Motivation portion of the lesson into parts of speech before getting
into further examples of adjective clauses so that students go into the activity with confidence in their background
knowledge of grammar forms. Provide more examples where appropriate, and for further challenge, have students
create their own sentences with an adjective clause at the conclusion of the lesson.
Expanding, Bridging: Have students write out some examples of their own sentence pairs and trade with a partner
to combine the two into one sentence as shown in the examples. Where appropriate and possible, begin the
activity in students’ native language, comparing the two language structures in writing on the board or somewhere
clearly visible. Giving students an opportunity to compare and contrast grammatical forms across languages builds
background knowledge and cognitive functions.
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Have students read their sentences aloud with the adjective clause to the group.

Now it’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today you will practice Print Shop.
Let’s log in and begin working on Print Shop.
Have students work in the Fast ForWord program until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1.

Have students find examples of adjective clauses in their independent reading.
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LESSON TOPIC: Road Trip

S TA N D A R DS
WIDA Grade Level Clusters 3-5, 6-8
Reading:

Use L1 to support L2 (e.g., cognates).
Use bilingual dictionaries and glossaries.
Use English dictionaries and glossaries.
Identify multiple meanings of words in context (e.g., “cell”, “table”).

Writing:

Fill in graphic organizers, charts, and tables.

Listening:

Follow multi-step oral commands/instructions.
Complete content-related tasks or assignments based on oral discourse.

Speaking:

Connect ideas in discourse using transitions (e.g., “but”, “then”).
Explain and compare content-based concepts.

TA R GET ED EN GLI S H LA N GU A G E P R O FI C I EN C Y
Emerging, Developing, Expanding

O BJ E C T I V E S
LANGUAGE – Students will be able to write sentences using a word in all its meanings.
CONTENT – Students will be able to use what they know of multiple word meanings to succeed in Road Trip.

KEY VOCABULARY
Road Trip word list (page 6)

MATERIALS
•

Copies of graphic organizers for students, and teacher copy for modeling

•

Word list

•

Pencils

•

Dictionaries (bilingual in students’ L1 where possible), thesauri
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MOTIVATION

(Building Background)
There are many vocabulary words that have multiple meanings. You can use the same word
with the same spelling and have totally different meanings. It is important to know all the
different meaning sothat when we read sentences with these words in them we can
understand what they say.
Why do you think it may be important to know all the possible meanings of a word?
Have students Think-Pair-Share their responses.

Today we’re going to create something called a multiple meaning map. This map helps us
identify all the different meanings of words.
PRE SE NTATION

(Language and Content Objectives, Comprehensible Input, Strategies, Interaction, Feedback)
To get us started, let’s look here. In the center of the map we have the word ‘hand.’ There
are four boxes around this center box. The different meanings are placed in the outside
boxes. Sentences withthe four different meanings are written at the bottom of the page. It’s
our job to match the sentence to the correct meaning above. Hmm…
Model thinking aloud to correctly match the sentences to the corresponding definitions of the word “hand.”
Repeat modeling this activity on a blank form with the words “bat” and “puzzle.” However, rather than matching
sentences, construct and write sentences that correspond to the correct definition below.
PRAC TIC E /APPL IC ATION

(Guided Practice, Interaction, Strategies, Feedback)
Do this a couple of times with students on their own handouts, having students think aloud along with you. Try this
with the words “dig” and “sandwich.”
Gradually prompt students to take over writing out definitions and creating sentences. It’s entirely possible students
only know one or two meanings of a word. Additionally, there may not be four usages or definitions for a given word.

Now, let’s pick a word from our word list and see how many meanings it has.
Have students each choose a word and create their own multiple meaning map. If students don’t know more than
one meaning, have them look it up in the dictionary and ask for clarification where needed. This may need to be
modeled.
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ELD Dif ferent iat io n
Emerging, Developing, Expanding: Provide students with the word list and dictionaries to start. Discuss the concept
of multiple meanings in students’ native language if possible or give an example from students’ native language.
Model using the dictionary and rephrasing/simplifying/shortening the definition for the graphic organizer before
students work with you.
Rephrasing and shortening definitions in a second language is challenging, so model this several times, and only
permit this if students have a strong grasp of the language. If not, have students simply record the definitions on
their graphic organizers and share with the teacher or another student for clarification as the review/wrap-up portion
of the lesson before or after attempting to craft a sentence in English with the associated meaning on the graphic
organizer.
Alternatively, rather than write a definition, students could use a thesaurus and write a synonym, or draw a picture,
or do a random word association—whatever works best for students to comprehend the various meanings of a given
word.
Where appropriate, break up the lesson over several sessions to give students time to get comfortable with the task.
Encourage students to get creative with their sentences in writing and don’t worry too much about punctuation and
spelling. The big learning is that students understand all possible meanings of a given word.
RE VIE W/ASSE SSME NT

(Review Objectives with Vocabulary, Assess Learning)
Collect students’ work and analyze for comprehension of the task and the new vocabulary.

Now it’s time to practice these skills in Fast ForWord. Today you will practice Road Trip. Let’s
log in and begin working on Road Trip.
Have students work in the Fast ForWord product until their time is up.
E XTE NSION
1.

In addition to writing multiple meanings, have students reserve a box on their multiple meanings map for the
same word in their native language if possible.

2.

Have students pick a few words and pull them together into a short story with a creative theme, a couple of
paragraphs long. For added challenge have students incorporate as many words as possible they they learned
from the word list into their stories.
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Lesson Topic: Road Trip

Supplementa l Material : Multiple meaning maps

ROAD TRIP –
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN? WORKSHEET
Multiple Meaning Map
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Lesson Topic: Road Trip

Supplementa l Material : Multiple meaning maps

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Lesson Topic: Road Trip

Supplementa l Material : Word list
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Lesson Topic: Road Trip

Supplementa l Material : Word list
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